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FOREWORD

According to this year’s Trade and Development Report, if the current momentum in the
world economy is sustained, we can expect decisive progress towards the Millennium
Development Goals. Moreover, the Report shows that there has been growing demand around
the world for developing-country exports – including those that are of crucial importance for
their economic fortunes.
These positive trends add to a number of other factors that are supportive of development
and poverty reduction. For example, the developed countries have taken some initial steps to
honour the commitments made in the Monterrey Consensus adopted at the International
Conference on Financing for Development in 2002. Considerable progress has been achieved
in alleviating the debt burden of the poorest countries. Aid flows are on the rise.
These gains, and donor commitments for future support, represent major improvements
in the external environment. Granting improved market access for their exports would further
improve those conditions, and is absolutely essential. That is why the recent suspension of the
Doha negotiations was so dismaying. Some participants have even contemplated settling for
something less than a true development round, or for no round at all. That must not be allowed
to happen. But if the negotiations are to succeed in generating the opportunities that are so
sorely needed, negotiators must show greater determination and political courage than they
have to date.
At the same time, let us also remember that the global partnership for development is
based on the conviction that responsibility for development lies primarily with the developing
countries themselves. It is therefore essential for them to find ways to translate improvements
in the external environment into sustained growth and development at home.
This is not an easy task, to say the least. This Report offers new ideas for designing
macroeconomic, sectoral and trade policies that can help developing countries to succeed in
today’s global economic environment. Particular attention is given to policies that support
local ownership, the creative forces of markets and the entrepreneurial dimension of investment.
Finally, the Report argues that a global partnership for development will be incomplete
without an effective system of global economic governance – one that takes into account the
specific needs of developing countries, and ensures the right balance between sovereignty in
national economic policy-making on the one hand, and multilateral disciplines and collective
governance on the other.
This year’s Trade and Development Report aims to contribute to the debate on how best
to make the global partnership for development bring real opportunity and positive change
into the lives of people everywhere. I recommend its analysis and suggestions to all stakeholders
and to a wide global audience.

Kofi A. Annan
Secretary-General of the United Nations

Trade and Development Report, 2006
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» The category South-East Europe and Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) replaces what
was formerly referred to as “transition economies”.
» Developing countries: all countries, territories or areas not specified above.
The terms “country” / “economy” refer, as appropriate, also to territories or areas.
References to “Latin America” in the text or tables include the Caribbean countries unless otherwise
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For statistical purposes, regional groupings and classifications by commodity group used in this Report
follow generally those employed in the UNCTAD Handbook of Statistics 2005 (United Nations publication, sales no. E/F.05.II.D.29) unless otherwise stated.

Other notes
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OVERVIEW

Since 2002, world economic expansion has had a strong positive impact on
growth and helped support progress towards the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs). Most developing countries have benefited from
this growth momentum as a result of strong demand for their exports of primary
commodities and, to an increasing extent, of manufactures. In addition, a
number of other changes in the external environment for development over
the past 10 to 15 years have benefited individual developing countries in
different ways, depending on their economic structure and state of
development. These changes include some improvements in market access,
provision of debt relief and commitments by donors to substantial increases
in ODA, as well as new opportunities to benefit from FDI and increasing
migrants’ remittances. In order for all developing countries to reach the MDGs
and to reduce the large gap in living standards with the more advanced
economies, the global partnership for development, stipulated in Goal 8 of
the MDGs, needs to be strengthened further. Much depends on the ability of
developing countries to adopt more proactive policies in support of capital
formation, structural change and technological upgrading, and on the latitude
available to them in light of international rules and disciplines.

II

Strong growth but increasing imbalances
in the world economy

The expansion of world output continued unabated in 2005, and is expected to maintain its pace,
with a projected GDP growth of 3.6 per cent in 2006. Output growth in developed countries is likely to
continue, at 2.5–3 per cent, despite high prices for oil and industrial raw materials and a tendency
towards more restrictive monetary policies. So far, turbulence in the financial markets has not adversely
affected global growth to any appreciable extent, but the risks of a slowdown are clearly higher than a
year ago. Developing countries, including many of the poorest, have benefited from continuing strong
demand and rising prices for primary commodities, but for some of them this has also meant a higher
import bill for oil and other raw materials. On the other hand, there are serious imbalances in the
world economy, which suggests the need for caution in assessing prospects for the coming years, as
their correction could have strong repercussions on developing countries.
The developing countries have contributed to the fast pace of global growth, with strong investment
dynamics and an overall growth rate averaging about 6 per cent for the group as a whole. In particular,
rapid growth in China and India has contributed to this outcome. It is also noteworthy that many
African countries have maintained high growth rates. Growth in that region has accelerated every year
since 2003, and projections of around 6 per cent growth for sub-Saharan Africa in 2006 signify an
exceptional performance.

Strengthened position of emerging-market economies

Recently, there have been signs of increasing volatility in stock, commodity and currency markets,
as well as in short-term capital outflows from some emerging markets – some of the ingredients of
financial crises in the past. The dollar is highly vulnerable, and international investors appear to have
become nervous in the face of continuing global imbalances and rising interest rates. A number of
developing countries have experienced a sharp drop in their stock market prices and some emergingmarket currencies have fallen markedly against the dollar, the euro, the yen and those currencies
closely attached to them. However, the turbulence is limited to some areas and to a number of countries
with fairly high current-account deficits. There is little evidence of a looming major financial crisis,
comparable to the Asian or Latin American crises some 10 years ago.
Most emerging-market economies are much less vulnerable than at the time of the big shocks that
occurred over the past two decades. In 2005, East and South Asian countries recorded a large surplus
on their current accounts and Latin America as a whole was also in surplus. After the Asian and Latin
American crises more and more developing countries have sought to follow similar paths of adjustment
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that have involved stabilizing their exchange rates at a rather low level, running sizeable currentaccount surpluses and accumulating large amounts of dollar reserves. While this practice is widely
considered as being suboptimal, in many respects it represents the only feasible way in which developing
countries can successfully adapt to the systemic deficiencies afflicting today’s global economic order
characterized by the absence of symmetric obligations of surplus and deficit countries.
It is no surprise that the undervaluation-cum-intervention strategy is especially prevalent among
developing countries that have recently experienced currency crises following previous liberalization
of their financial systems and capital accounts. Having learned that reliance on foreign savings rarely
pays off as a sustainable development strategy, a growing number of developing countries have shifted
to an alternative strategy that relies on trade surpluses as the engine for investment and growth. This
strategy requires them to defend strategically favourable post-crisis competitiveness positions. But it
can only function as long as there is at least one country in the global economy that accepts running
the corresponding trade deficit.

Redressing the imbalances

At this juncture, it is mainly because of the flexibility and pragmatism of macroeconomic
management by the United States that the systemic deficiencies in the global economic order have not
yet led to global deflation, but “only” to these imbalances. There is, however, a risk, that the United
States may become overburdened in playing the lead role as the global engine for growth for too long.
So far, it has been able to neglect its external imbalance as this presented no serious conflict with
efforts to sustain full employment and price stability, but there is growing potential for such a conflict.
Moreover, there are rising concerns, including among financial market participants, that the imbalance
is still growing. It is unlikely that the United States personal savings rate will decline by another
5 percentage points over the next decade, or that the public budget will be allowed to deteriorate by
another 6 per cent of GDP. Thus the world economy might soon be without the growth stimuli that
have driven it for the past 15 years. There is the prospect of a further dollar depreciation, which would
help restore competitiveness and rebalance the external accounts. But the effect of a marked slowdown
in United States imports would be spread and amplified across the world economy just as the positive
impulses were for all these years. This could quite easily halt the momentum in development progress
and poverty reduction achieved in developing countries in recent years, for no fault of theirs.
Notwithstanding the large surpluses of a number of developing countries, the main reason for the
United States’ perhaps increasingly unmanageable global burden is that some other key industrialized
countries, rather than assuming a supportive role, have added to the global burden of the United States.
Given the huge external surplus of Japan and Germany, and the significant improvements in their
competitive positions in recent years, the required competitiveness gains of the United States should
now come mainly at their expense, a process that would be greatly facilitated if the stagnant demand
that has prevailed in these economies for all too long were to become more buoyant.
China’s role in a benign redressing of global imbalances differs from that of Japan and Germany.
Since the beginning of the 1990s, China’s domestic demand, along with its imports, has grown very
strongly, and the country has played a vital role in spreading and sustaining growth momentum
throughout the developing world – a process that must not be derailed. Therefore, renminbi revaluation
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should continue gradually, rather than abruptly, taking due account of the regional ramifications. Similar
to China, oil-producing countries have only recently begun to play a significant part in the imbalances.
Should the high level of oil prices persist, they could contribute to a benign redressing of global
imbalances through stronger domestic demand growth and greater social and physical investment
with a view to diversifying their economies.
Crucially, what is needed for redressing global imbalances is a responsible multilateral effort,
rather than pressure on parts of the developing world. A well-coordinated international macroeconomic
approach would considerably improve the chances of the poorer countries to consolidate their recent
gains in growth performance. In the absence of such an approach, developing countries should defend
their strategically advantageous competitive positions and use the favourable overall environment for
investing more and reducing their foreign indebtedness.

Failure of the standard reform agenda

The present phase of relatively fast growth in developing countries, driven by strong global demand
originating mainly in the United States and amplified by the rapid expansion of the large Chinese
economy, comes after two decades of unsatisfactory growth in most developing countries, especially
in Africa and Latin America.
During the 1980s and 1990s, most developing countries undertook far-reaching market-oriented
reforms with the expectation that improved factor allocation would be key to their integration into a
globalizing world economy. The Bretton Woods institutions played a dominant role in this context,
both as lenders, imposing their policy conditionality on borrowing countries, and as “think tanks”
with a major impact on the international policy debate. As a result, the principles underlying the
reform agenda not only shaped the economic policies of countries that borrowed from the international
financial institutions; they also came to be widely accepted as the standard reform package for other
countries that were reviewing their development strategies for achieving closer integration into the
globalizing world economy.
The reform agenda focused almost exclusively on market forces for more efficient resource
allocation through improvements in the incentive structure and on reduced discretionary State
intervention. Efficiency enhancement in resource allocation was sought through liberalization and
deregulation at the national level, and through opening up to competition at the global level. Over the
years, the reform agenda has been extended to include additional elements such as capital-account
liberalization and improvements in national governance on the one hand, and greater emphasis on
poverty reduction and social aspects of development on the other.
The orthodox reform agenda was based on the belief that capital accumulation, a precondition
both for output growth and for changes in economic structures, including diversification,
industrialization and technological upgrading, would follow automatically from improved allocation
of existing resources. This expectation was rarely met. Indeed, the orthodox reforms were frequently
accompanied by low rates of investment and deindustrialization, often with negative social
consequences. The fast pace of trade liberalization caused trade deficits associated with any given rate
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of growth to become larger, adding to payments difficulties and increasing dependence on capital
inflows. And efforts to attract capital inflows involved raising interest rates – which hindered domestic
investment and slowed growth – and currency appreciation, which compromised the international
competitiveness of domestic producers and adversely affected trade performance. In most countries of
Africa and Latin America, capital accumulation did not keep pace with the increased need for
productivity enhancement and technological innovation, which are basic requirements for the success
of export-oriented development strategies. Moreover, although liberalization and deregulation may
have generated efficiency gains, these gains did not automatically translate into faster income growth.
Instead, they often led to growing inequality. Policies promoted with a view to getting relative prices
“right” at the micro level failed, because in too many cases they got prices “wrong” at the macro level.
At the same time, a number of East Asian countries succeeded in their catch-up efforts, based on
a high level of capital accumulation combined with gradual and often strategic opening up to
international markets. However, a dramatic downturn occurred in these countries in the late 1990s,
when, distinct from earlier prudent and strategic management of trade liberalization, governments
undertook premature capital-account liberalization, which made their economies vulnerable to the
vagaries of international capital markets.
The crisis was a turning point in several respects. First, there was mounting criticism of the
IMF’s diagnoses before and after the crisis and of its policy prescriptions, leading the Fund to soften
its stance with regard to capital-account management. Second, not all the countries affected by the
crisis accepted the IMF’s prescriptions for adjustment, resulting in a sharp decline in demand for IMF
assistance as countries sought to avoid the conditionality attached to it. Moreover, some regional
initiatives for closer monetary and financial cooperation were launched or strengthened with a view to
reducing dependence on the IMF in crisis situations. Third, the belief that integration into international
capital markets is generally beneficial because it allows access to foreign savings, and that domestic
monetary policies have to be geared to generating confidence in international financial markets, was
severely shaken. Experts and international institutions as well as governments began to view managed
exchange-rate systems in a more favourable light, and many countries changed their policy objectives
in favour of generating trade surpluses and accumulating reserves.

A new focus on poverty reduction

The meagre results of the traditional reform policies led to the growing perception in the course
of the 1990s that the standard reform agenda would have to be complemented by measures for
strengthening property rights – as the key institutional element for solving the problem of insufficient
investment. It was also recognized that additional efforts were needed to mitigate the effects of poverty,
in response to a universally perceived humanitarian need, and to make the reforms socially acceptable.
Poverty reduction was to be achieved by redirecting public expenditure to address the symptoms of
poverty. But such a policy is unlikely to have a lasting impact as long as structural change remains
slow and capital accumulation is insufficient to boost growth, increase productive capacity and create
employment for the poor. While increased efforts for poverty eradication are a global ethical imperative,
it is equally imperative to finance such expenditure out of additional resources; shifting public finances
away from investment that can have long-lasting effects on the causes of poverty to social spending
that might temporarily cure the symptoms of poverty can be counterproductive in the long run.
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The formulation of the MDGs in 2000 reflected the degree of dissatisfaction among global
policymakers with progress in development and in the fight against poverty under the conditions that
had prevailed over the previous two decades. Goal 8 of the MDGs – Develop a global partnership for
development – therefore added an international dimension to the reform agenda. Furthermore, in 2002,
the Monterrey Consensus recognized that the capacity of developing countries to realize the MDGs is
heavily influenced by external factors, including, inter alia, the international macroeconomic and
trading environment, aid flows and an international solution to the debt problem. The Consensus also
recognized the challenge facing developing countries to create the necessary internal conditions for
adequate levels of productive investment and ensure complementarity of public and private investment
in the development of local capacities – aspects that were largely neglected in earlier reform
programmes. There can be little doubt that an enabling environment for economic development is
strongly influenced by the way markets operate, but it is also characterized by externalities of various
kinds. Yet policy prescriptions focusing on “getting the prices right” through market liberalization
limit the scope for proactive government policies to address such externalities, which in many cases
can be decisive for investment decisions.

Improved export opportunities

The external environment for development is determined by the growth performance, cyclical
and structural changes as well as economic policy decisions of developed countries. Fast and sustained
growth in East and South Asia has added an additional dimension to this interdependence, but global
demand conditions, and thus developing countries’ export opportunities, continue to be shaped by the
major industrialized countries. In addition to expanding global demand, improved market access
conditions in developed countries are a key determinant of developing countries’ export opportunities.
These market access conditions have somewhat improved as a result of multilateral trade liberalization,
regional trade agreements and non-reciprocal preferential trading agreements, but, overall, the conditions
continue to be biased against developing countries. It is also noteworthy that the reduction in tariff
barriers has been accompanied by an increase in the use of non-tariff measures, particularly antidumping measures, which have emerged over the past 25 years as the most widespread impediment to
international trade, and to exports from developing countries in particular. Trade preferences often
have not been fully utilized and have generated limited benefits, not only because of uncertainty
surrounding the schemes, along with restrictive rules of origin and insufficient product coverage, but
also because of supply-capacity constraints. High hopes are attached to the ongoing Doha Round of
multilateral trade negotiations, but unless its development ambition is fully realized, the Round is
unlikely to bring major improvements in the overall export opportunities of developing countries.
Estimates of the aggregate gains that can be expected to result from a successful conclusion of the
Round in terms of exports and income are relatively modest, and the rise in total developing-country
exports will be distributed unequally across countries.
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Progress with debt relief and new ODA commitments

Another important factor shaping the external environment of many developing countries, in
particular the poorest ones, is official development assistance (ODA) and international support for
solving external debt problems. In this regard, the launching of the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
(HIPC) Debt Initiative in 1996 was a landmark. However, after 10 years of implementation, this Initiative
has not yet succeeded in meeting all its goals. So far, less than half of the eligible countries have
benefited from the full amount of debt relief possible under the Initiative, and a number of countries
continue to have unsustainable levels of debt, or are expected to again exceed the debt sustainability
thresholds in the coming years. Moreover, so far there is no clear evidence that debt relief has been
fully additional to ODA flows.
In an additional push to resolve the debt problem of the poorest countries, in July 2005 the G-8
announced the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative, whereby multilateral financial institutions undertook
to cancel the entire debt of countries that have fulfilled the requirements for full bilateral debt relief
under the HIPC Initiative. While ample debt relief is a necessary condition for many countries to
increase public and private investment, it does not constitute a universal solution to the broader structural
problems that led to the accumulation of debt in the first place, and it certainly will not ensure against
a recurrence of debt problems.
The challenge of solving these problems has also been recognized by the major ODA donors.
Since the beginning of the new millennium many donors have committed to stepping up aid flows to
support developing countries in their efforts to reach the MDGs. But even under the most optimistic
scenario (i.e. that all donor countries will fully honour their commitments), many developing countries
will continue to lack the necessary financial resources for achieving the MDGs. Certainly, most HIPCs
will need additional financing in the form of grants, rather than loans, in order to avoid new debt
servicing difficulties.

Increasing potential of migrants’ remittances and FDI

It is noteworthy that even after a considerable rise in ODA since 2001 and expectations of further
increases in the coming years, ODA flows are likely to remain considerably lower than migrants’
remittances, which have become an important source of foreign exchange for many developing
countries. Remittance inflows to developing countries have been more stable than export earnings and
capital flows to these countries, and they are spread more evenly among developing countries than,
for example, FDI flows. The effects on economic growth and long-term development of migrants’
remittances, which supplement household incomes, are not very clear, but they are likely to have a
direct positive impact on poverty alleviation. As migrants’ remittances, which are private income, are
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expected to grow further for many years to come, consideration might be given to providing incentives
for using such inflows for capital formation. This could strengthen their impact on long-term
development and at the same time help solve the problems that have been causing emigration in the
first place.
After strong and sustained expansion during the 1990s, FDI flows to developing countries have
become less stable since the turn of the millennium. While China has emerged as the largest FDI
recipient among all developing countries, there has recently been a resurgence of FDI flows to Africa
and Latin America, driven by prospects for greater earnings in the extractive industries. The growth of
FDI relative to domestic capital formation or GDP suggests that inward FDI has come to play a more
significant role in developing economies than it did 20 years ago. But the amount of FDI alone is not
an indicator of its contribution to development. Empirical evidence points to considerable variation in
the benefits that host countries actually reap from FDI inflows, depending on how FDI policies are
integrated into a broader development strategy and on the extent to which private business interests of
foreign investors and national development objectives can be reconciled. Weak bargaining and
regulatory capabilities on the part of host-country governments can result in an unequal distribution of
benefits or an abuse of market power by transnational corporations by crowding out domestic
investment.
FDI is increasingly intended to serve global and regional markets, often in the context of
international production networks, and the spread of such networks offers, in principle, new possibilities
for developing countries and economies in transition to benefit from FDI in the manufacturing sector.
In Africa and Latin America and the Caribbean, FDI is still heavily concentrated in the extraction and
exploitation of natural resources, with weak linkages to the domestic economy. Host-country regulations
can influence the creation of linkages between domestic producers and foreign affiliates, and also
induce FDI to contribute to technology transfer.

An evolving external environment

In sum, there have been improvements over the past decade in several elements shaping the
external environment for development, partly as a result of a strengthened global partnership for
development. However, not all initial promises or expectations have been fulfilled, and in some areas
new challenges have emerged. The various factors that have shaped the external environment for
development since the mid-1980s can contribute to faster growth and poverty alleviation by providing
new opportunities for trade and sectoral development, or by alleviating financial constraints.
Nevertheless, there remains considerable scope for rendering the global trading and financial
environment more development friendly. Equally important is the need to strengthen the different
elements of global economic governance and achieve greater coherence among these elements. The
challenge for developing countries is to translate positive external developments into faster growth of
domestic value added, employment and income. Meeting this challenge will require more than a mere
reliance on market forces and strengthened social policies. In order to obtain long-term benefits for
growth and poverty alleviation from existing and possible future improvements in the external
environment developing countries should be able to develop additional support policies for domestic
investment, productivity growth and technological change.

IX

Towards a fundamental reorientation of policy

In order to reach the MDGs, developing countries will have to grow much faster than they have
done over the past 25 years. But to meet the challenges facing open developing economies, the scope
for policy-making will have to be widened beyond what has been acceptable under the standard reform
agenda. More proactive policies in support of capital accumulation and productivity enhancement are
needed for successful participation in international economic relations, and for sustained improvements
in the welfare of all groups of the population. In the past, the potential impact of efficiency gains on growth
has frequently been overestimated. The unsatisfactory outcomes of the market-oriented reforms pursued
in a majority of developing countries since the early 1980s may largely be due to the reduced number
of policy instruments available to policymakers under the development paradigm of the past 25 years.
As a result of integration into global production and financial markets, external influences over
national policy targets have become stronger, and the trade-offs between internal and external objectives
have intensified. The reduction in policy autonomy is often viewed in connection with commitments
undertaken by countries in multilateral agreements, especially in the area of trade. But bilateral or
regional trade agreements often involve even tighter constraints, and there are also many other channels
outside the trade area through which policy autonomy can be constrained, with consequences that can
be even more serious. One prominent example is the conditionalities attached to credit extended by
international financial institutions. The proliferation of these conditionalities over the past 20 years
has given rise to increasing criticism, especially as they have extended into structural and even noneconomic areas without taking sufficient account of country-specific factors in their formulation.
But apart from such de jure constraints of national policy autonomy that are the result of
commitments to obligations and acceptance of rules set by international economic governance systems
and institutions, there are also a number of important constraints that result de facto from policy
decisions relating to the form and degree of a country’s integration into the international economy.
Most notable among these is the loss of the ability to use the exchange rate as an effective instrument
for external adjustment, or the interest rate as an instrument for influencing domestic demand and
credit conditions, because of a reliance on private capital inflows to finance trade deficits following
the opening up of the capital account.

The need for policy innovation

Even in a rather closed economy, formal command over policy instruments does not automatically
translate into full control over national targets. It is therefore necessary to analyse the range and kind
of policy instruments that individual developing countries have at their disposal to remedy the
widespread weaknesses in private capital formation, productivity growth and technological upgrading,
as well as the structural and institutional conditions under which these instruments can be effectively
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used. Moreover, in a highly interdependent and integrated world economy, policies at the national
level need to be complemented by some policies operating and controlled at the international level.
Indeed, the economic interdependence of countries provides the principal rationale for multilateral
disciplines because it gives rise to externalities, spillovers and arbitrage opportunities.
With the liberalization of international trade, external demand conditions have become increasingly
important determinants of national investment decisions: the smaller the domestic market and the
greater the degree of openness of an economy, the greater is the need to rely on external demand for
growth and employment creation. Therefore, policies pursued in other countries, and competition
with producers in those countries, become co-determinants of domestic growth. This implies that
appropriate multilateral rules and regulations in trade and finance can be of considerable benefit for
launching and sustaining a dynamic growth process in developing countries.
On the other hand, widening the scope of national policy instruments beyond those that were
deemed acceptable under the development paradigm of the past 25 years would not only allow the
pursuit of additional goals, they would also increase the number of potential combinations of
instruments, which in many cases will be decisive for the success or failure of a strategy. At the
national level, additional policy instruments may need to be explored to ensure price stability and to
support domestic producers in their efforts to achieve international competitiveness and maintain it in
a dynamic process. As the options for such national instruments are circumscribed by international
policies, the latter should be designed in a way that allows greater scope and flexibility for the application
of domestic instruments to address the most serious obstacles to growth and development, which
differ considerably across countries.

Strengthening the creative forces of markets

As a consequence of the failure of past economic policies that relied primarily on market forces,
many developing countries have begun to reconsider the use of proactive trade and industrial policies
in their development strategies, despite much controversy concerning their justification and the
feasibility of adopting them. Some authors have questioned the efficacy of such policies, tending to
associate them with failed inward-looking, import-substituting strategies with open-ended government
interventions and a strong bias towards protectionism. The rationale for proactive trade and industrial
policies has occasionally been questioned also because of their possible adverse effects on efficient
resource allocation and because they could lead to protracted rent-seeking. But recent development
research has produced evidence that an exclusive concentration on allocative efficiency implies a lack
of sufficient attention to stimulating the dynamic forces of markets which underlie structural change
and economic growth, and that industrial policies were an important supportive factor for East Asia’s
economic catch-up as well as for industrialization in today’s mature economies.
Proactive trade and industrial policies should not be understood to mean inward-looking,
protectionist defence mechanisms to support industries where production and employment are threatened
by foreign competitors that have successfully upgraded their production. Rather, the role of national
support policies should be to strengthen the creative forces of markets and related capital formation.
The policies should help solve information and coordination problems arising in the process of capital
formation and productivity enhancement. They should also ensure that cumulative production experience
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is translated into productivity gains. This industrial policy support should be complemented by a trade
policy designed to achieve international competitiveness in increasingly more sophisticated products.
But recognizing the potential benefits of trade for growth does not mean that across-the-board opening
up to international markets is necessary. Rather, acquiring the ability to competitively produce goods
that were previously imported is inherent in economic transformation and goes hand in hand with
export development. Implementing some temporary protection does not imply adopting an “anti-trade”
strategy, rather it should be considered a key element of a policy aimed at “strategic trade integration”.

Flexible support policies

Which production should receive industrial and trade policy support and for how long will depend
on many factors, which are likely to change in the course of economic development. Policy support
for a specific product category may be introduced once the technological barriers to entry are no
longer out of reach for domestic manufacturers. But it should be withdrawn when domestic
manufacturers attain technological mastery, when domestic production becomes unprofitable at an
internationally competitive level, or when benefits from economies of scale and learning by doing get
exhausted. With such an approach, any specific product category is a candidate for public support
policies only for a limited period of time. The aim is not to pick winners, but to identify and discipline
under-performing firms.
Maintaining dynamic scale economies requires both successive innovative investments and learning
processes. Temporary subsidies facilitate such investments, while temporary protection allows learning
processes to unfold. However, as the potential for learning in a specific activity diminishes with growing
experience, learning and innovative investment depend on each other: new, innovative investments
open new possibilities for further learning, which in turn provides the basis for the productive use of
a new round of innovative investments, and so on.
Any prescription for development policy must recognize the large differences among countries
and respect their unique characteristics. Nevertheless, there are some common features that permit
consideration of some general policy principles, which need to be translated into individualized, countryspecific policies. Such general principles include policies supportive of innovative investment and of
adapting imported technologies to local conditions. Support for domestic as well as foreign investment
should be combined with an appropriate regulatory and fiscal framework to secure optimal gains for
development. In this context, there is need for a pragmatic and strategic perspective to integrate FDI
into a broader development strategy geared to structural and technological change. There is a greater
likelihood of industrial policy measures succeeding if they are complemented by trade policies designed
to achieve international competitiveness in increasingly sophisticated products. Policy support should
be provided only on the basis of clearly established operational goals, observable criteria for monitoring
them and within a specified time horizon.
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Restrictions imposed by international trade agreements

There are widespread concerns that the international trade rules and regulations, which are
emerging from multilateral trade negotiations and a rising number of regional and bilateral trade
arrangements, could rule out the use of the very policy measures that were instrumental in the
development of today’s mature economies and late industrializers. This would imply a considerable
reduction in the flexibility of national governments to pursue their development objectives. Another
concern is that these rules and commitments, which in legal terms are equally binding for all countries,
in economic terms might impose more binding constraints on developing than on developed countries,
because of the differences in their respective structural features and levels of industrial development.
The imposition of performance requirements on foreign investors is a key regulatory measure
that has been curtailed by the Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures (TRIMs). While
developed countries extensively employed such requirements at earlier stages of their industrial
development, developing countries have only recently started to use these policy tools to foster their
industrialization and technological upgrading. In efforts to participate in international production
networks, for example, domestic content requirements have been introduced with a view to increasing
technology transfer and the use of domestically produced inputs. Empirical evidence suggests that
such measures can help meet these objectives. However, developed countries have brought a number
of cases against developing countries before the World Trade Organization (WTO) dispute settlement
mechanism, especially in the automotive sector, invoking the rules and commitments of the TRIMs
Agreement.
The Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM) applies to specific subsidies,
and thus affects the selective function of policy. It is asymmetrical insofar as subsidies impose a cost
on public budgets, which developed countries can afford more easily than developing countries.
It prohibits making subsidies conditional on export performance. Yet this has been an important
instrument in the reciprocal control mechanisms applied in some East Asian countries, which have often
been identified as key to the greater success of industrial policy in that region compared to Latin America.
Many observers consider the Agreement on Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) to be the most controversial of the Uruguay Round Agreements (URAs) because of its potential
to restrict access of developing countries to technology, knowledge and medicines. The limitations
introduced by TRIPS imply an asymmetry that favours the owners of protected intellectual property –
mainly in developed countries – at the expense of those trying to gain access to such intellectual
content, mainly in developing countries. Moreover, the provisions in the Agreement are specific, binding
and actionable with regard to the protection of intellectual property, and non-compliance can be
challenged under the WTO’s dispute settlement mechanism. By contrast, provisions regarding
technology transfer and technical cooperation, which are of importance mainly for developing countries,
are of a “best endeavour” nature and difficult to enforce, and non-compliance is not subject to a
penalty. The TRIPS Agreement has, nonetheless, left room for variation across countries. For example,
developing countries can impose stringent rules on patent disclosure and subsequently grant narrow
patents, or they can have flexible discretionary use of compulsory licensing. However, in many cases
regional and bilateral trade agreements foreclose part of the autonomy left open to developing countries
by TRIPS.
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Industrial tariffs in support of diversification

The use of industrial tariffs is in many respects not the best tool to promote diversification and
technological upgrading. Nonetheless, developing-country policymakers may be hesitant to abandon
such tariffs, for three main reasons. First, tariffs remain an important source of fiscal revenue for
many developing countries. Second, since the Uruguay Round Agreements reduced the degrees of
freedom for developing countries to use other policy instruments to support diversification and
technological upgrading, the relative importance of industrial tariffs has increased. Third, and perhaps
most importantly, the economic impact of changes in industrial tariffs is often assessed in terms of
welfare gains or losses resulting from the reallocation of existing resources. From this perspective, a
trade policy aimed at low and uniform tariffs across industrial sectors with full binding coverage will
maximize a country’s welfare benefits. But such an assessment pays little attention to the implications
of tariff cuts and harmonization for capital accumulation, technological change and productivity growth,
which underlie industrialization and economic development. To this end, it is important for developing
countries to be able to modulate applied industrial tariffs levied on particular product categories in
accordance with their path of technological upgrading as a key instrument of sectoral policy. To be
sure, this kind of tariff policy does not imply either the imposition of high applied tariffs for all sectors
at any one time or the imposition of high average applied tariffs. On the contrary, it is likely to result
in lower average applied tariffs than would be the case if tariff policy were looked at from a tariff lineby-tariff line perspective.
This kind of flexible tariff policy would be best accommodated by a strategy of maintaining
bound tariffs at a relatively higher level (or maintaining a large part of industrial tariffs unbound) and
modulating applied tariffs on particular industrial sectors around a relatively lower average level. This
would be possible if industrial tariff reduction obligations from international agreements extended
only to average tariffs, and not to individual tariff lines as has been the case in all multilateral trade
agreements concluded so far. A number of developing countries have maintained a tariff regime that
allows them to modulate applied tariffs on manufactured goods. However, the current multilateral
negotiations on non-agricultural market access are set to reduce this flexibility in tariff setting and
binding that developing countries have so far been able to maintain.

The scope for proactive trade and industrial policies

Thus an assessment of the extent to which various international trade arrangements have restricted
the degrees of freedom of developing countries to pursue proactive trade and industrial policies gives
a mixed picture. On the one hand, WTO rules and commitments have made it far more difficult for
developing countries to combine outward orientation with the kind of policy instruments that today’s
mature and late industrializers employed to promote economic diversification and technological
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upgrading. On the other hand, under the current set-up of multilateral trade rules, countries still have
the possibility to pursue policies that will help them generate new productive capacity and new areas
of comparative advantage. Such policies largely concern the provision of public funds in support of
R&D and innovation activities. Countries in a position to use the WTO rules and commitments to this
effect can continue to support their own industries, target national champions, and generally promote
national efforts towards technological advancement.
Therefore there remain considerable degrees of freedom for national policy-making that have not
been circumscribed by the URAs. However, the asymmetries in the URAs should not be underestimated.
They result from the fact that while the negotiated agreements apply to all WTO members equally in
terms of legal obligations, they are much more burdensome for developing countries in economic
terms. It is therefore crucially important to look at the “level playing field” metaphor not only in terms
of legal constraints, but also, and more importantly, in terms of economic constraints, considering
countries’ different structural features and levels of industrial development. Moreover, what is left of
the degrees of freedom for developing-country policymakers after the URAs has been further reduced
by a number of regional and bilateral free trade agreements with developed countries.
The Doha Work Programme has yet to deliver on the development promises of the Doha
Declaration. The eventual outcome may well further reduce flexibility in policy-making by developing
countries, particularly in the area of industrial tariffs. On the other hand, lack of progress in the
multilateral negotiations may result in greater importance being given to regional or bilateral free
trade arrangements as the legal mechanisms that define rules and disciplines in international trade.
While these arrangements may improve developing countries’ access to developed-country markets,
they may entail further reduction in the degree of freedom in national policy-making than that emerging
from a Doha Round Agreement. This could make it even more difficult for developing countries to
create the supply capacity needed to take advantage of improved export opportunities.

Financial markets and the choice of the exchange-rate regime

The ongoing process of globalization has also changed the framework of national macroeconomic
policy. For many developing countries and economies in transition, opening their borders to international
trade and private capital flows has been associated with crises that were triggered by instability and
turmoil in the international financial markets.
Deregulation of domestic financial markets, including the elimination of credit controls,
deregulation of interest rates and the privatization of banks, was a key element in the reform agenda of
the 1980s and 1990s. It was based on the belief that lifting “financial repression” and freeing prices on
the capital and money markets would improve intertemporal resource allocation, enhance willingness
to save and attract additional resources to the banking system. Combining this with a liberalized capital
account, developing countries would attract financial savings originating in more prosperous and capital
rich economies, and thus overcome a major barrier to growth.
At the same time, however, there was no clear concept of how the most important international
price, the exchange rate, and, closely related to it, the interest rate, should be determined or regulated.
The two options for national exchange-rate policy that eventually came to be considered viable were
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either to let the currency float freely or to adopt a completely fixed exchange rate (“hard peg”), options
that came to be known as the “corner solutions”.
For small open economies, and developing countries in particular, the exchange rate is the most
important single price, as it has a strong impact on the domestic price level and on overall
competitiveness. It must be flexible enough to prevent persistent misalignments that would harm the
competitiveness of domestic producers and their trade performance. At the same time, excessive
volatility of the exchange rate must be avoided, as this would heighten the risks for long-term investment,
increase domestic inflation and encourage financial speculation.
The “corner solutions” are based on the assumptions that, in the case of free floating, international
financial markets smoothly adjust exchange rates to their “equilibrium” level, while in the case of a hard
peg, product, financial and labour markets would always smoothly and rapidly adjust to a new equilibrium
at the predetermined exchange rate. In reality, however, exchange rates under a floating regime have
proved to be highly unstable, leading to long spells of misalignment, with dire consequences for the real
economic activity of the economies involved. The experience with hard pegs has not been satisfactory
either: as the exchange rate could not be corrected in cases of external shocks or misalignment, adjustments were costly in terms of lost output, and the real sectors of the domestic economy bore the brunt.
Given this experience with both rigidly fixed and freely floating exchange rates, “intermediate”
regimes have become the preferred option in most developing countries with open capital markets;
they provide more room for manoeuvre when there is instability in international financial markets and
enable adjustment of the real exchange rate to a level more in line with a country’s development
strategy. None of the “corner solutions” offer these possibilities. Combining a completely open capital
account with full autonomy in monetary policy and absolute exchange-rate stability is impossible, but
engaging in a managed-floating exchange-rate regime, combined with selective capital controls, (i.e.
reclaiming some monetary policy autonomy) seems to be a viable second-best solution.

Towards a more effective assignment
of macroeconomic policies

The perception that price stability is the most important condition for satisfactory growth
performance has dominated the assignment of macroeconomic policy instruments in both developed
and developing countries in the last two decades. The orthodox approach for “sound macroeconomic
policies” has assigned to monetary policy the role of a guardrail for any combination of fiscal and
structural policies, and against any kind of shock, regardless of whether it originated on the supply or
the demand side. The role of fiscal policy in this assignment has been limited to assisting monetary
policy in keeping budget deficits low.
Price stabilization has also been a key target in the most successful cases of economic catch-up,
but here the assignment of policies to reach this target has been different. In the Asian newly
industrializing economies (NIEs), stabilization was achieved mainly through heterodox, non-monetary
instruments, such as an incomes policy or direct intervention in the goods and labour markets. At
the same time, monetary and fiscal policies adopted instruments to achieve fast growth and high
investment: low interest rates and, at least since the Asian financial crisis, a slightly undervalued
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exchange rate, combined with fiscal stimulus whenever that was required in light of cyclical
developments.
The point of departure of such policies is the perception that in a world where higher planned
savings do not automatically generate higher fixed investment, economic policy has to focus on the
creation of savings through investment and the resulting income growth. This approach requires a
monetary policy that will provide financing possibilities to enterprises that do not yet exist. Such a
policy is potentially inflationary, but it does not lead to inflation if real investment and growth absorb
the excess liquidity that is created. There is thus a narrow link between the process of catching up and
structural change, on the one hand, and the development of a country’s monetary system and stabilization
instruments, on the other.
External financing remains necessary to the extent that greater imports of capital goods as a result of
higher investment lead to a current-account deficit. But many successful cases of economic catch-up, and
most recently China, have shown that such deficits do not necessarily occur, and that domestic financing
of investment can substantially lift growth rates without net foreign savings. The decisive factor for catching
up is domestic accumulation of capital in a process of rising real incomes for all groups of society.
In any case, price stabilization is crucial for sustaining a dynamic growth process: in countries
that are prone to high inflation it is much more difficult to start and sustain a process of development
and catching up because of the frequent need to tighten the creation of money and credit. Without a
sufficient number of policy instruments that can be used effectively to dampen inflationary risks, the
attempt to boost development through expansionary macroeconomic policies is likely to fail, as inflation
will rapidly flare up. Conversely, countries that successfully use heterodox instruments to achieve price
stability have more room to employ macroeconomic policy to spur an investment-led development process.

Exchange rates, interest rates and capital inflows

In the absence of effective multilateral arrangements for exchange-rate management, macroeconomic policy in many developing countries has aimed increasingly at avoiding currency
overvaluation. This has not only been a means to maintaining or improving international competitiveness,
it has also been a necessary condition for keeping domestic interest rates low and an insurance against
the risk of future financial crises.
Independence from international capital markets allows central banks to use the instruments at
their disposal for actively pursuing development targets, provided that an acceleration of inflation is
kept in check by non-monetary measures, such as an incomes policy, institution-building in support of
creating a national consensus on reasonable wage claims, or direct government intervention in
determining prices and, even more importantly, nominal wages. Examples of this approach are the
policy mix in some Asian NIEs, and in China following its financial crisis in 1994, and, more recently,
the experimentation with new price stabilization devices in Argentina. Many other developing countries
that lacked the additional policy instruments to stabilize inflation had to choose between a policy of
low interest rates that favour domestic investment and discourage capital inflows, but fuel inflation,
and one of relatively high interest rates that keep inflation low, but discourage domestic investment
and attract capital inflows, which required intervention and, often costly, sterilization.
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The heterodox Asian policy mix has been complemented by various forms of capital-account
regulation. While such regulation may help to contain, and to some extent also prevent, crises, the
prime objective of economic policy should be to prevent the emergence of large interest rate differentials,
arbitrage possibilities and incentives for speculation. However, as speculation on currency appreciation
and the concomitant destabilizing inflows of hot money cannot completely be avoided, a pragmatic
approach to managing such flows has proved helpful.

National institutions and governance arrangements

There is an increasing consensus among economists and policymakers that national institutions
matter as a critical determinant of growth. There is much less agreement as to what exactly the role of
institutions should be in the pursuit of development objectives, and what types of institutional
arrangements are the most appropriate to achieve these objectives.
Conventional wisdom suggests that the main role of institutions should be to reduce transaction
costs so as to create new markets and make existing markets function more efficiently. Economic
policies should be supported by universally applicable types of institutions, particularly for granting
and protecting property rights, in line with “global best practices”, derived from the current institutional
set-up in developed countries. Proponents of this approach point to empirical evidence from crosscountry analyses, which typically find a positive correlation between the quality of institutions and
the level of income. However, this does not imply that an improvement in market-enhancing institutional
conditions (such as the protection of property rights, the rule of law and anti-corruption policies) is a
precondition for growth and convergence with advanced countries. Rather, good institutions and good
economic performance are interrelated.
A closer analysis of the relationship between institutional quality and income convergence of
developing countries with developed countries reveals that diverging and converging developing
economies alike score relatively low in terms of institutional quality. This suggests that large-scale
institutional reform is seldom necessary at the initial stages to accelerate growth. It is only after
developing countries have achieved sustained economic convergence that it may be necessary to create
institutions similar to those existing in today’s developed countries.

Institutions in support of proactive trade and industrial policies

An emphasis on industrialization and structural change leads to an additional role for institutions,
which is to provide mechanisms for the effective implementation of policies designed to achieve high
rates of investment and encourage the adoption of new technologies. Thus the guiding principle of
institutional change should be to address the information and coordination problems that undermine
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entrepreneurial decision-making and improve checks and balances on the use of government discretion.
While such institutional arrangements have to fulfil largely similar functions in different countries,
their form may vary considerably from country to country, as well as within the same country over time.
A large number of developing countries pursued proactive trade and industrial policies until the
beginning of the 1980s. However, at the time, it was not well recognized that the successful
implementation of such strategies required a complementary set of institutional and administrative
capabilities. It was only after the successful experiences of the late industrializers, particularly in East
Asia, had been properly assessed that the importance of supportive institutional arrangements for
making domestic policy instruments more effective came to be more widely acknowledged.
For initiating and supporting a process of sustained growth and structural change, it is particularly
important to create institutional arrangements that manage economic rents associated with proactive
trade and industrial policies. Once an economy is on a path of sustained catch-up growth, the
government’s capacity to support the creation of high-quality institutions through increasing public
expenditure will also increase. These two processes are closely interrelated and create a virtuous
circle of improved economic performance, enhanced institutional transformation and more effective
public policies.
Linking support to performance requirements ensures that the initial rents are part of a nurturing
exercise, and that they will eventually be withdrawn as the supported activity matures. In a sense, the
enforcement of such performance requirements represents the “stick” that is a necessary complement
to the “carrot” provided by the creation of temporary rents from subsidies or protection. The relationship
between the State bureaucracy and the private sector should be one of “embedded autonomy”. The
effectiveness of proactive trade and industrial policies for achieving their objectives depends on the
professionalism of the bureaucracy and the efficiency of information exchange between the public
and private sectors. It also depends on the extent of the authority wielded by public policy-making
entities and on their access to budgetary resources that can be directed to those goals, including through
the creation and withdrawal of rents. Yet it should not be presumed that the institutional arrangements
required to implement more orthodox policies (such as rapid liberalization and privatization) are less
demanding than those needed to accompany proactive support policies.

Multilateral institutions and global governance

The considerable and still growing degree of global interdependence in contemporary world
economic relations provides a strong rationale for a well-structured system of global economic
governance. Self-centred national economic policies, if left unchecked, can generate adverse
international spillover effects. Moreover, global economic interdependence provides an opportunity
for policymakers in influential economies to deliberately adopt beggar-thy-neighbour types of policies.
They may be tempted to employ commercial, macroeconomic, financial or exchange-rate policies in
pursuit of certain national economic objectives – such as attaining mercantilist goals or postponing
the adjustment of internal or external imbalances – which may harm the economic performance of
other countries. In the absence of multilateral disciplines and cooperation, retaliatory action by adversely
affected countries could lead to instability and disruptions in international economic relations that
might leave all countries worse off.
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But for such global collective action to be acceptable to all parties, it must result from a consultative
process based on full, equal and voluntary participation of all the parties concerned. Any perception
that multilateral disciplines extend too far and constrain the attainment of legitimate national
development goals greatly depends on an individual economy’s structural characteristics and its level
of development. There is no single quantifiable balance between multilateral disciplines and national
policy autonomy that would suit all countries or apply across all spheres of economic activity.
The multilateral trade regime overseen by the World Trade Organization contributes to certainty
and predictability in international trade, as it provides a framework for an orderly, rules-based system
of international trade, with appropriate checks and balances, arbitration of inter-State disputes and
determination of the sanctions to be applied. This regime has been under increasing pressure to expand
the number of areas regulated by multilateral disciplines and to move towards the establishment of a
homogeneous regulatory framework. However, such changes are unlikely to take adequate account of
the asymmetries existing between the different actors in the world economy. In order to avoid a deadlock
in multilateral negotiations, which would have adverse effects on the substantial gains that multilateral
disciplines in the area of international trade have achieved so far, the multilateral trade regime must be
fully inclusive, and have a sufficient degree of flexibility to reflect the interests and needs of all its
members.

How can the multilateral trade regime move forward?

Further discussions and negotiations will need to explore a range of options aimed at creating a
new framework or new guidelines for special and differential treatment (SDT) in the WTO. This
endeavour would probably need to start from the recognition that SDT for developing countries means
redressing structural imbalances rather than giving concessions. From this perspective, and in the
spirit of the global partnership for development, developed countries would need to agree to a new
framework or new guidelines for SDT without receiving concessions in return.
Differences among countries in their structural characteristics or approaches to economic policy
can be reflected in two ways. The first is to adopt a country-specific approach that would allow member
countries to selectively opt out of certain rules and commitments, depending on their specific national
priorities. This would provide flexibility to enable developing countries to seek some latitude in the
application of multilateral disciplines consistent with the pursuit of national development goals. Its
main drawback is that it would result in a multi-track trade regime, thus conflicting with the basic rule
of non-discrimination and complicating adherence to the consensus-based norm of the existing regime.
Moreover, it runs the risk of leading to a proliferation of specific agreements, with disciplines that
may well go beyond the scope desired by developing countries for many years to come. Thus countries
that opt out will not enjoy the benefits of existing multilateral disciplines, and might not be able to
renegotiate them once they decide to sign on to a specific agreement.
The second option is to adopt an agreement-specific approach that would set specific criteria for
individual agreements, which would form the basis for determining whether members could opt out of
the application of negotiated disciplines for a limited period of time. As with the first option, following
this second option would lead to differentiation between developing countries, but in this case
differentiation would be based on objective criteria. The criteria used and the specific levels chosen
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would need to be the outcome of negotiations that strike a balance between a country’s needs and the
potential damage inflicted on other members by relaxing an agreed rule.
The options suggested here are intended simply to sketch out some possible ways forward.
Multilateral discussions and negotiations may well lead to other solutions, but no matter which option
is chosen, it should take account of the wide disparity in structural characteristics and approaches to
economic policy among the many members of the WTO, and the consequent need for greater flexibility.

Asymmetries in global economic governance

An appropriate balance between national policy space and international disciplines and
commitments requires not only strengthening the development dimension in the multilateral trading
system but also an improvement in the global governance of international monetary and financial
relations. At present, this balance is not warranted largely because of two asymmetries. First, contrary
to the existing institutional structure in international trade, current international monetary and financial
arrangements are not organized around a multilateral rules-based system that applies a specific set of core
principles to all participants. This asymmetry has particularly strong adverse impacts on developing
countries, because self-centred national monetary and financial policies can have much more damaging
effects than those caused by trade and trade-related policies. Second, the multilateral rules and commitments
governing international economic relations are, in legal terms, equally binding on all participants, but in
economic terms they are biased towards an accommodation of the requirements of the developed countries.
Taken together, these two asymmetries result in international rules and practices that seek to
deepen economic integration in a number of areas crucial to the interests and priorities of developed
countries, and reduce the degrees of freedom for national economic policies in areas crucial for
industrialization and economic catch-up in developing countries. Thus, in qualitative terms, and from
the perspective of development, the scope of multilateral disciplines in the current pattern of global
economic governance appears to be too narrow in the area of international monetary and financial
relations, but may well be too broad in the area of international trade.
This is so because the rapid pace of globalization in monetary and financial relationships has not
been accompanied by an equally rapid change in multilateral monetary and financial rules and
disciplines. Above all, the existing system lacks institutional arrangements for the enforcement of
multilateral discipline on exchange rates. Until the early 1970s, the Bretton Woods system obliged
central banks to intervene in foreign-exchange markets in order to maintain exchange-rate stability
within a narrow band and restrict short-term arbitrage flows which had proven so damaging in the
inter-war period. By defining narrow exchange-rate bands, the Bretton Woods system limited the
ability of governments to manipulate the exchange rates of their currencies. These institutional
arrangements allowed the system to maintain a balance between national policy autonomy on the one
hand and multilateral disciplines on the other. Sacrificing formal monetary autonomy was rewarded
by stability in the financial markets and better foresight in international trade and in related decisions
concerning investment in fixed capital.
The IMF Articles of Agreement provided for changes in par values in cases of fundamental
disequilibria in foreign trade in order to allow the member countries to prevent or correct balance-of-
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payments disequilibria without having to resort to measures “destructive of national or international
prosperity” (Article 1). In many cases such measures were supported by appropriate financing of
foreign obligations to soften adjustment pressures. However, following the termination of the Bretton
Woods exchange-rate system, the balance between financing and adjustment in crisis situations was
gradually lost. The provision of liquidity to allow countries to weather payments difficulties was often
inadequate, while the IMF started to impose extensive adjustment requirements in macroeconomic
and even in structural policies.
Today, the IMF may intervene in a country’s exchange-rate policy only if that country asks for
financial support from the Fund and thus becomes subject to IMF conditionality. By contrast,
negotiations on exchange rates among the most important currencies, when they occur, are held outside
the IMF, mainly in the G-7 meetings or in bilateral talks among the major industrialized countries.
Indeed, the institution that is in charge of promoting exchange-rate stability and preventing excessive
and prolonged payments disequilibrium is unable to impose meaningful disciplines over the policies
of those countries that run the most significant external imbalances and whose exchange-rate volatility
has the greatest – negative – impact on the international economy. The Fund’s policy oversight is
confined primarily to its poorest members who need to draw on its resources because of their lack of
access to private sources of finance and, occasionally, to emerging-market economies that experience
disruptions in financial markets and financial crises. As a result, the bulk of adjustment in case of
external imbalances is concentrated on a group of developing and transition economies, despite the
fact that the source of such imbalances may occur in the developed world.
The lack of a functioning financial framework in a globalized economy requires a new and
multilateral approach to the management of the most important international price – the exchange
rate. A new or reformed institution that promotes a system of stable exchange rates to ensure a predictable
trading environment would need to provide more symmetrical treatment to all member countries. The
main objective of such an institution would be the prevention of systemic financial crises based on a
close monitoring of trade imbalances and global exchange-rate misalignments in both surplus and
deficit countries. Separating surveillance from lending decisions and assigning it to an independent
authority could improve its quality, legitimacy and impact.

Supachai Panitchpakdi
Secretary-General of UNCTAD
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Chapter I

GLOBAL IMBALANCES AS A SYSTEMIC PROBLEM

A. Global growth

Since 2002 the performance of the world
economy has had a strong positive impact on
growth and poverty reduction in the developing
countries, thereby contributing to progress towards
the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The
expansion of world output continued unabated in
2005, with a growth rate of 3.6 per cent. Output is
expected to expand in 2006 at a similar pace as in
2005. High prices for oil and industrial raw materials and a tendency towards more restrictive
monetary policies as well as turbulence in the financial markets have not yet had a significant
negative impact on global growth. Nevertheless, the
risks of a slowdown are increasing.
The upswing of the world economy after
2002 has been shared by all regions, although expansion in the economies in transition has slowed
down somewhat since 2004. Developing countries,
including many of the poorest countries, have
benefited from continuing strong demand for primary commodities but some of them have also had
to carry a higher burden of rising costs for imported oil and other raw materials (see annex 1 to
this chapter for an analysis of commodity prices
and terms of trade). On the other hand, global eco-

nomic performance continues to be accompanied
by serious imbalances in the world economy, and
these should give rise to caution regarding prospects
for the coming years as their correction could have
serious repercussions for developing countries.
To some extent, developing countries have
themselves contributed to setting the pace for global growth, with strong investment dynamics and
an overall growth rate of about 6 per cent for the
group as a whole. In particular, rapid growth in
China and India has contributed to this outcome,
not only because of their statistical weight as large
economies but also because they serve as an engine for trade in manufactures within Asia. Moreover, their rapid growth, combined with their
increasingly intense use of energy and metals,1 has
sustained international demand for a wide range
of primary commodities. Inflation has remained
subdued despite some countries reducing or even
suppressing subsidies for energy prices. In this
environment of moderate inflation, macroeconomic policies have remained accommodating and
domestic demand in developing countries has been
contributing increasingly to gross domestic product (GDP) growth.
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Table 1.1

WORLD OUTPUT GROWTH, 2001–2006

a

(Annual percentage change)
1990–2000 b

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005 c

2006 d

World

2.9

1.5

1.8

2.7

4.1

3.6

3.6

Developed countries

2.5

1.2

1.2

2.0

3.1

2.7

2.7

of which:
Japan
United States
European Union

1.1
3.5
2.2

0.4
0.8
1.9

0.1
1.6
1.2

1.8
2.7
1.2

2.3
4.2
2.5

2.7
3.5
1.6

2.8
3.1
2.3

2.2
2.1
2.0
1.8
1.6
2.7

1.9
1.8
2.1
1.2
1.8
2.2

1.1
0.9
1.2
0.1
0.4
2.0

1.1
0.8
0.9
-0.2
0.3
2.5

2.3
2.1
2.3
1.6
1.2
3.2

1.4
1.3
1.2
0.9
0.0
1.7

2.2
2.0
2.1
1.8
1.0
2.3

Region/country

of which:
European Union-15
Euro area
France
Germany
Italy
United Kingdom
South-East Europe and CIS

-4.3

5.9

5.2

7.2

7.9

6.3

6.0

CIS
South-East Europe

-5.0
-1.0

6.2
4.8

5.3
4.8

7.8
4.5

8.2
6.6

6.8
4.6

6.3
4.8

Developing countries

4.9

2.6

3.8

5.1

7.0

6.2

6.2

Developing countries, excluding China

4.0

1.4

2.6

3.9

6.2

5.3

5.3

3.2
2.7
6.3
3.9
7.0

0.3
3.7
3.6
-0.2
4.5

-0.8
3.4
6.1
3.9
6.5

2.0
4.7
6.5
5.0
6.8

5.7
5.1
7.9
7.3
8.0

4.4
5.3
7.2
5.7
7.4

4.6
5.9
7.0
5.1
7.3

Latin America
Africa
Asia
West Asia
East and South Asia

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on UNCTAD Handbook of Statistics online; United Nations, Department of
Economic and Social Affairs (UN/DESA); and national sources. 2006 forecasts: UN/DESA, World Economic Situation
and Prospects as of mid-2006.
a Calculations are based on GDP at constant 2000 dollars.
b Average.
c Preliminary.
d Forecasts updated in May 2006.

As a result economic growth in East and
South Asia, which exceeded 7 per cent in 2005, is
expected to continue at similar rates in 2006 (table 1.1). Other parts of the developing world will
also continue to grow relatively quickly. For 2006,
a growth rate of 4.6 per cent in Latin America, 6 per
cent in Africa and in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) should be possible; in West
Asia, growth will probably remain at around 5 per
cent even if the volume of oil production cannot
keep growing at the same rate as in previous years.
With monetary policy freed from the chains of un-

sustainable exchange-rate regimes, Latin America
as a whole has succeeded in transmitting external
stimulus into the domestic economy without reviving inflationary tendencies. Real per capita
GDP in the region will grow significantly for the
third consecutive year. The recovery was accompanied by a significant decline in unemployment;
the unemployment rate fell from 11 per cent in
2002 to 9.1 per cent in 2005.
Another remarkable feature in the evolution
of the world economy has been the ability of many
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African countries to maintain high growth rates
since 2003. Regional growth has accelerated in
every year since 2003, and the 6.6 per cent growth
expected for sub-Saharan Africa (excluding Nigeria and South Africa) in 2006 is the highest
growth rate of a sub-region after East Asia. In
several countries, higher government revenues following the hike in the prices of some export commodities seemed to spill over into the domestic
economy and stimulate domestic spending without causing higher inflation.
Developed countries will maintain an economic expansion of between 2.5 and 3 per cent.
In the United States a more neutral monetary
policy, a likely slowdown of housing prices and
the impact of high energy prices are expected to
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decelerate private consumption and investment in
the second half of 2006. United States exports have
recovered somewhat since 2003, but imports will
continue outpacing exports. The opposite is true
for Western Europe. There, despite a modest recovery of domestic demand, exports remain the
driving force for output growth in the major economies. In Japan, the long deflationary phase appears
to have come to an end; GDP growth will remain
stable at 2.8 per cent and domestic demand is
recovering, following a breakneck increase in
exports during the last four years. However, the
foreseeable end of a very expansionary monetary
policy associated with measures aimed at fiscal
consolidation might temper the rapid growth witnessed in the last quarter of 2005 and the first
quarter of 2006.

B. Turbulences in financial markets

There have recently been signs of increasing ing-market currencies have lost markedly against
volatility in stock, commodities and currency the dollar, the euro and the yen as well as against
markets as well as in short-term capital outflows those currencies that are closely attached to them.
from some emerging markets,
However, this turbulence
some of the ingredients that
is limited only to some areas
have made for financial crises
and to a number of countries
in the past. The dollar is highly
After years of calm, with
vulnerable and international
with rather high current-account
increasing private capital
investors appear to have bedeficits. There is hardly any
flows
to
the
emerging
come nervous in the face of
evidence that a major financial
markets, there is a new
continuing global imbalances
crisis is looming, comparable to
threat of hot money being
and rising interest rates. After
the Asian or Latin American
years of calm, with increasing
crises some ten years ago. Takwithdrawn overnight.
private capital flows to the
ing the current account as an
emerging markets, there is a
indicator of external vulnernew threat of hot money beability, most emerging-market
ing withdrawn overnight. Indeed, a number of economies appear to be less vulnerable than at the
developing countries have experienced a sharp time of the big shocks during the past two decdrop in their stock market prices and some emerg- ades. Overall, the situation of developing coun-
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Figure 1.1

NUMBER OF DEVELOPING AND TRANSITION
ECONOMIES WITH CURRENT-ACCOUNT
DEFICIT, SELECTED REGIONS,
1990–2005

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on IMF,
World Economic Outlook, April 2006.
Note: For Central and Eastern Europe and CIS, the number
of new reporting countries increased from 24 to 25 in
1995, and to 27 in 1998. South and South-East Asia
correspond to the country grouping of East and South
Asia, excluding Macao (China) and the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea.

tries is much better today than it was before the big
crises of the 1990s. In 1996, the current account
of a group of 22 countries in South Asia and SouthEast Asia had turned slightly into deficit (-1.2 per
cent of GDP) after a decade of consistent surpluses. Seventeen out of the 22 countries recorded
deficits. Latin America in 1998, one year before
its crisis, had increased its traditional deficit to
4.5 per cent, with all the 19 countries on the continent recording current-account deficits (fig. 1.1).
This compares with a deficit of nearly 6 per cent
at the beginning of the debt crisis in the early 1980s.
By contrast, in 2005 the group of South and
East Asian countries recorded a large surplus on
its current account (4.6 per cent of GDP), and only
ten of the 22 countries were in deficit, after that

number had been down to seven in 2004. The Latin
American region as a whole is also in surplus, on
the order of 1.3 per cent of GDP, and only some
smaller countries in Central America are presenting significant current-account deficits. The group
of countries most vulnerable to capital flight and
financial stress is located in Central and Eastern
Europe and the CIS. In that region (excluding the
major hydrocarbon exporters, the Russian Federation and Kazakhstan), 21 out of 25 countries recorded relatively high and stable current-account
deficits of around 5 to 6 per cent of GDP during
the last ten years.
During the second quarter of 2006, several
East European countries and some other emerging economies were hit by financial turbulences,
recording losses in their stock market values
(among them Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, South Africa, Turkey and Ukraine) or their
currency values (as in Hungary, South Africa and
Turkey), while the spreads on their international
debt increased moderately. In some cases these
episodes show similarities to the typical speculative cycle as experienced in the Asian as well as
in the Latin American or Russian crises. 2 In the
context of fighting inflation, relative high shortterm interest rates attracted short-term capital
inflows that triggered nominal and real appreciation of the currency, expanded domestic credit and
fed price bubbles in financial markets; at some
point, overvalued currencies widened the currentaccount balance and increased the nervousness
of investors as well as the vulnerability of the
economy to sudden capital outflows. So far these
financial turbulences have been contained, but
some observers warn that there is a significant risk
of contagion because several countries share similar vulnerabilities and common creditors (Roubini
and Menegatti, 2006).
Nevertheless, apart from the economies mentioned, which carry relatively high current-account
deficits, the risk of a financial crisis on a global
scale originating in the developing world is relatively small. Most of the countries affected by the
former crises have been careful not to jeopardize
the beneficial situation brought about by a certain
currency undervaluation or high export prices, and
have protected a current-account surplus that they
had been able to achieve under the strains of devaluation and recession.
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C. The systemic character of the global imbalances

1.

Alternative views on external
imbalances

the difference between current receipts and expenditures for internationally traded goods and services and income payments. The other view, putting
major emphasis on capital flows, focuses on the
fact that from a national perspective, the currentaccount balance always exactly equals the gap
between national saving and domestic investment.
Although it should be clear from the outset that
such ex post identities cannot by themselves provide an explanation or indicate a direction of causality, they are nonetheless taken as starting points
for divergent tracks of analysis that lead to different policy recommendations.

Despite growing surpluses in the current
account in the developing world, a conclusive explanation of the global imbalances cannot be found
without looking carefully at the relationship between the United States on the one hand and a
small number of big surplus countries including
Japan, Germany, China and the major oil exporters
on the other (fig. 1.2). At this moment, however,
there is not even consensus among policymakers
and experts on the very nature and the seriousness of the imbalances, let alone on the politics of
The view that puts capital flows and national
a multilateral approach to correct them. Without savings at centre stage concludes that the decia comprehensible approach identifying the poten- sion to save a high share of disposable income
tial risk involved in huge current-account deficits leads to a capital-account deficit (i.e. net capital outand surpluses shared by the
flows), as not all these savings
major players, a solution is out
can be used productively inside
of reach.
national boundaries. The oppoUnforeseen shocks can
site outcome, a current-account
In general, conclusive exdeficit, is the result of the dooccur and macroeconomic
planations for current-account
mestic propensity to invest beprices can go fundamentally
balances are not easy to find.
ing in excess of the national
wrong, with entire economies
But beyond the traditional appropensity to save. Again, this
losing competitiveness and
proaches that have been tried
view flirts with stating a tausuffering dire consequences
tology by using the identity of
out to explain trade flows in the
for growth and jobs.
the current-account balance
past, in the current discussion
being always equal to the difit is not even clear whether the
ference between national savcurrent-account imbalances are
mainly caused from the trade side or from the capi- ing and domestic investment as a meaningful extal side of the balance. One view places primary planation. The advocates of this hypothesis assert
responsibility on trade flows, stressing the fact that, that trade balances are basically the result of the
by definition, a current-account balance describes decisions by national agents to consume either
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Figure 1.2

CURRENT-ACCOUNT BALANCE AS A
PERCENTAGE OF GDP IN CHINA, GERMANY,
JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES,
1980–2005

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook, April 2006.
Note: Before 1992, data for Germany refer to West Germany.

now or at a later stage. Consequently, in this approach a balanced current account is not regarded
as a meaningful economic policy target for individual countries. Rather, this view asserts that in
a world of liberalized financial markets, global
savings should always flow toward their best use.
It is held that through the arbitrage of capital flowing from excess-saving countries toward countries
with more plentiful profitable investment opportunities, the global economy achieves a more efficient allocation of resources than would ever be
possible without free capital mobility.
The alternative explanation of imbalances is
more substantive in its main message, as it does
not simply rely on a description of import and
export movements but considers swings in trade
flows induced by large movements in the relative
prices of tradable and non-tradable goods and
services, and in the international competitiveness
of countries to be the main forces of change. For

example, it stresses the role of commodity prices
in the development of the current accounts of producers of important commodities like oil. According to this view, the decision of private households
to save less does not by itself affect the trade balance if the additional demand can be satisfied by
competitive domestic production. The decline in
the private household savings rate could be compensated by other sources of national savings:
business profits in the first place, but also by
higher government saving or lower government
de-saving due to higher tax receipts. Hence, in the
approach that focuses on the causes of trade flows,
the relationship between national saving and the
trade balance is much more complex than in the
other approach, as it involves all the relevant
agents in one country and all the agents in all the
other countries, including policymakers.
In such an environment unforeseen shocks
can occur and macroeconomic prices like the
nominal and the real exchange rates can go fundamentally wrong, with entire countries losing
competitiveness and suffering dire consequences
for growth and jobs. Hence, deficits or surpluses
in the current account may not just be the result
of voluntary decisions by well-informed agents
or groups of agents; those imbalances may indicate overall policy errors or pathological developments in the broadest sense. Based on this view,
under the Bretton Woods regime of fixed but
adjustable exchange rates, long-lasting currentaccount deficits were considered as indicating
“fundamental disequilibria” in international trade
pointing to the need to depreciate the nominal
exchange rate and thereby improve the international competitiveness of the country concerned.
A radical change in the perception of balanceof-payments imbalances occurred by the mid-1980s.
Accordingly, the developing world’s domestic financial liberalization was increasingly accompanied by capital-account liberalization so as to
allow for maximum efficiency in the international
allocation of resources through unfettered market
forces. Obviously the free flow of capital, even if
precipitating long-lasting net flows into one country associated with current-account deficits, would
not indicate any pathological phenomenon according to this perspective. By the early 1990s, the
view that put capital flows first and recommended
a hands-off approach by governments concerning
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regulation of flows and of the exchange rate was
far advanced, spanning the whole of the developed world and an increasing portion of the developing world as well.

richest industrial country, the United States and
their government bonds.

Financial turmoil and crisis, however, became the almost natural concomitant of the liberalized system. Latin America, Eastern Europe and
even the notoriously stable Asian emerging markets had to face tremendous financial problems
after having had high and/or lasting currentaccount deficits (see fig. 1.1). The resulting outcome of crisis and the related policy actions to
fight the outflow of capital was dramatic for the
real economies of these countries, their populations and their politics.

2.

The main players

With a few exceptions, Japan’s current account has been in surplus since the start of the
1980s. At the same time, the Japanese performance strongly challenges the approach to explaining current-account imbalances mainly by savinginvestment imbalances. According to that explanation, a current-account surplus in the industrial
economies outside the United States derives from
“high desired savings” of an ageing population and
Consequently, many developing countries “low prospective returns to domestic investment”
moved away from the open-capital-account-cum- (Bernanke, 2005). If this were the case, the housefloating-rate approach and back to a position of hold savings rate should have increased in Japan
strength that would reduce their exposure to ex- and business savings – arising from profits –
ternal events, limiting their dependence on inter- should have decreased in parallel with the investnational capital flows. To achieve this, a signifi- ment rate. However, exactly the opposite of that
cant number of countries in
has happened: gross household
Asia and in Latin America tried
saving in Japan declined steadily from 12 per cent of GDP in
to preserve the favourable competitive positions they had
1998 to 6 per cent in 2005,
Many countries with open
reached after their financial criwhile business saving incapital accounts moved
ses and devaluations by unilatcreased considerably.
from floating to policies that
erally pegging their currency
give them greater control
Additionally, government
vis-à-vis the dollar at a slightly
over the exchange rate and
saving
plummeted from a surundervalued level (see TDR
reduce their dependence
plus or a positive saving con2004, chap. IV). With that move
on capital inflows.
tribution of 2.1 per cent of GDP
the key assumptions of the poto a negative rate of 6 per cent
sition that advocates fully libin 2005, thus calling into queseralized capital flows, namely
that net saving flows are harmless and that capital tion the widespread hypothesis that currenttends to flow from capital-rich industrial coun- account deficits (national dis-saving) and budget
tries to capital-poor developing countries, have deficits (government dis-saving) are intertwined.
been contradicted. In fact, since the Asian crisis Therefore, Japan’s current-account surplus can
capital has been flowing in the opposite direction: hardly be explained by an autonomous expansion
many well-performing developing countries do not of national savings. The more convincing explaimport net savings from the rich industrial coun- nation draws on Japan’s export competitiveness,
tries, where profitable investment opportunities due to low inflation and low unit labour cost
are supposedly becoming scarcer, but are export- increases as well as Japan’s policy to defend
ing their own savings (see UNCTAD, 2006). The the value of its currency over extended periods
stark fact, which is closely related, is that many de- through central bank intervention. Recently the
veloping countries are accumulating huge amounts effects of fast economic expansion in Asia, parof foreign exchange reserves that are reinvested ticularly in China, and rising net foreign investmainly in securities, such as government bonds, ment income, which now even exceeds the posiin the rich countries. Indeed, global savings flows tive trade balance, play a particularly important
head primarily in the direction of the largest and role.
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The other major industrialized country with
a large current-account surplus, Germany, also has
a long-standing tradition as a surplus country. This
tradition was interrupted in the early 1990s in the
wake of unification (fig. 1.2). Recently, the swing
in the German current account to renewed surpluses is closely associated with the Government
strategy of raising international competitiveness
by limiting the rise of national unit labour costs.
From the German perspective, wage disinflation
has proved highly successful in boosting external
competitiveness and net exports ever since attaining export surpluses became re-established as a
key policy target in the mid-1990s. As a result,
Germany’s current-account balance has improved
– from -1.7 per cent of GDP in 2000 to 4.1 per
cent of 2005 – while its closest trading partners
saw corresponding movements into deficit.
It is quite remarkable that Germany, the
world’s third largest economy after the United
States and Japan and the world’s biggest exporter,
hardly features in today’s intense international
debate over global imbalances. Germany’s huge
surplus is hidden behind the euro area’s overall
fairly balanced current-account position.3 Even
more than Japan, Germany during the 1990s has
relied on belt tightening policies and low unit labour cost increases to stimulate GDP growth through
exports. The flip side of this policy has been low
domestic income growth and low domestic demand,
as employment growth did not compensate for
anaemic income development. In this way, import
growth was not only confined by limited competitiveness but by low domestic absorption as well.
Since 2002 China’s current-account surplus
has been on the rise and attained a globally significant level of $160 billion, or 7 per cent of its GDP,
in 2005. This sharp rise in its external surplus position has emerged despite the fact that China is
growing at a breakneck pace and, as a major oil
importing country, has suffered a sharp increase
in its oil bill. A number of factors are behind the
recent explosion in China’s external position, an
explosion that is also remarkable given the fact
that some of its direct regional competitors sharply
devalued their real exchange rates in the context
of the 1997–98 Asian crisis, whereas China did not.
This structural change concerning China
seems to be closely related to foreign direct in-

vestment (FDI). FDI growth during the 1990s can
be seen as a key factor explaining the rapid increase in Chinese competitiveness. Targeting
world markets, foreign investors producing manufactures in China were able to combine state-ofthe-art foreign technology with well-educated but
low-paid Chinese labour, which secured them absolute cost advantages by a very large margin.
Despite Chinese money wages in manufacturing
growing strongly, between 12 and 16 per cent annually in recent years, unit labour costs in manufacturing are falling (TDR 2005, chap. I, section E).
Labour productivity, with growth rates of close to
20 per cent in manufacturing, is virtually exploding. Moreover, with the Chinese renminbi’s nominal exchange rate pegged to the dollar, falling unit
labour costs in manufacturing have effectively
delivered a massive but untypical “real devaluation in manufacturing”.
Of course China is today under heavy criticism for allegedly preserving an “undervalued exchange rate”. And, beginning in July 2005, China
has undertaken steps to make its exchange-rate
regime more flexible, albeit very gradually (since
July 2005 the renminbi has appreciated from its
previous dollar peg of 8.28 to around 8 by May
2006). However, when the role of FDI is taken
into account the verdict on China’s alleged undervalued exchange rate is anything but straightforward. It should be recalled that the renminbi
appreciated in line with the dollar until 2001,
withstanding the regional currency storms of
1997–98. In nominal effective terms the renminbi
has depreciated by less than the dollar since 2002.
Gains in external competitiveness arising from
strong labour productivity growth in one sector, at
the same time as overall money wages are growing in line with nominal GDP growth, are normally
not considered to be the result of a “beggar-thyneighbour” strategy.
As part of an orderly unwinding of global
imbalances, and in view of China’s very high investment rate, advocates of the saving approach
urge China to reduce its saving and to consume
more. But such an assertion is difficult to understand, given the fact that the private households
saving rate, at 16 per cent (IMF, 2006), is not outside the normal range, while consumption in China
has been growing at a rate of around 9 per cent
annually since the beginning of the 1990s in real
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The Economic Report of the President recently described the external imbalance of the
United States as a “capital account surplus”, mainly
caused by domestic saving and investment balances both in the United States and in the rest of
the world. According to this Report, some major
economies are net capital exporters because they
“have supplies of domestic saving that exceed
domestic investment opportunities”: Japan and
Commodity producers, particularly the big oil Germany due to falling investment rates; China
producers in OPEC and the Russian Federation, and the Russian Federation owing to rising savform another group of surplus countries that is ing rates. In this view, capital inflows to the United
gaining importance as a counStates reflect the low rate of
terpart to the United States definational savings on the one
cit. Oil producers provide the
hand, and several factors of
classic example of dramatically
economic strength, namely
The prevailing view that
rising current-account surpluses
high output and productivity
the United States attracted
growth and a favourable busiin the wake of, from their point
more and more global
ness climate favouring “global
of view, big positive shocks
savings
out
of
a
given
competitiveness” on the other.
triggered by soaring energy
global income or a given
Consequently, “in principle, the
prices and improving terms
global savings pool is
United States can continue to
of trade. Clearly, the oil price
questionable.
receive net capital inflows (and
boom since 2004 has not turned
run current account deficits)
oil producers into net capital
indefinitely, provided it uses
exporters because they “dethese inflows in ways that procided” to save more or invest
less as their export revenues increased. Rather, as mote its future growth and help the United States
the main beneficiaries of the global redistribution to remain an attractive destination for foreign inof income induced by a rapid increase in oil prices, vestment” (Economic Report of the President
they are simply unable to boost their spending for 2006: 144, 146).
imports at the same speed as their incomes rise.
Again, the alternative view attaches more relBasically, the additional saving in these countries
is induced by windfall profits, not by the decision evance to trade outcomes and puts a loss of comof any agent in the country to save more out of a petitiveness of United States industry on centre
stage, with the noticeable exception of highgiven income.
technology branches (Aglietta, 2005). The fact
The economy of the United States is very that industrial production grew by only 5 per cent
often seen as the original and ultimate cause of between 2000 and 2005 in the United States, while
these global imbalances and it is undeniable that the consumption of durable goods expanded durthis economy has played a key role in the emer- ing the same period by more than 30 per cent, ingence of the present global disequilibrium. The dicates that the reason is not that American
prevailing view, however, that the United States consumers are saving too little, but that they are
attracted more and more global savings out of a consuming too many imported goods.
given global income or a given global savings pool
Again, the causal nexus between national
is questionable. Rather, it is the United States’ role
as driver of the global income generation process saving and the trade balance is a rather complex
that was the precondition for the creation of these phenomenon. The current-account balance is not
savings, as embodied in rising current-account just determined by “decisions” taken on the level
surpluses elsewhere. Its role as the key global of private or public agents in one country; rather,
growth engine has pushed the United States it is determined by all the influences that shape
economy to become the main demander of global decisions to spend or save inside and outside the
country under consideration. There is generally
capital.
terms. Additionally, China’s investment rate (fixed
capital investment as per cent of GDP), at over
40 per cent, is extremely high. This undermines
the argument based on “underinvestment” or
“oversaving” that advocates of the saving approach to understanding the current account would
have to use to explain the net export of capital
from that country.
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no easy way to attribute the results of this complex interaction to the “saving decisions” of any
one particular group of actors in any one particular country. All-important interdependencies exist.
As private households undertake efforts to save
more, this may force public and corporate savings down. Likewise, with trade-offs between the
saving behaviour of the different sectors in any
one country, the external balance cannot simply
be attributed to the autonomous decisions of any
one of them.

3.

Benign or malign unwinding of
global imbalances?

undervaluation-cum-intervention strategy is especially prevalent among developing countries that
have gone through currency crises in their recent
past, following previous liberalization of their respective financial systems and capital accounts.
Having learned the hard way that reliance on supposedly benign capital inflows rarely pays off as
a sustainable development strategy, a growing
number of developing countries have shifted to
an alternative approach that relies on trade surpluses as their engine for investment and growth.
This strategy requires them to defend the competitiveness positions they achieved in the wake
of financial crises. But this also presupposes that
at least one country in the global economy accepts
running the corresponding trade deficit.

The problem is that the United States may
Today’s global imbalances are to an impor- have become overburdened by having played the
tant extent a reflection and consequence of vital lead role as global growth engine for too long. It
systemic deficiencies. The lack of a viable multi- could largely ignore its external imbalance belateral financial system is the most important of cause no serious conflict between it and sustaining
these. At this juncture it owes mainly to the flex- full employment and price stability has arisen up
ibility and pragmatism of the United States macro- to this point. The potential for such a conflict is
economic policy management that the systemic itself one key risk. Globally rising concerns, indeficiencies in the global economic order have not cluding among financial market participants, about
led to global deflation yet, but have “only” resulted the continuously growing external imbalance is
in these imbalances. But even
another. It must be considered
with the United States macrounlikely that the United States’
personal saving rate will deeconomic policy pragmatism,
The problem is that the
cline by another 5 percentage
the global structure of producUnited States may have
tion, trade and finance has bepoints over the next decade or
become
overburdened
by
come precarious. China, based
that the public budget will be
on the long-lasting renminbiallowed to deteriorate by anhaving played the lead role
dollar peg, has transformed itother 6 per cent of GDP. In this
as global growth engine for
self into a kind of back boiler
case the world economy will
too long.
have to do without the growth
of the United States growth lostimuli it has become used to
comotive. After the Asian and
over the last fifteen years.
Latin American crises, more
and more developing countries have come to folThe possibility of a slowdown in the United
low a similar path of adjustment by stabilizing
their exchange rate at a relatively low level, run- States economy looks increasingly likely. There
ning sizeable current-account surpluses and accu- is the prospect that this would entail further
dollar depreciation, which would tend to restore
mulating huge dollar reserves.
competitiveness and, together with the economic
While this practice is widely suspected to be slowdown, would help re-balance the United
sub-optimal, in many respects it represents the States economy. Alas, given the existing structure
only feasible way in which developing countries and concentrated dependence of global growth on
can successfully adapt to the systemic deficien- demand stimuli from the United States, it is
cies afflicting today’s global economic order, i.e., indeed to be feared that a marked slowdown in
the absence of symmetric obligations of surplus United States growth would be spread and ampliand deficit countries. It is no surprise that the fied in just the same way as the positive impulses
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tal role in spreading and sustaining growth momentum throughout the developing world, a process that must not be derailed. Therefore, renminbi
revaluation should continue gradually rather than
abruptly, taking due account of regional implications. Similar to China, oil producing countries
have only recently come to play a significant role
The main reason for the increasingly un- in the global imbalances. Oil producers should
manageable global burden of the United States is generally use benevolent terms-of-trade developnot per se to be seen in rising numbers of devel- ments in favour of investment and diversification
oping countries running current-account surpluses. of their production structure. Should elevated oil
prices persist, their contribuRather, the gravity and urgency
tion to a benign unwinding of
of the matter relates primarily
global imbalances consists of
to the fact that other key indusJapan and Germany
a stronger domestic demand
trial countries, such as Japan
could have done more to
growth in line with higher inand Germany, could have done
contribute to the reduction
comes, extra expenditure bemore to contribute to the reducing oriented towards social
tion of the global imbalances.
of the global imbalances.
and physical investment aimed
Their huge external surplus
at diversifying the economy.
positions, based on improved
competitive positions, suggest
Crucially, what is needed for a benign unthat the required competitiveness gains on the part
of the United States should mainly come at their ex- winding of global imbalances is a responsible
pense. This process would be greatly eased if this multilateral effort rather than pressure on the dewere to occur in the context of buoyant domestic veloping world. A well-coordinated international
demand rather than the stagnant demand that has macroeconomic approach would considerably
enhance the chances of the poorer countries to
prevailed in these economies for all too long.
consolidate recent improvements in their growth
China’s part in a benign unwinding of global performance. Without such an approach, develimbalances differs from these two countries’ roles. oping countries have to defend their strategically
Since the beginning of the 1990s, China’s domes- favourable competitiveness positions and use the
tic demand and its imports have grown very still-favourable monetary conditions to invest
strongly indeed, and the country has played a vi- more and reduce their foreign indebtedness.
have been all these years. This could quite easily
unravel the momentum in development progress
and poverty reduction seen in developing countries in recent times, and do so without there being
any obvious fault on the part of these countries
themselves.
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D. Low real interest rates: global savings glut
versus global monetary conditions

1.

A savings glut?

have been passively mirrored by increasing capital imports (positive foreign saving) by the United
States, enabling the latter to import more goods and
services than it exports and run a current-account
deficit. Rising capital-account surpluses in the
balance-of-payments statistics at low interest rates
are seen as evidence of a global savings surplus.

In the economic model explaining currentaccount imbalances by autonomous decisions of
private households, the solution to the global imbalance problem is closely related to the problem
of “too high savings” in the surplus countries. In
Yet, at a global level and from an ex post
this view, the alleged surplus of saving over investment finds evidence also in the historically- perspective – which is implied by the balance-oflow real interest rates. Indeed, both long-term payments approach as it focuses on ex post varimarket rates and short-term policy rates have ables as observed in statistics – saving cannot exbeen extraordinarily low in recent years in devel- ceed investment. The visible excess in saving over
oped and developing countries. Those observers investment in current-account surplus countries
(Bernanke, 2005; IMF, 2005, for instance) attrib- implies the corresponding excess of investment
uting the phenomenon to a “global savings glut” over saving in current-account deficit countries.
argue that while the supply of saving has substan- A global saving glut is a contradiction in terms.
tially increased, the demand for saving, or, in other By linking the visible current-account imbalances
words, investment, has not kept
with globally low interest rates,
up pace with the rise in supthe proponents of the global
ply, or has even diminished.
savings glut hypothesis idenIf “excess saving” could
Hence, excess supply in the
tify ex post visible variables
explain
lower
interest
rates
capital market led to the obwith the plans of investors and
in surplus economies, the
served decline of global intersavers in models of perfect foreest rates.
sight of the future income.
symmetrical “saving
shortage” in deficit
This hypothesis offers
Of course, balance becountries should have the
a rebuttal to the widespread
tween
saving and investment
opposite effect.
charge against the United States
at the global level does not preof causing global imbalances by
clude the possibility of regional
saving too little; bouncing the
imbalances, which is what the
ball back into the surplus countries’ court. Rising current debate on global imbalances is really all
capital exports (negative foreign saving) of a about. But rising current-account surpluses (or
number of saving surplus countries in the indus- excess national saving) cannot occur without cortrial and developing world – the argument goes – responding current-account deficits (or deficient
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national saving) arising concomitantly elsewhere. knowledge any influence of monetary policy on
A rising current-account surplus in one country, long-term rates. In fact, monetary policy directly
be it due to a slump in investment or more gen- controls short-term interest rates at a given mareral demand weakness, currency depreciation or ket demand for money, but monetary tightening
otherwise improved competitiveness, or income or easing will also impact on financial conditions
gains owing to improved terms of trade, can only in general through arbitrage and expectations,
arise if demand is sufficiently strong elsewhere thereby indirectly influencing long-term interest
so as to generate the income out of which the sav- rates. Longer-term interest rates can move in reing of the current-account surplus country is made sponse to monetary policy decisions or in anticipossible in the first place. And if “excess saving” pation of them. In any case, arbitrage linkages
could explain lower interest rates in surplus econo- mean that the level of interest rates is ultimately
mies – within the orthodox framework where the determined by monetary policy: either by national
interest rate is the price that equilibrates saving monetary policy, if sufficient policy space exists,
and investment –, the symmetrical “saving short- or by global monetary conditions.
age” in deficit countries should have the opposite
effect, which means, the “saving glut” hypothesis
Essentially, given the very low inflation encannot explain low levels of interest rates in the vironment of today, low levels of interest rates
main deficit country, the United States (see annex 2 are mainly a reflection of low cost pressure and corto this chapter for the theoretirespondingly easy monetary
cal background of the savingpolicies. The macroeconomic
investment relationship).
situation in Japan and the euro
area, as well as in countries in
Given the very low inflation
But if the idea of excess
East Asia and Latin America
environment of today, low
saving depressing interest rates
that have gone through finanlevels of interest rates are
in global capital markets is not
cial crises, is highly relevant in
mainly a reflection of low
a sound one, then why have inthis context. In particular, the
cost pressure and
terest rates fallen to historisteep real devaluation in East
correspondingly easy
cally low levels? Would they
Asian countries after their crimonetary policies.
start rising again once the unses and the expansion of the
winding of global imbalances
Chinese industrial supply inwere under way? What other
troduced a deflationary bias in
risks are present that could
manufacture markets that have
drive up interest rates, taking earlier experiences more than compensated up to now for the rising
into account? And how can developing countries price pressures they have put on several commodbest benefit from low interest rates and protect ity markets. Moreover, higher oil prices have not
spoiled the benign inflation outlook as wage
themselves against rising rates?
growth has remained moderate in the face of high
unemployment rates in many important countries.
2.

Monetary policy and interest rates

Interest rates, both long-term market rates
and short-term policy rates, have been extraordinary low in recent years in developed and developing countries. This seems to be not so much the
result of a “global savings glut” but of global monetary conditions.
Paradoxically, there is widespread agreement
concerning the decisive role of monetary policy
for short-term rates but great hesitation to ac-

In a nutshell, then, historically-low interest
rates have been due to very easy monetary policies in place since the beginning of the new
century. The burst in global liquidity is owed to
the monetary policy response to deficient demand
in some developed countries and to low cost pressure in labour markets.
During the 1970s, nominal short-term interest rates set by the G-7 central banks soared to
10 per cent and even reached 13 per cent in the
early 1980s; they subsequently declined to around
4 per cent by 1993 and were cut below 2 per cent
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Figure 1.3

INTEREST RATES, INFLATION AND CHANGES IN UNIT LABOUR COST IN THE G-7, 1970–2005
(GDP weighted average)

Source: OECD, Economic Outlook No. 78, December 2005; IMF, International Financial Statistics Database; OECD, Main
Economic Indicators Database; and national sources for Germany.
Note: Unit labour cost is the ratio of labour compensation at current prices to value added at constant prices. It represents
the current cost of labour to produce one unit of output and serves as an indicator of cost competitiveness.

ten years later. The picture for yields on G-7 government bonds with a maturity of 10 years is very
similar: declining below 4 per cent in recent years
compared with their peak of 13 per cent in the
early 1980s (fig. 1.3). The tight monetary policy
of the early 1980s, in response to the preceding
inflationary experience of the 1970s, caused a severe recession in industrial countries. The adverse
effects of tight money were even stronger in developing countries, especially in a number of
middle-income countries that had accumulated
large amounts of dollar-denominated debt at variable interest rates owed to commercial banks and
were therefore particularly vulnerable to monetary
decisions taken by the major industrial countries,
especially the United States. Subsequently, interest rates in developed countries progressively

declined; even during the investment boom of the
1990s, interest rates remained relatively low. The
Federal Reserve Funds rate peaked at only 6.5 per
cent in May 2000, following a mild rise in inflation. As the investment boom turned into bust,
interest rates were slashed aggressively. The United
States Federal Reserve’s aggressive monetary easing led the way to historically-low interest rates
worldwide and global liquidity surged, spurred by
the United States external deficit that led to a
massive increase of liquidity elsewhere.
Monetary tendencies in developing countries
followed conditions in industrial countries with a
time lag. Short-term interest rates set by central
banks in developing countries were quite high at
the beginning of the 1980s, but ranged from 2 to
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On the other hand, the increased relative
10 per cent in the majority of developing countries in 2005. Long-term government bond yields abundance of labour due to globalization, or the
declined to low levels as well in recent years as threat of it at least, does seem to have contributed
yield spreads of emerging-market debts over G-7 to keeping wages and unit-labour-cost increases
debts shrank markedly and across the maturity in check. Cost-push inflation impulses from laspectrum. Global investors’ search for yield raised bour markets have been absent during the ongothe demand for high-yielding emerging-market in- ing recovery in both developing and developed
struments, especially as their issuers’ trade posi- economies. Growth in unit labour costs, the main
tions and balance sheets started to look healthier. determinant of cost-push inflation, has remained
This was reinforced as emergsubdued. Management threats
ing-market economies used the
to relocate production or outliquidity obtained through runsource certain activities may be
Workers
and
trade
unions
ning current-account surpluses
one factor in explaining this
have learned that they
for repayment of debts, i.e. remoderation. An alternative hyductions in the supply of what
pothesis is that workers and
cannot win the direct
global investors were keen to
trade unions have learned the
confrontation with
buy.
lesson that they cannot win
employers and the indirect
both the direct confrontation
one with central banks,
For other reasons as well,
with employers and the indirect
particularly in the case of
the historically-low interest
one with central banks at the
an oil shock.
rate cannot be explained by the
same time, particularly in the
mainstream theory. According
case of an oil shock.
to many observers, globalization has meant that capital has become relatively
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that despite
scarcer and labour relatively more abundant. This supposedly uniform downward pressures on wages
would seem to argue in favour of setting high real due to globalization, those industrial countries
interest rates so as to induce sufficient saving, with a strong export performance but poor GDP
which is seen as the prerequisite for faster capital and employment growth, like Germany and Jaaccumulation. In actual fact, however, real inter- pan, have had more pressure on wages than those
est rates have fallen to historically-low levels. faster-growing countries with better labour marThey have remained low despite global demand ket performance like the United States and the
acceleration in 2004 and the gradual monetary United Kingdom that are poor export performers,
tightening initiated by the United States Federal and, respectively, have been subjected to greater
Reserve in June 2004.
pressure from globalized labour markets.
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Notes

1

2
3

For a detailed discussion of the determinants and
implications of raw-material-intensity of production,
especially in the fast-growing Asian economies, see
TDR 2005, chap. II, section B.
For a general discussion of this phenomenon, see
TDR 2004, chap. IV.
For instance, the IMF no longer mentions either Germany or the euro area in assessing rising global im-

balances: “The U.S. current account deficit has continued to rise, matched by large surpluses in oil exporters, China and Japan, a number of small industrial countries, and other parts of emerging Asia”
(IMF, 2006: 5).
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Annex 1 to chapter I

COMMODITY PRICES AND TERMS OF TRADE

1. The commodity price boom since 2002

Since 2002, commodity producers in many
developing countries have benefited from price
increases for most of their products. The UNCTAD
price index for non-fuel commodities rose by
44.8 per cent between 2002 and 2005 in current
dollar terms (table 1.A1). While prices rose for
all commodity groups, this upward movement was
driven primarily by the minerals, ores and metals
group, which increased by almost 100 per cent
during this period. Prices of energy commodities
also surged, particularly for crude petroleum,
which increased by 114 per cent. At the beginning of 2006, nominal prices for metals and
minerals, such as copper, nickel and zinc, as well
as for crude petroleum reached historical record
highs. Some soft commodities, such as coffee, rice,
sugar and natural rubber have also experienced a
significant upward push in prices in recent years. 1
In 2005, commodity prices continued to increase, with the exception of vegetable oilseeds
and oils, although they registered more moderate
growth rates than in 2004. This reflects a certain
correction at the beginning of the year on account
of expectations that the commodity price boom
was reaching its peak. However, prices rebounded

in the second half of the year and continued rising into 2006 (fig. 1.A1). Commodity prices in
real terms have therefore remained above their
long-term trend, although they are still far below
their levels of the 1970s and early 1980s. In 2005,
the price index in real terms for all commodities
was 56.6 per cent of the average of 1973–1981
and just 39 per cent of the peak of 1974. For soft
commodity groups, even nominal prices thus far
have not reached the levels of other previous peaks
(fig. 1.A2).
The boom in commodity prices is the result
of a combination of robust global demand and a
slower than expected supply response, and, in recent months, a low level of inventories in a number
of commodities. Moreover, there has been strong
additional upward pressure from financial markets
in the form of heavy investments in commodities
as a financial asset. In 2005, a distinguishing feature in comparison with the previous two years
was the effect of the dollar exchange rate on commodity prices. The increase in dollar-denominated
commodity prices during 2002–2004 could also
partly be explained by the depreciation of the dollar, as, typically, commodity prices move in the
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Table 1.A1

WORLD PRIMARY COMMODITY PRICES, 2000–2005
(Percentage change over previous year)
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2002–2005a

1.7

-3.6

0.8

8.1

19.4

12.1

44.8

5.1

0.2

-0.8

-0.2

13.1

12.5

27.0

-0.1

0.4

0.4

2.3

13.2

8.8

26.0

Tropical beverages
Coffee
Cocoa
Tea

-15.4
-25.1
-22.1
6.8

-20.6
-29.0
22.7
-20.2

11.7
4.7
63.3
-9.5

6.2
8.7
-1.3
8.4

6.4
19.8
-11.8
2.1

25.5
43.8
-0.7
9.1

41.8
87.2
-13.5
20.8

Food
Sugar
Beef
Maize
Wheat
Rice
Bananas

2.1
30.4
5.6
-2.8
3.4
-18.2
-2.3

2.8
5.6
10.0
1.1
9.0
-15.3
38.8

-0.5
-20.3
-0.3
10.4
16.6
11.0
-9.6

1.9
2.9
0.4
6.5
-0.7
4.1
-28.7

13.9
1.1
17.8
5.0
6.8
23.1
39.9

7.2
37.9
4.1
-12.0
-1.4
17.1
9.9

24.4
43.6
23.2
-1.6
4.5
50.1
9.5

-20.3

-6.4

24.9

17.4

13.2

-9.5

20.3

5.0

-7.5

8.6

24.1

16.1

-10.4

29.2

Commodity group
All commoditiesb
b

All commodities (in SDRs)

Food and tropical beverages

Vegetable oilseeds and oils
Soybeans
Agricultural raw materials

3.1

-3.9

-2.4

19.8

9.9

7.1

41.0

11.2
11.5
-3.7
7.9
3.7

5.5
-19.0
0.0
-14.1
6.4

-2.9
-3.6
-8.2
33.1
-10.5

-16.8
37.2
-3.5
41.7
20.1

-1.7
-3.3
3.6
20.3
19.2

-2.1
-11.6
1.5
15.2
0.3

-19.9
17.2
1.4
96.3
43.6

12.4

-10.8

-2.7

12.4

40.7

26.2

99.6

Aluminium
Phosphate rock
Iron ore
Tin
Copper
Nickel
Tungsten ore
Lead
Zinc
Gold

13.8
-0.4
2.7
0.6
15.3
43.7
12.1
-9.7
4.0
0.1

-6.8
-4.6
4.5
-17.5
-13.0
-31.2
45.5
4.9
-21.0
-2.9

-6.5
-3.3
-1.1
-9.4
-1.2
14.0
-41.8
-4.9
-12.1
14.4

6.0
-5.9
8.5
20.6
14.1
42.2
18.0
13.8
5.1
17.3

19.8
7.8
17.4
73.8
61.0
43.6
22.9
72.0
29.1
12.6

10.6
2.5
71.5
-13.2
28.4
6.6
120.7
10.2
27.9
8.7

40.6
4.0
118.5
81.8
135.9
117.6
220.1
115.7
73.7
43.5

Crude petroleum

55.6

-13.3

2.0

15.8

30.7

41.3

113.9

-4.8

-2.2

0.7

8.7

7.7

2.8

20.3

Hides and skins
Cotton
Tobacco
Rubber
Tropical logs
Minerals, ores and metals

Memo item:
Manufactures c

Source: UNCTAD, Commodity Price Bulletin, various issues; and United Nations Statistics Division (UNSD), Monthly Bulletin
of Statistics, various issues.
Note: In current dollars unless otherwise specified.
a Percentage change between 2002 and 2005.
b Excluding crude petroleum.
c Export unit value of manufactured goods of developed countries.
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opposite direction to that of the dollar exchange
rate. A depreciating dollar meant that commodity
prices rose much less, or fell, in terms of other
major currencies. In the course of 2005, the dollar appreciated, although the average exchangerate change for the year was quite similar to that
of 2004. However, this was not associated with a
weakening of dollar-denominated commodity
prices; in terms of special drawing rights (SDRs),
the commodity price index rose by 12.5 per cent
in 2005, close to the increase in current dollars of
12.1 per cent (table 1.A1).
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Figure 1.A1

MONTHLY COMMODITY PRICE INDICES BY
COMMODITY GROUP, 1995–2006
(Index numbers, 2000 = 100)

Typically, commodity prices exhibit cyclical
behaviour, with alternating booms and busts. This
is reflected in fig. 1.A1, which shows the evolution of monthly commodity prices since their last
peak of 1996–1997. The subsequent commodity
crisis was particularly dramatic, as the worldwide
contraction of demand was reinforced by the financial crisis in Asia. The new turnaround was
then stimulated by the dynamism and catch-up
growth of the Chinese economy. For the industrial raw materials and energy sectors, this cyclical
behaviour is strongly influenced by demand and
correlates with global industrial and economic
activity. For agricultural commodities, variations
arise mostly from the supply side and in some
cases (e.g. non-tree crops), where supply takes less
time to react to the increasing prices, cycles may
be shorter. Agricultural prices are often also influenced by external factors, such as meteorological
conditions, plant diseases and pests. For instance,
recent coffee prices have been favoured by smaller
than expected crop output in major producing
countries. Crops were affected by drought followed by heavy rains in Viet Nam, hurricanes in
Central American countries, and drought and
lower yields in Brazil.
At the present relatively high levels of commodity prices, there are diverging views among
analysts as to which phase of the cycle commodity markets are going through, and even about the
nature of the cycle itself. According to some analysts, the current cycle is no different from previous
ones, and as expectations vis-à-vis prices change,
prices should begin to fall in the course of the
coming year. In the longer term, this trend will be
reinforced by new production coming on-stream.
Other analysts believe commodity prices will remain high for a long time, and will even continue

Source: UNCTAD, Commodity Price Bulletin, various issues.

to rise as a result of the constantly increasing raw
material needs of China and other emerging economies. Another factor in support of this view is the
long lead time for new investment in fuels and
metals and minerals.
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Figure 1.A2

NON-FUEL PRIMARY COMMODITY PRICES, NOMINAL AND REAL, a
BY COMMODITY GROUP, 1960–2005
(Index numbers, 2000 = 100)

Source: UNCTAD, Commodity Price Bulletin, various issues; and UNSD, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, various issues.
a Real prices are deflated by the export unit value of manufactured goods of developing countries.
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Table 1.A2

GROWTH IN CONSUMPTION OF SELECTED PRIMARY COMMODITIES:
CHINA AND THE REST OF THE WORLD, 2002–2005
(Per cent)
Consumption growth
China

Other
countries

World

Contribution of
China to global
consumption
growth

2002–2005

Share of China in
global consumption
2002

2005

Copper

31.6

3.4

8.6

67.3

18.3

22.2

Cotton
Natural rubber

59.5
46.6

3.0
11.9

19.6
18.0

89.2
45.2

29.4
17.4

39.2
21.6

Oil
Soybeans

32.0
49.9

5.8
5.2

7.5
10.9

27.6
58.7

6.4
12.8

7.9
17.3

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on United States Department of Agriculture, Oilseeds: World Markets and
Trade, May 2006; International Cotton Advisory Committee, World Cotton Situation, 9 May 2006; Economist Intelligence
Unit (EIU), World Commodity Forecasts, January 2005 and April 2006; International Copper Study Group, Copper
Bulletin, April 2006; and International Energy Agency, Oil Market Report, April 2006.

Current vigorous demand for commodities is
supported by strong global economic growth, particularly in the emerging Asian economies, such
as China and India, as well as in the United States.
Their external demand has also stimulated output
growth in many other developed and developing
countries. In addition, there are signs of economic
recovery in Japan and the euro area. China has
seen consistently rapid growth, at an average annual rate of about 10 per cent in the past three
years, and a similar rate is expected for 2006. The
dynamism of Chinese growth is the result of its
rapid industrialization and urbanization process,
accompanied by high rates of investment and
construction in housing and infrastructure. In
2005, industrial production grew by 11.4 per cent
and the gross fixed investment rate was 44.4 per
cent of GDP (National Bureau of Statistics of
China, 2006). China, like several other developing
countries that have been undergoing rapid industrialization, has strong demand for commodities,
especially because it is in a phase of development
in which the intensity of use of energy, metals and
raw materials is on the rise. Equally, rising standards of living will increase demand for food imports, particularly because of the limited arable

land in China. Thus China has become a major
player in many commodity markets, both as a consumer and producer, with a strong influence on
prices (TDR 2005, chap. III). Table 1.A2 shows
how the growth of consumption in China is influencing global markets. But although Chinese demand for commodities is expected to remain
robust for some time, the outlook for commodity
prices is still strongly determined by the evolution of the global economy. Therefore, it will be
highly dependent on how the global imbalances
are addressed. A recessionary correction could
have devastating consequences for commodity
markets, notably for metals.
On the supply side, the upward pressure on
commodity prices has been the result of the sluggish response of production to rising demand, particularly for energy and metals and minerals. There
are indications that producers have been more
conservative in their investment plans than in previous commodity booms (IMF, 2006; Morrison,
2006a; and Banks, 2005a). This underinvestment
is partly the result of their expectations of a price
correction to more historical levels and their fears
that the long period of low prices towards the end
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Box 1.A1

THE CHANGING PATTERN OF COMMODITY SPECULATION

Speculative activities have always been an integral component of commodity markets. Commodity
futures exchanges, which are usually natural reference points for physical trade, help the price
discovery process and provide price risk protection from uncertain adverse price movements (hedging), would not function without speculation. Under normal conditions, speculation by a large
variety of participants with differing views on market and price developments plays a significant
role, as it tends to increase financial and market efficiency (e.g. arbitrage1) and brings liquidity to
the market. However, during the last three years, changes in the pattern of commodity speculation
may have distorted the yield curve (the relationship between near and future prices) and affected
the functioning of commodity industries. Most importantly, while in the 1990s most participants
were actually involved – or had an interest – in commodity production or trade, more recently
speculators with no stake in the commodity sector, and using exotic financial vehicles, have become important players.
In the past, most of the speculative activities were related more to physical trades or sectors, and
the objective of the speculators was either to take shares in commodity-related companies (with a
longer perspective) or to place money directly in commodity futures. Although some squeezes and
manipulations used to be observed in commodity markets, the correlation between spot and futures
prices tended to be quite high as physical commodities could always be delivered as a last resort to
the exchange itself. This particularity used to limit the scope, length and amplitude of speculation
in this field, since the aim of investors was usually not to buy or sell a cargo of, say, cocoa or
copper. However, in the recent past, when gloominess in markets for traditional financial products
has spread, commodities have been considered an attractive asset class, based on the perception
that they are different from stocks, bonds and other conventional equities and, therefore, useful for
portfolio diversification. Thus investors seeking both a low correlation with traditional asset classes
and above-average returns,2 have suddenly re-routed massive financial flows to comparatively thin
commodity markets. In the mining industry, returns on equity reached 25 per cent in 2005, compared with 19 per cent in 2004 and 6 per cent in 2002, which attracted investors to mining stocks.3
In addition to increasing their purchase of stocks in commodity-related multinationals (mainly
companies in mining and energy), speculators seem to have preferred indirect strategies to avoid
the risk of being forced into the physical market. To do so, investors, and particularly hedge funds,
put large amounts of money in commodity-based indices, which have the characteristics of traditional financial asset. About 200 billion euros are currently invested in commodities worldwide,
half of them in commodity indices.4 The driving forces behind this are less related to the fundamentals of commodity supply and demand per se than to macroeconomic and financial factors. The
greater appetite for commodity-based financial instruments has been fuelled mainly by low interest rates and relatively robust economic growth worldwide. Furthermore, there has been a strong
perception amongst speculators, supported by analytical studies, that commodity financial instruments are negatively correlated with other equities. Simple bullish strategies have been devised,
based, for instance, on backwardation curves (when prices for delivery in the near future are above
prices for delivery in the distant future). The principle of investing in a commodity index consists
of entering into a forward contract and closing it when it reaches maturity. Not only do such actions exacerbate price volatility,5 they also induce asymmetry in the price discovery mechanism.6

of the 1990s might recur. Additionally, under the
tight market conditions, disruptions in supply
caused, for example, by labour disputes in the
mining sector, such as the strike at Codelco – the
world’s largest copper producer – in Chile in early
2006 (Financial Times, 2006),2 had a significant

impact on prices. Higher prices have also been
due to rising production costs as a result of increased energy costs, particularly for aluminium,
and the need to explore in more remote areas and
exploit deeper deposits (Banks, 2005c and 2006).
Mining exploration budgets continued to increase
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Box 1.A1 (concluded)

Moreover, they introduce a systemic risk since the decisions of most of the influential players are
synchronized.7 The second quarter of 2006 provides a good illustration of this phenomenon, as a
number of commodity markets have simultaneously shifted away from deep backwardation.8
The recent trend towards treating commodities as financial assets has had an impact on different
stakeholders in a variety of ways. First, massive speculative flows have supported major mining
and energy companies, providing them with resources to invest in exploration and increased production capacities while giving them a comparative advantage vis-à-vis smaller companies that are
less interesting to investors (mainly because their stocks are seen as too speculative even for speculators and because their total capitalization is too small to allow significant investment). Second,
greater price instability has been making it more difficult for agricultural and mining companies
and producers to plan ahead, especially with commodities that take a few years to be produced and
to reach the market place. Third, as the result of high basis risk, it is becoming increasingly difficult for producers to hedge, since the “normal” correlation between the physical and futures prices
has been, at least temporarily, destroyed. Future developments will depend on the strength of the
appetite for commodity-related speculation when central bank monetary policies become more
restrictive and interest rates rise worldwide, particularly as commodities are currently showing an
unusually positive correlation with conventional equities. In this situation, commodities may not
be as attractive to speculators as they have been recently.

1

2
3
4

5
6

7

8

Arbitrage can be defined as a “low-risk activity” centred on anomalies in pricing. There are several
types of arbitrage: spatial arbitrage (between two markets) and arbitrage between spot and futures markets and between different futures maturities. There is also arbitrage between different instruments (i.e.
between options with different strike prices as well as between futures, put and call options).
In 2005, returns on commodity indices and commodity-related stocks were in the order of 48.10 per
cent, and over the period 2003–2005 they were in the order of 103.82 per cent.
PricewaterhouseCoopers, “Mine, let the good times roll: Review of global trends in the mining industry”,
June 2006.
In France, speculative investment in commodity-related financial instruments accounted for 3.16 billion
euros in the spring of 2006, a 676 per cent increase compared to 1998 (Le Monde, Dossier économie,
Matières premières, pourquoi les marchés perdent leurs repères? 13 June 2006; and Les Echos, La correction sur les métaux suscite des questions sur sa profondeur, 13 June 2006).
Finance industry sources commonly estimate that as much as a third of the price movement in some
commodities has been caused by speculation (personal communication).
According to Hansen (2006), the problem with the new generation of index products is that they are
only taking advantage of upward price trends and ignoring the significant downside price risk that passive investors have when invested in commodity products.
Institutional speculators often use the same types of technical analyses and computer programs, and
tend to get in or out of markets simultaneously, as they have a propensity to trade in the same direction.
This was the case when the Long Term Capital Management model led to problems in the markets in 1998.
A case in point is copper (and to some extent zinc) in which the cash-to-three-month backwardation
“spread” lessened from $250 in July–September 2005 to less than $20 in April–June 2006.

in 2005, to the tune of 34 per cent. Since 2002,
when they were at the lowest level of the last decade, they have risen by 168 per cent (Metals Economics Group, 2006). As production resulting
from these investment projects comes on-stream,
it is likely that the tight situation in the metals

market will ease. However, the expansion of production may in many cases take a long time and
will vary for different metals.
The price of crude petroleum has made particularly strong gains, continuing to escalate in
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2005 and 2006. The oil price rose from $24.9 per
barrel in 2002 to $53.4 in 2005 and it reached
$68.6 in May 2006.3 Price developments in some
other commodities have also been influenced by
the rise in oil prices, through the impact of higher
oil prices on production costs and through substitution effects. For example, sugar prices have risen
in part as a result of increased demand for ethanol
as an alternative source of energy, particularly in
Brazil. The demand for natural rubber has also
risen significantly owing to the higher price of
substitute synthetic rubber.
Most recently, oil prices have reached record
levels as a result of geopolitical uncertainty in
West Asia, disruptions of supply in Nigeria due to
internal conflicts and the nationalization of hydrocarbons in Bolivia. In spite of strong growth
in the demand for oil in recent years, global oil
markets are not in deficit. In 2005, world oil supply was 0.5 million barrels per day higher than
global demand (IEA, 2006). However, there are
concerns that spare supply capacity is limited and
that any future disruption in supply may have dramatic effects on prices. Therefore oil prices are
essentially affected by expectations of future supply constraints, and the fear that supply will not
be able to cope with increasing demand. Speculators are playing a fundamental role in the mounting
oil prices.
Beyond the physical commodity demand and
supply context, commodity prices have attracted
greater amounts of investment from participants
in the financial markets, such as hedge funds,
pension funds, investment funds and insurance
companies. Interest in commodities as an asset has
increased owing to expectations of a depreciating
dollar, and because they provide a hedge against
inflation, allow diversification of the investment
portfolio and currently provide higher returns in
comparison to equity. It is also the result of the
existing high liquidity in international financial
markets and relatively low interest rates globally.
The increase in commodity investment activity in
2005 is reflected in the 8.1 per cent growth in the
volume of global futures and options trading in
agricultural commodities, energy products and
non-precious metals (Burghardt, 2006).4 According to Morrison (2006b), “funds under management
that track commodity indices, such as the Goldman
Sachs Commodity Index, have risen from about

$5 billion at the start of the decade to more than
$80 billion today”. Compared with this 16-fold
increase, the increase in the value of world primary commodity exports was 33 per cent between
2001 and 2004 (UN COMTRADE). However, the
problem with speculation, contrary to other longerterm investment, is that speculative hedge funds
may suddenly decide to reap profits and withdraw
from commodity markets, which increases their
vulnerability.5 For instance, in May and June 2006
episodes of commodities selling by financial investors occurred as a result of fears of higher
inflation and further increases in the interest rate
in the United States. Box 1.A1describes the changing pattern of commodity speculation.
The increasing commodity prices have contributed to significant improvements in the external accounts of many developing countries,
especially those that are still highly dependent on
primary commodities. These improvements vary
according to the weight of each commodity in the
export earnings of the different countries and price
developments for each commodity. For example,
the 136 per cent surge in copper prices between
2002 and 2005 has led to a threefold increase in
the export value of copper from Chile, the major
copper producer in the world, accounting for a
quarter of total mine production and about half of
world exports of copper ores and concentrates, in
volume terms (ICSG, 2006). This has meant that
the total value of Chile’s exports increased by
2.3 times over three years, with the share of copper
in total exports growing from 37.1 per cent to
47.1 per cent, and the share of copper mining in GDP
rising from 5.8 per cent, in current prices, in 2002
to 13.9 per cent in 2005. The latter increase is almost entirely due to the price increase, because in
constant prices the share of copper mining in GDP
has remained stable. Thus, high copper prices contributed significantly to Chile’s economic growth
of over 6 per cent in 2004 and 2005.6 Similar arguments apply to two other major copper-exporting countries, Peru and Zambia, where GDP growth
rates have averaged 5.2 per cent in the last three
years. Table 1.A3 presents estimates of the contribution of copper to the total increase in export values
of these three countries between 2002 and 2005.
Another example of the potentially strong
impact of primary commodity prices on individual
countries is coffee, which was the hardest hit by
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Table 1.A3

TOTAL EXPORTS AND COPPER EXPORTS IN MAJOR
COPPER EXPORTING COUNTRIES, 2002–2005
(Millions of dollars and per cent)

Total exports
2002

Copper exports

2005

2002

2005

Share of
copper in
total exports
2002

($ million)

2005

Contribution of
copper to increase
in total exports
2002–2005

(Per cent)

Chile

17 053.5

38 860.8

6 323.2

18 305.6

37.1

47.1

54.9

Peru

7 713.9

17 247.1

1 187.1

3 360.1

15.4

19.5

22.8

916.0

2 095.0

521.4

1 449.3

56.9

69.2

78.7

Zambia

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on Banco Central de Chile, Series de Indicadores Database at: www.bcentral.cl/
esp/infoeconomica/seriesindicadores/; Banco Central de Reserva del Peru, Series Estadísticas Database at:
www1.bcrp.gob.pe/VariablesFame/csm_01.asp; Bank of Zambia, Quartely Media Briefing, 13 April 2006; and IMF, Zambia:
2005 Article IV Consultation, January 2006.

the commodity crisis of the late 1990s and early
2000s. The value of global coffee exports, a commodity produced mainly in the developing world,
rose by 68 per cent between 2002 and 2005
(Dubois, 2006). Although recent price increases
have enabled a slight recovery from the crisis for
coffee-producing countries, in many of them the
value of coffee exports still remains below the
levels of the mid- and late 1990s.
Clearly, the extent to which commodityexporting developing countries will continue to
benefit from this bonanza depends on how global
demand for, and supply of, the different commodities evolve. There is a downside risk on demand
related to the possibility of a recessionary correction to the current global imbalances, which would
negatively affect global economic growth. In any
case, as supply should also increase in response
to the tight market conditions, prices will show
some correction. This means that while prices may

remain above their long-term declining trend for
some time, it is improbable that they will remain
at their present level. But in any case, it would be
strategically imprudent for commodity-exporting
countries to ignore the need for diversification of
their exports and for structural change. One reason is that, to the extent that export earnings
depend on non-renewable metals and hydrocarbons, the income and welfare gains from an
accelerated exploitation of these natural resources
will not be sustainable for long. Another reason is
that the manufacturing sector offers greater opportunities for the creation of mass employment
and the generation of value added than the primary sector. Therefore the benefits for developing
countries will also depend on their ability to use
their higher commodity export earnings for diversification and industrialization. By reducing their
dependence on commodities, this will also make
their export earnings less vulnerable to fluctuations in commodity prices.
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2. Implications of commodity price developments
for the terms of trade

The importance of translating gains from
higher commodity export earnings into domestic
capital formation in support of industrialization
and structural change is also evident when looking at recent developments in international commodity markets from the terms-of-trade perspective.
The evolution of the terms of trade has had a significant impact on the economic performance of
several developing countries in recent years.
Since 2003, terms of trade have experienced
sizeable changes: countries exporting oil and mining products saw substantial gains, while those
exporting mainly manufactures and importing
raw materials, especially oil, experienced losses
(fig. 1.A3). Changes were less significant for
countries that export mainly manufactures but also
some primary commodities, such as Brazil, Malaysia, Mexico, South Africa and Viet Nam. The
terms of trade have varied the most among exporters of agricultural commodities, reflecting
large differences in the movements of prices for
specific products and also differences in the share
of oil in their imports: while there have been gains
for some countries of this group, others have registered losses; for instance, in 2005, terms of trade
improved for coffee exporters, but deteriorated for
cotton exporters, such as Benin and Burkina Faso,
and soybean exporters such as Argentina and Uruguay. As a result, the relatively smooth trend in
the average terms of trade of this group hides considerably changes for individual countries.
Changes in the terms of trade have a direct
effect on the domestic income of a country, which

may lead to secondary effects on consumption or
investment in that country. However, the gains in
domestic income as a result of higher terms of
trade may be partly offset by an increase in profit
remittances from countries where transnational
corporations control a large proportion of export
activities. These remittances are listed in the national
accounts statistics as factor payments abroad.7 Table 1.A4 provides an estimate of how the changes
in the terms of trade and income payments have
directly affected the national income of different
developing-country groups and, as a consequence,
may have indirectly affected their domestic demand and growth.
Between 2003 and 2005, the deterioration in
the terms of trade of manufacturing exporters (i.e.
most of the East and South Asian economies)
meant a relative loss of income for this group of
close to 1 per cent of GDP per annum. However,
this deterioration does not necessarily imply absolute losses in real product and income as long
as it is accompanied by productivity gains and an
expansion of export volume.
The impact of terms-of-trade changes has
varied greatly among commodity exporters. Oil
exporters obtained, on average, windfall revenues
equivalent to 6.7 percentage points of their GDP,
which dramatically improved their domestic income.
In some countries, particularly the sub-Saharan
oil-exporting countries, a sizeable proportion of
these gains was offset by higher outflows of profit
remittances and interest payments on external
debt. In West Asia, on the other hand, where oil
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NET BARTER TERMS OF TRADE, SELECTED
a
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 2000–2005
(Index numbers, 2000 = 100)
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Countries exporting mining products have
also benefited from significant income gains from
terms of trade, amounting, on average, to close to
3 percentage points of GDP between 2003 and
2005. However, in this group of countries, the
outflow of profit remittances appears to be particularly large due to the large share of mining
activities controlled by TNCs and the fiscal benefits offered to private companies operating in that
sector. It is estimated that two thirds of the income gains from terms-of-trade changes have been
offset by higher net income payments abroad.
The group of commodity-exporting countries
that are exporting neither oil nor mining products,
on average, experienced neither substantial gains
nor losses from the terms of trade, and the negative impact of net factor payments on their national
income was mainly on account of interest pay-

Table 1.A4
Source: UNCTAD, secretariat calculations, based on UN
COMTRADE; United States Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Import/Export Price
Indexes Database (www.bls.gov/mxp/home.htm;
Japan Customs,Trade Statistics Database (www.
customs.go.jp); IMF, International Financial Statistics
Database; UNCTAD, Commodity Prices Bulletin,
various issues; and ECLAC, Balance of Payments
Statistics Database.
a Preliminary estimates.

IMPACT OF CHANGES IN TERMS OF TRADE AND NET
INCOME PAYMENTS ON NATIONAL DISPOSABLE
INCOME IN SELECTED DEVELOPING-COUNTRY
GROUPS, AVERAGE FOR 2003–2005
(Per cent of GDP)
Effects from Effects from
changes in changes in
terms of
net income
Net
trade
payments impact

production is controlled to a greater extent by
State-owned firms, outflows of profit remittances
constituted a much smaller percentage of the gains
from terms of trade. Moreover, net factor payments were positively influenced by inflows from
returns on assets held abroad, including growing
international reserves. In Venezuela, a reformulation of contracts with private companies has
increased the share obtained by the producing
country, bringing a positive “net income” effect.
Other developing countries, as well as some developed countries, are also revising the terms of
rent distribution. All in all, the huge income gains
in most oil-exporting countries have boosted domestic spending, both private and public, and
accelerated growth of GDP as well as imports.

Africa

2.1

-0.9

Latin America

1.4

-0.8

0.6

-1.0

0.1

-0.9

5.9

0.4

6.3

-0.8

0.0

-0.8

Oil exporters

6.7

-0.5

6.2

Exporters of mineral and
mining products

3.2

-2.2

1.0

Other commodity exporters

0.2

-0.6

-0.4

East and South Asia
West Asia
Exporters of manufactures

1.2

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on United
Nations Statistics Division, United Nations Common
Database (UNCDB); IMF, Balance of Payments
Statistics Database; ECLAC, Balance of Payments
Statistics Database; EIU, Country Forecast, various
issues; national sources; and UNCTAD estimates of
unit value and volume of exports and imports.
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ments on the relatively large stock of external debt
accumulated by many countries within this group.
In sum, the terms of trade have evolved favourably for a large number of developing countries,
and for many countries that registered terms-oftrade losses, these were compensated by higher
export volumes. The resulting real income gains
have been very substantial for exporters of fuels

and ores and minerals, which is reflected in higher
domestic expenditures. For this group, the related
improvements in fiscal and external balances made
it possible to pursue more expansionary economic
policies. Countries that are exporters of primary
commodities other than oil and mining products
seem to have been the most vulnerable, especially
those that depend largely on a small number of
export items and on fuel imports.

Notes

1

2
3

4

For a more detailed analysis of short-term price developments by commodity, see UN-DESA/
UNCTAD, 2006.
For more details, see Banks, 2005b.
Average of Dubai/Brent/Texas equally weighted
(UNCTAD, Commodity Price Bulletin, various issues).
This corresponds to a 12.9 per cent increase in agricultural commodities, a 9.58 per cent rise in energy
products and a 6.87 per cent fall in non-precious
metals. The latter may reflect a market correction
in early 2005 as mentioned above. However, there
are indications that speculative activity had accelerated by the end of 2005 and early 2006.

5

6

7

For more detailed discussions of the recent interest
of investors in commodities, see Financial Times,
2005; Acworth, 2005; Banks, 2005d; and RussellWalling, 2005.
UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on Banco
Central de Chile, Series de Indicadores Database:
www.bcentral.cl/esp/infoeconomica/seriesindicadores/
index_aeg.htm.
For a more detailed analysis of the gains and losses
from terms of trade and their distribution, see TDR
2005, chap. III.
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Annex 2 to chapter I

THE THEORETICAL BACKGROUND TO
THE SAVING/INVESTMENT DEBATE

1. Introduction

Despite decades of intensive research, the
underlying forces driving development and catching up are still relatively mysterious. Only a few
facts can be taken for granted. One is the central
role of the accumulation of capital and improvements in technology. The close correlation between
overall growth and investment growth is evident,
along with the simple fact that no country has ever
jumped from agriculture-driven growth to industrydriven growth without largely expanding innovation
and investment. About the main determinants of
investment the jury is still out and on the academic
battlefronts positions have hardly converged.

On the necessary conditions for investment
much has been said. Obviously, in primitive societies and on Robinson Crusoe’s island nobody
could invest without reducing consumption of the
available food and water beforehand. But does that
mean that in more highly-developed societies people have to become thrifty first, reducing their
expenditure to allow investment, or that the more
they save the more is invested? Even if that were
the case, why are some relatively thriftless societies prospering whereas others with a much lower
propensity to consume are lagging behind? What are
the sufficient conditions for investment-led growth?
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2. The controversy

The theory of saving and investment is, up
to the present time, rather rudimentary. Its core
still is the more-or-less sophisticated breakdown
of an identity. The gross domestic product of a
closed economy (or the world) is split into a part
that is consumed immediately (during the period
of production) and a part that is saved to be consumed later. For a closed economy it is found what
is assumed, namely, that saving equals investment
(see box 1.A2).
For a single open economy, disposing of both
national saving and foreign saving (with positive
foreign savings being the logical correlate of a
current-account deficit), the identity of saving and
investment is given with total investment equalling foreign saving and national saving. Hence,
according to the orthodox view prevalent during
the last two decades, “if saving falls short of desired investment, ... foreigners must take up the
balance, acquiring, as a result, claims on domestic income or output” (Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1996).
Or, as Krugman puts it: “An external deficit must
(italics in original) have as its counterpart an excess of domestic investment over domestic
savings, which makes it natural to look for sources
of a deficit in an autonomous change in the national savings rate” (Krugman, 1992: 5).
Statements like these suggest that the identity implies causality, giving “saving” a specific,
leading role in the process. However, the crucial
question behind these identities is about causality. Does the fact that – from an ex-post point of
view – a gap has emerged between saving and investment in a single country even hint at an

“autonomous” decision of any economic agent in
any of the involved countries? Can the plans of
one group of actors be realised without taking into
account a highly complex interaction of the plans
of other actors and price and quantity changes
under conditions of uncertainty about the future?
Do a priori judgements based on perfect foresight
in models of “desired” saving and investment really account for the various possible outcomes and
multiplicity of causal relationships in an “open
society”, namely a society that is not evolving on
a predetermined inter-temporal path and a society that is open to international influences and
shocks?
Obviously, splitting up consumption and investment among certain groups of actors like
private households, the government or “foreign
countries” does not add any information about
causality to the identity. It still remains a simple
definition. To give it informational content, the
variables have to be identified that determine the
movements of saving, consumption and investment, and in consequence the product (income),
of the regional conglomerate under consideration,
along with those of all its neighbouring regions.
Moreover, the accounting identity does not give
any indication about the efficiency of the process
leading to ex-post equality of saving and investment, and thus cannot be treated as an equilibrium
condition without explicitly naming the equilibrating factors and their role in the adjustment process.
The weakness of the orthodox approach becomes evident if it has to deal concretely with
changes in the behaviour of economic agents in
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an economy subject to objective uncertainty,
which means an economy where economic agents
do not know much about the future; an economy
that is exposed to unforeseeable shocks. For example, if the saving rate of private or public households
or of other countries like oil producers suddenly
rises, companies, faced with falling demand and
falling profits, will react with falling investment
if they do not possess more systemic information
than just the information about the drop in demand.
Only if it is assumed that they expect growth
to be higher later because of the rise in savings
can they react in the “right” way, according to the
orthodox approach. Hence, in this world they
would increase their investment expenditure because demand is falling off. They just switch the
financing of the higher amount of investment from
equity (cash flow, profits) to interest-bearing
loans. The mechanism for accomplishing this
remarkable transition is a fall in interest rates. Obviously, in this world falling current profits do not
impact negatively on profit expectations, because
otherwise even falling interest rates would not induce a positive outcome.
The implication of this approach is paradoxical: after the increase of the savings rate of private
households, companies can acquire the same level
of profit as in a situation of unchanged consumption. But now they have to invest more than before
– exactly the amount spent by consumers earlier
and now saved – although final demand has
dropped. The implication is that they demand interest-bearing credit to fill the profit gap opened
by the decrease of consumption, which means that
in this case exactly the same amount that investors are additionally demanding on the capital
market they would have acquired “for nothing” if
private or public households were spending as
much as before.
A comparison of the two cases shows that
the case with higher savings is clearly inferior to
the case with lower savings of private households,
since the funds that companies need to protect their
profit rate are now more expensive than before.
In other words, companies have to invest more
than before, although they may have piled up unsold stock already as a result of involuntary
investment and/or capacity utilization is lower.
Only if we assume that – even in adverse eco-
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nomic conditions – maintaining the level of profits is by all means what drives investors, the
outcome is positive in the long run since a larger
sum is invested in this economy than before and,
at least according to some models of economic
growth, the long run growth rate is higher.
Only if the assumption of constant or zero
profits is accepted a priori can the system’s dynamics be explained exclusively in terms of private
consumption smoothing over time as investors and
entrepreneurs passively adjust to any kind of
microeconomic decision by households without
ever endangering either the equilibrium values of
the model or its inherent stability. In other words,
such an economy is not only exclusively driven
by autonomous consumer decisions; the model
assumes totally reactive entrepreneurs who never
take into account actual business conditions while
deciding about investment. Instead, as a rule, the
present deterioration of their business is taken as
proof for a warranted (expected) improvement in
the future.
The question for policymakers in any country is whether they should rely on this model or
rather whether they should question its ability to
grasp the most important ingredient of everyday
economic life, namely, the role of time and the
availability of information in affecting the sequence of decisions that economic agents take
under conditions of objective uncertainty about
the future. In a world of money and uncertainty, the
decision to save more and consume less can have
grave repercussions on the goods market before it
impacts on the capital market. The decision “not
to have dinner today” (Keynes, 1936: 210) depresses
the business of preparing dinner today without
immediately stimulating any other business.
Thus, any realistic sequencing would see the
entrepreneurs’ “saving” fall exactly and uno actu
by the amount that the savings of private households increase (government dis-savings fall or
foreign savings increase – or government deficits
fall or a current-account deficit increases). That
is why the secular decline in the saving rate of
private households in the industrialized world
starting at the beginning of the 1990s – the savings rate of the G-7 countries almost halved,
falling from around 9 per cent in 1992 to 4.5 per
cent in 2005 – is mirrored in the secular rise, from
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Box 1.A2

TWO MODELS FOR CHOICE

The investment-saving theory has been extremely simple up until now. If Y is the gross domestic
product and the income of a closed economy (or the world), then the whole product (or income)
obviously can be split into a part C that is consumed immediately (in the period of production) and
a part I (or S) which is not consumed in this period and therefore is invested or put on stock in order
to increase the product Y in a later period (the sum of fixed investment and changes in inventories
is total gross investment). We can write the product or the income as:

Y = C + I or Y = C + S
And we “find” for the closed economy what was assumed, namely, that:

S=I
An open economy with international trade can dispose over national savings (Sn ) and foreign savings (Sf ), with the latter being the correlate of the current-account deficit if its value is positive.
Hence:

Sn + Sf = I
The recent academic discussion has not focused on the underlying philosophy of the I = S approach
but simply returned to a rather uncritical use of the identities that characterized the discussion in
the 1920s. This despite the fact that some 70 years ago, in his “fundamental equations” in the Pure
Theory of Money, which forms the first volume of his “Treatise on Money”, Keynes clarified the
inherent logic of the classical approach. The famous equality of saving and investment is either
true if the observer describes the situation of a certain economy from an ex-post point of view, or
if the economy under consideration is in a state of perfect equilibrium. The latter describes a stationary economy, an economy where real income is constant and where there are no incentives for
entrepreneurs to change the existing level of activity, as the level of profits is exactly zero. In all
other cases, development and catching up included, it is not S = I that rules the course of events but
an equation like:

Q=I-S
with Q as profits or losses of entrepreneurs, i.e., the residual income that to a large extent rules the
dynamics of the market system (Keynes, 1930: 136–138). In this world, any act of individual

8.5 per cent to 11.5 per cent of the savings of corporations. Hence, thrift of private households is
not a virtue per se but has to be analysed in the
context of all the other forms of saving by other
agents, including company saving.
This implies that in a world of uncertainty,
variable income and flexible profits, the intention

of individuals to save an absolutely higher sum
than before may completely fail because the future income they realize at the end of the period
may be lower than their expected income at the
beginning of the period. Even if households succeed in raising the ratio of saving to actual income
(the savings rate), the absolute amount of income
saved (and invested) may be lower, as the denomi-
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saving by the non-entrepreneurial sectors (governments, private households or the rest of the world)
reduces profits, the saving of companies, because it decreases effective demand of the company
sector as a whole.
The difference between the two models is remarkable and, unfortunately, very often not adequately
reflected even in development theory or economic theory in general. With profits Q being the most
important equilibrating force between saving and investment, the world changes fundamentally
and the old perfect capital market model can no longer describe it. In Keynes’ own words: “The
classical theorists resemble Euclidean geometers in a non-Euclidean world ...” (Keynes, 1936: 16).
In his discussion of “the classical theory of interest” (Keynes, 1936: 14–18) Keynes concludes that
the classical theory is “... faulty because it has failed to isolate correctly the independent variables
of the system. Saving and investment are the determinates ... not the determinants of the system”
(Keynes, 1936: 183).
It is perplexing to see that much of the mainstream academic treatment of the development problem dismisses the dynamic approach by confusing it with a profoundly diminished, static Keynesian
theory. Ros (2001: 8) puts it very clearly that “we should not confuse these development problems
with the effective demand problems on which Keynes focused. Not much is lost, for example, by
assuming Say’s Law when looking at income differences across countries ... differences in resource utilization account for a very small fraction of the large gaps in income per capita across the
world”. Obviously, in a statement like this exactly the wrong question is asked. It is not the difference in income per se that has to be explained, but the ability of countries to enter a process of selfsustaining growth and the inability of others to trigger such a growth process. The result of these
dynamic processes will be catching up or falling behind; but, and this is overlooked by this treatment of apparently short term phenomena, these processes are intractably intertwined with both
demand problems and policy intervention in the long and in the short term.
To take Say’s Law (“supply creates its own demand”) for granted and to analyse development
processes as if saving would always smoothly adjust to investment assumes away the most demanding of all economic problems. Contrary to modern interpretations J.S. Mill (1909), and along
the same lines J.A. Schumpeter (1954), saw Say’s Law just as a rule for rational behaviour of
economic agents in the long term. In their interpretation, Say’s Law simply states that the needs of
people do not restrict supply because those needs are indefinite. It was meant as an argument
against theories of need saturation that were quite popular at that time. David Ricardo, in his
“Principles of economics” in 1814, already put it this way: “If people ceased to consume they
would cease to produce” (Ricardo, 1814: 293). Hence, Say’s Law does not exclude the kind of
event that disturbs the process of economic development so fundamentally: shocks on the demand
side of the economy, including shocks stemming from the deterioration of monetary conditions.

nator of the saving rate, real income, may have
fallen due to the decline in demand and profits,
with an induced fall in investment.
The economics of saving and investment in
an international context follows the logic of their
domestic treatment. In a non-stationary environment, any increase in expenditure (increase in a

net debt position of one sector) increases profits
and any increase in saving (net creditor position)
reduces profits. Whether the act of saving or of
investment happens here or there, whether the
beneficiaries (or the disadvantaged agents) are
located in the country where the shock originated
or in other countries, does not change the course
of events. The decision of a certain group of eco-
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nomic agents (private or public, domestic or foreign) to spend less (to save more) out of their
current income diminishes profits and growth. The
other way round, a drop in foreign savings may
mean higher domestic profits and more investment
instead of a drop in investment.
If a current-account deficit, or a growing “inflow of foreign saving”, emerges in the wake of
negative shocks on the goods market, for example due to falling terms of trade or a lasting real
currency appreciation, the real appreciation directly diminishes the revenue of companies if
market shares are protected by a pricing-tomarket strategy. If companies try to defend their
profit margins, a fall in market shares and, as a
rule, a swing in the current account towards deficit, is unavoidable. Higher net inflows of foreign
savings, which are logically associated with an increase of net imports (higher imports or lower
exports), can by no means compensate for the fall
in overall profits or even help the country to invest more than before. If the process leading to
the swing in the current account reduces the real
income of the economy under consideration (destroying profits or other income having repercus-

sions on profits) then the situation before and after
the swing cannot simply be compared by looking
at capital flows in isolation. In this case a higher
net capital inflow indicates a negative shock.
Generally, and this is very often forgotten in
the theoretical dispute between the two models,
the adjustment of saving to investment is overlaid
by exogenous shocks of all kinds in the real world.
Interest rates may not fall if monetary policy is
fighting a higher price level stemming from a
negative supply shock, as has been the case during the oil price explosions in the industrialised
world in the 1970s and recently. Interest rates may
even go up in a cyclical downturn if financial
markets dictate higher interest rates to a developing country due to increasing risks of a default.
The negative effects of falling private demand on
profits may be aggravated by pro-cyclical fiscal
policy in developing countries if “the markets”
expect a quick reduction of public budget deficits
(see “the confidence game” in chapter IV of this
Report). An overvaluation of the real exchange
rate may disturb the adjustment process by forcing
monetary policy to react pro-cyclically or by directly
enforcing the pro-cyclicality of monetary conditions.

3. The policy options in theory

The political consequences of the two theoretical approaches are totally different. In the
dynamic model of flexible profits the implications
of globalization, the opening of markets and of
policy interventions can have tremendous effects
on the overall outcome in terms of growth and
jobs. By contrast, the fixed-profits model does not
ask for much room for manoeuvre for economic
policy, and where it considers economic policy
options they are the direct opposite of those put
forward under the flexible-profits model.

For policymakers in a developing country it
is of vital interest to know on which model policy
recommendations that they receive are based. Frequently it is argued that there is a rational choice
between the two models and that economic policy
in developing countries can opt for interest rate
flexibility instead of flexibility of profits and real
income:
In one view, saving is seen as resulting from
a choice between present and future consumption. Individuals compare their rate of
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time preference to the interest rate, and
smooth their consumption over time to
maximize their utility. The interest rate is
the key mechanism by which saving and
investment are equilibrated. The other view
sees a close link between current income and
consumption, with the residual being saving. In this view, saving and investment are
equilibrated mainly by movements in income, with the interest rate having a smaller
effect (IMF, 1995: 73).

It is important to bear in mind that “utility
maximization” in the fixed-profits-model describes an entirely different objective for the
society under consideration than does “income
generation” in the flexible-profit-model. Smoothing consumption may maximize utility in a very
narrow and static sense in a world without entrepreneurial behaviour, that is, if the economy just
moves along the consumption frontier or along a
pre-defined growth path. Maximizing utility in a
dynamic setting that allows, say, for temporary
monopolies, new technological solutions and investment will shift the production (and thereby
the consumption) frontier outwards by increasing
potential output beyond the means created by the
planned saving of private households.
If real income of the “open society” is treated
as a variable that can be influenced by policy and
exogenous shocks on the micro- as well as the
macro-level, the search for variables “equating”
saving and investment in a smooth way ends up
“solving” the problem by assuming it away.1 Applying strictly the idea of the interest rate as an
equilibrating mechanism of saving and investment
implies that real income (the product) of the
economy under consideration is either constant or
is growing with rates that cannot be systematically changed by policy interventions. In such a
model the dynamics of the society are defined
away, as economic agents have perfect foresight
about the future and complete information about
their economic environment. Can cycles, unexpected
shocks and – most importantly – development driven
by unexpected entrepreneurial innovation and investment and political decisions be explained by
such an approach?
The direct comparison of the two models suggests that movements of income are as good as
movements of the interest rate for equilibrating
saving and investment. The “instruments” of a
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change in real income and a change in the interest
rate can only be seen as alternatives if it is assumed
that the growth rate of real income cannot be influenced by any kind of (non-equilibrium) entrepreneurial or economic policy activity. But then
the whole discussion is useless from the beginning. Consequently, governments have to choose
whether their economic policy approach shall
rest on the idea of investment induced by “thriftsavings” or on the idea of investment induced by
profit-savings.
Obviously, depending on the model used by
policymakers, the economic policy strategies of
developing countries are totally different and reflect differing levels of need to define the room
for national policy. In the orthodox model the adjustment of investment to savings is an automatic
process that, without government or central bank
intervention, brings about the optimal result in
terms of growth and jobs. In the other model, there
can be extra profits or losses of companies and
the economy is inherently unstable. In this case,
government and/or central bank intervention is
needed to stimulate investment, as interest rate
flexibility may not be sufficient to stabilize the
economy and since the whole process may be overlaid by negative exogenous shocks.
If the movement (increase) of income is the
main goal of economic policy, then economic
policy should focus on a process where investment plans regularly exceed saving plans. In such
a world, even with the private incentive to “thrift”
left unchanged, the economy as a whole may expand vigorously. The “savings” corresponding to
the increased investment are generated through
investment and the original investment is “financed” through liquidity created by bank credit
based on expansionary central bank policy. Increased investment stimulates higher profits, as
temporary monopoly rents of the company sector
rise. These profits provide for the macroeconomic
saving required from an ex post point of view to
“finance” the additional investment. In this approach that could be called the flexible profits
approach “the departure of profits from zero is
the mainspring of change in the ... modern world ...
It is by altering the rate of profits in particular
directions that entrepreneurs can be induced to
produce this rather than that, and it is by altering
the rate of profits in general that they can be in-
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duced to modify the average of their offers of remuneration to the factors of production” (Keynes,
1930: 141).2
Hence, in a world of uncertainty and of permanent deviation from the fiction of perfect
competition, shocks on the goods and the capital
market lead to quantity and profit adjustment
rather than price adjustment. If labour is mobile
or wages are determined in a way that the labour
market is ruled by the law of one price, which
means that wages of different skill groups are a
given variable for each single company, companies
compete by differing productivity performances. An
innovation or a new product, as a rule, triggers a
relative fall of unit labour costs for the innovating
firm. The lower cost level may be passed on into
lower prices, increasing the company’s market
share, or it may increase the company’s profits
directly if prices remain unchanged.
In such a world, the response of quantities
and profits does not reflect a pathological “inflexibility” of prices and wages but rather introduces
the main ingredient of real world market systems,
namely, the fight for absolute temporary advantages of companies. In its inter-temporal dimension this fight is about the combination of higher
productivity with given wages. In its international
dimension it is about the combination of lower
wages with a given high productivity (TDR 2004,
annex 1 to chap. IV).
In a world of differing productivity performances of companies, prices of intermediary
products and wages are given for the individual
firm but profits are flexible. Seen the other way
round, if prices and wages reacted flexibly to individual events on the company level, profits
would be sticky. In a dynamic setting where prices
and wages are determined by the market, the flexibility of individual profits provides the steering
wheel and investment is the vehicle to drive the
economy through time. In this world, the branch
of industry, a particular region or a state are not
the main actors, and any analysis focusing on these
entities without leaving room for the role of profits
and entrepreneurship does not capture the nature
of the process of dynamic development.
Basically, the savings-based approach argues
just the other way round. This model expects

shocks from trade or technology to be buffered
by a flexible reaction of prices or wages, whereas
quantities react less and may even remain constant. Profits do not respond to shocks, since the
system of perfect competition – by assumption –
is always steered so as to avoid any change in profits. In this approach, increasing imports from
developing countries forces wages and unit labour
costs in the North to fall and thus the prices of
domestic products adjust to cheaper imports. A rise
in unemployment can only be avoided by stretching the wage structure between workers of different
skills as well as between branches and firms exposed to the new competition and those who are
not.
The fundamental differences between the two
models can easily be illustrated in the case of foreign direct investment (FDI). In the orthodox
setting, capital moves from high-wage countries
to low-wage countries to reduce the quantity of
capital required as well as its overall cost by implementing a more labour-intensive technology in
the latter. In the other view, the relocation of production to low-wage countries in most cases takes
place by moving the existing capital-intensive
technology of the high-wage country to a lowwage location. Thus, it is not the smaller quantity
of capital and the reduction in overall capital costs
that determines the relocation, but the chance to
realize a temporary monopoly rent, which is higher
the lower the wage level of the capital-importing
country and the lower its overall growth rates of
productivity and wages.
In conclusion, in a realistic setting of prices,
wages and profits, economic policy attempts at
improving growth performance and heading for
catching-up are not in vain. The savings-lead approach favoured by the mainstream view in
economics is misleading. If markets do not automatically deliver positive and stable growth rates
of real income and catching up, then the dynamic
view, highlighting the incentive of temporary
monopoly rents for pioneering investors, is more
than ever relevant for the development of the system as a whole. The orthodox approach, putting
primary focus on the decision of consumers to
“smooth consumption over time” under conditions
of perfect foresight, offers an elegant version of
Walrasian market clearing but hardly captures the
main features of modern economies.
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Notes

1

The standard assertion of many authors is a notion
of the kind that “In equilibrium, however, the world
interest rate equates global saving to global investment” (Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1996: 31). But, as saving and investment are always identical ex-post, the

2

notion of “equilibrium”, as well as the associated
equilibrating role of the interest rate, is misleading.
This is the position UNCTAD, in many Trade and
Development Reports, has called the “profit-investment-nexus”.
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Chapter II

EVOLVING DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES –
BEYOND THE MONTERREY CONSENSUS

A. Introduction

Policy reforms undertaken by developing
countries in the 1980s and 1990s were strongly
influenced by the international financial institutions, which emphasized stabilization and liberalization. Through their lending activities and
political support from the major industrialized
countries, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the World Bank were able to exercise considerable leverage on the design and implementation
of developing countries’ macroeconomic and development policies. The new policy agenda, which
came to be labelled the “Washington Consensus”,
evolved over time, incorporating additional elements in response to the disappointing outcomes
of reform programmes and to criticism that emanated from the international policy debate.
The elements that were added to the standard reform programmes primarily addressed the
initially neglected social implications of adjustment and the institutional requirements for the
success of reforms. Advocacy by various international organizations and civil society highlighted
the issue of poverty in the developing world, and
its linkages with adjustment policies in a globalizing world economy began to receive increasing

attention in the early 1990s. This culminated in
the formulation of the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) at the United Nations World Summit in 2000. The increasing belief that local governments should take ownership of reforms led to
revisions in the operational design of reform programmes in low-income countries. Moreover, with
the recognition that external constraints were
inhibiting the success of policy reforms, the international community stepped up its efforts to establish a global partnership for development. This
resulted in far-reaching debt relief initiatives, new
commitments to greater bilateral official development assistance (ODA) and the exploring of
new sources of international development finance.
In this chapter it is argued that although the
different amendments to the standard reform
packages placed stronger emphasis on specific institutions for developing countries, they did not
imply a fundamental change in the orientation of
the reform agenda. There was the continued belief that improved factor allocation through market
liberalization and opening up to international trade
and finance would be key to solving the problems
of developing countries by strengthening their pro-
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policy, with its focus on efficiency gains from
market-determined improvements in factor allocation, has remained unchanged. The experience
This chapter is not intended to provide a com- of the past 25 years has shown that reliance on
prehensive evaluation of the wealth of literature market forces alone is not enough to achieve the
pace and structure of producon the subject. Rather, it attive investment and technotempts to provide an outline of
logical upgrading necessary
the evolution of mainstream
for catch-up growth and susthinking on development stratThe standard reform
tained poverty eradication. Inegies since the early 1980s,
agenda was built on the
and its influence on practical
adequate attention has been
belief that improved factor
policy-making in terms of its
paid
to active government poliallocation through market
implications for capital accucies in favour of diversificaliberalization and opening
mulation, productivity growth
tion and dynamic industrialiup to international trade
and technological progress. It
zation that take into account
and finance would be key
discusses how the various adcountry-specific constraints,
to
solving
the
problems
of
justments to the reform propossibilities and capabilities.
developing countries.
gramme are reflected in the
The chapter concludes with
different initiatives taken by
recommendations for a more
the United Nations since the
fundamental reorientation of
beginning of the new millenpolicy reforms, at both nanium, without, however, succeeding in reducing tional and international levels, with a view to
the income gap between the majority of develop- strengthening capital accumulation, innovation
ing countries and the developed world. Despite and productivity growth in developing countries
the revisions of and additions to the standard – all prerequisites for better integration into the
policy prescriptions for developing countries, the world economy and for reducing the income gap
dominating philosophy underlying development between rich and poor nations.
ductive capacity, raising productivity and accelerating technological upgrading.

B. The emergence of the “Washington Consensus”

Development policies over the past 25 years
have been shaped largely by policy prescriptions
of the international financial institutions. Their
influence on developing countries had increased
considerably since the early 1980s following a
dramatic rise in the current-account deficits of
numerous developing countries over the course of
the preceding decade. In the case of countries that
had access to international financial markets, these
deficits were initially financed by borrowing from
those markets; the poorer countries that lacked
such access had to rely on official loans, leading

to their increasing dependence on external financing and a rapid build-up of external debt. When
the United States shifted to a monetary policy of
aggressive disinflation from 1978 onwards, dollar
interest rates rose dramatically, which increased
the cost of their accumulated external debt; meanwhile their export earnings suffered from weakening global demand.
As a result of their widening current-account
deficits developing countries’ use of IMF credit
rose sharply, as commercial banks were unwill-
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ing to maintain their pace of lending. In 1982, the on the belief that government failure was the sole
IMF took the lead role in managing the debt cri- cause of the crisis and that market discipline would
sis affecting many developing countries that were prevent such failures in the future.
carrying large amounts of commercial bank debt.
Earlier, in 1979, the World Bank, which had
The number of IMF-supported programmes rose
from an annual average of 10 during the 1970s to previously focused its lending activities on the
19 in 1980 and to 33 in 1985 (Jespersen, 1992). financing of investment projects, had responded
When it became apparent that in most cases the to the difficulties facing developing countries by
short-term horizon of the stabilization programmes introducing structural adjustment loans, designed
was inappropriate to bring a lasting solution to to assist countries in overcoming structural –
the problem, the IMF established the Structural rather than cyclical – impediments to payments
Adjustment Facility (SAF) for low-income coun- adjustment. Like IMF programmes, World Bank
tries in March 1986. Then in November 1987 it structural adjustment lending placed emphasis
created the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facil- on greater macroeconomic stability, but also on a
ity (ESAF) to provide additional balance-of- reduced role for the State, greater reliance on
payments assistance through the International market forces and a rapid opening up to internaDevelopment Association (IDA) to eligible low- tional competition as key to unlocking growth potential. Its policy prescriptions
income developing countries
to achieve these objectives inthat faced protracted balancecluded liberalization of trade
of-payments problems. Lendand foreign exchange allocaing under the ESAF was deStructural adjustment
tion, deregulation of interest
signed to support comprehenpolicies placed emphasis
rates and prices, reduced pubsive reforms and adjustments,
on greater macroeconomic
lic
sector involvement in agas reflected in the stringent
stability, a reduced role for
ricultural
marketing, privaticonditionality attached to such
the State, greater reliance
zation
of
public enterprises
lending, including the standon market forces and a
and restructuring of public exard ingredients of IMF stabilirapid opening up to
penditures.
zation packages, such as a reinternational competition.
duction in public spending,
IMF operations helped
restrictive monetary policies
the borrowing countries in
and exchange-rate adjustment,
but also structural conditions, such as import lib- their efforts to remain current on their debt serveralization, privatization and deregulation of the ice payments and to maintain a minimum level of
crucial imports, but the conditionality attached to
domestic economy.
the lending by the international financial instituAs noted by Schadler et al. (1993: 9), “[t]he tions restricted the policy options that could be
strategy underlying the structural reform pro- used to provide support to capacity-enhancing ingramme was to strengthen the financial position vestment. Entering into an agreement with the IMF
of the public sector and reduce government inter- soon became a prerequisite for debt restructuring,
ference in the allocation of resources” with the and the willingness of bilateral or private lenders
objective of containing inflation and attaining fis- to extend new loans to developing countries incal and current-account balance. However, it did creasingly came to depend on how closely these
not address the question of how to raise produc- countries’ economic policies conformed with the
tive capacity for export growth and employment standard reform packages advocated by the Bank
creation, which would have required a more bal- and the Fund. As a result, the structural adjustment
anced mix of monetary and fiscal measures programmes not only shaped the economic poli(Lipumba, 1995: 38). While imprudent domestic cies of countries that had to resort to borrowing
policies in the 1970s had contributed in many from the international financial institutions, they
countries to increased vulnerability to external also came to be widely accepted as the standard
shocks, the debt crisis itself had been triggered reform package for countries that were reviewing
by global factors. Yet a case-by-case approach was their development strategies for achieving closer
adopted in attempting to solve the problems, based integration into the globalizing world economy.
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In 1989, the term “Washington Consensus” government policies to correct such failures. This
was coined to signify the standard set of policy led to greater State intervention, not only as a proprescriptions of the Washington-based institutions vider of infrastructure and social services, but also
(Williamson, 1990). They were initially formu- as a capitalist investor in strategically important
lated for Latin America but were subsequently industries, and as a source of financing for priextended to developing countries elsewhere, and vate investment. This approach had been adopted
from the early 1990s onwards, also to economies not only in the economic and social policies of
in transition. In addition to the elements listed developing countries, but also by many developed
above, other policy elements considered appro- countries. While sticking to market principles,
priate by the advocates of the Consensus included they too had given a key role to various forms of
tax reforms to lower the marginal rates and to State intervention: from active support for the pribroaden the tax base, opening up to foreign direct vate sector in post-war industrial reconstruction
investment (FDI) and protecting property rights.1 and State ownership of strategically important
sectors – such as banking, enAlthough the term Washington
ergy provision and transporConsensus was subject to varitation – to an array of policy
ous interpretations and misinThe
Washington
Consensus
measures to support specific
terpretations, it became a refapproach to development
sectors and economic activierence point for discussions on
represented a shift away
ties that were considered imdevelopment policies.2
portant for national economic
from the focus on capital
security, for socially acceptThis policy orientation
accumulation to an almost
able income distribution, for
marked a shift from the develexclusive reliance on
maintaining high employment
opment thinking and practice
improved factor allocation
and for meeting other fundathat had dominated the previgenerated by market
mental objectives. Economic
ous decades. Earlier approaches
forces.
policies in developed and dehad advocated a more central
veloping countries alike were
role for government policies
and the public sector in drivstill influenced by the Great Deing the development process. Thus, until the late pression and by the experience that decentralized
1970s, development strategies in most develop- agents in the private sector, in their pursuit of selfing countries were built on a strong public sector interest, had not automatically been generating
and State intervention and regulation of economic full-employment equilibrium and sustained growth.
activity. Many countries adopted a variety of price
In developing countries, igniting a process
controls and State intervention in resource allocation, aimed at directing the economic process of industrialization was the central concern of
towards outcomes that were perceived to respond economic policy. In Latin America during the
to prevailing social and human needs and the re- Great Depression and the Second World War, prequirements of long-term development. State own- viously imported manufactures that had become
ership of enterprises was often considered neces- difficult to acquire were substituted by domestic
sary in the absence of a critical mass of private, production. Starting from this basis, inward-oriented
capitalist entrepreneurs. In addition, control over industrialization was subsequently promoted by
the financial sector and regulation of credit allo- deliberate policies, including trade protection, dication were considered necessary in the absence rected credit and subsidies, and the creation of Stateof an efficient system of financial intermediation owned enterprises. Most development economists
and sufficiently deep financial markets, and to of the time generally regarded capital accumulaensure that the financial sector served the needs tion as the core process by which all other aspects
of the real economy and conformed with national of growth and economic transformation are made
possible (Cairncross, 1955).3 The importance of
objectives.
entrepreneurship, technical progress and innovaThe diagnosis of “market failure” and the tion, and education and vocational training was
inherent instability of markets had provided an well recognized, but it was also considered necimportant theoretical basis to justify the need for essary for the “developmental State” to take the
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lead role. From this perspective, the reorientation
of structural adjustment policies and the Washington Consensus approach to development represented a shift away from the focus on capital
accumulation to an almost exclusive reliance on
the efficiency-enhancing potential of improved
factor allocation generated by market forces.
The previous orthodoxy of State-centered
development strategies, with their high degree of
interventionism, State dirigisme and protectionism, was considered responsible for market distortions leading to suboptimal resource allocation
and underperformance of developing economies.
The new approach recommended privatization,
deregulation, trade and financial liberalization
aimed not only to improve incentives for more
efficient resource allocation, but also to reduce
the need for State discretion. Even when there
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were market failures resulting from externalities,
the provision of public goods, imperfect and asymmetric information, imperfect competition and incomplete markets, little justification was seen for
policy intervention, since the consequences of
government failures were considered to be much
more serious than those of market failures. Equally
important was that the standard set of reform policies implied a shift from a national perspective
on development towards outward orientation,
price determination by global markets and, despite
the problematic experience of the second half of
the 1970s, a greater reliance on foreign capital
inflows. Thus, efficiency enhancement in resource
allocation was sought to be achieved through liberalization and deregulation at the national level
and through opening up to competition at the global level, as underlined by the importance given
to liberalization of trade and FDI.

C. The outcome of orthodox reforms

The performance of countries that undertook
orthodox reforms, including the transition economies in the 1990s, rarely met the high expectations. It was especially disappointing in comparison
with that of economies that had followed alternative strategies, in particular the fast-growing newly
industrializing economies (NIEs) in East Asia (TDR
2003, chap. IV). Average annual GDP growth in
these economies exceeded 7 per cent throughout
the period from 1980 to 1996. In China it was even
higher with an annual average exceeding 10 per
cent between 1980 and 2000. Latin America, on
the other hand, registered an average annual GDP
growth of 1.8 per cent in the 1980s and 3.3 per
cent in the 1990s, and sub-Saharan Africa’s average annual GDP growth did not reach 3 per cent in
either decade. Moreover, the dramatic slowdown
in the latter two regions compared to the 1960s and

1970s was accompanied by much greater instability. By contrast, growth remained consistently high
in Asia, and was associated with less instability
than during the preceding decades (table 2.1).
In Latin America, stabilization policies in the
1980s helped to bring inflation, which had often
taken the form of hyperinflation, under control and
to achieve a reasonable degree of monetary and
fiscal discipline. However, the policy prescriptions
soon came under criticism because of the disappointing overall performance of the economies
where they were implemented, especially in terms
of growth dynamics and capital formation. Moreover, it soon became apparent that the programmes
had undesirable social repercussions. The per
capita income in Latin America fell on average
by 0.3 per cent per annum between 1980 and 1990
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Table 2.1

GDP GROWTH IN SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND REGIONS,
1960–2004
(Average annual percentage change)

Region/country

1960– 1965– 1970– 1975– 1980– 1985– 1990– 1995– 2000–
1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2004

Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa, excl. South Africa

5.4
3.9

4.9
3.9

4.4
3.9

3.8
1.9

2.2
1.7

2.6
3.2

1.1
1.5

3.4
3.7

3.9
4.2

Latin America

4.6

5.8

6.6

5.1

0.5

1.8

3.6

2.8

1.5

East Asia
China
First-tier NIEs

5.0
2.1
8.0

7.5
5.3
9.8

6.8
5.1
8.3

7.6
6.1
9.0

7.1
11.0
7.1

8.2
7.8
9.1

8.8
12.9
7.3

4.9
8.5
4.2

6.2
9.4
3.8

South Asia
India

4.5
4.2

4.9
4.9

2.3
2.4

3.6
3.0

5.3
5.3

5.9
6.6

5.0
5.3

5.3
5.8

5.7
6.1

Developing countries

4.8

6.0

6.4

5.1

2.9

4.3

5.4

4.1

4.4

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on World Bank, World Development Indicators, various issues; United Nations
Statistics Division (UNSD), National Accounts Main Aggregates Database; and Taiwan Province of China, MacroEconomics
Database.
Note: Calculations are based on GDP in constant 1995 dollars.

(table 2.2), and income distribution deteriorated,
in some countries dramatically. The decline in
industrial output, combined with the compression
of the public sector, implied a sharp increase in
open unemployment and informal sector activities
as well as a widespread deterioration in working
conditions, including a significant fall in real wages,
and a dramatic increase in poverty (Calcagno,
2001). The 1990s saw some recovery after the preceding “lost decade”, but growth did not return to
the levels experienced before the debt crisis and
the poverty level remained unchanged.
In Africa, per capita income fell on average
by 0.4 per cent in the 1980s, and thereafter scarcely
any country returned to the pace of growth of the
previous decades, even though they implemented
structural adjustment programmes for many years.
Of the 15 countries that the World Bank had identified as core adjusters in 1993, only three were
classified by the IMF as strong performers by the
end of the decade. Where there were improvements in growth performance, these could largely
be explained by special circumstances that were unrelated to structural adjustment policies (TDR 1998,

Part Two, chap. I, table 34). As in Latin America,
programme implementation was also accompanied
by deteriorating social indicators: the proportion
of the population living on less than $1 a day in
the least developed countries (LDCs) of Africa increased continuously from the second half of the
1960s – from an average of 55.8 per cent to 64.9 per
cent in 1995–1999 (UNCTAD, 2002: tables 19
and 20). Estimates by the UNCTAD secretariat for
20 LDCs, including 17 from Africa, on the impact
of SAF/ESAF programmes on poverty, show that,
comparing the three years before and after the
adoption of the programmes, the overall incidence
of poverty rose by nearly one percentage point
(UNCTAD, 2002: table 40). As frustration with
the results of the adjustment programmes intensified, the view gained ground that structural
adjustment programmes were “part of the problem
rather than part of the solution of the development
crisis in Africa” (Lipumba, 1995: 52).
There are differing views on the causes of
the failure, and varying experiences suggest a
complex relation between different domestic and
external factors.4 A major cause of the failure of
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Table 2.2

PER CAPITA GDP GROWTH IN SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
AND REGIONS, 1960–2004
(Average annual percentage change)

Region/country

1960– 1965– 1970– 1975– 1980– 1985– 1990– 1995– 2000–
1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2004

Africa
Sub-Saharan Africa, excl. South Africa

2.8
1.3

2.2
1.2

1.6
1.1

0.9
-1.0

-0.7
-1.2

-0.2
0.2

-1.5
-1.3

1.0
1.1

1.6
1.8

Latin America

1.7

3.1

4.0

2.7

-1.6

-0.2

1.9

1.2

0.1

East Asia
China
First-tier NIEs

3.0
0.3
5.0

4.7
2.6
7.2

4.4
2.8
6.1

5.9
4.6
7.1

5.4
9.5
5.5

6.4
6.1
8.0

7.5
11.7
6.1

3.8
7.5
3.2

5.3
8.7
3.2

South Asia
India

2.2
1.9

2.5
2.5

0.0
0.1

1.4
0.9

2.9
3.1

3.6
4.4

2.8
3.3

3.3
4.0

4.0
4.5

Developing countries

2.5

3.4

3.9

2.9

0.7

2.2

3.5

2.4

2.9

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on World Bank, World Development Indicators, various issues; UNSD, Population Database and National Accounts Main Aggregates Database; and Taiwan Province of China, MacroEconomics
Database.
Note: See table 2.1.

the reform programmes to meet expectations was
probably that they were typically initiated during
a situation of crisis, when domestic adjustment
took a deflationary path. This necessitated a tightening of fiscal and monetary policy to bring down
inflation, while global demand growth remained
insufficient to give the needed expansionary stimulus. In addition, measures taken to deal with external
shocks often aggravated pressure on the fiscal accounts (e.g. through the impact of currency
devaluation on the domestic currency value of debt
servicing and on the costs of imports for public
investment). Rescue measures for the financial
sector and the nationalization of private but publicly guaranteed external debt also represented a
heavy additional burden on public finances (TDR
1989, chap. IV). Sizeable cuts had to be made in
spending for productive infrastructure and social
purposes as a result of the pressure for rapid fiscal adjustment. Stabilization policies adversely
affected investment and brought the process of
capital accumulation to a halt, in some cases even
reversing it. In addition, the imposition of austerity measures led to serious social conflicts, thus
contributing to growing instability.

Advocates of the orthodox policies attributed
the unsatisfactory results to slippages in their implementation, partly reflecting lack of ownership
by governments and other stakeholders in the
countries undertaking the reforms. Indeed, the
stringency of conditionality and the similarity of
the reform programmes across countries often
made it difficult for national policymakers to obtain the necessary support from domestic groups
and institutions for implementation of reforms. By
1994, the World Bank officially recognized that
the removal of distortions in product and factor
markets alone would be insufficient to “put countries on a sustained, poverty-reducing growth
path”, and that it would require “better economic
policies and more investment in human capital,
infrastructures, and institution building, along
with better governance” (World Bank, 1994: 2). The
Bank did not, however, revise its definition of “good
economic policies” by giving more weight to macroeconomic and sectoral policy measures aimed at
strengthening productive private investment.
In most countries, the crisis was perpetuated
by external constraints that became increasingly
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intrusive as economies opened up unilaterally to often ensures the provision of goods and services
international trade and finance in the context of that private actors are unwilling to produce, but
structural adjustment programmes. The fast pace which create important positive externalities for a
of trade liberalization in many
wide range of productive acdeveloping countries caused
tivities (TDR 1993, chaps. II
their trade deficit associated
and III).
with any given rate of growth
Private investment
to become larger, adding to
In Latin American counremained depressed,
payments difficulties and intries,
more investment-friendly
contrary to expectations
macroeconomic policies were
creasing dependency on capital
that reduced State
inflows. Since in open econoconstrained initially by the urpresence in economic
mies with flexible exchange
gent need to combat inflation,
activity would unleash a
rates, the interest rate and the
and, later, by the need to remain
fresh wave of private
exchange rate cannot be used
attractive for external capital
entrepreneurial initiatives.
as independent policy instruflows in a context of increasments, efforts to attract capiing current-account deficits, as
tal inflows involved a spiral of
discussed in chapter IV below.
rising interest rates and an apIn Africa, dependence on pripreciating exchange rate. These negatively af- vate capital flows was less pronounced than in
fected trade performance and fed into increasingly Latin America, but declining prices for primary
speculative capital inflows. In many developing commodity exports due to weak growth in global
countries and emerging market economies, the en- demand until the beginning of the new millennium,
suing rising cost of capital hindered accumulation, and the resulting deterioration in the terms of trade
and the loss of competitiveness induced a reduc- and the purchasing power of exports were the most
tion in real wages. At the same time, high-inter- constraining factors for capital accumulation and
est-led capital flows generated credit expansion, output growth. In the absence of external financconsumption booms and speculative bubbles, ing to compensate for the terms-of-trade losses,
which, owing to the lack of proper financial regu- adjustment had to take the form of severe import
latory and supervisory institutions, were a source compression and a sharp decline in investment.
of financial instability and crisis (Eatwell and
As a result of these factors the share of inTaylor, 2002).
vestment in Latin American GDP, which had
Contrary to orthodox expectations that the averaged over 25 per cent in the 1970s, had fallen
cuts in public sector deficits would crowd in pri- to 18 per cent by the early 1990s, recovering to
vate investment, and that a reduced State presence about 20 per cent at the end of the 1990s (figin economic activity would unleash a fresh wave ure 2.1; and TDR 2003, chap. IV). The standard
of private entrepreneurial inipolicies geared to improving
tiatives, private investment refactor allocation did not sucmained depressed. An “investceed in bringing about an
investment recovery in subment pause” had been expected
Policies promoted with a
Saharan Africa either: the
to occur in the immediate afview to getting relative
average ratio of investment to
termath of the reforms, but the
prices “right” at the micro
GDP dropped from 24 per cent
situation persisted because of
level failed, because in too
in the 1970s to 17 per cent at
obvious inconsistencies bemany cases they got prices
the beginning of the 1990s, a
tween the various elements of
“wrong” at the macro level.
level from which it has barely
the standard reform package.
recovered so far. This downIt did not pay sufficient attenward adjustment had an
tion to the importance of faimpact mainly on public invourable monetary conditions
for private investment, to the complementarity of vestment, but contrary to conventional wisdom,
public and private investment, and to the fact that this did not “crowd in” private investment. Indeed,
State involvement – now drastically reduced – the share of private investment in GDP continued
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to remain lower in the late 1990s than it had been
in the 1970s.
In these circumstances, capital formation in
most economies in Latin America and Africa was
unable to keep pace with the increased need for
productivity enhancement and technological innovation, which are basic requirements for the
success of export-oriented development strategies.
Consequently, they were ill-equipped to meet the
challenges posed by opening up to international
markets and exposing actual and potential domestic producers to international competition. In
sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America, this meant
not only sluggish growth and slow structural
change, but also in some cases deindustrialization
(TDR 2003, chap. VI).5 Between 1980 and 1990
the share of manufacturing output in GDP fell,
from 17.4 per cent to 14.9 per cent in sub-Saharan
Africa, and from 28.2 per cent to 25 per cent in
Latin America. By 2000, the share of manufacturing was still at the same low level in sub-Saharan
Africa, while in Latin America it had fallen further, to 17.8 per cent.
Policies promoted with a view to getting relative prices “right” at the micro level failed, because
in too many cases they got prices “wrong” at the
macro level (i.e. the real interest rate and the real
exchange rates). This meant that they did not create more incentives for investment, innovation and
diversification of production, despite the retreat
of government and the freeing of market forces.
Indeed, they led to greater instability of the key
macroeconomic prices due to continuing market
failures resulting, for example, from asymmetric
information and adverse selection in financial
markets, as well as inadequate sequencing of liberalization of product and factor markets in an
environment of weak institutions. Even in instances
where microeconomic incentives were generated,
macroeconomic disincentives, structural constraints and institutional weaknesses prevented
them from creating a vigorous supply response.
And whatever efficiency gains liberalization and
deregulation generated, they did not produce faster
growth, but led to growing inequality.
After more than a decade of liberalizing reforms, the payments disorders in many countries
remained as acute as before, and their economies
had come to depend even more on external financ-
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GROSS FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION IN
SELECTED DEVELOPING REGIONS
AND CHINA, 1965–2004
(Per cent of GDP)

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on World
Bank, World Development Indicators, 2005.
Note: Latin America comprises Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay and
Venezuela. Asia comprises China, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines, the Republic of
Korea, Thailand, Taiwan Province of China, and Turkey.

ing in their efforts to achieve the growth rates
necessary to tackle their deep-rooted problems of
poverty and underdevelopment. In Latin America,
average growth was lower by 3 per cent per annum in the 1990s than in the 1970s, while trade
deficits as a proportion of GDP remained constant.
In sub-Saharan Africa, growth fell but deficits
rose. But despite the lack of success, the “consensus” of the 1990s firmly stuck to the notion
that there was no alternative to these policies.
Meanwhile, development successes occurred
where prescriptions along the lines of the Washington Consensus had limited or no influence on
national policies, notably in the East Asian economies. Their average growth rates exceeded 8 per
cent per annum over many years, and, until the
crisis in the late 1990s, the imposition of policies
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by the international financial institutions was strategic reasoning they had previously adopted
avoided. The East Asian economies, which fol- in managing trade liberalization. As in other counlowed a more selective and gradual approach to tries earlier, especially in Latin America, capitalliberalization than the developing countries that account opening made the economies of the region
followed the orthodox reform
more vulnerable to financial
agenda, achieved more stable
disturbances. In 1997 massive
and faster growth. They also
capital outflows prompted a
Development successes
achieved successful integration
financial crisis, which resulted
occurred where prescriptions
into international trade relations
in IMF intervention with its
along
the
lines
of
the
based on sustained capital acstandard reform packages apWashington Consensus
cumulation at a high level and
plied in several crisis-stricken
a managed and gradual opencountries. Although the adjusthad limited or no influence
ing up to international markets
ment programmes were comon national policies.
(TDR 1999, chap. IV). There
bined with massive financial
are differing views on the reassistance, they led to a sharp
recession and a dramatic despective roles of market forces
and State intervention in these success stories, but terioration in the poverty situation. This inevitathere can be little doubt that policy and institu- bly prompted a questioning of the IMF’s diagnosis
tions tailored to local conditions and histories before and after the crisis and, consequently, the appropriateness of its policy prescriptions. Nevertheplayed an important role.6
less, owing to the structural strength of the producThe dramatic downturn in the East Asian tive sector and the strong position of their exporteconomies in the late 1990s occurred because ers on world markets, most of these countries regovernments failed to manage integration into glo- covered rapidly after a sharp real devaluation, and
bal capital markets with the same prudence and terminated their collaboration with the IMF.

D. Second-generation reforms and debt reduction

1.

A new focus on poverty and
institutions

The disappointing results of policy reforms
in the 1980s and 1990s, and the related critiques
emanating from the international policy debate led
to the recognition in the 1990s that the initial reform package would have to be supplemented by
measures to mitigate the adverse social effects of
the reforms.
Almost two decades of focusing on price reform in product, labour and financial markets, as

well as on external trade, increasingly led to the
recognition that key to the success of policy was
a better understanding of what the market mechanism could be expected to deliver in developing
countries, or, as Rodrik (1999: 2) put it: “The encounter between neo-classical economics and
developing societies served to reveal the institutional underpinnings of market economies.”7 Thus
the enlarged policy agenda evolving in the 1990s
placed greater emphasis on country-specific institutions and focused on good governance, including
combating corruption as a major element, to make
the State and non-market institutions more effective (Hayami, 2003). Strengthening property rights
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leading to higher growth and overall living standards by redirecting resources from inefficient, nontradable goods and import-substituting production
to export activities with the help of new investment and productivity increases. This would be
made possible by opening up to capital inflows.
The restructuring process induced by more openness to international competition was expected to
lead to only a temporary displacement followed
by a rapid reabsorption of the labour force into
In part, the new emphasis on health, educa- activities where the economy had the greatest
tion and infrastructure was also an outcome of the comparative advantages. Poverty would naturally
notion that development is more than economic be reduced by increased efficiency of labour allogrowth – a notion that gained widespread accept- cation and income growth. As growth turned out
ance in the 1990s (Cornia, Jolly and Stewart, 1987; to be insufficient in most countries to make even
Sen, 1999). It also found expression in the crea- a dent on poverty alleviation, and the more effition of the Human Development Index, used by the cient reallocation of resources lagged behind the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) speed of destruction of inefficient activities, the
since 1993 as a standard measure of human well- focus shifted to policies that would directly address the problem of poverty.
being, as well as in the World
The implicit assumption that
Social Summit held in 1995,
the determinants of growth,
which pledged to make the
The
disappointing
results
of
the effects of trade, financial
conquest of poverty, the goal
policy reforms led to the
integration and market liberof full employment and the
recognition that the initial
alization are independent of,
fostering of social integration
or exert only a temporary efthe overriding objectives of
reform package would have
fect on, poverty and income
development.
to be supplemented by
distribution was reflected in
measures to mitigate the
There can be little doubt
the
reorientation of mainstream
adverse social effects.
that the functioning of markets
thinking; the modified approach
is strongly influenced by supadded social policies to the
porting institutions, and that
standard measures of liberalicapital accumulation is closely linked to the con- zation and to the operations of the IMF and the
solidation of property rights. However, the view World Bank (Berg and Taylor, 2000).
that institutional shortcomings were the main reason why the policies of the Washington Consensus
By 1990, the World Bank had already recogdid not live up to their promises served to shift nized the need to develop special social funds,
attention away from the shortcomings of the which, due to a number of factors, including limprinciples underlying those policies and their theo- ited funding, poor targeting and inadequate seretical foundation. The quality of institutions in quencing, only made a marginal contribution to
developing countries had been no better in previ- reducing poverty and reversing adverse shifts in
ous decades when growth performance was more income distribution (Cornia, 1999: 132). The insatisfactory. Similarly, poverty reduction was not troduction of the Poverty Reduction Strategy Paan entirely new objective of development policies, pers (PRSPs) in 1995 was a more significant step
as it had been a stated goal of the World Bank aimed at reducing poverty. The PRSP approach
since the early 1970s (Hayami, 2003: 58); how- recognized that stabilization and adjustment poliever, the assumption implicit in the initial structural cies exert, at least temporarily, an adverse impact
adjustment approach was that it would occur as a on the poor, which can be mitigated through safety
trickle-down effect of growth.
nets and targeted spending programmes.

came to be regarded as the key institutional element
for solving the problem of insufficient investment.
Moreover, the enlarged policy agenda, sometimes
called the “post-Washington Consensus” (Stiglitz,
1998) or “second-generation reforms” (Kuczynski
and Williamson, 2003), emphasized the reduction
of poverty and the mitigation of its effects as immediate objectives of development policies, requiring
direct government involvement. 8

The logic of market-oriented reforms was to
improve efficiency and economic performance,

This approach also responded to another
weakness of the previous adjustment policies by
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strengthening ownership, partly through a re- have a direct impact on the well-being of the poor.
orientation of conditionality and partly through Such a reallocation responds to an ethical imperaa revision of procedures for programme imple- tive and can go some way in solving the most
mentation. PRSPs are to be prepared by national pressing social problems. However, there are limauthorities in developing countries with the broad- its to the extent this can be expected to achieve
sustained poverty eradication.
based participation of civil soDespite the positive welfare
ciety, including enterprises and
impact of social spending, real
representatives of the poor, but
The focus shifted to
progress in poverty reduction
they are subject to joint appropolicies
that
would
directly
may be handicapped as long as
val by the Bank and the Fund.
address the problem of
macroeconomic and adjustIn the same context, and in line
ment policies continue to push
with the shift of emphasis topoverty.
in the opposite direction, genwards measures that would
erating impulses that hamper
directly address the incidence
capital formation and lead to
of poverty, the IMF replaced
its Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF) regressive changes in income distribution. The
with the Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility World Bank noted that “most recipients consider
(PRGF). The preparation and implementation of the focus of the initiative to be excessive on soPRSPs became a prerequisite for debt relief un- cial sectors, and too little on growth and ‘wealth
der the enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries creation’” (World Bank, 2003: 46).
Debt Initiative (HIPC Initiative) of the IMF and
The new emphasis of PRSPs on achieving
World Bank (see chapter III, section C below) and
for access to Poverty Reduction Support Credit quick results by redirecting public expenditure to
(PRSC) introduced by the World Bank in 2001. areas such as primary health care and education
Bilateral grants, concessionary loans and debt re- may not have a lasting impact on poverty as long
lief also became closely linked to the poverty re- as structural change remains slow and capital accumulation insufficient to boost growth and creduction policies and strategies.
ate productive employment. Although output
Compared to the ESAF conditions, the PRSP growth alone is not enough for improving the livprocess gives countries greater autonomy in de- ing standards of all social segments, it is likely to
signing social safety nets and targeted spending be a necessary condition for a sustained reduction
programmes, but not in the
of poverty. Indeed, growth and
formulation of their macrosustained poverty reduction apeconomic policies and develpear to be fundamentally deopment strategies. With rependent on the same forces and
Curing the symptoms of
spect to the latter, little aupolicies that lead to productive
poverty can lead to
tonomy is left to governments
restructuring, capital accumulaintertemporal trade-offs if
to define alternative paths to
tion and productivity increases.
public spending is diverted
poverty reduction that would
From this perspective, coordiaway from broader
place more emphasis on measnated policies of capacity dedevelopment targets that
velopment in new industrial
ures to stimulate output growth
would have a longer lasting
and employment creation. Reactivities for enhancing effiimpact on the causes.
garding the macroeconomic
ciency and reducing the adverse
and structural adjustment coneffects of labour displacement
tents of PRSPs, there has been
can also eradicate poverty at its
no fundamental departure from
source. PRSPs, therefore, can
the kind of policy advice espoused under former give rise to serious intertemporal trade-offs to the
structural adjustment programmes (UNCTAD, 2002; extent that the cure of the symptoms involves a
ODI, 2001).
diversion of public spending away from broader
development targets that would have a longer lastThe PRSP approach emphasizes the reallo- ing impact on the causes, such as those discussed
cation of existing fiscal resources to areas that can in chapter V of this TDR.
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cies. They enlarged the fiscal space to support
domestic economic and social development, as
well as the scope for importing the capital goods
and technologies essential for a dynamic growth
The solution to the debt crisis of the 1980s process and successful trade integration. However,
was initially sought through ad hoc debt renego- the impact of debt reduction on the liquidity situtiations. At the end of that decade the recognition ation of the beneficiary countries has in many
that the success of policy reforms and structural cases been limited, particularly where, prior to the
adjustment was also contingent on external fi- granting of the debt relief, debt service payments
nancial constraints provided the rationale for the were in arrears (see also chapter III, section C).
Brady Plan, which addressed the debt servicing Therefore, in most countries, official debt relief
problems of middle-income developing countries. needs to be complemented by increased flows of
The plan represented an important change in fo- official development assistance (ODA), as far as
cus for the resolution of these problems: from possible in the form of grants for the poorest counpolicies designed to create large trade surpluses tries, in order to increase the capacity of the State
to those that would reduce the debt burden and to provide essential public goods and infrastrucimprove access of the debtor countries to the in- ture. This would also help prevent a new build-up
ternational capital markets in order to refinance of debt and maintain debt sustainability in the metheir debts. After years of insistence by the inter- dium and long term in countries where faster
capital formation is not possinational financial institutions
ble without imports of capital
on a country-by-country apand intermediate goods that
proach to deal with the debt
exceed export earnings potenoverhang that had emerged siThe proliferation and
tial.
multaneously in many counwidening scope of
tries at the beginning of the
conditionality has faced
The debt relief initiatives
1980s, the Brady Plan repregrowing criticism over the
also served to perpetuate the
sented an international effort
years.
key elements of the orthodox
to resolve the debt crisis. The
reform package and the Washplan was designed to give
ington Consensus through the
debtor governments additional
“breathing space” by allowing
conditionality attached to them
them to divert part of their debt service payments or through the increasing dependence of exchange
to more productive uses, which in turn would rates and balance-of-payments performance on
eventually enable them to grow out of their debt market sentiment. Although there was broad agreeproblems.
ment that new lending by the international
financial institutions and the provision of official
Similarly, the launching of the HIPC Initia- debt relief should be linked to certain conditions,
tive in 1996 was designed to support policy the conditionality actually applied came under
reforms in the poorer countries that were prima- growing criticism over the years, not only because
rily indebted vis-à-vis official creditors. It implied of its deflationary bias, but also because of the
recognition that the debt problems of these coun- proliferation and widening scope of the conditions
tries were a major hindrance to their faster growth, (Goldstein, 2000; Kapur and Webb, 2000; and
and that the causes of their debt problems were at Buira, 2003).
least partly systemic in nature. The HIPC Initiative advanced slowly, largely because fulfilling
The original rationale for conditionality by
the conditions attached to it was an exercise that the Bretton Woods institutions was to protect their
frequently exceeded the institutional and admin- financial integrity and preserve the revolving charistrative capacities of the poorest countries.
acter of their resources. But as the operations of
the IMF and World Bank in developing countries
The international initiatives to deal with the expanded, their conditionality became tighter and
debt problem of developing countries improved more complex, encompassing areas which are
the context for growth-oriented development poli- within the purview not only of other international
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organizations but also of national development
strategies. And with “second-generation reforms”,
conditionality expanded further, into issues of
political and economic governance.

However, the subsequent economic performance
of these countries was quite disappointing. Only
three were among what the IMF classified as
strong performers towards the end of the 1990s.
In other words, the majority of countries that accounted for much of the faster growth in subSaharan Africa in the second half of the 1990s
were not among the high-compliers five years
earlier; while most of the countries that were
thought to be pursuing sound policies by World
Bank criteria were not among the subsequent strong
performers (TDR 1998: 124–125 and table 34).

The average number of structural conditions,
covering a wide range of policy areas – from trade
and finance to public enterprises and privatization, and even labour market institutions and social safety nets – doubled between the 1970s and
1980s. At the end of the 1990s there were more
than 50 structural policy conditions for a typical
Extended Fund Facility programme, and between
9 and 15 for stand-by programmes. The number
The Fund’s extensive use of structural conof structural performance criteria in the IMF pro- ditions in its lending programmes is widely congrammes for the three Asian countries struck by sidered to be in violation of its own guidelines for
the 1997 crisis was four times the average for all conditionality established in 1979. These guidelines
Fund programmes over the period 1993–1999, explicitly state that performance criteria should
prompting assertions that there was a “temptation be confined to macroeconomic variables, and that
to use currency crises as an opthey can relate to other variportunity to force fundamenables only in exceptional cases
tal structural and institutional
when their macroeconomic imStructural conditions entail
reforms on countries” (Feldpact is significant. As argued
stein, 1998). On a strict defiby a former Research Director
permanent changes in
nition of conditionality used by
of the IMF, these guidelines
legislation and institutions,
Kapur and Webb (2000: 5–7),
aimed at making conditionand circumscribe policies in
the number of conditions atality “less intrusive by limiting
such a way that their
the number of performance critached to lending by the Bretton
reversal may be extremely
teria, insisting on their macroWoods institutions at the end
difficult and costly.
of the 1990s ranged between
economic character, circum15 and 30 for sub-Saharan Afscribing the cases for reviews,
and keeping preconditions to
rica, and 9 and 43 for other regions. If conditionality is loosely defined, the a minimum. Yet, these restraining provisions have
number increases to between 74 and 165 for sub- not prevented the intensification of conditionality
Saharan Africa, and between 65 and 130 for the in every direction that the guidelines attempted to
block” (Polak, 1991: 53–54).10
others.
Many observers, both within and outside the
Bretton Woods institutions, have questioned the
effectiveness of conditionality in preventing
policy failures and improving economic performance.9 Evidence shows that with the proliferation
of structural conditions in the 1980s and 1990s,
the degree of compliance with the programmes
declined (Mussa and Savastano, 1999). More importantly, there has been very little correlation
between compliance and economic performance.
For instance, in 1993 the World Bank identified
15 countries in sub-Saharan Africa as a core group
of adjusters on the basis of their compliance with
the policies recommended, including their implementation of significant institutional changes.

There is a rationale for macroeconomic conditions to be formulated at aggregate levels, such
as the volume of adjustment in public spending or
in monetary aggregates, without going into what
items should be involved; in other words, leaving
these to the discretion of the national authorities.
Such conditionality would be justified as a device
for risk management by the lender (Kapur and
Webb, 2000: 1–2), but it would not permanently
circumscribe the space for development policy.
Structural conditions by their nature are different,
because they entail permanent changes in legislation and institutions, and circumscribe policies in
such a way that their reversal may be extremely
difficult and costly.11
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E. The MDGs and the Monterrey Consensus

Following several major international con- open trading and financial system that is ruleferences in the course of the 1990s, all of which based, predictable and non-discriminatory”; to
addressed, in one form or another, the issue of deal “comprehensively with developing countries’
poverty and its social and human impact, the ex- debt problems through national and international
pression of international concern with the problem measures to make debt sustainable in the long
of persisting poverty culminated in the formulation term”; to “develop decent and productive work
of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). for youth”; and, “in cooperation with the private
Seven of these eight goals address objectives to be sector, [to] make available the benefits of new
pursued at the national level, with support by the technologies.”
international community. Only Goal 8 – Develop
The outcome of the subsequent International
a global partnership for development – adds an
international dimension to the agenda. The for- Conference on Financing for Development, the
mulation of the MDGs by the Heads of State and Monterrey Consensus of 2002, can be considered
Government at the United Nations Millennium a programmatic complement to the MDGs. It acknowledged that the capabilSummit in 2000 reflects the
ity of developing countries to
degree of dissatisfaction with
realize the MDGs is heavily
development progress and the
There is no agreement as
influenced by external factors.
setback in the fight against
In particular, concerns were
poverty under the policy conto what constitutes the
expressed about the general
ditions that had prevailed over
necessary internal
steady decline in ODA during
the previous two decades. It is
conditions for adequate
the 1990s. Indeed, at the bealso a response to the lack of
levels of productive
ginning of the new millenprogress in achieving a truly
investment, and what role
nium, total ODA provided by
global approach to closing the
domestic policies could
the member countries of the
large and widening gaps in
play to improve those
income and living standards
Development Assistance Comconditions.
by the turn of the millennium.
mittee (DAC) as a share of
Goal 8 has a number of subtheir combined GNI was only
sidiary targets, which implicabout 0.22 per cent, a historiitly recognize the role of the external environment cal low (OECD, 2006). The Monterrey Conferand the shared responsibility of the developed coun- ence also recognized that a solution to the external
tries for the achievement of the other seven goals. debt problem and progress in dealing with the systemic issues of coherence and consistency of the
12
The targets under Goal 8 that have a direct international monetary, financial and trading sysbearing on the orientation of economic policies tem could make a significant contribution in supand development strategies are: to promote “an port of development.
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Box 2.1

THE MONTERREY CONSENSUS ON INVESTMENT-FRIENDLY POLICIES

In January 2002, Heads of State and Government gathered in Monterrey, Mexico, to address the
challenges of financing for development. In the outcome document, the Monterrey Consensus,
they agreed on a number of leading actions to eradicate poverty, achieve sustained economic growth
and promote sustainable development. Considerable attention was given to the crucial role of investment for growth and development, and to policies in its support (United Nations, 2002).
The Monterrey Consensus recognizes the key role of capital accumulation for development, noting
that in the “pursuit of growth, poverty eradication and sustainable development, a critical challenge is to ensure the necessary internal conditions for ... sustaining adequate levels of productive
investment and increasing human capacity” (para. 10), and that “an enabling domestic environment is vital for ... increasing productivity (and) ... encouraging the private sector” (para. 10),
leaving open the question of what constitutes an enabling environment.
When noting that “improvements in public spending that do not crowd out productive private
investment” are necessary (para. 15), and that “investments in basic economic and social infrastructure, social services and social protection ... are vital for enabling people ... to better adapt to
and benefit from changing economic conditions and opportunities” (para. 16), the Monterrey Consensus highlights the complementarity between public and private investment in the development
of local capacities. This aspect of State involvement in economic activity was largely neglected in
the standard reform packages until the mid-1990s; public finances were squeezed for many years
and previously existing institutions that had provided social services were often dismantled.
Finally, the Monterrey Consensus points to the need for a “sound system of financial intermediation ... to foster productive investments” (para 17). It thereby addresses a major constraint to stronger
domestic capital formation in many developing countries, made worse as a result of financial liberalization and deregulation. However, as the experience of today’s developed countries shows, a
sound system of financial intermediation takes many years to evolve. The question therefore arises
as to the options available for the large number of countries that are still far from having such a

The Monterrey Consensus also addressed a
number of questions in the areas of trade, financial and macroeconomic policies for development,
and it explicitly pointed to the challenge facing
developing countries to ensure the necessary conditions for adequate levels of productive investment. From the perspective of development
strategy, the important point here is that, while
the Consensus does not call into question the alleged beneficial effects of trade and financial
openness, it draws attention to the necessity of
favourable “internal” conditions for productive
investment. Yet there is no overall agreement as
to what constitutes the necessary internal conditions, and what role domestic policies could play
to improve those conditions. In this respect, the

Monterrey Conference failed to recognize a major lesson that could be drawn from more than
20 years of orthodox policy reforms: the need to
revise the role of monetary and fiscal policies
to directly stimulate capital accumulation and
growth, and to reconsider the possible contribution
of sectoral policies and institutions to technological upgrading. Moreover, there is a remarkable
imbalance in the Monterrey Consensus in terms
of its bias in favour of FDI as compared to domestic investment (box 2.1). Yet FDI in Latin
America and Africa has in general not been in sectors and technologies that are capable of generating sizeable growth and value added, and its
impact on domestic income has often been limited because TNCs operating in tradable goods
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Box 2.1 (concluded)

system. In the absence of a mature system of private financial intermediation it would be advisable
for these countries not to wait for market forces to generate such a system; rather, they should
identify locally viable instruments of public policy that would accelerate its development on the
one hand, and provide risk capital to strengthen the productive sector of the economy on the other.
The text of the Monterrey Consensus cited above testifies to the considerable attention given at the
Conference to the need to improve the conditions for domestic investment, although the policy
conclusions against the background of the preceding 20 years remained rather vague. The text
places even greater emphasis on FDI, thus paying tribute to the principles of the (post-) Washington Consensus. While five paragraphs of the Monterrey document address the issue of domestic
investment, without going beyond general recommendations, seven paragraphs address the issue
of FDI. They offer an array of recommendations that are much more concrete, especially with
regard to measures aimed at attracting FDI. The Monterrey Consensus suggests that in order
to attract and enhance inflows of productive capital, countries need to continue their efforts to achieve
a transparent, stable and predictable investment climate, with proper contract enforcement and respect for property rights, embedded in sound macroeconomic policies and institutions that allow
businesses, both domestic and international, to operate efficiently and profitably (para. 21).

It goes on to remind developing-country governments that
special efforts are required in such priority areas as economic policy and regulatory frameworks for
promoting and protecting investments, including in the areas of human resource development, avoidance of double taxation, corporate governance, accounting standards, and the promotion of a competitive environment. Other mechanisms, such as public/private partnerships and investment agreements, can be important (para. 21).

Finally, paragraph 22 points to the need for
international, regional and national institutions in source countries to provide export credits, cofinancing, venture capital and other lending instruments, risk guarantees, leveraging aid resources,
information on investment opportunities, business development services, forums to facilitate business contacts and cooperation between enterprises of developed and developing countries, as well as
funding for feasibility studies.

sectors frequently use a high proportion of imported inputs. Policies in support of FDI have been
found to benefit development only when embedded in a broader development strategy that ensures
its complementarity with domestic investment and
its creation of dynamic linkages with domestic
activities as well as an appropriate regulatory
framework (TDR 2003, chap. VI).
The Monterrey Consensus contributed to
the evolution of development policy thinking
by emphasizing the need for increasing ODA as
a precondition for many developing countries
to make decisive progress towards growth and
achievement of the MDGs, especially through increased spending on education, health and basic

social infrastructure. However, like other new initiatives that had “augmented” the standard reform
package before, the Monterrey Conference did not
lead to a new consensus on a policy agenda geared
at stimulating capital formation and structural
change, leaving the take-off of a dynamic growth
process to market forces alone. An “enabling environment” for economic development is certainly
strongly influenced by the way markets operate,
but it is also characterized by externalities of various kinds. Yet policy prescriptions focusing on
“getting the prices right” have limited the scope
for active government policies to address such
externalities, which in many cases will be decisive
for investment decisions (see chapters V and VI of
this Report).
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F. Beyond the Monterrey Consensus

On a more practical level, and with a greater
focus on the role of governments, the report of
the United Nations Millennium Project13 of 2005,
entitled Investing in Development (also known, as
the Sachs Report), represents a further step in the
same direction (UN Millennium Project, 2005).
As the title indicates, the report’s main emphasis
is on investment, and indeed, more on domestic
investment than on FDI. This is because it primarily addresses the problems of low-income countries that have very limited access to FDI, and
because very little can be expected from FDI for
solving social problems and reducing poverty.
Thus the report makes a strong case for a substantial increase in public investment to achieve
faster and socially acceptable growth, and it suggests financing the greater investment through a
combination of higher domestic taxation and a
substantial rise in official external financing, especially in the form of grants.

accelerated growth that would reduce, in a decade or so, both the resource gap of the region and
its dependence on aid. Subsequent estimates made
by the World Bank, the Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA) and others confirmed that a doubling of aid was indeed necessary to help initiate
faster development in countries and sectors that
do not attract private investment and that cannot
afford to borrow extensively from commercial
sources. The need for more aid has been well recognized by major donors, and various initiatives
have been launched since 2002 to this end, which
are also endorsed in the Sachs Report. These include a proposal for an international finance facility, or a special airport tax earmarked for the
financing of health expenditures in the poorest
countries. These initiatives signal serious efforts
by the international community to strengthen the
global partnership for development (see also chapter III, section C below).

In the aftermath of the Millennium Summit
and the Monterrey Conference, several developedcountry governments had already made commitments for gradually but substantially increasing
their ODA. This is in line with UNCTAD’s call in
2000, for a doubling of ODA to sub-Saharan Africa, based on an estimate that a net capital inflow of at least an additional $10 billion per annum
would be needed for a decade or so in order to lift
the countries in that region onto a growth path
that would allow a gradual narrowing of their income gap with the more advanced countries
(UNCTAD, 2000, sect. E). UNCTAD had argued
that a doubling of official capital inflows, in combination with policy measures to raise the efficiency of investment, could set off a process of

The Sachs Report recognizes the importance
of country-specific national policies and institutions
in the development process,14 thus rediscovering
a significant role for the State in development. To
some extent, this implies a reorientation away
from the past orthodox approach, which considered dismantling the “inefficient” public sector to
be the most important precondition for unleashing private economic activity. However, the Report
does not offer a new approach to dealing with the
problem of insufficient capital formation and
growth. In line with the policy proposals of the
“second-generation reforms”, the Sachs Report
also relies on investment in health, education and
basic infrastructure for attaining the MDGs. By
suggesting that in countries with extreme poverty
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Box 2.2

ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE 1990s - LEARNING FROM A DECADE OF REFORM:
QUOTATIONS FROM THE WORLD BANK REPORT

• “Growth-oriented action, for example, on technological catch-up, or encouragement of risk
taking for faster accumulation may be needed.” (10)

• “There are many ways of achieving macroeconomic stability, openness, and domestic liberalization.” (12)

• “Different policies can have the same effect, and the same policy can have different effects,
depending on the context.” (13)

• “Like that of policies, the effect of institutions depends on the context.” (13)
• “The role of activist industrial policies is still controversial but is likely to have been important.” (83)

• “The available evidence suggests that restrictions on short-term capital flows may have a role to
play in the pursuit of outcomes-based macroeconomic stability in developing countries.” (116)

Source:

World Bank, Economic Growth in the 1990s - Learning from a Decade of Reform, Washington, DC, 2005.

PRSPs should be aligned with the MDGs, the
Sachs Report again advocates implicitly the types
of national policies and the same reliance on the
“invisible hand” to guide private decisions on resource allocation and accumulation that had
characterized the structural adjustment policies of
the IMF and World Bank and the post-Washington Consensus.
Also in 2005, the World Bank published a
study, entitled Economic growth in the 1990s Learning from a Decade of Reform, which acknowledges a number of mistakes and shortcomings of
the previous approach with structural adjustment
policies, and draws lessons from these for the design of development strategies (box 2.2).15 First,
it suggests that “reforms need to go beyond the
generation of efficiency gains to promote growth”,
as economic growth also “entails structural transformation, diversification of production, change,
risk taking by producers, correction of both gov-

ernment and market failures, and changes in policies and institutions”; and it goes on to suggest
that, consequently, “growth-oriented action, for example, on technological catch-up, or encouragement of risk taking for faster accumulation may
be needed” (World Bank, 2005: 10, 11).
Second, it recognizes that there is no onesize-fits-all set of successful policies: “There are
many ways of achieving macroeconomic stability,
openness, and domestic liberalization ... Different
policies can have the same effect, and the same
policy can have different effects, depending on
the context” (World Bank, 2005: 11, 13). It admits, for example, that for achieving macroeconomic stability it may be worth considering
the imposition of restrictions on capital flows,
because “notwithstanding the theoretical arguments in favour of capital account openness, the
evidence on growth is inconclusive and volatility
clearly increased” after capital-account opening
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(World Bank, 2005: 17). The authors of the World
Bank study, while laying strong emphasis on the
important role of institutions, also underline the
need for diversity in institutional development,
because, “like that of policies, the effect of institutions depends on the context” (World Bank,
2005: 13). Third, the World Bank study recognizes
that “Key functions to be fulfilled in sustained
growth processes are the accumulation of capital,
allocative efficiency, technological progress, and
the sharing the benefits of growth”, and that “the
role of activist industrial policies is still controversial but is likely to have been important”
(World Bank, 2005: 83, 85) in the successful experiences of growth and catching up.16
Thus, Learning from a Decade of Reform testifies to the growing uncertainty about the commitment to the Washington Consensus, including
the different augmentations of that Consensus. But
it is probably an exaggeration to interpret that
study as a “radical rethink of development strategies” (Rodrik, 2006: 7), because the basic para-

digm remains largely intact. The authors do not
go very far in their redefinition of the role of public policies in support of capital accumulation and
technological change. This is probably because
they remain sceptical about the capacity of national governments to carry out effective discretionary policies. The experience of the 1990s leads
them to suggest that “government discretion cannot be dispensed with altogether, so it is important
to find ways in which it can be exerted effectively”
(World Bank, 2005: 14). There can be no doubt
that rendering discretionary government intervention more effective must itself be part of a comprehensive reform programme, but the World Bank
study suggests that this be limited to certain activities “ranging from regulating utilities and supervising banks to providing infrastructure and
social services” (World Bank, 2005: 14). It thereby
excludes direct support measures to promote capital accumulation, or sectoral policies to help diversification, upgrading of the production structure
and strategic integration into the international trading system.

G. Towards a fundamental policy reorientation17

Beyond the stocktaking and the propositions
of the Sachs Report, and the translation of the
Learning from a Decade of Reform into implementation of reforms, it will be necessary to analyse the range and kind of policy instruments that
individual developing countries have at their disposal to remedy the widespread weakness of private capital formation, productivity growth and
technological upgrading. For instance, the Sachs
Report considers household savings as the most
important source of financing investment, without reflecting on how these savings could be generated and to what extent such higher savings
would imply lower domestic absorption, and,
thus, a disincentive for investment and job crea-

tion, especially in the non-tradables sector. In this
context, the provision of incentives for the selffinancing of investment by firms and the productive use of rent from the exploitation of natural
resources are likely to be much more relevant than
household savings, which are only one element
of national savings (Akyüz and Gore, 1994). The
design of the tax system, for example, can play an
important role in this regard. The Sachs Report considers taxation only as a potential source of the fiscal income required to finance an increase in public
investment, whereas the major importance of the
design of the tax system for the incentive structure, and thus for the propensity to invest in different production and trade activities, is neglected.
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The varying experiences among developing ally supported liberal reform effort “sought to incountries, and the evidence provided in this re- troduce policies that would limit the discretion of
gard in the World Bank study, Learning from a national authorities in growth strategies” (World
Decade of Reform, suggest that more proactive Bank, 2005: 14). Indeed, a key problem faced by
government policies in support of capital accu- policymakers, as demonstrated by Tinbergen (1956)
mulation and productivity enand Hansen (1967), is that
hancement are needed for sucthere are not always an adcessful integration into interequate number of effective inMore proactive government
national economic relations
struments to attain all the oband as a basis for sustained imjectives that they may wish to
policies in support of capital
provements in the welfare and
pursue, because, formally, it
accumulation and
incomes of all groups of the
takes at least as many instruproductivity enhancement
population.
ments to carry out a policy as
are needed for successful
there are linearly independent
integration into the global
goals. This can lead to incomThe market-based reforms
economy and for sustained
pursued in a majority of develpatibility of targets and create
improvements in the
difficulties in formulating conoping countries since the early
welfare and incomes of all
1980s have not lived up to the
sistent policies, even in an
groups of the population.
economy that is not subject to
promises of their proponents.
external constraints.
It has not been possible to combine greater macroeconomic
For instance, deregulation of domestic finanstability and external balance with rates of growth
that are high enough to close the income gap with cial markets reduces the ability of monetary authe more advanced countries, while at the same thorities to control credit conditions through intime reducing poverty and enabling people. In struments such as caps on bank interest rates, or
part, this is probably due to shortcomings in the restrictions on the volume and direction of credmodel of the social and economic realities in the its. Similarly, as integration into global markets
developing world that has been underlying the is deepened through the removal of restrictions
conventional reform agenda. Within this model, over the movement of goods and services, money
the potential impact on growth of efficiency gains, and technology, the range of policy instruments
resulting from leaving adjustments in relative shrinks. This is because external influences over
prices to autonomous market forces, has been national policy targets become stronger, and the
overestimated. So also has the effect of “crowd- trade-offs between internal and external objectives
ing in” of private investment as a result of reduced intensify. For instance, it would not be possible
to control both the interest rate
State economic activity. The
and the exchange rate while
failure is also likely to be
maintaining free capital movepartly due to an excessively
To meet the challenges of
ment. In an open capitaldeflationary macroeconomic
open developing economies,
account regime the exchange
policy stance, not least bethe scope for national
rate and the interest rate are
cause savings are not as senboth potential policy instrusitive to higher interest rates,
policymaking will have to
ments, but only one of the two
as assumed, and private investbe widened beyond what
can actually be employed inment does not rise in response
has been acceptable under
dependently.18 From this perto higher household savings
the Washington Consensus
(see also annex 2 to chapter I).
spective, economic opening up
approach.
involves not only the eliminaBut in part, the explanation of barriers to the movetion may be found in the rement of goods and services,
duced number of policy instruments available to money and capital, and labour and technology, but
policymakers under the development paradigm of also commitment to obligations and acceptance
the past 25 years. As discussed in the preceding of rules set by international economic governance
sections of this chapter, much of the internation- systems and institutions, thereby weakening na-
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Box 2.3

ECONOMIC OPENNESS AND NATIONAL POLICY AUTONOMY

Economic openness is not only about the elimination of barriers to the movement of goods and
services, money and capital, and labour and technology, but also about integration into international economic governance systems and institutions. Both these processes have often overlapped
and reinforced each other. On the one hand, liberalization of markets has reduced the number of
instruments under the control of policymakers, much in the same way as sovereign policy-making
is circumscribed by enhanced multilateral disciplines. On the other hand, multilateral rules and
practices have generally weakened the influence of national policy instruments on national policy
objectives by promoting liberalization and closer integration into world markets. The figure below
attempts to illustrate the potential impact of openness on national policy autonomy, notwithstanding the potential positive effects of trade integration.

IMPACT OF ECONOMIC OPENNESS ON NATIONAL POLICY AUTONOMY

tional policy control over domestic economic variables and development targets (box 2.3).
The autonomy of national economic policy
is often defined in terms of the effectiveness of
domestic policy instruments in influencing national targets.19 Even in a closed economy this
autonomy is constrained, since formal command
over policy instruments does not automatically
translate into full control over national targets.

This de facto constraint is due to a number of factors. First, the relationships between instrument
and target variables are often unstable, and knowledge and information about these relationships are
sometimes insufficient. Second, there can be tradeoffs in the effectiveness of different instruments,
as well as in the objectives sought, and it may not
be possible to attain all of them simultaneously
with the instruments available. Such trade-offs can
exist in many areas of policy, for example, be-
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Box 2.3 (concluded)

It shows that in the process of integration into the global economic system, policy autonomy in
developing countries is restricted at two levels, but it can also gain from such integration, as the
policy autonomy of other countries is also restricted.
(i) Liberalization of markets and dismantling of restrictions on cross-border movements of goods
and services, money, capital and labour weakens the de facto policy autonomy and influence
of national policy instruments over macroeconomic and development policy objectives, as
indicated by the outer ring in the figure. This is the case, for example, when capital-account
opening reduces the autonomy of national monetary policy, or when opening up to international trade reduces the effectiveness of sectoral support measures as an instrument of income
distribution policy.
(ii) Multilateral rules, disciplines and obligations, as well as commitments resulting from bilateral agreements reduce de jure sovereign control over policy instruments, as indicated by the
second ring of the figure. This is the case, for example, when conditionality attached to assistance from the multilateral financial institutions reduces the autonomy of governments to
determine the size and structure of public expenditures, or when accession to the WTO reduces the scope for import protection through tariffs.
(iii) This loss of policy autonomy can be compensated to a certain extent by the gains that can be
had from participating in the system of multilateral rules and disciplines, as indicated by the
third ring. Examples of such gains are the possible impacts of improved access to external
markets on the effectiveness of national policies aimed at increasing supply capacity and
productivity in certain sectors, or the benefits of multilateral surveillance over exchange rates
for gearing monetary policy to domestic objectives. And, ideally, the possibility to influence
in some way the choice and design of the multilateral rules and disciplines could help safeguard, if not promote, national interests.
The extent to which economic openness influences policy autonomy in an individual country, and
the extent to which a loss of autonomy in one area can be compensated by gains in another depends
on the nature of the rules and disciplines, which in turn largely depends on the way in which the
rules and disciplines are created and how they are adapted to changing circumstances. Where this
balance lies largely depends on each country’s specific conditions. This pattern is, in principle,
valid for all countries, although countries with less bargaining power in international processes
and with less economic weight in the world economy are likely to experience a greater net reduction
of policy autonomy than those with more influence. Thus, there is an “optimum degree of openness”
(Bhaduri, 2005) for each country, at which the net benefits of integration are maximized.

tween full employment and price stability, growth
and income distribution or, more generally, between efficiency and equity. Third, policy instruments can only be used within certain boundaries
or are constrained by certain policy decisions
taken in the past which might limit the policy space
available for the present. For instance, there is a
limit on how far nominal interest rates can be lowered – a problem faced in Japan in recent years –
or discretionary action in fiscal policy can be

restricted by debt service obligations resulting
from debt accumulation over the years (Akyüz,
2006a).
This gap between de jure sovereignty of national economic policy and de facto control over
national economic development widens with the
degree of economic openness, with similar consequences.20 While external liberalization narrows
policy autonomy by weakening de facto control
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over national economic development, insertion
into international economic governance systems
and institutions does so by reducing the de jure
sovereignty of national economic policy. For instance, there is little difference between loss of
autonomy to use tariffs as a means of curbing
imports because of WTO rules and commitments
on the one hand, and loss of ability to use the exchange rate as an effective instrument for external
adjustment because of capital-account liberalization on the other.

strategy in turn can be nurtured by integration into
the global trading and financial systems, provided
that national policies and the rules and procedures
governing these systems are coherent.

Since a global partnership for development
has generally been accepted as a policy imperative for the new millennium, appropriate policy
instruments at the national level should be complemented by some operating and controlled at the
international level. Examples are ODA grants to
improve global income distribution, international
If the average developing country is to reach macroeconomic policy coordination for managthe MDGs, and if the income gap between rich ing global demand, or global collective action in
and poor nations is to be narrowed, developing the form of multilateral disciplines designed to
countries will have to grow much faster than they minimize negative externalities and maximize the
positive ones resulting from
did in the past 25 years. Thereinterdependence. Multilateral
fore, the scope for policies to
discipline is a form of global
meet the challenges of open
collective action whereby govdeveloping economies will
Lessons can be drawn not
ernments voluntarily agree to
have to be widened beyond
only from the cases of
reduce sovereignty on a recipwhat has been acceptable unsuccessful catching up in
rocal basis by subjecting their
der the Washington Consensus
East Asia, but also from the
policies in specified areas to
agenda. In this context lessons
policy practices that formed
certain rules in the expectation
could well be drawn not only
the basis for private sector
that such an action would lead
from the cases of successful
development in practically
to a net benefit.
catching up in East Asia, but
all of today’s developed
also from the policy practices
market economies.
Indeed, interdependence
that formed the basis for priprovides the principal rationvate sector development in
ale for multilateral disciplines
practically all of today’s debecause it gives rise to exterveloped market economies, especially with respect to the instruments employed nalities, spillovers and arbitrage opportunities. For
and intermediate targets they pursued to sustain a example, financial crisis in a country can spread
dynamic growth process (see, for example, Chang, across several other countries through contagion,
2002). Central to these successful strategies were including to economies with sound policies and
investment-friendly macroeconomic policies, the good fundamentals. Lax financial standards or exuse of a broad array of fiscal and regulatory in- cessively liberal tax policies could give rise to
struments in support of capital accumulation, tech- regulatory arbitrage and migration of businesses
nological upgrading and structural change, and the at the expense of countries with more prudent
existence of effective institutions to support and regulations or progressive tax systems. In such
coordinate private and public-sector activities.
cases, the main objective of multilateral disciplines would be to prevent negative externalities
Meanwhile, globalization has advanced fur- or minimize global public “bads”.21 But multilatther – itself the result of policy decisions – but its eral cooperation and discipline can also help maxioutcome for development and income distribution, mize global public goods. For example, countries
both among and within countries, is dependent may be unwilling to undertake unilateral trade libon global economic governance and national poli- eralization even when they believe that it would
cies. Against this background, active policies in bring efficiency gains, for fear of its adverse resupport of economic development and industri- percussions for balance of payments, aggregate
alization must be designed, and their instruments demand and employment, but collectively they may
adapted to an outward-oriented strategy. Such a be able to do so by securing reciprocal market ac-
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cess.22 Greater stability of the international finanAt present two asymmetries in multilateral
cial system is another global public good that can arrangements merit particular attention. First, inresult from multilateral disciplines. It would lib- ternational trade is organized around a rules-based
erate national monetary policy
system, with certain core prinfrom the task of stabilizing
ciples applying to all particicapital flows and exchange
pants, but this is not the case
An
outward-oriented
rates thereby providing addiin international money and
strategy can be nurtured by
tional flexibility for macrofinance. This asymmetry is
integration into the global
economic policy geared to imall the more important because
proving the environment for
adverse international spilltrading and financial
overs and arbitrages generated
domestic investment and techsystems, provided that
nological change.
by self-centred national monnational policies and the
etary and financial policies
rules and procedures
can be much more damaging
An additional case for
governing these systems
than those created by trade and
policies at the international
are coherent.
trade-related policies, particulevel is that, with the opening
larly for developing countries
up to international trade, ex(see TDR 2004, chap. IV).
ternal demand conditions have
become increasingly important determinants of Second, there is an asymmetry between developed
national investment decisions. Output and employ- and developing countries in terms of the extent to
ment growth require an expansion of demand, both which multilateral rules and practices restrain
at the aggregate level and at the level of sectors policy autonomy. The choice of which aspects
that serve as engines in a dynamic growth pro- of international economic interactions should
cess. Although the potential of domestic markets be brought under multilateral disciplines and
to support diversification and industrialization which rules and practices should be established
from the demand side in an appropriate macroeco- in areas subject to such disciplines is not neutral
nomic setting should not be underestimated, in in terms of how the requirements of the developmost developing countries, diversification and in- ment trajectories of industrial and developing
dustrialization in many sectors implies a strong countries are accommodated, even when there is
outward orientation, because domestic markets are a level playing field in the application of the rules.
too small to achieve the economies of scale re- In the current international set-up the more adquired to make industrial production viable. The vanced countries have more influence on these
need to rely on external demand for growth and choices than the developing countries.23 The abemployment creation is stronger, the smaller the sence of a rules-based system in money and fidomestic market and the greater the degree of nance is one dimension of this asymmetry, since
it permits developed countries
openness. Therefore, policies
which have a disproportionpursued in other countries and
ately large impact on global
competition with producers in
monetary and financial conother countries become co-deThere is an asymmetry
ditions to escape multilateral
terminants of growth. Approbetween developed and
discipline, while allowing
priate multilateral rules and
developing countries in
considerable leverage over
regulations in trade and fiterms of the extent to which
weaker countries through
nance can thus be of considmultilateral rules and
conditionalities attached to
erable benefit for launching
practices restrain policy
multilateral lending by the
and sustaining a dynamic
autonomy.
Bretton Woods institutions.
growth process in developing
countries to the extent that
they ensure access to markets
of other countries, reduce the
scope of unfair competition and provide for stability of external monetary and financial conditions.

Another dimension is the existence of rules and regulations in support of the free
movement of industrial goods, money, capital and
enterprises, which favour advanced countries, but
not labour, agricultural products or technology –
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areas that would bring greater benefits to developing countries.

ity for intermediation of risk capital, which may
itself be a target of active government policies.
Therefore, a pragmatic approach will be needed,
aimed at solving problems as they emerge in the
process of achieving national objectives. This calls
for considerable flexibility in the policy-making
process, including in the selection and application of policy instruments.24

At the national level, additional policy instruments should be explored to support actual or
potential domestic producers in their efforts to
integrate into the international trading system, and
to achieve and maintain international competitiveness in a dynamic process. Examples of such
national policy instruments include more flexible
Widening the scope of policy instruments
fiscal instruments, such as public investments or beyond those that were deemed acceptable under
subsidies on the expenditure side of the public the development paradigm of the past 25 years
budget, and taxation or tariffs on the income side. would not only allow the pursuit of additional
However, the success of such instruments also goals, it would also increase the number of podepends on how monetary
tential combinations of instrupolicies and capital-account
ments, which in many cases
management shape the macrowill be decisive for the success
In a dynamic process of
economic environment. Also
or failure of a strategy. For exstructural change, the
at the national level, different
ample, public expenditure for
targets
and
instruments
of
forms of heterodox, non-monresearch and development is
economic policy must themetary instruments, such as an
unlikely to fuel growth when
incomes policy, could free
the results of these activities
selves evolve over time.
monetary and fiscal policy
are not translated into innovafrom the task of domestic
tion at the product or producstabilization, while sectoral
tion level, particularly when
policies (which also offer a strong potential for monetary or financing conditions for investment
regional cooperation) could be part of a conse- are unfavourable. Similarly, productivity-enhancing
quent upgrading strategy.
measures in agriculture will not translate into significant acceleration of growth and alleviation of
The choice of national policy instruments poverty if rural workers that eventually become
needs to take into account the fact that in a dy- redundant cannot be absorbed into industrial pronamic process of structural change, the objectives, duction due to unfavourable exchange-rate develtargets and the instruments themselves evolve over opments that hamper exports. These examples iltime. For example, the objective of diversifica- lustrate a key aspect of successful catch-up expetion of primary production will typically be fol- riences, which seems to have been “the conneclowed by greater diversification into manufactur- tion between macropolicy and structural policy,
ing, and industrial upgrading and diversification in which the links between sectoral policies, trade
of activities into industrial services, although not and macroeconomic growth contributed signifiall countries will have to follow precisely the same cantly to economic dynamism” (Bradford, 2005: 14).
pattern. Or certain economic activities may merit Moreover, administrative and institutional capacia country-specific form of State support at a prom- ties are a key determinant of the effectiveness with
ising initial stage, but that support may no longer which available policy instruments can be applied.
be warranted when those activities have matured,
and at some point in the future their phasing out
Strengthening multilateral rules and regulamay actually need to be supported by publicly tions on the one hand, and national policies in
sponsored social and rehabilitation programmes. support of capital accumulation and strategic inAt the same time, new, promising activities may tegration into the world economy on the other, may
merit infant-industry support. Similarly, State in- not always be easy to reconcile, because policytervention in one form or another for credit allo- making at the international level has to serve the
cation to support enterprise development and interests of a large number of countries. In order
structural change may diminish over time as the to ensure coherence between national and interfinancial sector deepens and improves its capac- national policies, including the setting of rules and
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regulations, each set of policies has to be designed
with a view to its implications for the other. While
the options for national policies will be circumscribed by international policies, the latter should
be designed in such a way that they allow maximum scope and flexibility for the application of
domestic instruments. This is especially true for
countries where growth and development are severely handicapped by their governments’ inability
to use policy instruments that are essential for their
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successful integration into the international trading and financial systems.
Options for active government policies to
encourage investment and technological progress
in support of a dynamic process of growth and
structural change that benefits from – rather than
being constrained by – integration into the world
economy are discussed in subsequent chapters of
this Report.

Notes

1

2

3

4

There is a large body of literature that explains, justifies or criticizes the Washington Consensus. Notable among the more recent contributions are
Kanbur, 1999; Naim, 2000; Rodrik, 2006; and
Williamson, 2000 and 2002a.
In the words of Williamson, who first introduced
the term, the Washington of the Consensus was “both
the political Washington of Congress and senior
members of the administration and the technocratic
Washington of the international financial institutions, the economic agencies of the US government,
the Federal Reserve Board, and the think tanks”
(Williamson, 2002b: 1). He added that Washington
itself “does not, of course, always practice what it
preaches to foreigners.” It may be added that the
Consensus also included leading international banks
and the majority of governments of creditor countries.
For a detailed analysis of the relationship between
capital accumulation, economic growth and structural change, see TDR 2003, especially chaps. IV
and V.
It is difficult to establish a strong causal link between individual elements of the reform programme,
such as trade liberalization, and the outcome for
growth and income distribution, not only because
of the complex relationship between each element
of the reforms, but also because the effects of various reform elements and stabilization measures influence each other. For the controversies over the

5

6

7

relationship between trade and growth, see for example Srinivasan and Baghwati, 1999; and Krueger,
1998, on the one hand, and Rodrik, 1998; and
Ocampo and Taylor, 1998, on the other.
In terms of the Schumpeterian concept of “creative
destruction” as the driving force in the capitalist
economy, the strategy implied a “destroy first” approach to economic and structural change. Trade
liberalization was intended to “free” up productive
resources from “inefficient” activities, and it was
assumed that these resources would spontaneously
be redeployed to more efficient activities. This is
the opposite of the Schumpeterian approach, in
which “creation” has the lead role, and it also differs from the experience of structural change in the
East Asian catch-up process.
There is an extensive literature on the role of trade
and industrial policy, as well as institutions, in the
East Asian cases of successful development. See,
for example, Akyüz, 1999; Amsden, 1989; Bradford, 1994; Chowdhury and Islam, 1993; Rodrik et
al., 1994; and World Bank, 1993. The lessons that
can be drawn from East Asian experience have also
been discussed extensively in past TDRs, in particular TDR 1989, Part One, chap. V; TDR 1994, Part
Two, chap. I; TDR 2002, chap. III; TDR 2003, chaps.
IV and V.
In Rodrik’s view, “three sets of disparate developments conspired to put institutions squarely on the
agenda of reformers. One of these was the dismal
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8

9

10

11
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failure in Russia of price reform and privatization
in the absence of a supportive legal, regulatory, and
political apparatus. A second is the lingering dissatisfaction with market-oriented reforms in Latin
America and the growing realization that these reforms have paid too little attention to mechanisms
of social insurance and to safety nets. The third and
most recent is the Asian financial crisis which has
shown that allowing financial liberalization to run
ahead of financial regulation is an invitation to disaster” (Rodrik, 1999: 3).
The term “second-generation reforms” refers to a
set of reforms, not clearly standardized, but including the following elements in addition to what is
generally understood to be stipulated by the Washington Consensus: improvement of corporate governance, fighting corruption, introducing greater
flexibility in the labour market, accession to WTO
agreements, introducing financial codes and standards, prudent capital-account opening, application
of non-intermediate exchange-rate regimes, ensuring independence of the central bank together with
inflation targeting, creation of social safety nets, and
targeted poverty reduction.
See, for example, Stiglitz, 2002b: chap. 2; Gilbert,
Powell and Vines, 1999: 616–619; Ocampo, 2001:
13–14; International Financial Institutions Advisory
Commission Report, 2000: 43–62; and Kapur and
Webb, 2000.
In response to mounting criticism, the IMF issued
new guidelines in 2002 (IMF, 2005) without, however, addressing the fundamental problem of intrusiveness of structural conditionality. See also IMF/
IEO, 2005.
A case in point is trade liberalization, which, since
the 1980s, has become an essential component of
IMF surveillance and conditionality. It is generally
recognized that unilateral trade liberalization undertaken mainly by low-income countries working under Fund programmes put them at a disadvantage
in multilateral trade negotiations (WTO, 2004). A
country liberalizing unilaterally acquires no automatic rights in the WTO vis-à-vis other countries,
but it could become liable if it needs to take measures in the context of Fund programmes that are in
breach of its WTO obligations.
The targets are: (a) Develop further an open trading
and financial system that is rule-based, predictable
and non-discriminatory, including a commitment to
good governance, development and poverty reduction – nationally and internationally; (b) Address
the least developed countries’ special needs. This
includes tariff- and quota-free access for their exports; enhanced debt relief for heavily indebted poor
countries; cancellation of official bilateral debt; and
more generous official development assistance for
countries committed to poverty reduction; (c) Ad-

13

14

dress the special needs of landlocked and small island developing States; (d) Deal comprehensively
with developing countries’ debt problems through
national and international measures to make debt
sustainable in the long term; (e) In cooperation with
the developing countries, develop decent and productive work for youth; (f) In cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, provide access to affordable
essential drugs in developing countries; (g) In cooperation with the private sector, make available the
benefits of new technologies – especially information and communications technologies.
The United Nations Millennium Project was established in 2002 as an independent advisory body to
identify strategies to achieve the MDGs, particularly in those countries deemed to be far off-course
in progress. The Sachs Report synthesizes the analyses prepared by the 10 task forces established under
the project.
The Sachs Report contains 10 recommendations for
policy action to achieve the MDGs: (1) Developing
country governments should adopt the MDG-based
poverty reduction strategies (MDG-BPRSs) bold
enough to meet the MDG targets; (2) The MDGBPRSs should provide a framework for strengthening governance, promoting human rights, engaging
civil society, and promoting the private sector;
(3) Developing country governments should craft
and implement the MDG-BPRSs in transparent and
inclusive processes, working closely with civil society organizations, the domestic private sector, and
international partners; (4) International donors
should identify at least a dozen MDG “fast-track”
countries for a rapid scale-up of ODA in 2015; (5) Developed and developing countries should jointly
launch a group of Quick Win actions to save and
improve millions of lives and to promote economic
growth; (6) Developing countries should align national strategies with such regional initiatives, and
direct donor support for regional projects should be
increased; (7) High-income countries should increase ODA from 0.25 per cent of donor GNP in
2003 to 0.44 per cent in 2006 and 0.54 per cent in
2015 to support the MDGs, particularly in low-income countries, and debt relief should be more extensive and generous; (8) High-income countries
should open their markets to developing countries’
exports and help Least Developed Countries (LDCs)
raise export competitiveness through investment in
critical trade-related infrastructure, including electricity, roads and ports; (9) International donors
should mobilize support for global scientific research and development to address special needs of
the poor in areas of health, agriculture, natural resource and environmental management, energy and
climate; (10) The UN Secretary-General and the UN
Development Group should strengthen the coordi-
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nation of UN agencies, funds, and programmes to
support the MDGs, at headquarters and country level.
Similarly, a report by the World Bank’s Independent Evaluation Group, issued in March 2006, found
that Bank support for trade over two decades helped
open markets but “was not as effective in boosting
exports and growth, and alleviating poverty as anticipated”. As a consequence the report suggests that
“If developing countries are to reap larger gains from
trade liberalization, the reforms need to be combined
better with investments and institution building and
measures to mitigate adverse effects” (World Bank/
IEG, 2006: Press release at: www.worldbank.org/ieg/
trade/docs/press_release_trade_evaluation.pdf).
For a discussion of the positive effects of industrial
policy in East Asia, and a methodological critique
of quantitative tests that fail to identify such positive effects, see Rodrik et al., 1994; and Wade, 1996.
This section draws in large part on Akyüz, 2006b.
For the distinction between potential and actual
policy instruments, see Bryant, 1980: chap. 2.
The distinction between instruments and targets
constitutes the basis of the theory of economic policy
first elucidated by Tinbergen, 1952; see also Hansen,
1967; and Bryant, 1980: chap. 2.
The impact of openness on policy autonomy goes
back to Tinbergen, 1956; see also Cooper, 1968. For
the distinction between de facto control over national
development and de jure sovereignty of national economic policy, see Bryant, 1980: chaps. 10–12.
Interdependence creates opportunities for individual
countries to use commercial, macroeconomic, financial or exchange-rate policies in pursuit of certain
national objectives, such as accelerating industrial
development or creating jobs at the expense of the
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others. This could trigger retaliatory policy action
by those affected. In the absence of multilateral disciplines and cooperation, this process can easily
create instability and disruptions in international
economic relations, leaving all countries worse off.
In economic policy, the provision of international
economic stability as a global public good appears
to be one of the most compelling reasons why multilateral discipline is needed.
The increased significance of international externalities associated with growing interdependence
among countries has resulted in the broadening of
the concept of global public goods and growing
public interest in their provision, which often requires global collective action. Global security, international economic and financial stability, global
environment, knowledge, humanitarian assistance
and global health are now typically included among
global public goods; see Kaul et al., 1999; Phillips
and Higgott, 1999; Stiglitz, 2002a; Bryant, 2003;
and Kaul et al., 2003.
The need to strengthen the voice and participation
of the developing countries in global economic governance has been noted in six paragraphs of the
Monterrey Consensus: paras. 8, 38, 53, 57, 62, and,
in greater detail, para. 63.
This seems to be the reasoning behind the argument
by Rodrik (2004: 3) that “the analysis of industrial
policy needs to focus not on policy outcomes –
which are inherently unknowable ex ante – but on
getting the policy process right. We need to worry
about how ... private and public actors come together
to solve problems in the productive sphere ... and
not about whether the right tool for industrial policy
is, say, directed credit or R&D subsidies.”
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Chapter III

CHANGES AND TRENDS IN THE EXTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT FOR DEVELOPMENT

A. Introduction

The external environment for development
continues to be determined by the growth performance, cyclical and structural changes as well as
economic policy decisions of developed countries.
In recent years, fast and sustained growth in the
two developing countries with the largest populations, China and India, has added another dimension
to this aspect of interdependence. However, although the growth dynamics of these two large
Asian economies are increasingly exerting an
influence on other developing countries, they themselves depend to a large extent on cyclical and
structural changes in the industrialized countries.
The effects of the emergence of China and
India as key players in the world economy on the
pattern of globalization and the prospects for other
developing economies were examined at length
in TDR 2005. The extent to which China’s output
and import growth and its export drive influence
the external environment for other developing
countries in the coming years will depend not on
China alone, but also largely on the way in which
global imbalances are corrected, as discussed in
chapter I of this Report. In addition to the evolu-

tion of demand from the industrialized countries
and the impact of China’s and India’s growth, the
overall external environment is also shaped by
structural changes in other areas, such as international trading arrangements, and external debt and
finance. These are areas in which the contribution of developed countries to the global partnership for development finds expression. This chapter
looks at a number of these areas, which have
evolved considerably over the past two decades.
There is widespread agreement that improved
export opportunities can contribute significantly
to economic development and the alleviation of
poverty. The chapter therefore first examines in
section B the nature and extent of improvements
in export opportunities for developing countries
over the past 15 years as a result of trade liberalization in developing countries’ trading partners, the
evolution of market entry conditions and non-tariff
measures, and changes in income-related import
demand in their main trading partners’ markets.
One factor that has inhibited investment and
growth in many developing countries has been
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their debt overhang. Recognizing the constrain- ternationalization of production by transnational
ing and systemic nature of the debt problem, the corporations (TNCs). A number of developing
international financial institutions and bilateral countries and economies in transition have been
donors have launched various initiatives to address recipients of these increased flows and are progressively participating in inthe problem, partly through
ternational production netthe provision of debt relief.
works. Indeed, a few of them
The progress achieved in the
are also assuming an increasarea of debt relief, especially
The external environment
ingly important role as sources
under the HIPC Debt Initiative
for development is mainly
of FDI for other developing
of the World Bank and IMF,
determined by the growth
countries. Consequently, FDI
and its relationship with recent
performance, cyclical and
and internationalization of
trends in official development
structural
changes
as
well
production present new opporassistance (ODA) are discussed
as economic policy
tunities for developing counin section C. While ODA redecisions of developed
tries and economies in transimains a key element in the glocountries, but growth in
tion, which they need to conbal partnership for developChina and India has added
sider in their development
ment, it is smaller than both
strategies. But there are also
private capital flows and mianother dimension to these
new challenges for policygrants’ remittances. The latter
determinants.
makers in terms of balancing
have been gaining importance
private sector interests with
as a source of foreign exchange
national economic objectives
for a number of developing
countries, exceeding ODA flows by an increasing and development priorities. Against this backmargin and prompting questions about the poten- ground, section E takes a closer look at trends and
tial impact they could have on development in the patterns in FDI to developing countries over the
receiving countries, as discussed in section D of past quarter century, the potential of FDI to enhance growth and structural transformation in host
this chapter.
countries, and the implications for policies aimed
Another important feature of the world at strengthening the contribution of FDI to the deeconomy in recent decades has been the growth velopment process. The chapter ends with a sumof foreign direct investment (FDI) and related in- mary of conclusions.
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B. Export opportunities for developing countries

There is widespread agreement that improved
export opportunities can significantly help promote economic development and alleviate poverty.
The Monterrey Consensus (paragraph 26) emphasizes the potential role of “international trade as
an engine for development” and affirms that a “universal, rule-based, open, non-discriminatory and
equitable multilateral trading system, as well as
meaningful trade liberalization, can substantially
stimulate development worldwide, benefiting
countries at all stages of development”.
The aim of this section is to assess improvements in export opportunities for developing
countries over the past 15 years. External conditions for increasing developing-country exports
include: (i) trade liberalization in developing countries’ trading partners through multilateral trade
negotiations or regional and unilateral measures
to give them enhanced market access; (ii) the lowering of market entry barriers and other non-tariff
measures (NTMs); and (iii) an increase in import
demand in trading partners’ markets as a result of
rising incomes. 1

1.

of export interest to developing countries, such
as agriculture, and textiles and clothing, were
included in the multilateral trade negotiations.
However, to date, progress towards improving
market access for developing countries’ exports
has been modest.3 High levels of protection continue to be applied against those products that are
produced mainly by developing countries, such
as labour-intensive manufactures, as well as primary commodities.
An analysis of the evolution of the postUruguay Round tariff structure, between 1994 and
2005 (table 3.1) shows that the products of export
interest to developing countries face the highest
tariff barriers in developed-country markets:4

•

Applied tariffs on agricultural products and
labour-intensive manufactures, which include
textiles, clothing, footwear, leather and travel
products, are higher than those on non-labourintensive manufactures.

•

Overall, developed countries apply higher average tariffs to developing countries’ products
than to those from other developed countries,
signifying that there is a bias against export
opportunities for developing countries. This
is the case particularly for labour-intensive
manufactures.

•

Between 1994 and 2005, developed countries
reduced weighted average tariffs on their imports from other developed countries by more
than on their imports from developing countries. This difference in tariff reductions is
especially significant for agricultural products and labour-intensive manufactures.

Market access conditions

(a) Market access following the Uruguay
Round Agreements
Although developing countries are increasingly
trading among themselves (TDR 2005, chap. IV),
market access conditions in developed countries
continue to be a major determinant of their export
opportunities. 2 It was not until the launch of the
Uruguay Round that major sectors and products

Percentage change

4.56
17.85

9.35
26.07

5.49
18.76

5.09
19.92

5.43
18.83

3.81
18.47

11.59
26.74

6.21
20.13

3.11
18.98

5.73
19.96

1.64
8.06

4.94
11.95

2.28
8.52

5.19
15.55

2.54
9.14

2.13
8.60

8.44
13.86

3.94
9.68

3.02
11.59

3.80
9.87

-64.0
-54.8

-47.2
-54.2

-58.5
-54.6

2.0
-21.9

-53.2
-51.5

-44.1
-53.4

-27.2
-48.2

-36.6
-51.9

-2.9
-38.9

-33.7
-50.6

2005

Weighted average
Percentage change

2.98
13.36

8.90
23.55

3.25
13.65

4.88
11.20

3.32
13.15

2.83
14.31

11.19
31.96

5.18
16.83

2.83
14.04

4.47
14.71

1.03
5.10

4.33
6.92

1.14
5.13

2.98
12.62

1.29
5.85

0.88
4.03

9.32
7.33

2.39
4.38

2.48
12.12

2.12
4.88

-65.4
-61.8

-51.3
-70.6

-64.9
-62.4

-38.9
12.7

-61.1
-55.5

-68.9
-71.8

-16.7
-77.1

-53.9
-74.0

-12.4
-13.7

-52.6
-66.8

Developed Developing Developed Developing Developed Developing
countries
countries
countries
countries
countries
countries

1994

Source: UNCTAD, Trade Analysis and Information System (TRAINS) Database at the World Integrated Trade Solution (WITS).
Note: Based on the nearest year for which tariff data are available.

Developed countries
Developing countries

Other manufactures

Developed countries
Developing countries

Labour-intensive manufactures

Developed countries
Developing countries

Manufactures

Developed countries
Developing countries

Agriculture

Developed countries
Developing countries

All products

2005

Exporting regions

Developed Developing Developed Developing Developed Developing
countries
countries
countries
countries
countries
countries

1994

Simple Average

(Per cent)

EFFECTIVELY APPLIED TARIFFS IN DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES BY SELECTED PRODUCT GROUP, 1994 AND 2005

Table 3.1

Products and markets
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•

The highest tariffs are to be found in labourintensive manufactures. The implementation
of the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing
(ATC) led to a progressive elimination of
quotas in international trade of this product
category, culminating in their complete removal by 1 January 2005.5 But the ATC did
not affect tariffs, which for textiles and clothing continue to be much higher than the
average for other manufactured exports from
developing countries.
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countries, 8 which is extensively applied on processed food products. Elamin and Khaira (2003)
note that tariff escalation is more pronounced in
commodities such as meat, sugar, fruit, coffee,
cocoa and hides and skins, which are of export interest to many of the poorer developing countries.

Other forms of agricultural protection in developed countries are domestic support and export subsidies. Progress in reducing these forms
of protection in OECD countries has been limited, but there have been positive steps towards
Average tariff levels conceal the level of ef- decoupling support from production. According
fective protection against developing countries’ to the OECD (2005), the level of support to OECD
exports. Products of particular export interest for producers remains high, having changed little
developing countries are often subject to specific since the mid-1990s. As a share of gross farm retariffs, tariff peaks and tariff escalation in devel- ceipts, producer support fell from an average of
oped-country markets. In the case of specific tar- 37 per cent in 1986–1988 to an average of 30 per
iffs that are non-ad-valorem tariffs of a fixed cent in 1995–1997, and since then it has not
amount, widely used in agriculture, the protection changed much. Total support to agriculture delevel rises when international
clined from 2.3 per cent of
prices fall. These kinds of tarGDP in 1986–1988 9 to 1.2 per
iffs offer higher protection
cent of GDP in 2002–2004.
Although better market
against lower-priced exports
In absolute terms, the total
from developing countries.
support estimate increased
access conditions in
Additionally, the proportion of
from an average of $305 bildeveloped countries have
specific tariffs tends to increase
lion in 1986–1988 to $378 bilsomewhat improved
with the degree of processing.
lion in 2004, and the producer
developing countries’
In the Quad, 6 over 30 per cent
support estimate increased
export opportunities, those
of the tariff lines in agriculture
from $243 billion to $279 bilconditions continue to be
lion.
contain non-ad-valorem tariffs
biased against developing
of this kind (Aksoy, 2005).
countries.
The impact of each of the
Tariff peaks7 are applied
three pillars of protection on
agricultural trade differs, with
mainly to agricultural products
and labour-intensive manufactures. Between 1994 market access having by far the greatest effect.10
and 2005 the number of international tariff peaks Domestic support and export subsidies are norapplied by developed countries to developing mally less trade distorting than border measures.
countries’ exports increased by over 13 per cent, However, domestic support is known to signifithe corresponding maximum levels of tariffs in- cantly distort trade in selected commodities such
creasing from 800 to 1,235 per cent. Tariff peaks as sugar and cotton. And export subsidies are small
on agricultural exports of developing countries to compared with trade-distorting domestic farm supdeveloped countries more than doubled during this port (Hufbauer and Schott, 2006). 11 Therefore,
period, accounting for 29 per cent of total tariff even drastic reductions in export subsidies, which
peaks in 2005. The number of peaks in labour- are the least distorting of these forms of agriculintensive manufactures, which in 2005 accounted tural protection, may not have major consequences
for almost 90 per cent of total peaks in manufac- for the export opportunities of developing countured exports, increased by 10.5 per cent between tries.12
1994 and 2005 (UNCTAD TRAINS database).
In conclusion, although better market access
Developing countries’ exports are also nega- conditions in developed countries have somewhat
tively affected by tariff escalation in developed improved developing countries’ export opportu-
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nities, under the multilateral trading system those
conditions continue to be biased against developing countries.

(b) Market access under regional and
bilateral trade agreements
In addition to developments in the multilateral trading system, developing countries
may benefit from improved export opportunities
through regional trade agreements (RTAs) and
non-reciprocal preferential trading agreements
with developed countries. The number of RTAs
and their share in world trade has considerably
increased over the past few years.13 The main instrument used by developed countries to grant
non-reciprocal, preferential market access to developing countries has been the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP), under which selected
products originating in developing countries are
granted lower than most-favoured nation (MFN)
tariff rates. LDCs receive special and preferential
treatment for a wider range of products, as well
as deeper tariff cuts. The EU’s GSP system was
revised in 2005 and streamlined into three schemes:
a general scheme with increased product coverage;
a new “GSP plus” scheme for particularly vulnerable economies with special development needs
and which have ratified a number of international
conventions on sustainable development and good
governance; and the “Everything but Arms” (EBA)
scheme. Some preferential schemes have a specific focus on particular countries. For example,
the EBA initiative, which the EU adopted in 2001,
grants duty-free access to imports of all products
from LDCs without any quantitative restrictions,
except on arms and munitions. In 2000, the United
States’ African Growth and Opportunity Act
(AGOA) amended the basic GSP programme in
favour of designated sub-Saharan African countries, providing duty-free treatment for a much
wider range of products, including textiles and
apparel.
Although preferences were expected to lead
to increased export earnings and promote diversification in the preference-receiving countries,
evidence shows that developing countries, and par-

ticularly the poorest ones, have not been able to
fully benefit from them. The preferences are not
fully utilized by the LDCs and a significant proportion of their exports are outside the preferences.
For example, in 2003, the sectors in LDCs’ economies that relied on market access preferences
accounted for an estimated 33 per cent of the total foreign exchange earnings of these countries
(UNCTAD, 2005a). Moreover, the actual utilization of trade preferences is concentrated in a few
country/product pairs (UNCTAD, 2003). For instance, in 2005 petroleum accounted for over
92 per cent of AGOA imports (including GSP) into
the United States.14
The underutilization of preferences and their
limited benefits are due to uncertainty surrounding
the schemes, restrictive rules of origin, insufficient
product coverage and supply-capacity constraints.
Moreover, many products of major export interest
to developing countries are regarded as “sensitive”
and are therefore excluded from preferential
schemes. For example, the GSP scheme of the
United States covers only about 50 per cent of the
tariff lines and excludes articles such as textiles,
watches, footwear, handbags, luggage, steel, glass
and electronic equipment (Amiti and Romalis,
2006). Under the EBA initiative, there are temporary exceptions for rice, sugar and bananas, but
market access restrictions are to be phased out
between 2006 (for bananas) and 2009 (for rice and
sugar).
In addition to non-reciprocal preferential
agreements, for those developing countries that
are not generally included in the preferential
schemes some free-trade agreements (FTAs) can
offer better market access conditions than multilateral agreements. However, reciprocity in these
agreements in many instances implies concessions
by developing countries that go beyond their multilateral obligations; that is, they do not have the
“less than full reciprocity” approach of multilateral agreements or the non-reciprocal character of
preferential schemes such as GSP, EBA and AGOA.
Many bilateral agreements also cover more areas
than trade in goods, such as services, investment
and competition, which developed countries tried
to incorporate in the multilateral trade agenda, but
with limited success.15
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(c) Potentially new export opportunities
from multilateral trade liberalization
Benefits resulting from a global reduction of
market access barriers are often assessed on the
basis of computable general equilibrium (CGE)
models. These measure the welfare16 benefits from
efficiency gains and terms-of-trade effects that result from trade liberalization. The results of these
models are highly dependent on fairly restrictive
assumptions 17 and therefore need to be interpreted
with caution. Simulation results can only provide
a general idea, rather than accurate projections,
of the impact of trade liberalization on different
sectors and regions in the world. Moreover, these
models often misinterpret the difference between
two equilibrium states as representing a change
from one to another (Akyüz, 2005).
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deal can be gained from liberalizing merchandise
– especially agricultural – trade under … [the
likely Doha scenario], with a disproportionately
high share of that potential gain available for developing countries (relative to their share in the
global economy)”, a closer analysis of the potential gains for developing countries leads to a less
optimistic conclusion. In per capita terms, the global gains of $96 billion by 2015 resulting from
the likely Doha scenario22 amount to only $3.13
per year, or the equivalent of less than a cent per
day for those living in developing countries
(Ackerman, 2005). Similarly, as a share of GDP,
this scenario would lead to an overall rise in income of just 0.16 per cent in developing countries.

Among the developing countries, there is a
high concentration of the welfare benefits. In the
likely Doha scenario, only six countries (ArgenCGE models were widely used to estimate tina, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and Thailand)
the benefits that would result from the Uruguay would receive 73.3 per cent of developing-country
Round of WTO negotiations. However, actual benefits. Brazil alone would account for 22.4 per
benefits from that Round have
cent of the gains for developbeen much smaller than those
ing countries. On the other
prior estimates (Panagariya,
hand, some countries, such as
Export and income gains
1999). This has contributed to
Bangladesh, Mexico and Viet
expected to result from the
increasing scepticism among
Nam would stand to lose.
developing countries regardDoha Round appear to be
ing estimates of the gains they
By sector of economic
modest, and concentrated
could obtain from multilateral
activity, reforms in agriculture
in a few countries.
would account for most of the
trade negotiations. In recent
global potential gains from full
years, a number of studies have
multilateral trade liberalizaalso included CGE model estimations to assess the potential benefits expected tion (63 per cent). Additionally, a decomposition
from the Doha Round of multilateral trade nego- of the effects by policy instrument shows that altiations.18 A recent World Bank study by Anderson, most all the welfare gains from liberalization of
Martin and van der Mensbrugghe (2005)19 arrives agriculture would stem from a reduction in marat considerably lower estimates for the overall ben- ket access barriers. Only minor gains would accrue
efits of trade liberalization than earlier simulations from the other two pillars of the multilateral trade
by the World Bank that were published just after negotiations (i.e. removal of domestic support and
the launching of the Doha Round (World Bank, export subsidies). Agricultural liberalization in
2002). The earlier simulations used 1997 data developed countries could even harm some, parwhile the later study used 2001 data, which re- ticularly food-importing, developing countries,
flect the current conditions of the global economy because it may lead to higher food prices.
much better.20 Indeed, the results using this upAs for expected trade effects, according to
dated database, compared to the results of earlier
studies, show a decline in the estimated share of estimations by Anderson, Martin and van der
developing countries in those benefits (van der Mensbrugghe (2005), under the likely Doha scenario, by 2015 developing countries’ total exports
Mensbrugghe, 2005: fig. 1). 21
will be higher by $78 billion, which is about 37 per
Although Anderson, Martin and van der cent of the estimated global increase in exports.
Mensbrugghe (2005: 385) conclude that “a great On a sectoral basis, about 55 per cent of the glo-
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bal increase would be in manufacturing exports
(excluding textiles and clothing), 26 per cent in
agricultural and food exports and 19 per cent in
textiles and clothing exports. In developing countries, agricultural and food exports would contribute the most (53 per cent) to export expansion.
Textiles and clothing would represent 32 per cent
of the export expansion for developing countries,
while other manufacturing would account for only
15 per cent. This is in contrast with the results for
developed countries, where the manufacturing
sector, excluding textiles and clothing, would contribute over 77 per cent to export expansion.
The estimated rise in total developing-country exports is concentrated in a few countries,
particularly China for manufactures and Brazil for
agricultural products. For example, simulation
results by Polaski (2006: 42–43) indicate that liberalization based on the framework set out in the
Ministerial Declaration of the WTO Ministerial
Conference in Hong Kong (China) in December
2005 would “lead to most East and South Asian
developing countries exporting more labor-intensive manufactured goods and electronic equipment
and importing more manufactured intermediates
and capital intensive products. Brazil and Argentina would see a broad decline in manufactured
exports offset by growth in food and agricultural
exports. However, a number of the poorest developing countries experience an overall decline in
exports, dominated by declines in labor-intensive
exports and processed food.”
Fernandez de Cordoba and Vanzetti (forthcoming) show that any of the likely scenarios for
non-agricultural market access liberalization under
the Doha Round negotiations will cause substantial adjustment pressure in terms of employment
and output losses for individual economic sectors.
For example, according to their simulation results,
an ambitious application of a Swiss-type formula
would lead to an output decline of 36 per cent in
the motor vehicle sector in South Asia, excluding
India, and of 14 per cent in those countries’ electronic equipment sector; in Mexico, output would
decline by 15 per cent for textiles and by 20 per
cent for wearing apparel, and India’s non-ferrous
metal sector would experience an output decline
of 25 per cent. The potential adjustment costs associated with trade liberalization and the unequal
distribution of the benefits that may arise from

new export opportunities have been recognized,
leading to the “Aid for Trade” initiative, under
which increased trade-related international assistance will be made available to developing countries (IMF and World Bank, 2005a).
While the numbers referred to above are not
accurate projections of the increase in developing
countries’ export opportunities, it may be useful
to put their magnitude in perspective by comparing them with projections for other variables
related to the external sector, such as ODA flows
and migrants’ remittances. According to Anderson,
Martin and van der Mensbrugghe (2005) total annual exports of developing countries will be higher
by $78 billion by the year 2015 under the Doha
scenario, and annual exports of developing countries to the developed countries will be higher by
$62 billion. This compares with ODA inflows that
can be expected to be higher by around $50 billion by 2010 thanks to new commitments by
members of the OECD Development Assistance
Committee (OECD, 2006: table 2), and to a level of
migrants’ remittances that by 2015 can be estimated
to be $100 billion higher than in 2005, on the basis
of recent World Bank estimates (World Bank,
2005).23 In light of these comparisons the expected
export gains from a successful conclusion of the
Doha Round again appear relatively modest.24

2.

Non-tariff measures (NTMs)

The reduction in tariff barriers has in recent
years been accompanied by an increase in the use
of NTMs, most notably in the form of technical
measures.25 These are technical regulations and
standards that can be mandatory or voluntary, and
they may be applied by the government or by the
private sector. In principle, technical measures are
aimed at accomplishing the legitimate policy objectives of human safety and health protection, as
well as environmental protection.26 Problems arise
when the purpose of these technical measures goes
beyond their legitimate protection policy objectives.
Some countries may strategically abuse them as
an instrument of trade policy, so that in effect they
become a disguised form of protectionism by unfairly restricting imports, thereby discriminating
against foreign producers in favour of domestic ones.
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The quantification of NTMs, and particularly ing countries lack the appropriate capacities to
their impact on trade, remains a difficult task, as initiate these disputes, this number may be an unthey are hard to define and detect. They may be derestimation. This shows that while it may be
measured in different ways,
relatively straightforward to
none of which seems entirely
report on the frequency of use
satisfactory.27 One possible ilof technical measures, it is not
lustration of the increasing imeasy to measure the extent
The reduction in tariff
portance of technical measures,
of their trade restrictiveness.28
barriers has in recent years
obtained from the UNCTAD
In general, this would require
been accompanied by an
a case-by-case analysis. 29 In
TRAINS database, is to count
increase in the use of nonthe tariff lines affected by each
business surveys, which are
tariff measures.
type of NTMs and to calculate
another approach used to asthe percentage distribution for
sess the importance of NTMs,
all countries for which data
technical measures are among
were available at the end of 1994 and 2004. This the most frequently reported NTMs and they are
shows that the use of technical measures almost considered a major obstacle to exports.30
doubled, from 31.9 per cent to 58.5 per cent over
that 10-year period. The most recent trends in
Anti-dumping has emerged as the most wideNTMs indicate an increasing use of technical spread impediment to international trade over the
measures, as well as quantitative measures asso- past 25 years. There is the danger that increasing
ciated with technical measures (i.e. non-core meas- recourse to anti-dumping measures will erode the
ures), from 55.3 per cent to 84.8 per cent, and a de- predictability and non-discriminatory application
creasing use of all other measures (core measures), of trade policies that have been achieved through
from 44.7 per cent to 15.2 per cent (UNCTAD, successive rounds of multilateral trade negotia2005b). Indeed, 10 years after the conclusion of tions. The number of anti-dumping investigations
the Uruguay Round, there has been a sevenfold in- grew considerably during the 1990s, and the comcrease in government-mandated testing and certi- position of the countries initiating anti-dumping
fication requirements (UNCTAD, 2006a).
cases, as well as those targeted by anti-dumping
investigations, changed radically.31 The number of
Other evidence of the increasing use of tech- anti-dumping initiations per year more than dounical measures is the number of technical barriers bled between the late 1980s and the late 1990s,
to trade (TBTs) and sanitary and phytosanitary reaching a peak of 364 initiations in 2001, but fall(SPS) measures that have been the subject of no- ing subsequently to 191 in 2005.32 Until the betifications to the WTO since 1995. As can be seen ginning of the 1990s, anti-dumping measures were
in figure 3.1, the number of TBT notifications used mainly by developed countries. Indeed, the
shows a slightly increasing trend, but not to the so-called “traditional users” (including Australia,
Canada, the EU, and the United
same extent as the number of
SPS notifications. An analysis
States) accounted for more
of the notifications by develthan 80 per cent of the total
Anti-dumping
measures
number of anti-dumping initiaoping countries to the Negotihave emerged as the most
tions. But in recent years, Arating Group on Non-Agriculwidespread impediment to
gentina, Brazil, India, Mexico,
tural Market Access (NAMA)
international
trade
over
the
the Republic of Korea, South
of the Doha Work Programme
Africa and Turkey within the
also shows that of all the
past 25 years.
group of “new users” have iniNTMs, the highest number of
tiated a large number of invesnotifications involved TBTs.
tigations, their share increasTogether with SPS notifications they represent over 55 per cent of all notifi- ing to between 50 and 60 per cent from virtually
cations (Flies and Lejarraga, 2005). The number none in the early 1980s.
of disputes over TBT and SPS measures could also
The growing number of investigations as well
be considered an indicator of the use of technical
measures as trade barriers. However, as develop- as users of anti-dumping measures has been ac-
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Figure 3.1

TBT AND SPS NOTIFICATIONS
TO THE WTO SINCE 1995

and technical equipment required to effectively
defend their interests in an anti-dumping investigation.

3.

Import demand growth in developing
countries’ trading partners

With growing global trade integration across
countries, a developing country’s export opportunities are strongly influenced by the economic
fortunes of its trading partners. In this context, a
country’s export opportunities depend on the extent of its trade with high-performing countries,
and the economic size, import propensity and rate
of aggregate income growth of its trading partners.

Source: WTO, 2006; and Pay, 2005.

companied by a rising number of countries targeted by dumping charges. Among individual
countries, Asian countries have increasingly been
subject to anti-dumping investigations, their share
rising from about 30 per cent in the late 1980s to
over 70 per cent in 2005. China has become the most
investigated country, accounting for about 30 per
cent of all anti-dumping investigations in 2005.
Most of the investigations concern the base
metals and chemicals sectors, which accounted for
almost half of total investigations between 1995
and 2005. Other sectors where the number of investigations is high are plastics and rubber, machinery,
electrical and electronic equipment, textiles, and
pulp and paper.
Developing-country exporters are particularly
vulnerable to the adverse impact of anti-dumping
actions, because often they are new entrants to
international markets and thus are more exposed
to uncertainty and unpredictability in international
trading relations than well-established exporters.
They also lack the expertise, financial capacities

The first step in examining which developing countries have been best placed to benefit from
strong import demand conditions in their trading
partners is to measure export weights. These
weights can be used to calculate weighted average changes in each developing country’s export
opportunities stemming from changes in the economic fortunes of its trading partners. Measuring
export weights (i.e. each trading partner’s share
in a developing country’s total exports) for three
successive five-year intervals over the period
1990–2004, using a sample of 91 exporting developing countries that accounted for 99.7 per cent
of total developing-country exports during the
period 2000–2004, reveals a number of interesting facts.
First, most developing countries rely on a
narrow range of countries as export destinations.
The share of developing countries’ five most important trading partners in their total exports was,
on average, 66.9 per cent for the period 1990–2004.
This high concentration changed little during this
period, as the respective numbers for the three
5-year sub-periods are 67.7 per cent (1990–1994),
65.8 per cent (1995–1999), and 67.2 per cent (2000–
2004). 33 However, these averages mask wide
variations. While the five most important export
destinations accounted for about 95 per cent of
the total exports of a number of countries (which,
over the past 10 years, comprise especially Mexico,
but also Brunei Darussalam, the Dominican Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and
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Iraq), they absorbed only about 40 per cent of the
total exports of other countries (including, over
the past 10 years, Bahrain, Lebanon, India, the
United Republic of Tanzania, Viet Nam and Zambia). Perhaps more importantly, for a variety of
developing countries one single destination accounted for the vast majority of their exports
during the period 2000–2004 (table 3.2). Mexico
tops this list, with almost 90 per cent of its exports going to the United States. Many of the
developing countries geographically close to the
United States ship a very large share of their exports to that market. It should, however, be borne
in mind that these results, as well as the results
reported below, rely on export data expressed in
gross value terms. This means that the data are
inflated for countries that have a high import content in their exports due to, for example, their
active participation in international production
networks.34 Many of the countries listed in table 3.2
have preferential access to the United States markets, including through outsourcing agreements.
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Table 3.2

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES WITH THE HIGHEST
CONCENTRATION OF EXPORTS TO A SINGLE
DESTINATION, 2000–2004

Destination

Market share
of destination
(Per cent)

Mexico

United States

88.9

Dominican Republic

United States

80.1

Trinidad and Tobago

United States

67.7

Sudan

China

67.4

Nicaragua

United States

66.8

El Salvador

United States

65.9

Mozambique

Netherlands

64.6

Venezuela

United States

63.8

Gabon

United States

59.1

Cambodia

United States

55.9

Exporter

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics, October 2005.

Second, looking at the single most important
export destination for developing countries more
generally shows a number of interesting features
(table 3.3). First, unsurprisingly, large economies
rank at the top. This is true for both the developed most important export destination are in Central
and the developing countries that were the most and South America. The number of countries in
important destinations for developing-country ex- South and Central America for which the United
ports. However, the importance of Japan, and par- States is the most important export destination has
ticularly that of the large European developed remained virtually unchanged. It has also reeconomies, has declined over
mained the most important exthe past 10 years (reflecting
port destination of large Afritheir lacklustre economic percan fuel exporters (such as Anformance during this time), 35
gola, Gabon and Nigeria) over
A country’s export
whereas the importance of the
the entire period 1990–2004.
opportunities are strongly
Between 1994 and 1999 it
United States and rapidly growinfluenced by the economic
temporarily gained in imporing developing countries – esfortunes of its trading
tance for a number of Asian
pecially China, but also India
partners.
– as the main trading partner
economies (e.g. Cambodia,
of developing countries has inIraq, Myanmar and Nepal).
36
Moreover, in 2004 the United
creased. Second, the already
considerable importance of the United States as States was the most important export destination
developing countries’ major export destination in for some additional fuel exporters from Africa
the mid-1990s has further increased over the past (e.g. Algeria and Equatorial Guinea).37
few years, and that country is now the main export destination for almost half of the developing
Several factors affect the kind of impact that
countries in the sample. As already mentioned, trading partners’ economic fortunes will have on
geographical closeness is a key determinant, which a country’s export opportunities. A first group of
would explain why the majority of the develop- factors can be characterized as determining whether
ing countries for which the United States is the two countries are a “good match”. These factors,
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Table 3.3

MAIN MARKETS FOR DEVELOPING-COUNTRY EXPORTS AND NUMBER OF DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES FOR WHICH THEY ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT MARKET
1994

1999

2004

United States

33

United States

Japan
France

11
7

Japan
France

40
9
5

China
Japan

United States

40
9
8

Italy
Brazil

5
4

Italy
Brazil

5
3

France
India

3
3

Germany
United Kingdom

4
3

China
India

3
3

Italy
Netherlands

3
3

Australia
Belgium and Luxembourg

2
2

United Kingdom
Australia

3
2

Brazil
South Africa

2
2

China
Russian Federation

2
2

China, Taiwan Province of
Germany

2
2

Thailand

2

Saudi Arabia
Spain

2
2

Saudi Arabia
South Africa

2
2

Thailand

2

Spain

2

Source: See table 3.2.
Note: Includes all developing countries whose cumulated average exports accounted for 99.7 per cent of total developingcountry exports during the period 2000–2004, and for which comprehensive data are available (i.e. 90 countries for
1994, and 91 for 1999 and 2004). The table lists only those countries that were the main export destinations of at least
two developing countries in the respective years.

which include geographic distance (which has a
strong impact on trading costs), the overlap between one country’s export composition and the
other country’s import composition, and the exporter’s competitiveness relative to other countries exporting the same product palette, are
reflected in the export weights discussed above.
A second group determines the extent to which
changes in a trading partner’s economic performance influence a country’s export opportunities.
This influence is reflected in the trading partner’s
relative economic size (measured by its share in
world aggregate income),38 a change in the trading partner’s economic activity (measured by the
rate of the country’s aggregate income growth, in
constant dollars), and the trading partner’s import/
GDP ratio, which measures that partner’s import
propensity and its import price elasticity.
Taking account of both these groups of factors, the 15 developing countries whose export

opportunities have evolved the most favourably,
and the 15 whose export opportunities have evolved
the least favourably, in response to changes in world
economic conditions during the period 1990–2004
are shown in table 3.4. Three features of the table
are noteworthy. First, only a narrow range of developing countries appears in the table for all three
sub-periods. The main beneficiaries include
economies in Central and South America that are
geographically close to the United States, as well
as Angola, Gabon and Macao (China). Those that
benefited the least include four African countries,39
as well as Cuba, Lebanon and Paraguay. Second,
in each of the three five-year periods, more than
half of the main beneficiaries were those that are
geographically close to the United States, with the
other half comprising small economies that have
a strong concentration of exports in fuels or clothing. Some of the economies benefiting the least
either have a small neighbouring country as their
main trading partner (e.g. Lebanon and Syria,
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Table 3.4

RANKING OF DEVELOPING ECONOMIES WITH THE LARGEST AND
SMALLEST INCREASES IN EXPORT OPPORTUNITIES FROM
WORLD IMPORT DEMAND GROWTH, 1990–2004
1990–1994

1995–1999

2000–2004

The 15 developing economies with the largest increase in export opportunities
Mexico

Mexico

Mexico

Angola

Dominican Republic

Dominican Republic

Honduras

Angola

Cambodia

Dominican Republic

Gabon

El Salvador

Venezuela

Honduras

Venezuela

Costa Rica

Venezuela

Gabon

Trinidad and Tobago

China, Macao

China, Macao

Ecuador

Jamaica

Guatemala

Nepal

Guatemala

Angola

Congo

Bangladesh

Trinidad and Tobago

Panama

Sri Lanka

Honduras

Philippines

Nicaragua

Iraq

Nigeria

Philippines

Panama

Gabon

Colombia

Colombia

China, Macao

Trinidad and Tobago

Nicaragua

The 15 developing economies with the smallest increase in export opportunities
Jordan

Jordan

Togo

Iraq

Benin

Paraguay

Benin

Togo

Benin

Lebanon

Paraguay

Senegal

Mali

Senegal

Uganda

Cuba

Lebanon

Lebanon

Togo

Cuba

Mozambique

Paraguay

Mali

Cuba

Cambodia

Yemen

Zambia

Mongolia

Sudan

Mali

Kenya

Kenya

Yemen

Myanmar

Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea

Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea

Zambia

Mozambique

Papua New Guinea

Bahrain

Uruguay

Iran, Islamic Rep. of

Senegal

Syrian Arab Republic

United Republic of Tanzania

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics, October 2005; UN COMTRADE; and
UNCTAD Handbook of Statistics, various issues.
Note: Calculations based on a sample of 94 developing countries whose cumulated average exports in 2000–2004 accounted
for 99.7 per cent of total developing-country exports; due to missing data on export weights for some of these countries, the sample covered 90 countries for 1990–1994 and 1995–1999, and 91 countries for 2000–2004. The ranking is
based on the magnitude of change in export opportunities.
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Uganda and Kenya), or their main export product nation tend to have a highly concentrated destinais a primary commodity that experienced extended tion pattern. While this is undoubtedly beneficial
periods of low prices (e.g. cotton for Benin, Mali as long as the main trading partner is a large
and Togo; coffee for Uganda; copper for Zambia; economy with robust economic growth, it also
and sugar for Cuba). To the extent that commod- strongly increases the risk of being adversely afity price movements have been responsible for the fected when the trading partner’s economic
evolution of developing countries’ export oppor- fortune turns. This risk became manifest during
tunities, the recent commodity price rise has sub- the Asian financial crisis, when the trade channel
stantially improved their opportunities for higher was one of the main mechanisms of contagion
export earnings. Finally, for all of the 15 major (TDR 2004), and it is also reflected in the sensibeneficiaries in all three sub-periods, the United tivity of Mexico’s GDP to changes in United States
States was the most important export destination, import demand (see, for example, EIU, 2005a).
with the exception of Nepal, for which Germany
Table 3.5 also shows that those developing
was the most important export destination in the
period 1990–1994. The 15 developing countries countries identified as the main beneficiaries of
improved export opportunities
that benefited the least have a
due to changes in world import
wide variety of trading partdemand (i.e. the second measners and their main export desure) tend to experience signifitination has been frequently
The economic ascendance
cantly higher rates of export
changing.
of the Asian drivers has
growth. However, the absolute
become an important
The results of this first
value
of exports is significantly
determinant of developing
measure of changes in develhigher for those countries idencountries’ export
oping countries’ export opportified on the basis of the first
opportunities.
tunities, shown in table 3.4,
measure (i.e. the economic size
are strongly influenced by the
of the main trading partner).
economic size of their main
This is probably due to the fact
trading partners. Using a second measure, which that the import composition of those economies
excludes the economic size variable and the im- that have experienced rapid growth over the past
port propensity variable from the calculation, and few years, especially China, significantly differs
calculating the improvement in export opportuni- from that of very large economies, such as the
ties arising from changes in world income condi- United States. Hence, the economic ascendance
tions only on the basis of export market shares of the Asian drivers has come to be an important
and export partners’ aggregate income growth, determinant of developing countries’ export opstrongly increases the importance of developing portunities.
countries, especially China but also a few other
Asian economies such as Malaysia, Thailand and
The increasing significance of Asian develTaiwan Province of China, as trading partners that oping countries in world imports is also likely to
provide the fastest increase in export opportuni- be the main reason for the growing importance of
ties. This is evident particularly for the period the “old” economy in product-specific dynamism
2000–2004, when the main export destination for of developing-country exports over the past few
the exports of nine out of the ten developing coun- years. Between 2000 and 2003, which is the latest
tries with the largest increase in export opportu- year for which comprehensive data are available,
nities calculated on this basis was a developing the export values of many products in the category
country, and for six out of nine it was China, as of high-technology-intensive manufactures, and in
shown in table 3.5.40 This is additional evidence particular the electronics products of the “new”
of China’s rising importance as a destination of economy, continued to experience a rate of growth
developing-country exports, as discussed in some above the average for all products. There was also
detail in TDR 2005.
robust growth in the export values of an increasing number of primary commodities, as well as of
The table also shows that those countries for manufactures in the low- and medium-technologywhich the United States is the main export desti- intensive categories (table 3.6). Although much
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Table 3.5

INCREASE IN EXPORTS DUE TO RISING EXPORT OPPORTUNITIES FROM
WORLD IMPORT DEMAND GROWTH, 2000–2004
Destination providing biggest
improvement in export
opportunities, 2004

Exporting economy

Destination

Market
share

Exports
Average
annual change
2000–2004
(Per cent)

Total value
2004
($ million)

Memo item:
Purchasing
power of
exports, 2004
(Index number,
2000=100)

First variant a
Mexico

United States

88.4

3.0

189 083

109

Dominican Republic
Cambodia

United States
United States

80.1
55.9

8.9
14.5

1 299
2 415

121
..

El Salvador
Venezuela

United States
United States

65.9
63.8

2.4
2.0

1 474
36 200

99
92

Gabon
China, Macao

United States
United States

59.7
49.9

11.4
-2.1

3 970
2 160

151
..

Guatemala
Angola

United States
United States

53.6
38.0

1.8
16.6

2 938
13 550

98
157

Trinidad and Tobago

United States

67.7

5.6

5 103

..

62.3

6.4

25 819

118

Memo item:
Average

Second variant b
Mongolia
Sudan

China
China

47.8
67.4

9.3
20.7

770
3 778

..
194

China, Hong Kong
Yemen

China
Thailand

44.1
33.9

6.9
6.3

259 314
5 109

135
112

Dem. Republic of the Congo
Oman

China, Taiwan Prov. of
China

27.8
29.5

7.3
3.9

3 115
13 342

115
125

Dem. People's Rep. of Korea
Cuba

China
Netherlands

41.8
22.8

8.9
-0.8

1 035
1 730

..
..

Mali
Myanmar

China
Thailand

32.7
41.4

18.2
12.6

1 123
2 921

145c
156

38.9
38.3

9.3
9.6

29 224
3 658

140
140

Memo item:
Average
Average excl. Hong Kong (China)

Source: See table 3.4.
Note: See table 3.4. The ranking is based on the magnitude of improved export opportunities.
a Magnitude of improved export opportunities measured by export market share multiplied with export partner’s composite
index (economic size * import propensity * GDP growth).
b Magnitude of improved export opportunities measured by export market share multiplied with export partner’s GDP
growth.
c 2003.
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Table 3.6

DYNAMIC PRODUCTS IN DEVELOPING-COUNTRY EXPORTS
BY CATEGORY, 1995–2003
(Number of products)

1995–2000

Memo item:
1995–2003

2000–2003

Aboveaverage
growth

Belowaverage
growth

Aboveaverage
growth

Belowaverage
growth

Aboveaverage
growth

Belowaverage
growth

Primary commodities

20

71

47

44

19

72

Labour- and resource-intensive manufactures

10

25

12

23

9

26

6

15

18

3

7

14

Medium-technology-intensive manufactures

18

18

27

9

25

11

High-technology-intensive manufactures

20

23

31

12

27

16

Low-technology-intensive manufactures

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on UN COMTRADE; and UNCTAD estimates.
Note: For the composition of the product categories, see TDR 2002: 87–92. The dynamism of an individual product refers to
its rate of export value growth relative to the average rate for all products.

of the dynamism in developing countries’ exports
of primary commodities (e.g. a range of cereals,
as well as silver) over the past few years has occurred from a low base, the export values of
commodities that figure more prominently in
these countries’ export baskets (e.g. cocoa, rubber and vegetable oils) have risen rapidly. Between
2000 and 2003, among low- and medium-technology-intensive manufactures, export values grew
the most rapidly for iron and steel, transport equipment and machinery.
In sum, the evolution of import demand in
developing countries’ main trading partners has
had a significant impact on developing countries’
export opportunities. The structure of this demand
growth has also strongly influenced the productspecific pattern of developing countries’ export

dynamism since 1995. Thus, by implication, there
appears to be only a weak link between changes
in developing countries’ market access conditions
and their export opportunities. Nevertheless, evidence suggests that even a slight easing of such
conditions could provide a sustained improvement
in developing countries’ export opportunities. By
contrast, demand growth in developing countries’
main trading partners can significantly increase
their export opportunities, but it also has a strong
cyclical component and may therefore eventually
prove to be unsustainable. The challenge for developing countries is to translate these improvements in export opportunities into faster export
growth. For this, it will be necessary to improve
supply-side conditions, in particular through rapid
productivity growth and technological upgrading,
as discussed in chapter V below.
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C. Debt relief and official development assistance

For developing countries, cross-border debt oping countries began to evolve from the tradifinancing is considered an important vehicle for tional view that it was strictly a liquidity probmobilizing resources for public and private invest- lem, towards the view that in many countries it
ment. External financing from international capi- was a structural one.
tal markets or official sources
enables countries to import
This section briefly remore inputs for domestic proviews the considerable progress
duction than the current level
made in recent years by the inExogenous shocks can
of their export earnings would
ternational community in dealseriously undermine a
normally allow. Where the ofing with the debt problems of
country’s ability to service
ficial external financing takes
the poorest countries, which
its
external
debt.
the form of grants, it will not
are mainly or exclusively increate any repayment obligadebted vis-à-vis official credition in the future, and its use
tors. It also takes up some issues
for social and humanitarian
relating to the debt problems of
purposes is therefore appropriate. By contrast, low- and middle-income countries that have
external borrowing leads to debt service obliga- obligations to private creditors, for which little
tions in the future, and the question as to whether progress has been made in finding satisfactory sodeveloping-country borrowers will be able to serv- lutions.
ice their debts as scheduled is at the core of debt
sustainability analysis, which has received increasing attention in recent years.
1. The framework for official debt relief
In principle, the productive use of external
debt will itself create the capacity for servicing
that debt to the extent that it generates additional
The rescheduling of official bilateral debt
income and foreign exchange through either takes place under the aegis of the Paris Club, a
higher export earnings or reduced dependence on voluntary, informal group of creditors that coorimports. However, experience from the last three dinates agreements with debtor countries to
decades shows that, in addition to inappropriate redress debt service difficulties. The incidence of
domestic policies, exogenous shocks such as Paris Club reschedulings rose dramatically among
terms-of-trade deterioration, interest rate hikes or the poorest countries over the period 1976–1988,
natural disasters, can seriously undermine a coun- when 24 of the countries that later were identitry’s ability to service its external debt. With the fied as heavily indebted poor countries (HIPCs)
rapid build-up of the stock of debt during the 1970s were granted 77 reschedulings: 10 under ad hoc 41
and 1980s, debt rescheduling became more fre- treatments and 67 under the classic terms. These
quent, and analysis of the debt problem of devel- reschedulings led to a postponement of debt service
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Table 3.7

PARIS CLUB TERMS AND RESCHEDULINGS

Paris Club terms
1956–present

Debt
reduction a
(Per cent)

Classic terms
(non-concessional)

Number of
reschedulings

Number of debtor
countries involved
in reschedulings

Total

HIPCs

Total

HIPCs

-

169

68

58

27

1976–1982
1983–1990

-

27
101

20
47

15
43

10
23

Sept. 1990– present

Houston terms

-

34

5

20

5

Oct. 1988–June 1991

Toronto terms

33

28

27

20

19

Dec. 1991–Dec. 1994

London terms

50

26

24

23

22

Jan. 1995–present

Naples terms
50
67

6
44

5
40

4
31

3
28

Jan. 1995–Sept. 1999
Jan. 1995–present
Dec. 1996–Nov. 1999

Lyon terms

80

7

7

5

5

Nov. 1999– present

Cologne terms

90

42

42

28

28

Source: UNCTAD estimates, based on the “breakdown by year of agreements already concluded by Paris Club creditors” at
www.clubdeparis.org.
Note: Data for HIPCs cover the countries identified under the HIPC Initiative, including countries that were deemed to have
potentially sustainable debt following traditional debt relief (Angola, Kenya, Viet Nam and Yemen); they do not refer to
the newly identified countries included under the extended sunset clause.
a Debt reduction may apply to either debt service or stock.

payments to a later date, thereby causing debt stocks
to rise (IMF, 1999).
The evolution of the terms granted by the
Paris Club creditors since the late 1970s reflects
the increasing realization that repeated rescheduling of debt service flows was not the solution to
the debt problems of developing countries (table 3.7). The turning point occurred with the
adoption of the Toronto terms in 1988, which first
introduced debt stock reduction for poor countries.
Under these terms, eligible countries obtained a
33 per cent reduction of their debt stock. During
the period 1988–1991, 19 countries (now classified as HIPCs) underwent 27 debt reschedulings
under the Toronto terms. The Houston terms,
which were adopted in 1990, did not provide for
any debt stock reduction. These terms were intended to address the debt of lower-middle-income
countries and were also applied in a few cases to
countries presently classified as HIPCs.

Despite these new measures, it soon became
evident that they were insufficient to avert the continued and unsustainable increase in debt stocks.
Consequently the London terms replaced the Toronto terms in late 1991, increasing the debt stock
reduction granted to eligible countries to 50 per
cent. Despite this debt stock reduction, an additional 22 countries presently classified as HIPCs
underwent 24 debt reschedulings under the London terms in the subsequent three years. Clearly,
the frequency of reschedulings was not declining.
Debt reduction efforts were further enhanced in
1994 with the adoption of the Naples terms, which
provided a 67 per cent reduction of the debt stock.
While the official creditors were reducing the
stock of bilateral debt of the poorest countries,
there was no mechanism to address their rising
stocks of multilateral debt, which continued to
increase as a percentage of their external debt
position. It was soon recognized that the repeated
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rescheduling process was not addressing the problem of debt overhang, and that a more comprehensive scheme would be necessary to successfully
tackle the debt problem of these countries.
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capacity to form and shape a national development strategy (Moss and Chiang, 2003: 9). An underlying principle of the HIPC Initiative, therefore, was to use the newly freed public resources
from lower debt service payments to increase social expenditures aimed at reducing poverty.

Consequently, in 1996 the proposal for the
HIPC Debt Initiative was put forward at the G-7
After 10 years of implementation, the HIPC
Summit in Lyon. It was designed to coordinate
the efforts of the involved creditors through broad Initiative has not succeeded in meeting all its
and equitable participation. The Initiative repre- goals. One of the main obstacles to solving the
sented a major step towards comprehensively ad- current debt problem of HIPCs, and minimizing
dressing the debt problems of the poorest coun- the risk of their plunging into a new debt crisis,
tries in that it sought to find a lasting solution to remains the limited participation of non-Paris Club
the problem of debt overhang through a reduction creditors in the write-offs and litigation by some
of debt to a sustainable level. A major feature was private creditors who refuse to accept any writethe inclusion, for the first time, of multilateral debt off on their claims. Moreover, some lenders are not
in the international debt relief effort. Further, the following the World Bank’s principle of extendproposal increased the net present value (NPV) ing highly concessional loans or grants to postof debt stock reduction accorded to eligible coun- HIPC countries, thus paving the way for new debt
tries by Paris Club creditors to 90 per cent under servicing difficulties for these countries a few
the Cologne terms. The architects of the Initiative years from now. The process for countries to benenvisaged that a simultaneous treatment of both efit from the Initiative is lengthy, slow and comofficial and multilateral debt, accompanied by a plex, which places a burden on their already weak
institutions. By the third quarlarge debt stock reduction,
ter of 1999 only seven of the
would provide a permanent
eligible countries had reached
exit for HIPCs from repeated
After
10
years
of
the “decision point” – the
debt rescheduling operations.
implementation, the HIPC
stage of the Initiative at which
The rationale behind the
the international community
Initiative has not succeeded
HIPC Initiative was that debt
commits to providing additional
in meeting all its goals.
overhang has a negative imassistance beyond traditional
pact on growth and investment
debt relief to assist countries in
because high debt service obreaching the debt sustainability
ligations reduce the flexibility of fiscal policy and thresholds defined under the Initiative. At the end
the scope for public investment; moreover, they of 1999, the HIPC Initiative was broadened,43 and
create uncertainty about future macroeconomic by the end of 2000, 22 countries had reached the
developments among potential domestic and for- decision point under the enhanced Initiative.
eign investors, and therefore raise the cost of borrowing.42 This is because creditors tend to require
Despite these efforts, the Initiative has cona higher marginal return when there is uncertainty stantly faced financing problems, making a quick
over a country’s future debt servicing capacity. resolution to the debt problems of HIPCs impracThe higher cost of borrowing reduces the willing- ticable. While the HIPCs as a group have made
ness of governments to undertake public invest- progress in terms of a number of debt indicators,
ment, with attendant effects on private investment such as the ratio of debt service to exports and
and growth. In addition, as governments are forced debt service to government revenue, a number of
to divert resources to servicing debt and away from completion point countries continue to have uninvestment and social expenditure, the presence sustainable levels of debt. According to World
of a severe debt overhang can undermine a coun- Bank estimates based on 2003 NPV debt ratios
try’s ability to pursue the Millennium Develop- of 13 countries for which data was available, the
ment Goals (MDGs). Debt service obligations can debt ratios of 11 countries have deteriorated; of
create fiscal constraints that distort effective re- these, 8 countries have exceeded the sustainability
source utilization, and they diminish a government’s thresholds. Moreover, one third of the completion
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point countries – Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Guyana,
Nicaragua, Rwanda and Uganda – are expected to
exceed the sustainability thresholds in the medium
term of the post-completion period (World Bank,
2006a: 18–19).

Figure 3.2

TOTAL EXTERNAL DEBT OF HIPCs,
1970–2004
(Billions of dollars)

In an additional push to resolve the debt problem of the poorest countries, in July 2005 the G-8
announced the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative
(MDRI), which provides countries that have
reached the completion point under the HIPC Initiative with 100 per cent debt cancellation of
claims from multilateral financial institutions.44
The objective of the G-8 proposal is to complete
the HIPC debt relief process by freeing additional
resources to support countries’ efforts to achieve
the MDGs. It is estimated that the MDRI will reduce the NPV debt-to-export ratio from 140 per
cent post-HIPC relief to approximately 52 per cent
(IMF and World Bank, 2005b). The cancellation
of the multilateral debt of these countries is expected to have a profound impact on the burden
of their debt overhang and on the pursuit of their
development objectives.

2.

Extent and impact of the HIPC
Initiative

Estimating the amount of debt relief accorded
to countries under the HIPC Initiative and assessing its impact is not straightforward. Debt relief
can take the form of concessional debt restructuring – which leaves the nominal debt stock unchanged – or various forms of debt cancellation,
with different implications on future debt service
obligations (Chauvin and Kraay, 2005: 7–8). Behind a given nominal value of the debt forgiven
there is a structure of interest and principal payments, which determines the degree to which the
nominal debt relief will reduce future debt service payments, and the impact on future debt service payments of forgiving a nominal amount of
concessional debt will differ greatly from the same
amount of forgiveness on non-concessional debt.
In 2004, the nominal stock of debt of the
HIPCs that had begun to receive debt relief after
reaching the decision point under the enhanced
Initiative, was roughly the same as it had been

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on World
Bank, Global Development Finance Database.
Note: The decision point countries include data for the
27 HIPCs that reached the decision point by end
2004. For a listing of the decision point countries,
see annex table 3.A1 of this chapter.

in 1996, the year of the launch of the Initiative
(fig. 3.2). What is apparent, though, is that the
accumulation of debt decelerated, and even declined from 1998 to 2001, before rising again from
2002 onwards. This could lead to the conclusion
that the enhanced Initiative has not adequately addressed the problem of debt overhang for the
countries that have reached the decision point
(listed in annex table 3.A1). However, it is important to note that there have been steady
improvements in the terms of the new loan commitments for the countries that had reached the
decision point by the end of 2004. These trends
are apparent with respect to the average interest
rate, the average maturity and the proportion of
the grant element in the terms of the new commitments (fig. 3.3). The improvements are more
pronounced when compared to the terms for the
countries that have been identified as potentially
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Figure 3.3

DECISION POINT HIPCs: TERMS OF NEW LOAN COMMITMENTS, 1980–2004

Source: UNCTAD estimates, based on World Bank, Global Development Finance, May 2006.
Note: Figures reflect a simple average. The countries that had yet to reach the decision point by end 2004 are Burundi,
Congo and the countries identified as potentially eligible for assistance under the enhanced HIPC Initiative, including
the Central African Republic, Comoros, Côte d’Ivoire, Eritrea, Haiti, Kyrgyzstan, Liberia, Nepal, Somalia, Sudan and
Togo. Due to lack of data, Eritrea and Kyrgyzstan are not included in the group averages.
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Table 3.8

DEBT INDICATORS OF DECISION POINT HIPCs, 1995–2004
(Weighted average, per cent unless otherwise indicated)
1995

2000

2004

114.7
143.0

104.9
115.8

111.1
86.8

Multilateral debt/total external debt stocks
Concessional debt/total external debt stocks
Short-term debt/total external debt stocks

34.1
55.4
9.8

41.8
61.4
10.0

57.8
74.1
4.9

Debt service, total long-term ($ billion)
Debt service/exports of goods and services

3.8
31.2

3.5
16.1

3.3
10.1

Total external debt stocks ($ billion)
Total external debt stocks/Gross National Income (GNI)

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on World Bank, Global Development Finance Database; and IMF, World
Economic Outlook Database.
Note: The table presents data for the 27 HIPCs that reached the decision point by end 2004. For a listing of the current 29
decision point countries, see annex table 3.A1 of this chapter.

eligible for assistance under the enhanced HIPC
Initiative. For these countries, the new commitments have much shorter average maturities and
lower grant elements.
Table 3.8 presents a snapshot of some debt
indicators of the 27 HIPCs that had reached the
decision point by the end of 2004, for three selected years: 1995, the year before the launch of
the HIPC Initiative; 2000, the first year of the
enhanced HIPC Initiative; and 2004, the last year
for which data is available. Several trends can be
discerned from these indicators. First, there has
been a steady decline in the ratio of total debt to
GNI, while the nominal stock of debt declined
until 2001 before rising again in recent years. Second, the debt service burden for the group as a
whole has eased, both in terms of current dollars
and as a proportion of exports of goods and services. However, the lower debt-service-to-exports
ratio is due to a large extent also to considerably
improved export performance of some HIPCs as
a result of increased demand for their export commodities. And third, there has been a shift in the
composition of the total debt towards a greater
proportion of multilateral and concessional debt
and a decline in the share of short-term debt.
In 1999, the IMF and the World Bank introduced “country owned” poverty reduction strategies
as the basis for future lending, and incorporated the

poverty reduction strategy approach into the procedures of the enhanced HIPC Initiative (see also
chapter II, section D). Besides providing debt relief to reduce the debt overhang of HIPCs, the
enhanced Initiative also sought to provide countries with additional fiscal space to enable them
to increase spending in order to spur economic
growth and pursue their objectives under the
MDGs. In principle, countries are required to have
a Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) in
place by the time they reach the decision point
under the Initiative, which should outline mediumto long-term targets. By the time countries reach
the completion point, it is expected that their poverty reduction strategies will take into account
specific challenges and set forth their objectives.
These will vary from country to country, as will
the associated resource requirements to meet them.
Additionally, some of the objectives that countries
choose to pursue may lie outside the scope of the
MDGs. All of these factors complicate the measurement of the full impact of debt relief and thus
make comparative progress all the more difficult
to gauge.
Among the 29 decision point countries that
reached the decision point by May 2006 under the
enhanced HIPC Initiative, there has been a rise in
poverty reduction expenditures and a fall in debt
service, measured as a ratio of government revenue
(fig. 3.4). This is not surprising, as the provision
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Figure 3.4

DECISION POINT HIPCs: DEBT SERVICE AND
POVERTY REDUCING EXPENDITURES AS
A PERCENTAGE OF GOVERNMENT
REVENUE, 1998–2008
(Weighted average)
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achieving and maintaining higher levels of economic growth over the long term. The launching
of the HIPC Initiative coincided with an upward
swing in average per capita GDP growth in those
countries that had reached decision point by the
end of 2004, from a negative rate of around -2 per
cent between 1980 and 1995 to a positive one in
the order of 1.5 per cent in 1996–2004 (fig. 3.5).
Although the swing occurred too early to be attributable to the economic effects of the HIPC
Initiative, the expectation and actual provision of
debt relief is likely to have been a contributory
factor. In any case, in order to reap the benefits
from debt relief for growth and employment creation, due consideration has to be given to the
context of spending within a country’s national
development strategy and to the overall impact of
investment (particularly in infrastructure) on growth
(UNCTAD, 2004a). Further, the vulnerability of

Figure 3.5

Source: IMF, HIPC Statistical Update, March 2006.
Note: See figure 3.2. The ratio of poverty-reducing expenditures to government revenue for 1998/1999 is only for
1999. Data for 1998/1999 and 2000/2001 are averages.

of such expenditures was incorporated into the
PRSP process. However, despite the increase in
these expenditures, the additional resources resulting from debt relief remain below what is needed
for these countries to achieve the MDGs. Many
of the countries have made only modest progress
towards attaining some of the goals, with the majority of countries likely to fall considerably short
of the targets set for 2015 (annex table 3.A2). As
a group, these countries have made some progress
towards achieving the goals under gender equality,
improved sanitation facilities and child mortality,
although individual performance varies widely. It
is evident that these countries will require a sizeable increase in development assistance if they are
to reach the targets.
Elimination of a debt overhang is a necessary but certainly not sufficient condition for

DECISION POINT HIPCs: PER CAPITA GDP
GROWTH AND RATIO OF TOTAL DEBT TO
GNI, 1980–2004
(Weighted average)

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on United
Nations Statistics Division, United Nations Common
Database (UNCDB); and World Bank, Global
Development Finance Database.
Note: See figure 3.2.
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these countries to exogenous shocks, such as adverse weather conditions, exchange rate changes,
or commodity price movements, and their degree
of export diversification should also be taken into
account when considering their long-term growth
prospects. Underestimation of this vulnerability
has been one of the reasons why estimates of export earnings and economic growth in the context
of the implementation of the HIPC Initiative
tended to be overly optimistic in the past (USGAO,
2004). There is thus a need for caution in making
economic projections that serve to assess future
debt sustainability.
It is also necessary to bear in mind that traditional debt indicators only give a partial picture
of the foreign exchange obligations resulting from
external financing; they do not reflect the root
cause of many of the debt problems of developing countries. As such problems frequently retard
progress in economic development and structural
change, so that countries continue to remain vulnerable to adverse changes in the external environment, it is important to incorporate systematic
debt management in national development strategies. This would help ensure that progress is made
not only towards poverty reduction, but also in
areas that support diversification, output growth
and technological progress.

3.

Additionality of debt relief and ODA

Even after reaping the full benefits of debt
relief under the HIPC Initiative, countries continue
to be faced with the challenge of maintaining debt
sustainability while seeking the additional financing needed to pursue the MDGs. One-off debt
relief will not provide a universal solution to
broader structural problems, and it certainly will
not ensure against a recurrence of debt problems.
According to the OECD, ODA to developing countries, including debt forgiveness grants,
provided by DAC rose to $106.5 billion in 2005,
representing an increase of 31.4 per cent over
2004. However, ODA is expected to fall again in
2006 and 2007, since the sharp increase in 2005
was mainly due to exceptionally high debt relief
accorded to Iraq ($14 billion) and Nigeria ($5 bil-

lion), and emergency aid to tsunami-affected countries ($2.2 billion) (OECD, 2006b).
In comparison, the total donor cost of supporting the MDG financing gap in investment for
every low- and middle-income country is estimated to be $73 billion for 2006, increasing to
$135 billion by 2015 (UN Millennium Project,
2005: 240). There are likely to be additional national and international costs for emergency and
humanitarian assistance, outlays for science and
technology, enhanced debt relief, increased technical capacity needs of bilateral and multilateral
agencies, and other categories of official development assistance. In its report, Investing in
Development (also known as the Sachs report),
the Millennium Project estimates that if the developed countries were to increase their ODA from
0.25 per cent of their gross national product (GNP)
in 2003 to 0.44 per cent in 2006, and to 0.54 per
cent in 2015, the cost of achieving the MDGs could
be met in all countries. It further suggests that
these should largely take the form of grants for
budgetary support. It should be noted that this
level of ODA is below the level of the 0.7 per cent
of GNP that donors had already committed to
reach by 2015 to support the MDGs and other
development assistance priorities.
Most HIPCs will need greater grant-based
financing if they are to achieve the MDGs by 2015
without encountering further debt servicing difficulties. However, in cases where additional loans
are necessary to finance investment for development, there is a need to promote responsible lending and borrowing, and to link the grant element
of such loans to the capacity to pay, which, in the
poorest countries is often subject to externally
induced fluctuations, given the high dependence
of these countries on commodity export earnings.
In this context, the question arises as to how a
country can strike the proper balance between
grants and concessional loans, which would allow
it to achieve its development objectives without
the risk of getting into an unsustainable external
debt position.45
The obvious benefit of grants is that they will
not lead to potential debt servicing problems at a
later stage, while providing the valuable fiscal
space and resources needed to achieve national
development objectives. The HIPC completion
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point countries, in particular, will not have enough
resources to finance development expenditures
without a sizeable increase in aid, preferably in
the form of grants. There is concern, however, that
a significant shift to grants from loans may increase uncertainty with regard to future aid flows.
Once the debt relief initiatives are complete,
countries will have to find additional means to finance the MDGs. The main concern is that the
HIPC Initiative makes only a modest contribution
to alleviating a government’s budgetary constraints. While the modalities of debt relief may
have an impact on a country’s balance of payments
– in the sense that debt stock relief, unlike debt
service relief, eliminates the need to mobilize foreign exchange for repayment to the creditor – it
will not ease the budgetary burden, as the amount
previously scheduled for debt service payments
will instead be transferred into a special account
that is drawn upon to finance social expenditures
under the country’s PRSP. Where countries had
accumulated significant arrears before benefiting
from the HIPC Initiative, governments will thus
have to incur additional expenditures to “clear”
these arrears in the form of higher social spending. These additional expenditures will have to be
financed by reducing expenditure on other categories of public sector outlays or by finding ways of
increasing government revenue. Hence, to what
extent debt relief can provide additional fiscal
space to enable the beneficiary government to take
measures to achieve the MDGs, and to what extent the conditions attached to the programme
impose additional constraints on public spending
and investment or on measures in support of
growth and structural change in the longer term,
is a matter of interpretation.
Moreover the provision of debt relief, which
was intended to free up resources for increased
public expenditures, was based on the assumption
that such relief would be in addition to aid flows
that may have been provided in the absence of
debt relief. Again, the judgement about additionality
in this sense is largely a matter of interpretation
and assumptions about the counterfactual. But a
decomposition of nominal ODA flows from DAC
members suggests that, so far, debt relief has not
been fully additional under the Initiative. As can
be seen from figure 3.6, for the countries that
reached the decision point by the end of 2004,
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Figure 3.6

DECISION POINT HIPCs: ODA FLOWS AND
DEBT RELIEF, 1990–2004
(Billions of dollars)

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on OECD,
Development Assistance Committee Database.
Note: See figure 3.2.

there was a continuous decline in aid flows, after
deduction of debt forgiveness, following the
launch of the HIPC Initiative in 1996 until 2000.
This trend was reversed in 2001, with a continuous rise in the level of aid. A recent evaluation by
the World Bank (2006a) points out that HIPC debt
relief was significantly additional to non-debt
transfers in the period after 1999. However, it is
important to note that this rise of ODA, less debt
forgiveness, only meant a return to the level prevailing before the launch of the HIPC Initiative.
ODA flows from DAC members, after deduction of debt relief grants, rose faster from 2001 to
2004 for developing countries that are not among
the beneficiaries of the HIPC Initiative (55 per
cent) than for the HIPCs (27 per cent) and the transition economies of South-East Europe and the
CIS (10 per cent) (fig. 3.7). This could lead to the
conclusion that bilateral HIPC debt relief has
partly been at the expense of other ODA flows to
HIPCs as a group. However, a large proportion of
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Figure 3.7

ODA LESS DEBT RELIEF BY DAC MEMBERS,
1990–2004
(Billions of current dollars)

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on OECD,
Development Assistance Committee Database.

the increase in ODA flows, excluding debt forgiveness, to non-HIPCs was due to a substantial
increase in aid flows to only two countries with
exceptional reconstruction needs: Afghanistan and
Iraq (OECD, 2006c).

4.

Debt problems of middle-income
countries

In addition to calling for measures to assist
the poorest countries, the Millennium Declaration
also underlined the need for national and international measures to help make the debt of low- and
middle-income developing countries more sustainable in the long term. While the 1990s were
marked by a major effort to deal with the debt
sustainability problems of the poorest countries,
those of the middle-income countries did not receive the same attention. It was only after the Argentine default in 2001 that both private and

official creditors turned their attention to improving the existing mechanisms for dealing with the
debt problems of these countries.
The fact that a number of non-HIPCs also
face serious problems of debt sustainability was
recognized in the Evian approach proposed in
2003. This approach provides a framework for
treatment by the Paris Club of the official debt of
low- and middle-income countries, which have not
been eligible for debt relief under the HIPC Initiative but have accumulated similar debt overhangs
as the HIPCs. Under this approach, the standard
terms of flow reschedulings will be applied to
countries with a liquidity problem but an otherwise sustainable debt. For countries that have an
unsustainable debt situation, but are committed to
policies implemented within the framework of
IMF programmes, the Evian approach allows a
comprehensive treatment of their debt problem by
the Paris Club, including flow rescheduling, stock
re-profiling, or stock reduction. It also reinforces
the principle of comparable treatment by other
creditors, including private creditors.
So far the Evian approach has been applied
only to six countries, two of which were considered to have an unsustainable debt situation.46
Although no new terms of treatment have emerged
from the Evian approach, the Paris Club considers it an improvement over past practices in debt
renegotiations with middle-income countries.
However, there are a number of problems with this
approach: first, the factors which allow a distinction to be made between liquidity and solvency
problems are not clearly identified; second, the
case-by-case treatment of debtor countries is not
entirely transparent in terms of the criteria or
methodology underlying the treatment of the individual case; and, third, the debt sustainability
analysis that serves as a basis for determining the
treatment focuses on macroeconomic policies while
paying little attention to the links between development policies and sustainability, or between
vulnerability factors and sustainability.
During the 1990s there was considerable
progress in solving the debt problems of the 1980s
that were related to obligations vis-à-vis commercial bank creditors, but at the same time new debt
problems built up that came to haunt the international financial markets by the end of the decade.
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The improved external position of a number of
middle-income countries, coupled with their reliance on capital inflows to finance investment and
accelerate growth led to a rapid expansion of international bond issuance by middle-income countries.

worthiness and future access to financing.
At the same time, they are largely without
the benefits of receiving the financial relief
and financial reorganization that would accompany a de jure bankruptcy handled in a
manner similar to chapter 11 of the United
States Bankruptcy Code (TDR 1986, annex
to chapter VI).
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Finding a solution to debt servicing problems
related to bond debt is more complex than that
concerning problems related to international synIt was only after a number of financial crises
dicated bank lending, which was the most frequent in emerging-market countries that the idea of an
form of private external financing before the 1990s. international framework for dealing with soverThis is because bond lending involves diversified eign debt received greater attention in the IMF in
groups of bondholders, including domestic resi- 2002, in the form of a proposal for a sovereign
dents, and can be issued under different jurisdic- debt restructuring mechanism (SDRM) (Krueger,
tions. In case of crisis, an orderly and collabora- 2001). In parallel with discussions about the SDRM,
tive debt restructuring agreement will be difficult which sought a statutory solution comprising eleto achieve, and aggressive creditor litigations and ments of national bankruptcy legislations, the IMF
also supported further analyprotracted negotiations can lead
sis of the effects of the incorto a stalemate, or produce an
poration of collective action
outcome which would not corclauses (CACs) into newly isLittle progress has been
respond to the financial needs
sued emerging-market bonds.
of the debtor countries.
made to devise an
Such clauses are cooperative
internationally agreed and
The Argentine crisis once
arrangements that facilitate a
institutionalized debt workagain showed the need for
restructuring of the debt reout mechanism.
the development of an orderly
sulting from individual bond
international mechanism for
issues, should the need arise,
solving sovereign debt default.
and they are relatively easy to
In hindsight, it would seem that it would have been implement. They have been used in recent years
in the interest of both Argentina and the bondhold- by an increasing number of developing-country
ers to seek an earlier resolution to the crisis within issuers, and experience has shown that initial fears
a well-established and internationally recognized that an inclusion of CACs in new bond issues
structure. This issue is not new, but little progress could send a wrong signal to potential investors
has been made to devise an internationally agreed and make external borrowing more costly were
and institutionalized work-out mechanism for sov- unwarranted.
ereign debt since the debt crisis of the 1980s.
However, CACs have little in common with
Against the background of that crisis and the slow
progress in solving the debt problems of the coun- the initially proposed framework that was intended
tries indebted vis-à-vis commercial banks in the to bring debtors and creditors together to resolve
first half of the 1980s, TDR 1986 highlighted the problems with the overall servicing of sovereign
lack of a fair and efficient mechanism in the in- debt, secure greater transparency, and provide a
ternational financial system for resolving sover- mechanism for dispute settlement. Thus the problem of an orderly debt work-out, which would also
eign debt problems:
ensure a fair sharing of the burden of financial
The lack of a well articulated, impartial
crises between creditors and debtors, as well as
framework for resolving international debt
between the private and public sectors, remains
problems creates considerable danger, which
unsolved. Involving private creditors in crisis manhas in part already materialized, that interagement and resolution would also help to prevent
national debtors will suffer the worst of both
such
crises, as creditors would have to bear the
possible worlds: they may experience the firisks they take with speculative investments in
nancial and economic stigma of being
emerging markets (see also TDR 2001, chap. III).
judged de facto bankrupt, with all the conIn contrast to the procedures outlined in national
sequences that this entails as regards credit-
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bankruptcy laws, the current international financial architecture still does not ensure independent
mediation and arbitration with regard to the required level of debt relief necessary for a country

to regain a sustainable debt position. There is still
a need to develop a comprehensive, fair and efficient international system for the resolution of a
sovereign debt crisis.

D. Migrants’ remittances

1.

Recent trends in migrants’
remittances

Overall, remittance inflows into developing
countries have been more stable than their export
earnings, FDI inflows, other private capital inflows and ODA. Unlike private capital flows, they
Recorded migrants’ remittances47 to develop- do not fluctuate with the mood of capital markets
ing countries have considerably increased since or decline when the performance of the domestic
the early 1990s. They quadrupled between 1990 economy of the receiving countries worsens. In
and 2004, becoming an increasingly important fact remittances continued to increase at the besource of foreign exchange for these countries (fig. ginning of the millennium when FDI showed
3.8). In 1990, the level of remittances was about considerable volatility as a result of the weak outhalf that of ODA inflows, and close to that of FDI look of the global economy (fig. 3.8). Indeed,
inflows. Subsequently, they grew more slowly – remittances often behave in a countercyclical patalbeit more steadily – than FDI but faster than ODA, tern, as remitters tend to increase their transfers
in times of economic crisis or
and since 1996 they have been
natural disasters in their counexceeding ODA by an increastries of origin. However, to
ing margin.
some extent migrants’ remitMigrants’ remittances to
tances are also undertaken for
Because of incomplete
developing countries have
portfolio diversification reareporting, which is mainly due
become an important
sons, in which case they tend
to the fact that a large proporsource of foreign exchange,
to behave procyclically.
tion of migrants’ remittances
exceeding ODA by an evergoes through informal chanincreasing margin.
China and the Philippines
nels, their actual value is beprovide two examples of how
lieved to be much higher than
remittances can respond to
what is recorded in balanceof-payments statistics. Minimum thresholds for dramatic changes in economic activity and the
official recording also mean that many countries investment climate in recipient countries in the
do not register all their remittance inflows. Indeed, same manner as capital flows. Remittance inflows
it is estimated that unrecorded remittances amount into China in the past few years have in part been
to at least 50 per cent of the recorded flows (World motivated by speculation about the exchange rate
of the renminbi and have behaved procyclically
Bank 2006b: ix).

Changes and Trends in the External Environment for Development

due to fast economic growth in that country. Similarly, remittance flows to the Philippines rose
steadily as the investment climate improved in the
early 1990s, but they became more volatile following the financial crisis in the late 1990s. Crosscountry comparisons also reveal that remittances
are affected by the investment climate in recipient countries (OECD, 2003), but, overall, remittance flows have been found to be less volatile
and procyclical than foreign exchange inflows
from other sources (IMF, 2005b).
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Figure 3.8

MIGRANTS’ REMITTANCES AND FINANCIAL
FLOWS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,
1990–2004
(Billions of dollars)

Another particularity of migrants’ remittances is that they typically constitute a form of
additional household revenue in the recipient
countries and the government has little control
over their use. This makes it difficult to integrate
their use into a strategy for the financing of development. On the other hand, they are less costly
for the recipient country than foreign exchange
inflows from other sources, because they do not
create liabilities vis-à-vis the country of origin,
such as interest payments in the case of debt instruments, conditionality in the case of official
grants, or profit remittances in the case of FDI.
The rapid expansion of recorded remittance
flows since 1990 has been due to three factors.
First, migration from developing countries has
been increasing owing to a confluence of conditions, such as labour shortages in some activities
in a number of advanced and dynamic economies
(United Nations, 2006), wage differentials and
demographic disparities between source and
destination countries, as well as lower costs of
migration, including transportation. Second, the
share of skilled workers and immigrants with
higher educational attainment has risen significantly in the past three decades. Their resultant
higher earning power has also contributed to larger
remittances (Burgess and Haksar, 2005). The third
factor is a purely statistical one: both receiving
and sending countries have significantly improved
their tracking and recording of remittances in recent years, and there has also been a shift from
informal to formal channels of transferring in response to lower transaction costs and technological advances. The share of unrecorded remittances
is also likely to have shrunk as a result of stricter
controls since September 2001. In addition, a
number of developing countries have changed
their foreign exchange control policies, which has

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on UNCTAD
Handbook of Statistics, online; IMF, Balance of
Payments Statistics, CD-ROM, June 2006, and World
Economic Outlook Database, April 2006; OECD,
OLISnet Database.
Note: Migrants’ remittances are workers’ remittances, compensation of employees and migrants’ capital transfers; data for 2004 are estimates. Private capital flows
are net private portfolio flows and other private capital flows.

reduced the black market premium for foreign
exchange. Therefore, while the actual value of
remittances may still be considerably underestimated, the actual year-on-year increase over the
past few years is likely to be smaller than what
the official records suggest.
Although migrants’ remittances vary considerably across countries, they are spread more
evenly among developing countries than FDI
flows. Nevertheless, the inflow of remittances has
grown much faster in Latin American and Caribbean countries and in Asian developing countries
than in Africa. Between 1990 and 2004 these flows
multiplied by a factor of 12.4 in East Asia and the
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Figure 3.9

MAJOR REMITTANCE-RECEIVING
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES,
1995, 2000 AND 2004
(Per cent of GDP)

plains, for example the high level of remittance
inflows, in absolute terms, for Mexico, and, in
relation to GDP, for Lesotho, Jordan or Yemen. In
absolute terms, the largest remittance-receiving
countries are the two developing countries with
the largest population, China and India. However,
in terms of their share of GDP, remittances are of
particular importance for smaller countries (fig. 3.9).
In 2004, they accounted for more that 15 per cent
of GDP in 5 developing countries and for 10 per
cent or more in 10 countries. In exceptional cases
(Jordan and Lesotho) remittances represent over
one fifth of GDP. For some small countries, remittances have exceeded FDI inflows by a wide
margin. But the same is also true for India, where
they reached $20.5 billion in 2005 – almost twice
the total inflow of portfolio investment and FDI
combined, which was $11.9 billion (EIU, 2005b).

2.

The economic impact of migrants’
remittances

Pacific, by 7 in Latin America and the Caribbean
and by 5.6 in South Asia, but only by 4 in subSaharan Africa, where recorded remittances are
far less significant (World Bank, 2006b).

Remittances have many facets and can have
various effects at the microeconomic and macroeconomic level. There is broad agreement that
they have a direct positive impact on poverty alleviation, since they frequently flow directly to
poor recipients and allow them to meet basic
needs, such as food and clothing, and to purchase
other consumer goods. The effects of migrants’
remittances on economic growth and development
are less clear. They depend on a variety of factors,
including the pattern of utilization of remittances
by recipient households, the size of remittance
streams over time and the motivation for remittances, as well as the efficiency of domestic financial intermediation and national monetary
conditions. The contribution to growth and development of the receiving economy would be greater
the larger the proportion of remittance inflows that
can be channelled into investment in physical and
human capital, either directly by the receiving individuals or indirectly through financial intermediation in the recipient country.

Geographical or cultural proximity to countries with much higher per capita income is one
of several factors influencing migration from, and
hence remittances to, developing countries. It ex-

Evidence on the actual utilization of remittances at the micro level is anecdotal, but it is estimated that 80 to 85 per cent of remittances are
used to cover basic everyday needs of the recipi-

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on United
Nations Statistics Division, National Accounts Main
Aggregates Database; and IMF, Balance of Payments
Statistics, CD-ROM, June 2006.
Note: Tonga, Lebanon and Haiti also appear to receive large
inflows of remittances, as a proportion of GDP (World
Bank, 2005: 90). However, these are not included in
the figure due to inconsistencies in available data.
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ent households (de Vasconcelos, 2005: 5). Remittances are an important social insurance against
shocks for low-income households, and they help
to smooth consumption. Where many of these
households face difficulties in borrowing for the
acquisition of land or residential construction, remittances can play an important role in easing
private credit constraints and, to some extent, substitute for shortcomings in the domestic financial
system (Giuliano and Ruiz-Arranz, 2005).
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additional foreign exchange for the acquisition of
imported inputs for domestic production they constitute a source of financing for development.
However, this effect depends on how the receiving households use their remittance income. To
the extent that the latter is spent directly on imported consumer goods, the positive balance-ofpayments effect will be offset.

It has been argued that the potential positive
effects of migrants’ remittances can be reduced
Although remittances generally add to house- by their impact on the exchange rate (Amuedohold income and consumption, sometimes they are Dorantes and Pozo, 2004). However, to have such
also used for investment in capacity- or produc- an effect, the share of remittances in the recipient
tivity-enhancing investment in agriculture or to country’s foreign exchange transactions would
start or expand small-scale entrepreneurial activi- have to be particularly large; moreover, the size
ties in manufacturing or services. Some studies of remittances would have to increase dramatically
indicate that remittances have
within a short period of time,
facilitated the capitalization
and not be matched by a simiof migrant-owned businesses
lar increase in imports.48 These
(Buch, Kuckulenz and Le
conditions are likely to occur
Remittances have a direct
Manche, 2002). Their contrionly in exceptional cases. In
positive impact on poverty
bution to capital formation is
general, as noted earlier, mialleviation, but their effects
likely to increase with the
grants’ remittances are the most
on economic growth and
level of per capita income of
stable form of financial flows
development are less clear.
the recipient country: once
to developing countries, often
basic consumption needs are
changing against the cycle and
satisfied, a growing share of
frequently accompanied by
remittances is used for investment in physical and changes in imports. There is even some evidence
human capital. There are also examples of joint that in countries that receive both large private
efforts by groups of migrants to provide grants capital flows and large remittances, the latter can
for investment in local infrastructure projects, such help reduce the probability of current-account reas schools, in their countries of origin.
versals and financial crises (Bugamelli and Paterno,
2005).
It is well known that while emigration can
alleviate the unemployment burden and generate
An indirect effect of a stable and large inremittance income, it costs the country in terms flow of migrants’ remittances for the recipient
of a loss of skilled workers and talent, rendering countries appears to be better access to internait more difficult to develop local manufacturing tional capital markets. Expectations of higher
activities. On the other hand, over and above re- future remittance inflows tend to lead to improved
mittances, emigrants can also benefit their home creditworthiness and higher bond ratings of the
countries when they return with additional profes- country. On the one hand, this opens or strengthsional skills and, sometimes, entrepreneurial spirit. ens the possibility to “leverage” the impact of
remittance inflows on development by additional
Parallel to the microeconomic impact on in- external borrowing for the financing of imports
come and welfare of the receiving households, that are essential for diversification, creation of
remittances can have significant macroeconomic additional productive capacity and technological
effects in the recipient economies. As remittances progress. On the other hand, this effect may also
are a major source of foreign exchange, they can lead to external borrowing for non-productive
help alleviate the balance-of-payments constraints purposes, thereby contributing to the build-up of
of developing countries, so that a trade deficit does debt that will have to be serviced from future nanot result in higher indebtedness. By providing tional income.
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National and international policies
to enhance remittances’ impact

Current world demographic trends and the
widening gap in standards of living between most
developing and developed countries point to an
intensification of labour migration from developing to developed countries for a number of years to
come. From a longer-term perspective on development, remittances should be considered a temporary
source of additional foreign exchange which can
help solve the problems that have been causing
emigration in the first place. That is, they can push
domestic growth and development and generate
increasingly productive domestic employment.

provision of incentives in home countries to encourage the return of talented migrants after several years of work abroad. They may bring home
valuable skills acquired in destination countries,
thus turning the “brain drain” into “brain gain”.
With internationally managed cross-border labour
mobility as an element of the global partnership
for development, several objectives could be pursued in parallel: an increase in remittance flows
to developing countries, meeting labour demand
in some segments of the international labour market, and ensuring “productive repatriation” of
migrants are some possibilities.

There have been proposals to “multilateralize” immigration rules as a global public good
(Rodrik, 2001). Coordination between source and
Developing countries, especially those for destination countries, on the basis of bilateral
which migrants’ remittances constitute a major agreements and temporary foreign labour schemes
source of foreign exchange income, should there- could be part of managed migration policies. For
fore aim at integrating migration and migrants’ re- instance, Rodrik (2004) has suggested the creation
mittances into a broader deof a temporary labour mobility
velopment strategy. Such a
scheme as an instrument to spark
strategy could include the
development and growth in the
Coordination between
provision of incentives for
home country. Under such a
source and destination
migrants, or for the recipients
scheme, migrants would leave
countries, bilateral
of their remittances, to chantheir home countries for a penel these transfers to the largriod of 2 to 5 years, while both
agreements and temporary
est extent possible into prothe home and host country
foreign labour schemes
49
ductive uses. From this perwould provide incentives for
could be part of managed
spective, such remittances
their return and for a new round
migration policies.
could have a similar effect as
of migrants to replace them. It
“diaspora” investment, which
is expected that those who recan play an important role in
turn would bring back some fithe development process. This is because the nancial capital, as well as various skills and prodiasporas are often better informed about local fessional competencies that could be employed in
conditions than other potential foreign investors. support of economic and social development in
their home country. Obviously, such a scheme can
The potential of migrants’ remittances has only function if it is supported by a number of
been increasingly recognized in the international other institutional features at the international
debate on development policies. In order to in- level, as well as at the national level in both the
crease remittances per migrant, the importance of home and host country. One step in the direction
reducing the cost of remittance transfers and mak- of greater international labour mobility is the soing transfer channels more efficient, for example called Mode 4 proposal for supplying services that
through a common electronic platform to facilitate is under consideration in the current round of
remittance transfers, has been stressed. Further- GATS negotiations at the WTO. This recognizes
more, the impact of remittances could be enhanced that a regulated temporary movement of skilled
by efforts to strengthen the domestic financial persons could create welfare benefits for both the
system in developing countries (Kapur, 2004).
home and host countries by turning the brain drain
into managed brain circulation to benefit develAnother approach to addressing development opment. It could also enhance predictability and
concerns in relation to emigration would be the transparency (UNCTAD, 2004b).
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E. A strengthened role for FDI?

1.

FDI in developing countries:
trends and patterns

important developing host region for FDI at the
beginning of the 1980s. Since then, its relative
importance has increased further, as favourable
conditions for both domestic and foreign investment in several East and South-East Asian
countries have attracted additional FDI. China has
accounted for a rapidly increasing share of the
total since the 1990s, and has emerged at the beginning of this century as the largest FDI recipient
among all developing countries.

FDI flows to developing countries including
“greenfield” as well as portfolio investment rose
consistently from the mid-1980s until the late
1990s. While maintaining their level, they have
become less stable since the turn of the millennium. Since the early 1990s, FDI has been the
largest component of financial flows to developAlthough Latin America saw much smaller
ing countries (UNCTAD, 2005c: 7), accounting
for over half of all financial resource flows to them FDI inflows than Asia, its share in developingas a group in 2003. All developing regions have seen country FDI stock remained stable during the period
an increase in their FDI inflows
1980–2004. FDI inflows to the
over the past two and a half decregion rose during the 1990s, in
ades (fig. 3.10). However, flows
large part in response to large
to different regions have been
privatization programmes, but
The role that FDI inflows
rising at different rates, resultdeclined after 1999 as the pocan play in national
ing in changes in the relative
tential for privatization shrunk
development
strategies
positions of different host reand the macroeconomic condidiffers considerably from
gions in terms of their shares of
tions remained unfavourable.
one country to another.
FDI stock (fig. 3.11).
Since 2004, there has been a resurgence of inflows to some
countries, driven mainly by
Before the 1980s Latin
prospects for greater earnings
America and the Caribbean received by far the largest share of FDI flows to potential in the primary sector, especially in the
developing countries. This changed when output extractive industries.
growth in that region declined dramatically and
By contrast, Africa’s share in developingmacroeconomic instability increased in the context of the debt crisis of the 1980s, while a number country FDI stock declined steadily from the early
of East Asian economies continued to grow fast 1980s, although inflows increased significantly in
and to integrate successfully into the world economy. the 1980s and 1990s. Since 2001, there has also been
As the differences in the macroeconomic condi- a considerable rise in FDI flows to some, mainly
tions and domestic investment widened between oil- and metal-exporting, countries as a result of
Asia and Latin America, Asia became the most improved prospects in international raw material
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Figure 3.10

FDI INFLOWS TO DEVELOPING ECONOMIES
BY REGION, 1980–2004
(Billions of dollars)

Source: UNCTAD, FDI/TNC Database (www.unctad.org/
fdistatistics).

markets. Overall, not only FDI, but also domestic
investment has been lower in Africa for the past
25 years; the latter fell from more than 25 per cent
of GDP in the mid-1970s to around 18 per cent in
2000–2004 (UNCTAD, 2005d, section B).
Cross-border mergers and acquisitions (M&As)
in developing countries, although much fewer than
in developed countries, have increased significantly since the mid-1990s. Privatization in industries such as electricity and telecommunications
in Latin America and the Caribbean – especially
Argentina and Brazil – accounted for a major
proportion of the sales of local firms until 2000
(UNCTAD, 2000: 123). Acquisitions by foreign
firms of enterprises in Asian countries affected by
the financial crisis of 1997–1998, such as Indonesia and the Republic of Korea, also contributed
to the growth of M&As in developing countries.
More recently, there has been a significant increase in cross-border M&As in China and India
(UNCTAD, 2005c: 9), suggesting that this mode
of FDI entry to developing countries – with its

underlying motivations of rapid entry and acquisition of created or strategic assets in the form of
enterprises – may be extending its scope beyond
privatizations (as in Latin America and Africa) or
special circumstances (as during the East Asian
financial crisis).
Although the bulk of FDI flows are among
developed countries, the share of developing countries in world FDI stock is growing. In 2004 they
accounted for 25 per cent of that stock and for
39 per cent of the inflows (tables 3.9 and 3.10).
Outward FDI from developing countries has risen
sharply over the past two and a half decades, from
annual outflows of less than $20 billion in the
1980s to over $40 billion in the mid-1990s and to
a peak of $100 billion in 2000 (UNCTAD, 2005c: 6).
TNCs from China, Malaysia and South Africa, for
instance, are among the most important foreign
investors in Africa (UNCTAD, 2005d, section B;
UNCTAD, 2005e), and in developing Asia and
Oceania more than 40 per cent of FDI flows are
intraregional, with Hong Kong (China), China and
Singapore as the leading investors. According to
a study by Aykut and Ratha (2003), South-South
FDI is estimated to have risen from 5 per cent of
all FDI flows to the South in 1994 to 30 per cent
in 2000.50
While the attitude of TNCs towards investment in developing countries is an important factor
in the external environment for development, the
role that FDI inflows can play in national development strategies differs considerably from one
country to another. Changes in aggregate figures
on FDI flows and stocks in developing countries
or regions give an imprecise picture of their role
in individual countries. It is well-known that FDI
stocks and inflows are highly concentrated in a
relatively small number of developing countries:
in 2004, the top 10 recipients had almost two thirds
of developing-country FDI stocks, and China and
Hong Kong (China) accounted for almost one third
(table 3.10). In the same year, 8 of the 10 major
hosts of FDI stocks were also among the 10 major recipients of new flows, which accounted for
about 70 per cent of all FDI flows to developing
countries that year (with China and Hong Kong
(China) alone receiving over 34 per cent). Thus
there is a continuing trend towards the concentration of FDI and related TNC activities in a
minority of developing countries.

Changes and Trends in the External Environment for Development
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Figure 3.11

SHARES IN INWARD FDI STOCK OF DEVELOPING ECONOMIES
BY REGION, 1980, 1990, 2000 AND 2004

Source: See figure 3.10.

However, the absolute amount of FDI inflows
does not give a clear picture of the importance or
the potential impact of FDI in an individual country. A better picture is obtained by indicators
relating the volume of FDI to some national variable, such as gross fixed capital formation (GFCF)
or the size of GDP (table 3.11). 51 From this perspective, FDI plays a less important role in Asia,
and in particular in South Asia, than in Africa and
Latin America. A comparison of FDI inflows with

GFCF and FDI stocks with GDP also puts into
perspective the distribution across countries: in
2004, only three economies (Chile, Hong Kong
(China) and Singapore) that were among the ten
major recipients of FDI inflows and among the
ten major hosts of FDI stock had a ratio of FDI
inflows to GFCF of more than 20 per cent and a
ratio of FDI stock to GDP of more than 40 per
cent. By contrast, in many smaller economies in
Africa and Latin America and the Caribbean the
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Table 3.9

MAJOR DEVELOPING HOST ECONOMIES
OF FDI IN 2004
(Billions of dollars)

Economy
China, Hong Kong
China
Mexico
Singapore
Brazil
Bermuda
Republic of Korea
Chile
Argentina
Thailand
10 major developing host economies

FDI inward
stock
456.8
245.5
182.5
160.4
151.0
77.6
55.3
54.5
53.7
48.6
1 485.9

Memo items:
Developing economies
Developing economies, excl. China
World

2 225.9
1 980.5
8 895.3

ing China, and 9.1 per cent for China. FDI stocks
as a percentage of GDP stood at 21.5 per cent in
2004, compared to 29.1 for the developing countries excluding China, where the stock has been
accumulated over a much longer period of time,
and 14.9 per cent for China. Azerbaijan and
Kazakhstan, where oil and other extractive industries dominate the economy, both had ratios of FDI
to GFCF of more than 20 per cent and of FDI stock
to GDP of more than 40 per cent.
A significant indicator for the potential of
FDI to contribute to development is its sectoral
distribution. Although the availability of continuous, comprehensive data is limited, there are strong
indications that FDI has grown more rapidly in
services than in the primary and manufacturing
sectors. The share of services in the FDI stock of
developing countries is estimated to have risen from
47 per cent in 1990 to 55 per cent in 2002, with a
parallel fall in the share of manufacturing, from
46 per cent to 38 per cent (UNCTAD, 2004c: 30).

Source: See figure 3.10.

Table 3.10

importance of FDI is much higher than the average of all developing countries or their respective
regions.
FDI has come to play an increasingly important role also in the transition economies of
South-East Europe and the CIS. Between 2000 and
2004, FDI inflows to these economies almost
quadrupled and expectations are for a further increase (UNCTAD, 2005c: 74–78). During the
same time the FDI stock almost tripled, after having grown during the 1990s from practically zero
to $70 billion, to a large extent in the context of
large-scale privatizations. The Russian Federation
and Romania had inflows in 2004 on the same scale
as the major developing country recipients, at $15.4
and $6.5 billion, respectively, and Azerbaijan and
Kazakhstan also received inflows of over $3.5 billion. The quantitative importance of FDI for the
transition economies is evident from the ratio of
FDI inflows to GFCF, which averaged 15.9 per
cent for the group in 2002–2004, compared to
9.9 per cent for the developing countries exclud-

MAJOR DEVELOPING-ECONOMY RECIPIENTS
OF FDI INFLOWS IN 2004
(Billions of dollars)

Economy
China
China, Hong Kong
Mexico
Brazil
Singapore
Bermuda
United Arab Emirates
Republic of Korea
Chile
India
10 major developing-economy recipients

FDI inflows
2004
60.6
34.0
18.7
18.1
14.8
14.8
8.4
7.7
7.2
5.5
189.8

Memo items:
Developing economies
Developing economies, excl. China
World
Source: See figure 3.10.

275.0
214.4
703.7
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Within the services sector, the traditionally dominant subsectors of finance and trade appear to have
declined in relative importance in developing
countries’ inward FDI, while activities such as
electricity, gas and water, construction, transport,
storage and communications, have attracted larger
shares of FDI, some of them as a result of privatization of public utilities (UNCTAD, 2004c: 99).
FDI in business activities, which include holding
companies and consultancy firms, accounted for
one third of total FDI in services in 2001–2003,
with more than two thirds of these flows destined
for Hong Kong (China) (UNCTAD, 2004c: 262).
Although the shift towards services has taken place
in all developing regions, the sectoral and industrial patterns of inward FDI differ considerably
among the three major regions.
In Asia, the share of FDI stock in services is
estimated to have risen from 43 per cent in 1995
to 50 per cent in 2002, while that in manufacturing fell from 51 per cent to around 44 per cent,
and it remained small in the primary sector
(UNCTAD, 2004c: 52). In Latin America and the
Caribbean, over half of the inward FDI stock in
2002 was in the services sector, following a sharp
rise from about 20 per cent in the mid-1980s to about
50 per cent in 1996 (UNCTAD, 2004c: 64–65). The
primary and manufacturing sectors each accounted
for around 20 per cent of the total FDI stock in
Latin America in 2002. The share of the manufacturing sector has shrunk considerably since the
late-1980s, while that of the primary sector has
more than doubled (UNCTAD, 2004c: 65). Recently, there have been signs of a reversal in this
trend, as several TNCs have been selling their foreign affiliates or shareholdings to local investors
in line with changes in their global investment
strategies and in host countries FDI policies and
regulations, but also in response to changes in the
privileges accorded to foreign investors. The shift
in the sectoral composition of FDI in Latin
America and the Caribbean may also be due to
the apparent growth of FDI in the primary sector
in response to the boom in markets for primary
commodities, especially oil and gas. However, it
is not clear to what extent these recorded investments constitute a reinvestment of profits for the
enlargement or upgrading of productive capacities, or just undistributed profits added to the reserves of the international firms that have been
benefiting from the commodity boom since 2002,
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Table 3.11

FDI IN RELATION TO GROSS FIXED CAPITAL
FORMATION AND GDP IN SELECTED
REGIONS AND ECONOMIES
IN 1990 AND 2004
Inflow of
FDI as a
percentage
of GFCF

Developed economies
Developing economies
Developing economies,
excl. China
Africa
Angola
Chad
Congo
Gambia
Mauritania
Nigeria
Seychelles
Unit. Rep. of Tanzania
Zambia
Asia
East Asia
China
China, Hong Kong
China, Macao
Malaysia
Rep. of Korea
Singapore
Thailand
South Asia
India
Latin America
Argentina
Belize
Bermuda
Brazil
Chile
Guyana
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Trinidad and Tobago

Inward stock
of FDI as a
percentage
of GDP

2002–2004 a

1990

2004

8.3
9.6

8.2
9.8

20.5
26.4

9.9

10.2

29.1

13.5

12.7

27.8

57.1
56.2
34.7
52.5
47.4
34.0
35.8
24.3
18.0

10.0
14.4
20.6
49.4
5.8
30.0
55.4
9.1
31.1

88.8
72.9
66.7
85.9
64.2
44.0
114.7
48.0
55.8

8.0

8.7

23.2

9.0
9.1
52.6
41.3
14.8
2.6
43.3
3.8

9.7
5.8
60.3
86.4
23.4
2.1
83.1
7.0

28.4
14.9
277.6
52.1
39.3
8.1
150.2
29.7

3.4
3.2

1.1
0.5

6.3
5.9

14.6

10.5

34.1

13.9
45.6
15.4
28.4
24.3
23.9
11.2
20.4
45.1

6.2
22.1
869.7
8.0
33.2
10.6
18.6
8.5
12.4
41.3

35.3
66.2
1793.5
25.2
58.2
120.9
66.4
27.0
49.7
83.3

Source: See figure 3.10.
a Annual average.

as it seems to have been the case in the Chilean
copper sector. In Africa, depending on the country, between 50 and 80 per cent of FDI is in natural resource exploitation; FDI in manufacturing
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has been lagging behind that in services, with some
exceptions (UNCTAD, 2004c: 45; UNCTAD,
2005d). It has been increasing in services – just as
it had done earlier in Latin America – particularly
in telecommunications, electricity, management
and trade, partly as a result of privatization programmes in the case of the first two.
If the sectoral structure of FDI stocks and
inflows varies considerably among regions, it varies even more among countries, where the level
and type of FDI depends on income levels and
consumption patterns, initial or acquired comparative advantages, technological capabilities and
infrastructure, as well as policies relating to FDI.
Thus, as some countries have grown and strengthened their human resources and technological
capabilities, they have been able to attract FDI in
more technology-intensive industries and more
sophisticated activities and functions within TNCs’
integrated international production systems, including R&D in manufacturing and services.

have increased pressures and provided new incentives for TNCs in the manufacturing sector to
fragment and spread their value chains globally
or regionally, or to develop a network of closely
related suppliers or contract manufacturers, some
of whom in turn undertake FDI to enhance their
efficiency. Several Asian countries are locations
for this efficiency-seeking kind of FDI, especially
in the electrical, electronics and automobile industries, in addition to textiles. China has also
attracted FDI in a range of low-value-added, export-oriented consumer industries. Latin American
and Caribbean countries are hosts to efficiencyseeking FDI in textiles and clothing and, in the
case of Costa Rica and Mexico, in electronics and
automobiles respectively. Some African countries
have attracted FDI in garment manufacturing for
export.

More recently, efficiency-seeking FDI has
also expanded to the services sector. Service functions that can be digitized, separated from related
activities and exported via telecommunication
links from cheaper locations are being offshored
by TNCs, either as parts of their own internation2. The role of international production
ally integrated value chains or for delivery (as
systems and networks
“contract service providers”) to other firms. While
many services still need to be produced where their
customers are located, IT-enabled, back-office and
FDI in manufacturing and services in devel- front-office work in areas such as accounting, billoping countries in part continues to aim at serving ing, software development, design, testing and
local markets, particularly in the larger economies customer care is increasingly being relocated
of Latin America and Asia, but to an increasing abroad by TNCs, including to some developing
extent it is motivated by the low-cost, unskilled countries (UNCTAD, 2004c). The skill intensity
or skilled labour and other cost advantages these of these offshored tradable services is generally
higher than that of TNC activicountries offer. The latter type
ties in manufacturing or natural
of FDI is intended to serve
resource exploitation in develglobal and regional markets,
oping countries.
often in the context of interTo an increasing extent,
national production networks.
FDI is intended to serve
Since the late 1990s, there
Beginning in the 1960s with
global and regional
has also been a trend towards
export-oriented investments
markets, often in the
the internationalization of R&D
in the textiles and clothing incontext of international
by TNCs, leading to increasing
dustry in East Asia, FDI has
production networks.
FDI in this area in some develdiversified and expanded into
oping countries. However, such
other countries and regions, to
investment is still small (acmore industries and to a wider
counting for only 3 per cent of
range of activities or functions
located in host countries. Increased competition total FDI flows of United States parent companies
in a globalizing world economy, combined with to developing countries) and even more concenadvances in transport and, especially, in informa- trated than total FDI, with five countries (Brazil,
tion technology (IT) and telecommunications, China, Mexico, the Republic of Korea and Singa-
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pore) accounting for an estimated 70 per cent of in extraction and exploitation of natural resources
the total FDI to developing countries (UNCTAD, with weak potential linkages to the domestic
2005c: 129). Nevertheless, the share of develop- economy. In other countries, it has expanded to a
ing countries in total overseas R&D expenditure range of manufacturing and service industries,
by United States parent companies rose from about where the potential for linkages with and spill8 per cent to more than 13 per cent between 1994 overs to domestic industries is larger. But to what
and 2002 (UNCTAD, 2005c: 129). Moreover, there extent this larger quantitative presence of FDI
are indications that such R&D activities are no amounts to a strengthened role in the development
longer only confined to adapting technologies to process of the countries that host more produclocal conditions; increasingly
tion activity by foreign firms
they also involve “innovative”
depends on the balance beR&D, including developing
tween TNCs’ private business
technologies for regional and
interests and national developThe potential impact of FDI
world markets (UNCTAD,
ment objectives.
on development depends
2005c: 138). But to what exon the strategy of the TNCs
tent such R&D investment in
FDI may be viewed as a
involved and on the
developing countries spills over
package of tangible and intannational policies and
into the domestic economy in
gible resources and assets,
characteristics of the host
terms of both local application
many of them firm-specific,
economy.
of innovative technology and
that can contribute to ecostrengthening of local R&D
nomic development in host
capacities (see also chapter V,
countries. Key elements of the
section D below) is still unpackage include capital, techclear. And the policy instruments developing nology, skills and management techniques. FDI
countries are able to use in order to enable such can also be a vehicle for host economies to access
spillovers differ from country to country, not least international markets by integrating into the inbecause of different negotiating power vis-à-vis ternational production, marketing and distribution
foreign investors.
networks of TNCs. What matters most from a dynamic perspective is the extent to which such investment brings modern technologies and know-how
that might not otherwise be available to develop3. The potential impact of FDI on
ing countries, and the extent to which it raises the
development
efficiency with which existing technologies are
used, improving productivity and strengthening
technological capabilities in the host countries.
The growth of FDI in many developing coun- The role of FDI and its impact on host-country
tries relative to other variables, such as domestic development in these respects are likely to depend
capital formation or GDP, suggests that inward on two factors. One is the motivation and stratFDI has come to play a more significant role in egy of the TNCs involved and the specific assets
developing economies than it did some two dec- they bring to a host country; another is the naades ago. If integrated into a strategic concept for tional policies and characteristics of the host
productive capacity building and upgrading, FDI economy.
inflows can have a direct impact on domestic inThe effects of FDI on domestic investment
come creation, including fiscal income, and an
indirect impact by positively influencing domes- and growth in individual countries depend to a
large extent on the mode of entry (UNCTAD,
tic investment.
2000). For example, FDI in new plant equipment
In some countries, especially in Africa and (“greenfield investment”) adds to the existing
Latin America and the Caribbean, where the indi- capital stock, and it is more likely than portfolio
cators presented in table 3.11 hint at a quantita- investment to involve a longer-term commitment
tively important role played by FDI in their econo- by the foreign investor to produce in the host counmies, such investment is still heavily concentrated try. In contrast, portfolio investment allows easier
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exit or repatriation of capital. FDI in the form of raises average productivity and domestic value
M&As may involve transfer of know-how and added across foreign-owned and domestic firms,
technology and improved market access in the crowding out of most of the competitors (and supfuture, but it does not add to
pliers linked to them) as a rethe host country’s stock of
sult of the overwhelming marproductive capital.
ket power of the incoming TNC
may severely compromise the
Host-country regulations
On the other hand, hostopportunities for favourable efcan influence the creation
country regulations, including
fects and externalities. Moreof linkages between
contractual obligations with
over, there is a tendency for
domestic producers and
regard to technology transfer,
TNC affiliates to acquire the
foreign affiliates and the
special incentives for entry in
bulk of their inputs from their
extent of technology
targeted economic sectors, and
parent companies or other altransfer.
performance requirements reready associated suppliers, and
lated to purchases of intermehence generate few domestic
diate inputs from local supplilinkages. One study suggests
ers, can influence the creation of linkages between that the effectiveness of FDI depends on the stock
domestic producers and foreign affiliates and the of human capital in the host country (Borensztein,
extent to which FDI contributes to technology De Gregorio and Lee, 1998). Significant positive
transfer. Moreover, the existence of a physical, effects of FDI on growth have been found in
scientific and institutional infrastructure, and of a samples of countries with higher skill levels
dense network of potential domestic input suppli- (Xu, 2000).
ers, as well as support policies designed to create
such a network, can be an important means to atOther studies have concluded that FDI does
tract or retain TNCs. Such support policies are not exert an independent and robust influence on
important not only because they influence the growth once other factors such as trade openness
quantity and kind of FDI that a country attracts, are accounted for (Moran et al., 2005). A major
but also because of the possible indirect effects problem for empirical research on the contributhat can be had from linkages with, and spillovers tion of FDI to growth, and thus a reason for the
to, host-country firms and institutions.
mixed results, may be the difficulty of capturing,
in multi-country macroeconomic studies, the difBelief in the positive impacts of FDI on eco- ferent factors that influence the impact of FDI,
nomic growth, technology transfer and productiv- such as the type of FDI, firm characteristics, as
ity has led many countries to adopt investment well as host countries’ economic conditions and
regimes that offer special fiscal or other financial policies. While the evidence for the impact of FDI
incentives to foreign enterprises. However, macro- on income growth is mixed, there are strong ineconomic studies on the relationship between FDI dications that high and stable income growth based
and growth have yielded diverging results, and em- on high rates of domestic investment attracts FDI.
As a result, FDI that supports
pirical evidence points to considerable variation in the benmanufacturing activities tends
efits that host countries actuto by-pass countries that are
The development of local
ally reap from FDI inflows
most in need of external capital
(UNCTAD, 1999, Part Two;
and know-how for diversificaindustry can be jeopardized
Moran et al., 2005). According
tion and industrialization, while
if FDI crowds out domestic
to Kumar (2005: 179–186), a
benefiting economies where
investment.
multitude of recent empirical
domestic forces for growth are
studies show that knowledge
already vigorous.
spillovers from FDI have been
A varied picture also emerges from studies
rare, and in some cases FDI may have the negative effect of crowding out domestic investment. based on firm-level data (Lipsey and Sjoholm,
While the crowding out of the least efficient firms 2005; Blalock and Gertler, 2005). A number of
from an industry may not matter if incoming FDI analyses have concluded that productivity and
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wages in foreign firms are higher than in domestic firms, and that these have positive spillover
effects on domestic firms. Spillovers are found to
be highest in sectors where there is vigorous competition, and to be greater when the technological
gap between foreign and domestic firms is not too
wide. On the other hand, some studies have found
that productivity growth in domestic firms is lower
than it would have been without the presence of
foreign firms, suggesting the absence of positive
spillovers. More generally, it is clear that FDI
alone cannot provide opportunities for sustained
growth unless there is a minimum level of domestic industrial capabilities and the technological
capacity necessary to benefit from eventual externalities of TNC activity (Narula and Lall, 2004).
The growth of South-South FDI, with its distinctive characteristics that may be closer to those of
enterprises in host developing countries, may provide increased opportunities for host countries to
benefit from inward FDI. However, much depends
on host-country policies.
The varied experiences of host developing
countries with respect to the role played by FDI
and its impact on the development process, and
the importance of host-country absorptive capacities for benefiting from FDI, highlight the need
for FDI policies to be in line with the identified
development objectives of a country. Such policies should also aim at maximizing the potential
benefits of FDI while minimizing the negative
effects, such as those that could result from crowding out of domestic firms and the abuse of market
power. Government intervention may be motivated
by two main types of market failure: (i) information or coordination failures in the investment
process; and (ii) the divergence of the private interests of investors from the economic and social
objectives of the host economies. To optimize the
impact of inward FDI, governments need to address the following four sets of issues (UNCTAD,
1999: 317–328):

•

Information and coordination failures in the
international investment process. Addressing
such failures can enable governments to pursue effective policies to attract the volume
and type of FDI that can best serve domestic
objectives of sectoral development, on the
one hand, and protect themselves against FDI
that is not desirable from the point of view
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of their overall development strategy, on the
other. Effective promotion should go beyond
simply “marketing a country”; it should also
coordinate the supply of immobile assets with
specific development needs to attain national
development targets.

•

Infant industry considerations for the development of local enterprises, which can be
jeopardized if inward FDI crowds out those
enterprises. Addressing these requires striking the right balance between policies that
regulate and those that permit or attract FDI
entry. A few economies (such as the Republic
of Korea and Taiwan Province of China) have
built impressive domestic capabilities and innovative systems while restricting the access
of TNCs, but many others have not succeeded
in these respects, despite restricting foreign
entry.

•

The static nature of advantages transferred
by TNCs in situations where host-country
domestic capabilities are low and do not improve over time, or where TNCs fail to invest
sufficiently in improving the relevant capabilities. Addressing these requires adopting
an appropriate trade and competition policy
regime; developing appropriate policies with
regard to the operations of foreign affiliates,
such as local content requirements, incentives
for local training or R&D, and pressures to
diffuse technologies; influencing TNCs’ location decisions by targeting investors;
inducing upgrading through specific measures and incentives; and improving local
factor markets, firms and institutions.

•

Weak bargaining and regulatory capabilities
on the part of host-country governments,
which can result in an unequal distribution
of benefits or an abuse of market power by
TNCs. This is of particular relevance for
major resource extraction projects and for the
privatization of large public utilities and industrial companies. Addressing these issues
requires strengthening host-country bargaining and regulatory capabilities to ensure that
appropriate standards are set in areas such as
competition and environmental protection,
and that a race to the bottom in the provision
of fiscal incentives is avoided.
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To conclude, developing countries have responded to the challenges of rapid technological
change, globalization and increased competition
by opening up their economies to trade and foreign investment. However, differences persist in
the ability of countries to draw on the potential

technological and other contributions that FDI can
make to the process of development. This underlines the need for effective policy interventions
with a view to maximizing the benefits of FDI for
host-country development in an open environment.

F. Conclusions

The review of some structural elements that
have shaped the global environment for development in the first decade of the new millennium
gives a mixed picture. In several respects there
have been improvements in the external environment, but not all initial promises or expectations
have been fulfilled, and in some areas new constraints have emerged.
External conditions for export growth in developing countries are shaped mainly by import
demand from the developed countries, resulting
from income growth and shifts in the structure of
domestic production. But the extent to which such
income growth translates into higher exports of
developing countries also depends on market access conditions in developed countries, as well as
the evolution of market entry conditions and the
use of non-tariff measures.
While better market access conditions in developed countries can provide lasting improvements
in developing countries’ export opportunities,
there have been very few improvements in such
conditions for developing countries since the conclusion of the Uruguay Round. Indeed, market
access conditions in developed countries continue
to be biased against developing countries. Moreover, the link between changes in these conditions
and the actual export opportunities of developing
countries appears to be relatively weak compared

to their dependence on demand growth in their
main trading partners. The potential gains from
growing import demand for developing countries’
exports are likely to be much larger, but this demand also has a strong cyclical component, and
depends on improved global macroeconomic management, especially with regard to correcting the
global imbalances that have built up in recent years
(see chapter I).
Although preferences were expected to improve export earnings and promote diversification
in the preference-receiving developing countries,
especially the poorest ones, these countries have
not been able to reap large benefits from them.
The main reasons for the underutilization of preferences and their limited benefits are the uncertainty of the schemes, restrictive rules of origin,
the often limited product coverage, and supply
capacity constraints. Similarly, the export gains
that can be expected to result from the Doha Round
appear to be relatively modest when compared to
other sources of foreign exchange, such as expected ODA inflows or migrants’ remittances. The
decline in tariffs has in recent years been accompanied by an increase in the use of non-tariff measures, particularly in the form of technical barriers
to trade and anti-dumping measures. The latter
have emerged as the most widespread impediment
to international trade in the past 25 years, and there
is the danger that increasing recourse to such
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measures will erode the predictability and nondiscriminatory application of trade policies that
have been achieved through successive rounds of
multilateral trade negotiations.
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abroad have become an important source of foreign exchange. They are private income and a
means to improve the living conditions of many
poor households in the receiving countries. While
the ultimate policy objective must be to remedy
The progress achieved under the HIPC Ini- the root causes of the migration through output
tiative and additional bilateral debt relief, as well and productivity growth and job creation in the
as faster GDP growth and higher budget revenues home countries, remittances are to some extent a
have alleviated developing countries’ external debt potential contribution to the external financing
burden in recent years. However, despite an over- needs of the migrants’ home countries. A challenge
all improvement, many low- and middle-income for policymakers is to use this potential within the
countries remain severely indebted. Indeed, 10 years framework of a broader development strategy and
after the launch of the HIPC Initiative, only 29 of channel the remittances, as far as possible, to
productive uses. Developed
the 42 eligible countries have
reached the decision point, at
countries can support efforts to
which countries qualify for inmaximize the developmental
In
several
respects
there
terim debt relief, and only 19
impact of migrants’ remithave been improvements in
countries have reached the
tances by reducing the cost of
completion point, which qualiremittance transfers and makthe external environment,
fies them for the full amount
ing the transfer channels more
but not all initial promises
of debt relief possible under
efficient. Home and host counor expectations have been
the Initiative. In the spirit of a
tries could also cooperate to
fulfilled, and in some areas
global partnership for develcreate incentives for talented
new constraints have
opment, it is therefore imperamigrants to return home after
emerged.
tive to mobilize additional efseveral years of work abroad
forts at the national and interso as to strengthen the local hunational level to enable more
man resource base, by using
expeditious implementation of the HIPC Initiative the experience and skills acquired abroad. Indeed,
and the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative, so that managing international labour mobility, especially
all eligible countries can benefit from the debt re- between the developed and the more advanced
ductions.
developing countries, on the one hand, and the
poorer countries or economies with large amounts
Commitments for multilateral debt relief and of excess labour, on the other, could constitute a
considerably increased bilateral ODA could im- key element of the global partnership for develprove the prospects for the poorer developing opment.
countries to achieve the MDGs and reduce the
income gap with the more advanced economies.
In contrast to migrants’ remittances, FDI flows
In order for these countries to avoid falling back are the outcome of a global assessment of profit
into unsustainable debt situations, it will also be opportunities. If well managed, FDI, especially
essential to ensure that the pledged rise in ODA is in the manufacturing sector, can help the recipiadditional to debt relief, and that increased offi- ent developing economies to seize opportunities
cial financing is made available, in particular for presented by globalization. From the point of view
social and humanitarian purposes, in the form of of developing countries with a small domestic
grants. Bolder debt reductions for middle-income market or excess labour, FDI offers one possibility
countries could also be envisaged under the Paris to participate in international production networks.
Club’s Evian terms.
Accordingly, in recognition of this potential, many
countries have liberalized the entry of TNC afLarge-scale outward migration is one of the filiates and stepped up efforts to attract FDI by
symptoms of slow progress in development and offering fiscal, financial and material incentives.
low expectations of employment and higher living But more FDI does not automatically result in
standards at home. Nevertheless, for many devel- higher domestic income, enhanced productive
oping countries, remittances of migrants working capacity or faster growth. Its impact depends in
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large part on the extent to which the investment
actually adds to existing productive capacity and
increases productivity, and on the sectors in which
the investment is made. It also depends on whether
the profit motives underlying TNC investment
decisions can be brought in line with the broader
national economic and development objectives of
the host countries. This requires appropriate macroeconomic and sectoral policies to create an environment that is conducive to private investment
in general and to entrepreneurial risk-taking in
sectors strategically important for domestic structural change and beneficial integration into international trade relations. Increasing FDI should not
be regarded as an objective in its own right or as a
yardstick for successful integration into the globalizing world economy. Rather, it is an instrument that can help achieve successful integration,
and success should be measured against the benefits actually accruing in terms of higher per capita
income.
There is considerable scope for further improvements in the external environment, especially
in the areas of trade and aid, and strengthened global economic governance that takes into account

the needs and specificities of different developing countries. The various factors that have shaped
the changing external environment for development since the mid-1980s, some of which are examined in this chapter, can contribute to faster
growth and poverty alleviation by providing new
opportunities for trade and sectoral development,
or by alleviating financial constraints. Even though
there have been improvements in the external environment as a result of a strengthened global partnership for development or other factors, such as
the rise in primary commodity prices discussed in
chapter I, the challenge for developing countries
is to translate these positive developments into
faster growth of domestic output, employment and
income. As discussed in chapter II, meeting this
challenge will require more than a reliance on
market forces complemented by a stronger focus
on social policies. There is a greater likelihood of
obtaining long-term benefits for growth and poverty alleviation from existing and possible future
improvements in the external environment by the
adoption of a development strategy that incorporates good macroeconomic and sectoral policies
in support of investment, productivity growth and
technological change.

Notes

1

2
3

Integration into global production networks, whose
importance in international trade flows has increased
considerably in the last few years, is another factor
that improves developing countries’ export opportunities (not discussed here, however, as it was already discussed in detail in TDR 2002).
The discussion in this section is limited to commercial policies relating to merchandise trade.
The UR also agreed on increasing transparency by
converting NTMs into tariffs, but as the rules of
tariffication allowed significant increases in tariffs,
these remained high even after implementation of
the agreed tariff reductions.

4

5

6

The table provides simple and weighted averages
of effectively applied tariffs that take into account
unilateral and/or reciprocal preferences. Although
weighted averages take better account of the relative importance of various tariff lines, they may have
a downward bias because there will be lower imports of products that are subject to higher tariffs (a
prohibitive tariff would give a zero weight).
However, both the EU and the United States have
introduced quota restrictions on exports from China
under safeguard agreements (Brenton and Hoppe,
2005).
Canada, the EU, Japan and the United States.
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7
8
9
10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

International tariff peaks are tariffs that exceed
15 per cent.
Under tariff escalation, tariffs increase with the degree of processing.
The period 1986–1988 was the reference period used
in the Uruguay Round agreements.
According to Anderson, Martin and Valenzuela
(2006), if all forms of support to farmers and to agricultural processors globally are taken into account,
75 per cent of total support is provided by market
access barriers and only 19 per cent by domestic
farm subsidies.
Outright export subsidies amount to less than $5
billion, versus $80 billion of “amber box” subsidies worldwide, in applied terms.
The Hong Kong Ministerial Declaration of December 2005 agreed “to ensure the parallel elimination
of all forms of export subsidies and disciplines on
all export measures with equivalent effect to be completed by the end of 2013” (WTO, 2005a). Meanwhile, the EU had already planned to phase out most
export subsidies, which account for almost 90 per
cent of all OECD export subsidies (Aksoy, 2005).
More than one third of all global trade takes place
between countries that have some form of reciprocal RTA – a share more than three times that of 1990
– with the EU and the United States playing a prominent role (World Bank, 2004).
See AGOA Fact Sheet, accessed at: http://www.
agoa.gov/ on 11 April 2006.
At the 2003 Cancun Ministerial Conference, WTO
member States failed to reach an agreement on the
so-called “Singapore issues”, which included investment, competition, government procurement and
trade facilitation.
Welfare is measured as the equivalent variation,
which is the increase in income that would have the
same impact on the welfare of households as the
removal of the tariff. For a detailed, non-technical
explanation on how these models work, see
Piermartini and Teh, 2005.
As Stiglitz and Charlton (2005: 69) recognize “much
of the analysis… relies on a particular model of the
economy, the neo-classical model, which assumes
full employment of resources, perfect competition,
perfect information, and well-functioning markets,
assumptions which are of questionable validity for
any country, but which are particularly problematic
for developing countries.”
Recent reviews of these kinds of studies can be
found in Charlton and Stiglitz, 2005; UN-DESA,
2005; and FAO, 2005.
The study provides simulations that use an updated
version of the Global Trade Analysis Project
(GTAP) database, which refers to 2001 rather than
1997. They include China’s recent trade liberalization (particularly in the context of its WTO acces-
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21

22

23

24

25
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sion), the termination of the ATC Agreement, and
the recent enlargement of the EU. Most importantly,
a more comprehensive picture of trade protection is
provided, as it incorporates preferential arrangements, both reciprocal and non-reciprocal. It also
contains effective tariff rates, MFN tariff rates and
bound rates, which allows measurement of the relative importance of the “binding overhang” between
bound and applied tariff rates. For other recent studies, see Francois, van Meijl and van Tongeren, 2005;
Bouet et al., 2005; and Polaski, 2006.
For a detailed, critical assessment of the new World
Bank estimates, see Ackerman, 2005; Wise and
Gallagher, 2005; and Suppan, 2005.
Van der Mensbrugghe (2005) analyses the changes
in the results of the estimations by comparing the
results using the GTAP5 database with those using
the new GTAP6 database, first under MFN tariff
rates, then including preferences, and finally, incorporating other policy commitments, such as China’s WTO accession.
The results of the simulations are provided for a set
of scenarios, starting with full liberalization. The
likely Doha Round liberalization scenario corresponds to a harmonizing formula for agricultural
market access, with smaller tariff cuts for developing countries and none for LDCs, plus a 50 per cent
cut in all tariffs on non-agricultural products for developed countries, 33 per cent for developing countries, and none for LDCs (Anderson, Martin and van
der Mensbrugghe, 2005: 360).
The estimates by Anderson, Martin and van der
Mensbrugghe (2005) also show that by 2015 under
the Doha liberalization scenario annual developing
country imports from developed countries will be
$55 billion higher. In the past, trade liberalization
has caused trade deficits associated with any given
rate of income growth to become larger, adding to
payments difficulties, increasing dependency on
capital inflows, and heightening the risk for financial crises (TDR 1999).
Moreover, these additional exports would occur after the reduction in tariffs, with attendant adverse
effects on developing countries’ fiscal revenues. Developing countries’ tariff revenues amounted to
$156 billion in 2001 (Laird, 2006). According to
the IMF (2005a), trade tax revenues represent one
quarter to one third of the total tax revenue of lowand middle-income countries.
As defined in the UNCTAD Trade Analysis and Information System (TRAINS) database, which is the
most comprehensive database on technical measures, such measures refer to product characteristics
such as quality, safety or dimensions, including the
applicable administrative provisions, terminology,
symbols, testing and test methods, packaging, mark-
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ing and labelling requirements as they apply to a
product. They may also refer to different aspects of
production processes.
They are also intended to facilitate trade in the context of globalization, as they improve compatibility
among products and enable a degree of homogenization and harmonization. According to the WTO
World Trade Report 2005, the use of standards and
technical regulations can help markets operate effectively by addressing market failures in three
major ways: first, they enhance compatibility between complementary goods in consumption and
production in the presence of network externalities,
where the value of the product depends on the availability and variety of complementary goods and/or
the number of people using the same product; second, they solve the problem of asymmetric information about quality (e.g. safety standards); and
third, they reduce negative environmental externalities. While in the first case they help increase trade,
in the other two cases they may reduce trade. Technical measures are more frequently applied in developed countries since they are used more intensively as incomes rise. Consumers in developed
countries tend to demand higher quality products.
In the food sector, this trend has been accelerated
by the worldwide dispersion of different food diseases. Additionally, as a result of their greater awareness of environmental and social issues, consumers
in developed countries are increasingly demanding
products that fulfil certain relevant criteria, such as
organic agricultural and fair trade products.
At the UNCTAD Expert Meeting on Methodologies, Classifications, Quantification and Development Impacts of Non-Tariff Barriers which took
place in September 2005, the Secretary-General of
UNCTAD announced the setting up of a Group of
Eminent Persons on NTMs to address this issue,
among others related to NTMs. For a more elaborate discussion on the problems related to the quantification of NTMs, see UNCTAD, 2005b.
A recent study by the World Bank indicates that
standards and technical regulations in developed
countries affect the propensity of developing-country firms to export (Chen, Otsuki and Wilson, 2006).
Jaffee and Henson (2005) illustrate the potentially
disruptive impact of food safety and agricultural
health measures on exports from developing countries with examples relating to fish bans, limits on
mycotoxins and horticultural product standards.
See UNCTAD, 2005b and 2006b; and Fliess and
Lejarraga, 2005.
The data are compiled by the WTO secretariat and
include anti-dumping measures taken only by members of the WTO. Zanardi (2004) shows that Taiwan Province of China has been a long-standing
user of anti-dumping measures, and that the Rus-
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sian Federation and Ukraine have recently joined
the ranks of new users.
Data on anti-dumping are obtained from the WTO
Antidumping Statistics website at: http://www.wto.
org/english/tratop_e/adp_e/adp_e.htm#dol for the
period 1995–2005, and from Miranda, Torres and
Ruiz (1998) for earlier years.
These data refer to the 91-country sample less South
Africa for which comprehensive data were not available.
On the other hand, gross export data usually provide the basis for assessments of developing countries’ participation in world trade and of their ability to take advantage of newly arising export opportunities.
The decline in Brazil’s importance as a major export destination for developing countries probably
reflects the devaluation and slow income growth.
But there could well be a reversal following the more
recent economic upswing.
This finding contrasts markedly with the result in
Arora and Vamvakidis (2005: 27) that “for most
countries, the set of most important trading partners remains relatively stable over time.” However,
the examination here differs from theirs by including only developing countries (rather than all countries) as exporters, looking at the period 1990–2004
(rather than 1960–1999), and, given the strong concentration of export destinations – which raises some
doubts as to the appropriateness of the approach
taken by them – looking at only five (rather than
ten) of the most important trading partners.
Thus, the strategy to diversify the origin of its fuel
imports, combined with the coming on-line of oil
reserves in a number of African countries, are important factors in the growing importance of the
United States as developing countries’ main export
destination.
From the results of an analysis based on a gravity
model, the IMF (2002: 124) concludes that “differences in economic size account for 80 percent of
the difference in average bilateral trade flows.”
Moreover, Kenya and Zambia rank 16th in the subperiod for which they are not among the 15 least
benefiting countries.
Moreover, China has become the second most important destination for Yemen and Congo, almost
as important as their leading destinations.
Ad hoc treatment used to be provided when a country did not fit into previous categories but required
a global, comprehensive and exceptional treatment.
Such treatment has been rationalized for non-HIPCs
under the Evian approach, which is discussed in
greater detail later in this section. Since 1988, only
two HIPCs have received such treatment, Kenya
(1994, 2000) and Guyana (2004).
For a review of the extensive literature on the macro-
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economic implications of a debt overhang, see
Patillo, Poirson and Ricci, 2002.
The Initiative employs several key benchmarks as
indicators of debt sustainability, one of which is the
ratio of the net present value (NPV) of debt to exports. Under the original initiative, countries were
required to bring this ratio to a range of 200 to 250
per cent; this was amended under the enhanced Initiative to 150 per cent. The sustainability indicator
– the ratio of debt to government revenue – was
also lowered from 280 per cent to 250 per cent, and
the eligibility thresholds for the export-to-GDP ratio and the revenue-to-GDP ratio were reduced to
30 per cent and 15 per cent respectively.
HIPCs will not benefit equally from this new initiative, as the only regional financial institution participating in debt relief under the Initiative is the
African Development Bank. The inclusion of other
regional financial institutions should therefore be
considered, so as to be able to offer similar (equal)
treatment for all completion point countries under
the HIPC Initiative.
Daseking and Joshi (2005) suggest that projects of
high social value but with low financial returns may
be better suited to funding by grants, while other
projects that may generate more immediate proceeds
may be more effectively financed through loans.
The countries that have received assistance under
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the Evian approach are the Dominican Republic, Gabon, Georgia, Iraq, Kenya and Kyrgyzstan. Iraq and
Kyrgyzstan were deemed as having an unsustainable debt.
Remittances refer to workers’ remittances, migrants’
capital transfers and compensation of employees.
Amuedo-Dorantes and Pozo (2004: 1414) refer to a
“…doubling of transfers in the form of workers’ remittances”, which, according to their findings, can
“result in real exchange rate appreciation of about
22% in our panel of 13 Latin American and Caribbean nations.”
Some governments of developing countries which
are among the main recipients of remittances, such
as India, Morocco, Pakistan and Turkey, already appear to be providing different types of incentives to
channel those remittances into the domestic financial system, including various interest and tax advantages (see, for example, Ennin, 2006).
In the study by Aykut and Ratha (2003), the definition of South includes not only developing economies, but also some economies in Central and Eastern Europe.
These measures of the relative importance of FDI
should not be understood as reflecting the part of
fixed investment that is undertaken by foreign investors, since FDI figures also include the acquisition by foreigners of already existing real capital.
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Table 3.A1

PROGRESS UNDER THE HIPC INITIATIVE, 1997–2006
Original HIPC Initiative
Decision point

Decision point

Completion point

Benin (July)
Bolivia (Feb.)
Burkina Faso (July)
Cameroon (Oct.)
Gambia (Dec.)
Guinea (Dec.)
Guinea-Bissau (Dec.)
Guyana (Nov.)
Honduras (June)
Madagascar (Dec.)
Malawi (Dec.)
Mali (Sept.)
Mauritania (Feb.)
Mozambique (April)
Nicaragua (Dec.)
Niger (Dec.)
Rwanda (Dec.)
Sao Tome and Principe (Dec.)
Senegal (June)
U. Rep. of Tanzania (April)
Uganda (Feb.)
Zambia (Dec.)

Uganda (May)

2001

Chad (May)
Ethiopia (Nov.)

Bolivia (June)
Mozambique (Sept.)
U. Rep. of Tanzania (Nov.)

2002

Ghana (Feb)
Sierra Leone (March)

Burkina Faso (April)
Mauritania (June)

2003

Dem. Rep. of the Congo (July)

Benin (March)
Guyana (Dec.)
Mali (March)

1997

Bolivia (Sept.)
Burkina Faso (Sept.)
Guyana (Dec.)
Uganda (April)

1998

Côte d’Ivoire (March)
Mali (Sept.)
Mozambique (April)

Completion point

Enhanced HIPC Initiative

Bolivia (Sept.)
Uganda (April)

1999

Guyana (May)
Mozambique (June)

2000

Burkina Faso (July)
Mali (Sept.)

2004

Ethiopia (April)
Ghana (July)
Madagascar (Oct.)
Nicaragua (Jan.)
Niger (April)
Senegal (April)

2005

Burundi (Aug.)

Honduras (April)
Rwanda (April)
Zambia (April)

2006

Congo (March)

Cameroon (May)

Source: IMF Survey, various issues.
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Table 3.A2

PROGRESS OF THE 29 DECISION POINT HIPCs TOWARDS
VARIOUS MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Poverty and hunger

Universal primary education

Gender equality

Target:

Halve, between 1990 and 2015,
the proportion of people
who suffer from hunger.

Ensure that, by 2015, all children
will be able to complete a full
course of primary schooling.

Eliminate gender disparity in
primary and secondary education,
preferably by 2005, and all levels of
education by 2015.

Indicator:

Malnutrition prevalence,
weight for age (percentage
of children under 5)

Primary completion rate, total
(percentage of relevant
age group)

Ratio of girls to boys in primary and
secondary education (per cent)

Percentage
point change a

Per cent

Percentage
Per cent short
point change
of achieving
1990/91–2004 b
the goal

Per cent short
of achieving
the goal

21.9

28.6

Benin

-6.3

-21.6

30.4

Bolivia

-3.5

-31.5

28.8

-0.2

..

1.6

5.0

15.3

9.1

70.5

14.6

23.7
18.2

Burkina Faso

51.2

Percentage
point change
1991–2004

b

Burundi

..

..

-7.9

66.9

0.1

Cameroon

3.0

19.9

6.3

36.7

4.0

13.3

Chad

-2.1

-5.4

12.9

70.5

16.5

42.0

Congo

..

..

7.3

33.6

..

..

Dem. Rep. of the Congo

-3.4

-9.9

..

..

..

..

Ethiopia

0.5

1.0

37.0

49.4

4.4

27.2

Gambia

-9.0

-34.4

Ghana

-5.2

-19.0

34.6

12.1

9.4

Guinea

5.9

22.0

29.8

51.5

26.7

27.5

Guinea-Bissau

..

..

..

..

..

..

4.7

..

..

2.6b

Guyana

-4.7

-25.7

5.7

Honduras

-1.4

-7.8

14.7b

20.6

..

..

1.0

2.4

10.4

54.7

..

..

-5.7

-20.7

29.4

41.5

17.3

1.5

6.3

23.4

33.5

56.0

15.5

25.6

-15.8

-33.2

13.9

56.9

28.0

4.5

-3.3

-12.2

4.1

71.0

10.8

17.7

Nicaragua

-1.4

-12.7

29.5

26.5

-6.6

-2.7

Niger

-2.5

-5.9

9.8

75.0

13.9

28.9

Rwanda

-5.1

-17.3

Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mozambique

Sao Tome and Principe
Senegal

..

-8.0

62.6

4.1

-0.1

..

..

25.1

..

..
10.2

1.1

4.8

3.6

54.8

20.9

Sierra Leone

-1.5

-5.2

..

46.3

..

..

Uganda

-2.6

-10.2

..

42.9

15.4

2.9

United Rep. of Tanzania

0.5

1.7

10.1

43.5

..

..

Zambia

-2.2

-8.7

..

33.8

..

6.9

Average

-2.1

-7.6

14.1

45.4

12.9

15.1

Source: UNCTAD secretariat estimates, based on World Bank, World Development Indicators database 2006.
Note: The series presented in the table were selected based on data availability.
a Due to the inconsistent reporting periods across countries for this indicator, changes reflect the difference between the
latest and earliest reported figures.
b Data for 1991 were used for countries which did not have data reported for 1990.
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Table 3.A2 (concluded)

PROGRESS OF THE 29 DECISION POINT HIPCs TOWARDS
VARIOUS MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS
Reduce child mortality

Environmental sustainability

Reduce the under-five
mortality rate by two thirds,
between 1990 and 2015.

Halve the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe
drinking water and basic sanitation by 2015.

Mortality rate, age under-5
(per 1 000)

Improved sanitation facilities
(percentage with access)

Change
(per 1 000)
1990–2004

Per cent

Percentage
point change
1990–2002

Per cent

Improved water source
(percentage with access)
Percentage
point change
1990–2002

Per cent

-21.4

-19.3

21.0

190.9

8.0

13.3

Benin

-35.0

-39.3

12.0

36.4

13.0

18.1

Bolivia

-16.2

-14.3

-1.0

-7.7

12.0

30.8

Burkina Faso

0.0

0.0

-8.0

-18.2

10.0

14.5

Burundi

2.2

2.6

27.0

128.6

13.0

26.0

Cameroon

0.0

0.0

2.0

33.3

14.0

70.0

Chad

-2.0

-2.4

..

..

..

..

Congo

0.0

0.0

11.0

61.1

3.0

7.0

Dem. Rep. of the Congo

-20.6

-15.7

2.0

50.0

-3.0

-12.0

Ethiopia

-14.0

-13.6

..

..

..

..

-7.0

-9.3

15.0

34.9

25.0

46.3

Ghana

-44.0

-30.3

-4.0

-23.5

9.0

21.4

Guinea

-27.4

-17.9

..

..

..

-16.0

-25.0

..

..

..

..

-12.6

-28.6

19.0

38.8

7.0

8.4

Honduras

..

Gambia

Guinea-Bissau
Guyana

-27.0

-26.2

21.0

175.0

5.0

12.5

Madagascar

-36.2

-24.8

10.0

27.8

26.0

63.4

Malawi

-19.0

-13.6

9.0

25.0

14.0

41.2

Mali

-7.0

-8.2

14.0

50.0

15.0

36.6

Mauritania

-53.6

-33.9

..

..

..

..

-21.2

-40.8

19.0

40.4

12.0

17.4

-39.2

-20.5

5.0

71.4

6.0

15.0

Niger

15.0

14.6

4.0

10.8

15.0

25.9

Rwanda

0.0

0.0

-12.4

-13.8

..

..

..

..

17.0

48.6

6.0

9.1

Mozambique
Nicaragua

Sao Tome and Principe
Senegal

-9.6

-5.5

..

..

..

..

-12.8

-13.8

-2.0

-4.7

12.0

27.3

Sierra Leone
Uganda

-23.6

-23.1

-1.0

-2.1

35.0

92.1

United Rep. of Tanzania

1.0

1.0

4.0

9.8

5.0

10.0

Zambia

-15.8

-14.5

8.9

44.4

11.9

27.0

Average
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Chapter IV

MACROECONOMIC POLICY
UNDER GLOBALIZATION

A. Introduction1

Globalization is permanently changing the
framework of national macroeconomic policy,
offering opportunities as well as posing challenges
and constraints. Many developing countries and
economies in transition that opened their borders
to international trade and private capital flows over
the last quarter of a century have experienced crises triggered by the vagaries of the international
financial markets. The “creative destruction” expected from the new openness has often been much
more destructive than creative, leading to deep recessions and political crises.
Closer integration of national economies into
the international trading and financial systems by
an increasing number of countries has created a new
environment for national policy action. Although
countries have lost some degree of freedom in designing and implementing their own economic
policies, there has been considerable diversity in
macroeconomic policies, both in developed and
developing economies, in response to the new challenges arising from globalization and increased interdependence. There has also been a wide variety

of outcomes. By designing and implementing policies at the national, regional and multilateral levels, countries shaped the globalization process itself.
From this perspective, globalization is not just the
penetration of national markets by internationallyproduced goods and foreign capital flows, but is
likewise a reflection of policy decisions taken at
the national, regional and international levels, including in multilateral processes.
The process of globalization and national
policies mutually determine each other, though in
an asymmetric way. Smaller industrialized countries, developing countries and economies in transition are less able than the major industrialized
economies to influence globalization trends and
global economic governance. This asymmetry is
particularly noteworthy in the sphere of international monetary and financial relations, where the
absence of a rules-based system permits developed
countries, with their disproportionate impact, to
determine global monetary and financial conditions. The latter include as well the conditionalities
attached to the lending operations of the interna-
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tional financial institutions. Furthermore, existing
rules and practices seek to promote the free movement of industrial goods, money, capital and enterprises, movements that favour advanced countries.
They do not encourage the movement of labour,
agricultural products or technology, areas where the
benefits would be greater for developing countries.
The chapter will discuss the main challenges
that globalization and structural reforms are posing to macroeconomic policies in developing

countries. It will discuss the macroeconomic policies needed to provide an environment supportive
of growth, investment and technological upgrading,
contrasting that environment with recent experiences in a large number of developing countries.
In those countries, it will be argued, macroeconomic policies often do not promote progress in
development but actually hinder it. Finally, the
feasibility of pro-active macroeconomic policies
in support of capital accumulation and growth in
the era of globalization will be examined.

B. Coping with the macroeconomic implications
of liberalization and globalization

1.

Financial integration and capital
inflows

Financial integration is the aspect of globalization that has had the most critical influence on
macroeconomic policy in developing and transition economies. It has not only largely determined
the framework for macroeconomic policies, especially monetary and exchange-rate management,
but it has also set new parameters for thinking on
development policies in the broader sense.
During the 1970s, the abandonment of the
Bretton Woods exchange-rate system, the expansion of international banking activities, the huge
trade imbalances in the wake of the oil shocks and
the concomitant increase of international liquidity radically changed the external environment for
development. This new environment considerably
enlarged the access of many middle-income countries to external finance, which previously had

been provided primarily by official development
assistance (ODA), credits from international financial institutions and foreign direct investment
(FDI). The Bretton Woods system was based on
the premise that large and continued imbalances
in the current account were unacceptable and had
to be prevented or rectified by adjustments of domestic expenditure and/or by currency devaluation.
From the mid-1970s onwards, however, many
developing countries were able to obtain credit
from private lenders abroad, credit that was then
used to finance current-account deficits. The result of this was a rapid accumulation of external
debt, which made the indebted countries more vulnerable to external monetary shocks, leading to
the debt crisis of the early 1980s.
In spite of this experience, the pressure towards full liberalization of international capital
flows persisted, a policy shift that was even more
pronounced in the developing economies than in
most developed countries (Williamson and Mahar,
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1998). Many developing countries substantially 2. Domestic financial liberalization
reduced or removed capital controls, although they
could have retained such measures according to
IMF rules. In the mid-1990s the IMF actively proDeregulation of domestic financial markets,
moted an amendment to its Articles of Agreement including the elimination of credit controls, dethat would make it compulsory for IMF members regulation of interest rates and the privatization
to open their capital accounts. This initiative was of banks, was a key element in the reform agenda
supported by the IMF Interim Committee at the of the 1980s and 1990s and increased the influAnnual Meeting of 1997, but the Asian financial ence of private sector interests on the performcrisis and the perceived role played in that crisis ance of the financial sector, something considered
by capital account deregulation weakened the sup- to be beneficial for economic growth (Patrick, 1966;
port for such a reform. Although opening of capital Shaw, 1973; McKinnon, 1973).2 This was based on
accounts was not mandatory for IMF members, it the belief that lifting “financial repression” in the
was nonetheless undertaken by many developing form of interest ceilings would give the right sigcountries, leading to their effective integration into nals for inter-temporal resource allocation, enthe international financial markets. This led to hance willingness to save and attract additional
two big waves of gross capital inflow, in 1976– resources to the banking system. It was assumed
1981 and 1990–1997, which
that the banking system, followwere both followed by periods
ing market principles, would alof retraction (1982–1988 and
locate these resources most ef1998–2002) (fig. 4.1).
ficiently. Combining this with
Financial liberalization
a liberalized capital account,
in Latin America did not
The first wave of private
developing countries would
increase savings and led
capital inflows consisted priattract financial savings origito extended banking crises,
marily of bank lending and finating in more prosperous
while active financial
nanced a large part of the cureconomies and thus overcome
policies in East Asia
rent-account deficits resulting
a major barrier to growth.
enhanced investment and
from the oil shocks of the 1970s.
growth.
These deficits increased considFinancial deregulation
erably when interest rates in
developed countries soared at
the beginning of the 1980s.
The subsequent debt crisis forced a severe adjustment of current-account balances through devaluations, particularly in Latin America.
During the second wave, private capital flows
to the developing countries occurred in greater part
in the form of portfolio investment but, as in the
first wave, had as a counterpart increasing currentaccount deficits. Private capital inflows contracted
considerably after the financial crises in Asia and
in the Russian Federation. Since 2003, gross private capital inflows have been expanding again
but this time the counterpart is not a widening of
current-account deficits. Rather, the private capital inflows are accompanied by current-account
surplus in many developing countries, and both
factors have led to massive reserve accumulation
in the receiving countries, implying a large official capital outflow, as these reserves are held in
dollar- or euro-denominated assets.

was not applied with the same
intensity and rapidity everywhere, yet it had a marked impact on the functioning of the economies concerned. The Latin American experience of early
and radical financial liberalization in several countries refuted the idea that such liberalization and
the ensuing rise in interest rates would automatically raise the level of savings and improve their
allocation. In particular, the bad experiences with
financial reforms in the Southern Cone countries
during the 1970s might have provided an early
warning. These reforms proved to be counterproductive and led to widespread bankruptcies, massive government intervention, nationalization of
private institutions and low domestic savings (DíazAlejandro, 1985). High interest rates raised the cost
of finance for domestic business and investment,
while the deregulated banking sector, rather than
channelling more credit towards the most profitable investment opportunities, allocated it in large
part to non-productive uses such as private and
public consumption and speculative activities.3
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Figure 4.1

CAPITAL FLOWS AND CURRENT-ACCOUNT BALANCE
a
IN EMERGING-MARKET ECONOMIES, 1976–2004

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on IMF, Balance-of-Payments Database.
a Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Ecuador, India, Indonesia, Kuwait, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Peru, the Philippines, Poland, the Republic of Korea, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay and Venezuela.
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In contrast, active government policies in and financial liberalization led typically to increased
support of financial sector development, rather public debt at higher real interest rates. Public debt
than deregulation, played an important role in the increased dramatically during currency and finanAsian NIEs: “In most of the rapidly growing cial crises, not only because these crises were
economies of East Asia government has taken an accompanied by very high interest rates and curactive role in creating financial institutions, in rency depreciation but also because, in many
regulating them, and in directing credit, both in cases, the Government nationalised private liabilities and provided costly rescue
ways that enhance the stability of the economy and the solpackages to the financial sector.
vency of the financial instituGovernments had to untions and in ways that enhance
Increased interest
dertake
fiscal reforms in order
growth prospects” (Stiglitz,
payments and the loss of
to adjust to lower income from
1994: 50). Credit was directed
fiscal income created
import taxes resulting from
towards providing long-term
serious problems for
trade liberalization (table 4.1)
investment financing and cheap
attaining fiscal equilibrium
export financing, while restricand in some cases to reduced
and
compromised
public
tions were placed on consumer
social security contributions
investment.
credit and the financing of real
resulting from reforms of the
estate and stock market specusocial security system. Privatization led to a reduction of
lation. Interest rates and bank
spreads were subject to govfiscal revenue in a number of
ernment control, and the government also had a countries. The alternative sources of revenue that
direct influence on credit allocation through State- increased their share in total current income were
owned commercial and development banks (World value-added tax and other indirect taxes on goods
and services, especially in Latin America, and
Bank, 1993: 225–227 and 273–287).
taxes on income and profits, especially in Asian
developing countries.
3.

Changes in the fiscal structure

The scope of macroeconomic policies has
also been influenced by the impact that financial
integration and reforms undertaken under the aegis of the Washington Consensus had on public
sector finances of developing countries. A central
element in the reform agenda was a drastic reduction of budget deficits with the intent of achieving
fiscal equilibrium. This was seen not only as a
key element in stabilization policies, since fiscal
deficits and their monetary financing were viewed
as one of the main causes of inflation, but also as a
key tool for gaining creditworthiness and lowering
country-risk spreads in international capital markets.
The composition of fiscal income and expenditure varies widely among developing countries, but
it is possible to identify some trends shared by
many countries since the 1970s. The most important of these is that the weight of interest payments
in total current public expenditure has increased
in many countries (table 4.1) as capital account

The effects of these structural changes on fiscal balances and on the ability to pursue active
fiscal policies have been mixed. While fiscal administration improved in several countries, increased interest payments and the loss of fiscal
income in many cases created serious problems
for attaining the objective of fiscal equilibrium and
compromised public investment. As a result, several governments are revising some of their previous choices, in particular those regarding taxation
of firms exploiting natural resources. They are also
re-thinking the question of the direct participation of the State in these activities (see TDR 2005,
chap. III).

4.

Exchange-rate and monetary policy

The liberalization of international trade and
finance in developing countries during the 1980s
and 1990s was undertaken under the heading of “getting the prices right”. However, one of the reasons
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Table 4.1

a

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT INTEREST PAYMENTS AND TAXES ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
IN SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1971–2004
(Annual averages)

Interest payments
(Percentage of current expenditure)

Taxes on international trade
(Percentage of current revenue)

1971–1980

1981–1990

1991–2000

2001–2004

1971–1980

1981–1990

1991–2000

2001–2004

Argentina

8.3

12.6

12.3

28.2

14.6

Chile

5.5

6.6

4.9

5.7

8.0

14.0

6.7

12.5

8.6

8.7

Dominican Republic

3.4

5.9

8.4

8.5

3.7

41.5

33.0

39.6

27.8

El Salvador

2.4

9.3

14.8

11.8

40.8

24.0

13.6

7.9

Uruguay

2.2

7.0

5.9

14.5

10.1

11.4

4.5

4.6

Venezuela

4.4

14.8

18.0

16.8

6.3

12.7

9.0

5.3

Congo

2.1

36.8

36.6

30.0

22.5

12.9

..

6.5

South Africa

8.2

13.1

17.5

14.2

5.2

4.4

3.0

2.7

Tunisia

5.6

10.0

12.6

10.5

23.5

27.1

21.5

8.4
14.9

India

13.1

19.5

27.4

27.8

18.2

25.9

22.5

Indonesia

5.7

18.3

18.0

21.5

12.1

5.2

4.3

3.2

Malaysia

2.6

5.9

3.4

2.9

32.5

20.5

11.8

5.4

Pakistan

1.8

3.6

6.0

6.5

34.2

30.3

21.6

9.5

Philippines

5.8

27.4

27.7

27.0

26.7

23.8

24.1

17.2

Republic of Korea

4.8

7.3

4.2

6.2

14.0

14.2

6.0

4.2

10.1

16.7

5.5

7.1

26.9

20.8

14.3

9.7

Turkey

3.8

14.5

24.3

53.5

13.6

6.9

2.9

0.9

Simple average

5.3

13.5

14.6

17.2

20.6

17.4

13.4

8.5

Thailand

Source: UNCTAD secretariat estimations, based on IMF, Government Financial Statistics Database.
a Fiscal data are presented on a cash basis, with the exception of some recent figures that are only available from the
IMF sources on an accrual basis.These are the cases of South Africa (since 2000), Chile and Congo (since 2001),
Argentina, El Salvador, Uruguay and Venezuela (since 2002), and Thailand (since 2003). For these countries, the most
recent figures are not strictly comparable with the rest of the series.

why the liberalization process may not have delivered the expected benefits for many countries
has been the absence of a clear concept of how
the most important international price, the exchange
rate – and the closely related interest rate –, should
be determined or regulated. Many academic observers favoured a market-based determination, arguing
for a system of floating exchange rates, but the
major financial institutions did not give clear guidance on this key issue. Absolutely fixed exchange
rates were found to be as acceptable as systems

of adjustable pegging or pure floating. In the late
1990s, however, following the experience of the
Mexican and Asian financial crises, intermediate
regimes were increasingly found to be inadequate.
For example, in the view of Lawrence Summers –
then United States Secretary of the Treasury – “a
fixed, but not firmly institutionalized exchange
rate regime holds enormous risks for emergingmarket economies in a world where fast-flowing
capital and insufficient developed domestic financial systems coincide”. It should therefore “in-
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get a pre-determined exchange-rate level or range
because this would result in a de facto pegging.
Such “tightly managed floats” would be susceptible to speculative attacks just like other intermediate regimes. Only free or loosely managed floatThe two options for national exchange-rate ing would be acceptable as one of the viable expolicy that were considered viable, i.e. completely change-rate regimes in economies integrated into
free floating and a completely fixed exchange rate international capital markets. In such a regime,
(“hard peg”) came to be known as the “corner so- the exchange rate is not providing a nominal anlutions”. For a fixed exchange-rate regime to be chor to the economy, a role that would need to be
viable it must be backed by
played by a quantitative money
very strong institutional comsupply target or an inflation
mitments (such as those intarget included as elements of
Trade and financial
volved in a currency board)
national monetary policy.
and the country must give up
liberalization were achieved
its monetary independence. If
Several countries, both
without a clear concept of
the government is not willing
developed and developing,
how the exchange rate
to do so, it must opt for a systhat chose a flexible exchangeshould be determined or
tem of free floating. From this
rate regime adopted “inflation
regulated.
perspective, financial globalitargeting” as the framework
zation presents stringent limfor their monetary policy. This
its to macroeconomic policy
entailed not only the definition
since it is incompatible with an autonomous mon- of a quantitative target for price changes that are
etary policy or with the targeting of an exchange- considered acceptable, but also a certain pattern
rate level.
for the assignment of available policy instruments
to different goals: the central bank is exclusively
The view that emerging-market economies in charge of price stability, while other economic
with intermediate exchange-rate regimes were vul- goals, such as external balance, growth and high
nerable to speculative attacks and should move employment, which can be in conflict with price
towards either hard pegs or very flexible systems stability, have to be pursued with other policy inwas widely shared, including by the IMF (Mussa struments such as variations in fiscal revenues or
et al., 2000: 21–31; Fischer, 2001). It was acknowl- expenditures. Against this background, a compleedged, though, that developing countries could not mentary institutional arrangement consisted in
normally accept sharp variations in their exchange granting the central bank independence from the
rates with “benign neglect” and might therefore government (or “operational autonomy”) in order
have to intervene in the currency market in order to ensure the credibility of the commitment of the
to smooth out exchange-rate movements. How- central bank to focus on attaining the inflation
ever, such interventions were not supposed to tar- target.
creasingly be the norm that countries involved
with the world capital market avoid the ‘middle
ground’ of pegged exchange rates with discretionary monetary policies” (Summers, 1999).
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C. Macroeconomic policies in support of a dynamic
investment and growth process

Capital accumulation is a key variable in sus- 1. Monetary policy and interest rates
tained growth and structural change. It simultaneously generates income, creates employment,
expands productive capacity and carries forward
An increase in net capital inflows following
technological progress and productivity gains. capital account liberalization can temporarily reHowever, the occurrence of innovative investment lax balance-of-payments constraints and offers the
and, more importantly, the occurrence of waves opportunity to increase imports without a parallel
of such investment, is not just the result of the rise in exports. However, experience has shown
right set of incentives on the microeconomic level; that such inflows are frequently not used for enit needs a conducive structural and institutional hancing productive capacity through higher investframework and an appropriate macroeconomic en- ment and/or imports of capital goods, practices that
vironment that encourages entrepreneurial risk would generate the required income to meet debt
taking and the creation or exservice obligations. Rather, a
pansion of productive capacsignificant part of capital inity, with the attendant proviflows to developing countries
A significant part of capital
sion of employment opportuwas channelled through the
inflows to developing
nities for increasingly higher
domestic financial system of
qualified workers.
emerging-market economies
countries was not
into credit expansion. Rather
channelled towards
There is a widespread bethan helping raise investment
investment in real
lief that, apart from price stain real productive capacity,
productive capacity.
bility, the key macroeconomic
this boosted consumption or
prerequisite for investment is
other activities that were either
the availability of savings, and
unproductive or not associated
that “foreign savings” are a desirable complement with the kind of production that in one way or
to national savings, allowing the investment rate another could generate the foreign exchange reof developing countries to rise without a reduc- quired for debt service.
tion in consumption. This static view, which has
In the case of Latin America, the expansion
determined the orientation of macroeconomic policies in many countries over the past quarter cen- of bank lending based on the inflow of foreign
tury, is not only theoretically flawed (see annex 2 savings in the 1990s was accompanied by a shift
to chapter I), but has also misled governments in of such lending from producers of tradable manutheir expectations of gains from capital account factures to the service sector and to households
(ILPES, 1998). In other cases, particularly in the
liberalization.
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East and South-East Asian countries before their
In many countries the traditional monetary
crises in the late 1990s, a higher part of foreign rule of following a pre-established quantitative
financing reached non-financial agents directly, target for money supply has been replaced by inand in many emerging-market economies domes- flation targeting. To the extent that the inflation
tic credit expansion resulting from increased capi- target is credible it provides a “nominal anchor”
tal inflows fed speculative bubbles in the stock to price expectations, preventing self-fulfilling
and real estate markets. This generated highly inflation anticipation. Although inflation targeting
volatile wealth effects that further encouraged does not exclude in principle that monetary
policy decisions also take into
private consumption. Abundant
account other objectives, esforeign capital was not associpecially high employment
ated with higher investment
(Bernanke, 2003: 12), in pracrates and better growth perWith additional instruments
tice it has led price stability to
formances compared to counbeing employed to achieve
dominate other goals related to
tries with less dependence on
price stability, monetary
growth, employment or the
that kind of finance. (Aizenpolicy could be put at the
exchange rate. Policymakers
man, 2005: 973).4
service of the stimulation of
often fear that with multiple
investment and growth.
In an alternative view,
targets the credibility of the
higher investment does not
commitment to achieve the
depend on the ex-ante availinflation target would be unability of either domestic or
dermined, jeopardising the
foreign savings, but on the effectiveness of finan- “confidence building” component of the inflation
cial intermediation that not only allocates existing targeting approach.
financial capital but also channels credit based on
While monetary policy alone cannot achieve
newly created money into productive and non-inflationary uses. Indeed, in an economy with a well- multiple and potentially conflicting objectives, in
functioning banking system, it is the power to cre- a pragmatic approach policy priorities may change
ate money, and not the supply of loanable funds according to the economic situation, especially
that generates the power to command the use of with cyclical developments, and monetary policy
real resources for investment purposes. From this instruments may be employed for different purperspective, therefore, investment expenditure poses at different points in time (Frenkel, 2006).
does not depend on the decisions of savers but on Moreover, if additional instruments were emthe decisions of central banks and bankers to pro- ployed to achieve price stability, monetary policy
vide finance to firms that is used to generate in- could also be put at the service of other objecvestment, higher income and, ultimately, higher tives, in particular the stimulation of investment
savings from that higher income (TDR 1991: 93). and growth. Additionally, with a scheme that rigidly targets the change of the general price level,
Against this background, monetary policy the central bank may over-adjust because changes
takes on a much broader responsibility than is in certain prices, especially in situations where
usually stipulated, as it is playing a key role not inflationary pressure results from external price
only in price and exchange-rate stability but also shocks, may not respond to its tools. To avoid
in the performance of the real sector through its excessive adjustment of interest rates and exinfluence on the monetary aggregates and inter- change rates, with the attendant adverse effects
est rates that determine the availability and cost on the real economy, a more flexible and efficient
of investment financing. Moreover, monetary au- approach might be to consider the use of “supply
thorities also play a central role through credit side” tools including, for example, government
regulation and financial supervision. Since all influence on income negotiations and/or the rethese objectives cannot rely on a single policy definition of the inflation target depending on the
instrument, monetary policy has to be comple- origins of the inflationary pressure.
mented by other policies such as fiscal policy,
Monetary authorities in developing countries
various forms of incomes policy and capital achave to manage a financial sector intrinsically
count regulations.
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susceptible to boom-and-bust episodes, a propen- market economies. In a situation where banks lose
sity that has been reinforced in many countries deposits and face higher levels of non-performby financial deregulation and capital account lib- ing loans and defaults, banks have to restore their
eralization. The central bank has a key role to play asset/capital and liquidity ratios. However, in a
in preventing the succession of episodes of ex- crisis situation it is difficult for banks to raise new
cessive credit expansion followed by excessive capital, and as a result lending typically contracts.
“This naturally further weakcontraction. It must not only
ens the economy, leading to
control the quantity of credit
more bankruptcies and lower
distributed, but also determine
net worth, and perhaps an even
how it is used and in which
The exchange rate must be
greater shortfall in capital adcurrency it is denominated.
flexible enough to avoid
equacy” (Stiglitz, 1999: 320).
Moreover, financial solvency
misalignments
that
harm
and sustained growth depend
the competitiveness of
on the extent to which credit
The more recent modifidomestic producers and
is financing investment in procations of capital requirements
overall trade performance.
ductive capacity, consumption
introduced in the “Basle II”
or the acquisition of real esagreements (BIS, 2005) do not
tate and financial assets. Prusolve this problem. By fixing
dential regulation does not albanks’ capital requirements
ways cover exchange rate risks appropriately; for according to the risk of their assets, this prudeninstance, the requirement of a balanced currency tial rule reinforces the pro-cyclical bias of bank
composition in banks’ assets and liabilities does credit: as the risk of default is negatively related
not keep solvency problems from arising in the to the economic cycle, the capital needed to meet
case of a sizeable devaluation if borrowers’ rev- the requirement will be low and the supply of
enues are derived from domestic sources and their credit high during expansions, while during redebt is denominated in foreign currency. In other cessions, with higher risks, the capital needed to
words, monetary authorities have to regulate the meet the requirement will increase and the supply
quantity of credit and its use by discouraging non- of credit will contract. A more proper precautionproductive and speculative uses within fragile ary rule should be to include a supplementary
currency systems.
capital provision during expansions in order to constitute a reserve for use during recessions (Aglietta
During recessions and crises, the central bank and Rebérioux, 2004: 265–269). Rules that are usemust play its role as lender of last resort to avoid ful for managing the problems of individual banks
widespread bankruptcies. One of its main objec- in normal times may thus amplify those problems
tives should be to avoid systemic financial crises. during times of crisis and contaminate the whole
Tightening monetary policy and raising interest financial system. Hence, monetary authorities
rates in order to attract capital inflows – or to stop must avoid aggravating recessions and transformcapital outflows – has proved to be an extremely ing individual problems into a systemic crisis.
costly way of managing crises. Counter-cyclical
monetary policy in developing countries is needed
as much as it is in the developed world. This does
not mean that monetary authorities should be 2. The exchange rate
indifferent to capital outflows and currency depreciation, but they should be flexible in both
policy instruments and nominal targets by using
The exchange rate is the most important sinad-hoc policy instruments, including capital con- gle price for both international financial markets
trols, for curbing capital outflows and by following and international trade in goods and services, and
a flexible exchange-rate policy.
it has a strong impact on the domestic price level
in small open economies. The exchange rate must
The usual prudential regulations, if rigidly be flexible enough to avoid persistent misalignments
enforced, very often introduce a pro-cyclical bias that would harm the competitiveness of domestic
into the monetary policy stance in emerging- producers and overall trade performance. But at
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the same time, excessive volatility of the exchange
rate must be avoided, as this discourages longterm investment, heightens domestic inflation and
encourages financial speculation. Hence, an optimal exchange-rate system must allow different and
to some extent conflicting demands to be managed. The choice of an exchange-rate regime
reflects not only the policy priorities of a government or a central bank, but also the assumptions
about the way in which financial and product
markets function.
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proved to be highly unstable, leading to long
waves of under- or over-valuation with dire consequences for the real economic activity of the
economies involved. Moreover, sharp changes
in the exchange rate of countries holding a significant external debt tend to generate debt servicing difficulties, liquidity and solvency problems
(TDR 2001: 114). Due to the specific functioning
of financial markets, floating exchange rates produce a most unstable external price level and the
price signals for the “real” economy are a substantial source of uncertainty even if hedging for
short-run purposes could be further developed. As
a result, exchange-rate volatility tends to reduce
growth and developing countries are correct in
their “fear of floating” (Obstfeld and Rogoff,
1998; Aghion et al., 2006).

The exchange rate plays a central role in orientating investment and in determining an economy’s
balance of payments. As a result of international
financial integration, changes in cross-border capital flows, which have reached a considerable magnitude and are often unrelated to investment or
On the other hand, “hard pegs” were also
international trade in goods and services, increasingly influence the level and variability of ex- based on an unrealistic view of economic adjustchange rates. Massive inflows of capital exert ment in both product and financial markets. As
pressure for revaluation of the local currency. In the exchange rate could not be corrected in case
some cases such exchange-rate appreciation has of shocks or clear misalignment, the full weight of
adjustment fell on the real secbeen welcomed as a means of
tor of the domestic economy:
curbing inflation, and the exexchange-rate rigidity had to be
change rate has been used as a
The
exchange-rate
regime
fully compensated by stronger
nominal anchor for inflation
should provide room for
adjustments in all other marexpectations. Sometimes curmanoeuvre in the presence
kets, mainly via movements in
rency appreciation has also
prices and wages. An overvalbeen interpreted as an indicaof instability in international
ued exchange rate, for instance,
tion of the confidence that parfinancial markets and allow
calls for a general deflation in
ticipants in the international figovernments to target a
domestic prices and nominal
nancial markets have in the
real exchange rate that is in
wages. The most consequent
respective currency. On the
line with their development
negative side, however, reforms of a fixed exchange-rate
strategy.
system are a currency board arvaluation of the real exchange
rangement or full dollarization
rate, i.e. currency appreciation
of the economy. The entry of
overshooting cost and price
level differentials, has frequently impacted nega- foreign banks into the domestic banking system
tively on competitiveness and growth prospects was mostly welcomed in this context, since for(Bresser-Pereira, 2004: 16). Exchange-rate mis- eign banks were supposed to obtain, in case of a
alignment had a particularly negative impact on lack of domestic liquidity, foreign financing from
the outcome of trade liberalization, as local pro- their parent company, which would play the role
ducers were massively handicapped by an over- of a lender of last resort, otherwise non-existent
under currency board or dollarization.
valued currency (TDR 2004).
The “bipolar” view of the options for choosing
an exchange-rate regime discussed in the previous section implied that international financial
markets would always smoothly adjust exchange
rates to their “equilibrium” level. In reality, however, exchange rates under a floating regime have

Experience has shown that fixed exchangerate systems often end up sacrificing not only
growth and employment stability, but also interest rate stability and the stability of the banking
system more generally in order to obtain exchangerate and price stability (ECLAC, 1999: 24). The
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exchange rate, rather than serving as a policy instrument, becomes the central goal of macroeconomic policy, which then also requires fundamental structural changes. The collapse of the
currency board in Argentina in 2001 has considerably reduced the attractiveness of this strategy
and has given rise to a reconsideration of the exchange rate as an instrument variable.
Against the background of experience with
both rigidly fixed and freely floating exchange
rates, “intermediate” regimes have become the
preferred option in most developing countries.
According to a recent IMF report, “[t]he persistent popularity of intermediate regimes ... suggests
that such regimes may provide important advantages
... that ... are able to capture some of the benefits of
both extremes while avoiding many of the costs”
(Rogoff et al., 2004: 14). Indeed, developing countries require an exchange-rate regime that provides
sufficient room for manoeuvre in the presence of
instability in international financial markets, and
allows them to target a real exchange rate in line
with their development strategy. None of the “corner solutions” offer these possibilities. There is
an “impossible trinity”: combining a completely
open capital account with full autonomy in monetary policy and absolute exchange-rate stability
is indeed impossible. But, given the shortcomings
of free floating, developing countries are faced with
an “impossible duality” (Flassbeck, 2001): with
open capital markets, neither fixed nor flexible
exchange rates give developing countries the de
facto autonomy to conduct monetary policy with
an exclusive orientation toward domestic needs.
Thus, aiming at a second-best combination appears
to be a feasible approach in practice: “It is possible to engage in selective capital controls and a
managed-intervention exchange rate regime which
reclaims some monetary policy autonomy. These
moves away from the corners create more policy
space” (Bradford, 2005: 5; emphasis in original).
In a world where developing countries focus
on creating favourable monetary conditions for the
domestic economy rather than on attracting foreign savings, the exchange rate should be compatible with a sustainable balance of payments,
i.e. it should allow domestic producers to achieve
and maintain international competitiveness so
that a surplus in the trade balance can be achieved
that is high enough to meet obligations resulting

from debt service and profit remittances.5 Such
a policy could be labelled the “development strategy approach” to exchange-rate management
(Williamson, 2003).6
Countries trying to maintain the real effective exchange rate within an adequate range will
have to intervene frequently in the foreign exchange market even when capital controls are
applied. Such intervention may lead to an accumulation of international reserves and the need
for sterilizing the effect of this accumulation on
domestic monetary aggregates. In the case of massive and prolonged sterilization, the accumulation
of public domestic debt resulting from that sterilization could impinge upon a government’s ability
to react flexibly to future crises and could involve
substantive fiscal cost if there were a significant
interest rate differential between the central bank
assets and liabilities (Harberger, 1989; Rodrik,
2006).7 There may also be good reasons to accumulate reserves for “precautionary” purposes, for
example as a buffer against the impact of external
shocks that today are more likely to result from
the capital account than from the trade account of
the balance of payments.8

3.

Confidence game or counter-cyclical
policies?

In an economic policy approach that focuses
on foreign saving as a vital complement to national saving, attracting foreign capital becomes
a major policy goal. This is why many countries
have set up specific policies to attract foreign capital, including favourable tax conditions for FDI
and portfolio investment, and have played “the
confidence game” by taking macroeconomic
policy measures “that may not make sense in and
of themselves but that policymakers believe will
appeal to the prejudices of investors” (Krugman,
1998). In Latin America, for example, policies
were seen as “credible” only if the international
financial markets believed in their consistency and
adequacy (Bresser-Pereira, 2001) and responded
with increased lending and lower country-risk
premia. Typically, policies aimed at gaining confidence among financial market participants were
trying to provide profitability and predictability
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in this area through market-established interest vestor expectations would call for a more relaxed
rates, low inflation and stable exchange rates. stance.” (IMF-IEO, 2003: 47). Generally speakStrong domestic growth and the soundness of ing, the rationale for the pro-cyclical responses
the development strategy were not necessarily part during economic crises was to maintain or recover
of that strategy. Confidence-building of this kind the confidence of financial markets, since the resumption of capital inflows
also determined the policy rewas considered indispensable
sponse in situations of finanfor stabilizing financial marcial and macroeconomic criPolicies primarily aimed at
kets, exiting the crisis and reses, so that policies frequently
gaining
the
confidence
of
suming growth (Bradford,
became pro-cyclical in the
foreign investors frequently
2005).
midst of economic depression.
tend to introduce strong
As a supplementary way
Specifically, one of the
pro-cyclical biases.
of building confidence, some
central elements in IMF-supported programmes designed
countries have tried to enhance
to cope with a crisis has been
the credibility of their macrofiscal tightening. The Independent Evaluation economic orientations by establishing legal reOffice of the IMF found recently that fiscal stances strictions to their policy management. This has
may have been unnecessarily contractive (IMF- been the case, in particular, with fiscal policy: the
IEO, 2003). It was found that adjustment pro- commitment to fiscal discipline has been instituted
grammes were overoptimistic in their estimates in national laws fixing limits to fiscal expendiof growth, investment rates and fiscal balance, and ture and/or to fiscal imbalances, sometimes on a
that they were overly pessimistic concerning cur- multi-annual basis. An extreme example of such
rent-account adjustment and reserve accumulation, commitments was the “Zero-deficit Act” in Arespecially in the “capital-account crisis cases”. 9 gentina, in 2001, which was intended to ban any
Consequently, the targeted external adjustment fiscal deficit and ensure the servicing of the pubcould have been reached with a much smaller dose lic debt by automatically adjusting primary fiscal
of domestic demand restriction. Fiscal balances expenditure (excluding interest payments) to curalso fell short of expectations: instead of a planned rent fiscal income. However, if the fiscal rule is
improvement from 3.3 to 1.8 per cent of GDP, excessively rigid, it introduces a strong pro-cyclifiscal deficits actually increased to 4.3 per cent cal bias into macroeconomic management. In efof GDP the first year and 3.7 per cent the second fect, if an economic recession affects fiscal inyear. Thus, measures aimed at reducing fiscal come, the “fiscal rule” would command cutting
public expenditure, which
deficits did not only end up
might aggravate the economic
with a much higher-thanrecession. Since this further
expected contraction in GDP
reduces fiscal earnings, such a
and investment, but also with
Restoring confidence in an
strategy is self-defeating and
higher fiscal deficits.
economy that is going
obtains neither fiscal balance
deeper
into
recession
is
an
Seeking the reasons of
nor credibility.
almost impossible task.
such miscalculations in gaugExplicit commitments
ing the results of the proaimed at gaining credibility
grammes, the IEO did not find
also involved, in several couna clear rationale supporting procyclical fiscal tightening.10 Apparently, IMF-sup- tries, monetary and exchange-rate policies. In curported programmes considered that even in the rency boards the exchange rate is “irrevocably”
midst of a crisis lower public expenditure would pegged to a currency (usually the dollar or the
rapidly crowd-in private investment: “Programs euro) and the Central Bank is committed to “back”
typically assume rapid recovery, and therefore the entire monetary base with international repush for greater fiscal adjustment to make room serves. This means that, in principle, monetary
for private investment, whereas a more realistic supply expands exclusively with the accumulation
recognition of the negative impact of crises on in- of international reserves and contracts if those re-
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serves diminish. This strict monetary rule is supposed to guarantee the sustainability of the exchange rate peg and create confidence again.
However, such a passive monetary rule may
put the banking system in a dangerous position
and unleash speculative attacks instead of preventing them. It is always possible to expand the monetary base as international reserves accumulate
while maintaining an unchanged nominal exchange rate. On the other hand, it is impossible to
keep selling international reserves beyond the
moment they dry out. Most observers expected
that a currency board regime would never reach
this point since “all the money” is backed by Central Bank reserves. This, however, is only true for
the monetary base but is false for wider monetary
aggregates, which include time deposits. If domestic investors wish to change their bank deposits
into dollars in a critical situation, the loss of deposits would cause a brutal credit deflation, along
with further interest rate increases, and would
aggravate the economic crisis. Sooner or later,
then, the monetary rule must be abandoned and
with it the fixing of the exchange rate.
In general, institutional regulations seeking
to build credibility by showing the policymakers’
strong commitment to sticking to the announced
goals and policies will be unsustainable if these
rules introduce a pro-cyclical bias, amplifying
growth phases with fiscal and monetary expansions, and aggravating recessions with fiscal
expenditure cuts, high interest rates and credit
restrictions. Restoring confidence in an economy
that is going deeper into recession is an almost
impossible task (Stiglitz, 1999: 323).
On the fiscal side, in particular, stabilizing
mechanisms should be enhanced or restored. Automatic stabilizers can play an increasingly
important role in developing countries. They limit
the reduction of demand and output growth in
times of recession, when tax revenues normally
decrease and social expenditure increases, provided that such changes are not accompanied by
offsetting measures such as expenditure cuts in
response to lower tax income. Strengthening the
stabilizing role of public finances would require
a flexible definition of budgetary targets, using
expenditure instead of deficit targets (Martner,
2000). Such targets would allow for wider defi-

cits during recessions, and smaller deficits, or surpluses, during expansions. However, this rule
should not be applied too rigidly either. Its proper
application requires a distinction between cyclical elements of a possible deficit, elements which
are transitory and should be permitted; and structural ones, which would not disappear during an
upswing and should be avoided. Moreover, it may
not be appropriate to save all the extra revenues
that occur during upswings. Depending on the
state of development and the specific situation of
an economy, using such revenues for the acceleration of public investment projects can be
critical to enhance supply capacities and, thus,
long-term growth perspectives. In other situations,
by contrast, the “automatic” element in the fiscal
stance may have to be complemented with discretionary measures, especially in countries where
institutions do not provide strong automatic fiscal stabiliszers.
Reinforcing automatic stabilizers should be
a long-term institutional objective, even if it is
difficult to implement at early stages of development and in economies with a large informal
sector. Another institutional instrument for improving the working of counter-cyclical policies
is fiscal stabilization funds, which have been established in several countries.11 They would accumulate
public sector revenues resulting, for example, from
temporary commodity booms and release them for
sustaining expenditure during slowdowns or in
times of depressed prices.

4.

Capital controls

Macroeconomic policies in countries closely
integrated into international markets have to cope
with several risks at the same time: that of the
misalignment of macroeconomic prices – particularly that of the exchange rate and interest rates;
the orientation of a substantial share of capital
inflows and domestic credit towards financing
consumption and non-tradable production; economic instability arising from the volatility of
capital movements and credit-led cycles; and the
creation of a debt overhang that may durably hamper both investment and growth.
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Globalization has increased the need for pro- periences of Malaysia and the Republic of Korea
active macroeconomic policies in support of during the Asian financial crisis have shown that
growth, but it has also introduced constraints to capital controls can be effective not only when apimplementing them. Some of
plied to capital inflows, but also
these are de facto constraints
when they are applied tempoon monetary and exchangerarily to outflows.
Globalization
has
rate policies in an environment
increased the need for
of free capital movements, the
Capital controls can take
pro-active macroeconomic
“impossible duality” referred to
many different forms. Conabove. Given these constraints,
trols of the administrative type
policies in support of
it may be necessary to protect
using prohibition, quotas or
growth, but it has also
the domestic economy against
selective permission, dependintroduced constraints to
the impact of the instability of
ing on the use of capital, were
implementing them.
international financial markets
practiced in many developed
on capital accumulation and
countries until the 1980s. Adgrowth by applying controls
ministrative measures can also
on capital inflows or outflows, actions that are take the form of minimum-stay requirements or,
within the formal “rules of the game” since they as in Colombia, outright prohibition of inflows for
are allowed by the IMF Articles of Agreement.12 specific purposes such as investment in real estate. In developing countries over the last two decIn a recent survey of 30 empirical studies on ades, capital controls have frequently been of the
the effects of capital controls, four main reasons market-based type, using disincentives in the form
for their introduction have been identified. First, of taxation or specific reserve requirements.
avoiding exchange-rate appreciation that would
The better known and most widely accepted
reduce competitiveness; second, avoiding an accumulation of “hot money” ready to leave the form of capital control is the one that was introcountry at the first perceived sign of difficulties; duced first by Chile and Colombia and more rethird, avoiding too-large inflows that might gen- cently by the Russian Federation and Argentina,
erate asset price bubbles and over-consumption where a mandatory reserve requirement was imas well as dislocations in the financial system; and, posed on some or all capital inflows. Under this
fourth, avoiding the loss of monetary autonomy system a significant proportion of the inflow has
(Magud and Reinhart, 2006).13 It is frequently ar- to be held in a non-interest-bearing deposit at the
gued that capital controls cannot be effective be- central bank so that short-term capital movements
cause they can be easily bypassed. However, become less profitable. Thus, surges of capital
inflows and the financial fragilEpstein et al. (2004) dismiss
four frequent criticisms against
ity resulting therefrom could be
tempered, and “policy space”
capital controls, based on the
for fiscal and monetary policy
positive experiences made with
Capital controls have in
such controls, under different
was gained. 14 The imposition
many cases alleviated
circumstances, in Chile, Coof temporary restrictions on
pressure on exchange
lombia, Malaysia and Singacapital outflows played an imrates, making monetary
pore. These experiences do not
portant role in stabilizing the
policy more independent,
confirm the belief that the
exchange rate in Malaysia in
and altered the composition
costs of controls in terms of
1998, and in Argentina after
of capital flows towards the
distortions of factor allocation
the 2002 devaluation.
longer-term variety.
would outweigh the benefits of
greater capital account stabilThere is a consensus that
ity. Moreover, the experience
the Chilean type of capital conof Singapore refutes the argument that capital con- trol did manage to alter the composition of capital
trols only work in the “short run”, while that of inflows in favour of FDI and at the expense
Chile contradicts the notion that such controls of speculative capital movements (Le Fort and
have to be increasingly restrictive. Finally, the ex- Lehmann, 2000). An alternative form was used
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by Argentina during the second half of the 1990s,
imposing high non-interest-bearing liquidity requirements on domestic financial institutions
receiving foreign capital, which discouraged at
least those inflows passing through the banking
system.
In sum, while capital controls are certainly
not a panacea, they have in many cases succeeded
in alleviating pressure on exchange rates, making

monetary policy more independent, and reducing
the instability of capital flows by altering the composition of these flows towards the longer-term
variety. This, in turn, also helped reduce the pressure on exchange rates. Even if intervention to
control capital inflows or outflows may to some
extent be circumvented, these controls have served
as dams to capital flows, avoiding massive flooding and helping to channel capital flows into more
productive uses (Stiglitz, 1999: 327).

D. Towards a new assignment of policies

Overcoming the old interventionist developmental state with a revival of markets and market
forces, as put forward in the Washington Consensus, has proved to be inappropriate in light of the
challenges for developing countries and the imperfections of the global market system. Today,
governments in developing countries have to make
a distinct choice regarding the economic model
on which to build their development strategy.
The history of economic ideas offers two
main approaches in the context of a market economy. One centres around the apparent dependence
of developing countries on the inflow of foreign
savings to support their own limited means to invest and catch up. The other stresses the need to
have the right macroeconomic policies and the
right institutions in place to create savings in a
process of dynamic development. These approaches
tend to be mutually exclusive (see annex 2 to chapter I).
The perception that uncompromising stabilization of the price level is the most important
condition for satisfactory growth performance dominated for a long time the debate on the sustainable
assignment of macroeconomic policy instruments

in both developed and developing countries. Under the heading of “sound macroeconomic policies”, the orthodox monetarist approach that called
for measures to avoid inflationary acceleration in
the course of cycles and in the wake of shocks,
with monetary policy playing the role of a guardrail for any combination of fiscal and structural
policy, was widely accepted. The role of fiscal
policy in this assignment was limited to assisting
monetary policy by keeping budget deficits low
and by minimizing government intervention.
In the most successful cases of economic
catch-up price stabilization has also been a key
target. However, this target was pursued not only
with monetary policy tools but also with heterodox, non-monetary instruments such as incomes
policy or direct intervention into the goods and
labour markets (Flassbeck et al., 2005). Monetary
and fiscal policy was at the service of fast growth
and high investment. The preferred instruments
were low interest rates and, at least since the Asian
financial crisis, a slightly undervalued exchange
rate. Fiscal policy was used pragmatically to
stimulate demand whenever this was required in
light of cyclical developments. Budget outcomes
were not considered to be a direct policy target
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by themselves but were accepted as the result of
an investment-led growth process.
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used effectively, the attempt to finance development through this creation is likely to fail as
inflation rapidly flares up.

The point of departure of such policies is that
investment does not depend on savings that exist
Conversely, in countries cultivating a highly
at the outset. Therefore, economic policy has to disciplined attitude towards price stability by
focus on raising investment
means of heterodox instruments
and income, which will ultisuch as incomes policy or the
mately create the savings reformation of a national consenEconomic
policy
has
to
quired for achieving macrsus on reasonable wage claims,
focus on raising investment
oeconomic equilibrium. This
monetary policy can serve to
and income, which will
approach requires a monetary
make that kind of financing pospolicy that breaks the orthosible. The crucial task is then to
ultimately create the
dox rules, as it provides fireach social consensus to avoid
savings required for
nancing possibilities to enterstruggles over income distribuachieving macroeconomic
prises that do not yet exist. As
tion, which become inflationary
equilibrium.
already observed by Schuminsofar as unit labour costs overpeter, it is potentially inflashoot the inflation target. Such
tionary but does not actually
a consensus raises the likelilead to inflation to the extent that the newly cre- hood of rapid economic development and the creaated liquidity finances pioneering companies, real tion of savings through profits, even if the amount
investment and output growth rather than con- of household savings is negligible. Increasing
sumption at a given level of income (Schumpeter, profits, on the other hand, are made tolerable and
1911).
sustainable when they are re-invested in large part
and when it is ensured that all groups in society
There is thus a narrow link between catch- receive an adequate share in the rising national
ing up and structural change over time, on the one income. Monetary policy would step in only unhand, and a country’s monetary system on the der exceptional circumstances, for example when
other. Rapid economic development, initiated and the consensus is threatened during long periods
pushed forward by pioneering firms in product of full or over-employment.
markets, is only possible if monetary policy finances this process of capital accumulation in
External financing remains necessary to the
advance. Or as Friedrich von Hayek, one of the extent that increasing imports of capital goods as a
leading anti-Keynesian economists put it:
result of higher investment lead to current-account
deficits. But the successful cases of economic
By creating additional credits in response
catching up, most recently seen in China, have
to an increased demand, and thus opening
shown that such deficits are not inevitable and that
up new possibilities of improving and exdomestic sources of financing investment, includtending production, the banks ensure that
ing reinvested profits and credit creation in the
impulses towards expansion of the producSchumpeterian sense, can go a long way towards
tive apparatus shall not be so immediately
raising growth rates without calling on foreign
and insuperably balked by a rise of interest
savings. The decisive factor for catching-up is
rates as they would be if progress were limdomestic accumulation of capital as the result of
ited by the slow increase in the flow of
investment, consumption and the creation of rissavings (Hayek, 1933: 177).
ing real income for all groups in the society. If
This perspective confirms the critical impor- savings are understood to be the result of growth
tance of price stabilization: in countries that are and not its precondition, opening up to the inflow
prone to high inflation it is much more difficult to of foreign capital is not always a necessary constart and sustain a process of development and dition for successful catching-up. However, decatching up because of the frequent need to tighten veloping countries need to be able to determine
the creation of money and credit. Without a suffi- long-term monetary conditions that are conducive
cient number of policy instruments that can be to growth and investment. Premature capital ac-
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maintaining or improving international competitiveness, but also a necessary condition for low
interest rates and an insurance against the risk of
future financial crises. By contrast, a regime of
However, in low-income developing coun- current-account deficits has proved to be very
tries, the domestic financial system often does not costly in the past, as it has frequently resulted in
allow for an effective transfinancial crises. Interest rate
mission of central bank imhikes, huge losses of real inpulses through the banking
come and rising debt burdens
system to the financing of inhave been common features of
If savings are understood to
vestment, so that financing
all recent financial crises.
be the result of growth and
through reinvestment of profnot its precondition,
its or specially-designed deA case in point is the poliopening up to the inflow of
velopment banks has to play
cies pursued in China after the
foreign capital is not always
the key role. Moreover, most
financial crisis the country exa necessary condition for
of these countries also depend,
perienced in 1994 (Flassbeck et
successful
catching-up.
either to a large extent or enal., 2005). The absolute and unitirely, on imports of capital
lateral fixing of the renmimbi
goods to carry out real producagainst the dollar for more than
tive investment and achieve
ten years was possible because
productivity growth, and these imports have to be China, notwithstanding large inflows of FDI, did
financed. As it is precisely these countries that not become dependent on net capital inflows.
have least access to private financial flows, ex- China was able to fix its exchange rate and at the
cept for some exporters of hydrocarbons and min- same time keep its interest rates extremely low
ing products, they should not play the “confidence despite very high growth rates. It pursued an exgame” in order to seek external financing mainly tremely accommodating monetary policy over the
from private capital markets. Rather, the interna- long term, holding interest rates low and interventional community should step in with sufficient ing massively in the foreign exchange market to
official financing to fill the gap. The largest pos- keep the exchange rate at a competitive or even
sible independence from international capital mar- undervalued level (fig 4.2).
kets allows central banks to use their instruments
Many other developing countries were most
for actively pursuing development targets, provided that an acceleration of inflation is checked of the time faced with the uneasy choice between
by non-monetary measures. This is all the more low interest rates fuelling inflation and intervenimportant since these countries, distinct from those ing in a costly way in the currency market to keep
that have already acquired a certain manufactur- the exchange rate stable. Intervention, combined
ing supply capacity, are also
with relatively high domestic
having limited scope to use
interest rates, means paying
exchange-rate management as
international speculators with
The various examples of
a tool of their development
tax-payers’ money or ending
non-monetary measures to
strategy as most of their exup with real currency appreciaports have a relatively low
tion and a loss of competitivecurb inflation illustrate that
elasticity with respect to price
ness.
there is no “one-size-fitsand exchange-rate changes.
all” rule regarding such
China, and before it other
measures.
In the absence of effecnewly industrialized econotive multilateral arrangements
mies in Asia, found ways of
for exchange-rate manageavoiding an acceleration of inment, macroeconomic policy in many developing flation with non-monetary instruments and insticountries in the past few years has been geared tutional arrangements, consisting of an array of
increasingly toward avoiding currency over- different measures ranging from incomes policy
valuation. This has not only been a means for to many other kinds of direct government intercount liberalization can be an important hindrance
to the successful implementation of the profit-investment nexus and to catching up.
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vention into the process that determines prices and,
even more importantly, nominal wages. Reacting
to an inflationary acceleration in 1994 the Chinese Government, for example, extended its influence on the wage finding process by discontinuing backward looking indexation of wages to
inflation and by coupling nominal wage increases
much closer to productivity growth. Additionally,
price controls and direct intervention into the price
setting for crucial prices like electricity, coal and
transportation services have been applied.15
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Figure 4.2

MONETARY CONDITIONS AND GDP GROWTH
IN CHINA, 1980–2005

Along the same lines, Argentina after the recovery following its dramatic currency crisis,
rejected recommendations to increase interest
rates and to allow for an appreciation of its currency when in the course of its strong recovery
the inflation rate rose from 6 per cent in 2004 to
12 per cent in 2005. Instead, the authorities continued to target the exchange rate and the interest
rate and sought to control inflation by a variety of
instruments like temporary price moderation
agreements with associations of producers and
wholesale as well as retail distributors. They also
intervened into wage negotiations, promoting rather
moderate real wage increases. Moreover, the
Government restricted meat exports for 180 days
to curb the significant domestic price increase of
these products, which are of great importance for
the consumer price index. Despite the fact that all
these measures were applied on a temporary basis, they have succeeded in moderating price
expectations and have made it likely to reach the
official inflation target between 8 and 11 per cent
in 2006.

effectiveness of government intervention in the
labour market. The producer structure of the market for utilities, on the other hand, may be crucial
to decide whether intervention in this area may
help to achieve the overall inflation target.

There are other examples in economic history of such an approach: Japan and Germany in
the 1950s and 1960s also successfully combined
an expansionary monetary policy stance with undervaluation and heterodox stabilization policies,
mainly based on political pressure to keep nominal wage increases in line with productivity growth
and the inflation target. The various examples of
non-monetary measures to curb inflation illustrate
that there is no “one-size-fits-all” rule regarding
such measures. The selection of such heterodox
measures very much depends on institutional arrangements on the labour and goods markets. For
example, the degree of centralization of the wage
bargaining mechanism and, closely related, the
mobility of the labour force, is decisive for the

The policy mix applied by the Asian NIEs
has been complemented by some forms of capital
account regulation. While such regulation may
help contain and also prevent crises to some extent,
the prime objective must be to avoid situations
where such regulation becomes necessary, i.e. preventing the emergence of large interest rate differentials, arbitrage possibilities and incentives for
speculation in the first place. Low domestic inflation, combined with low domestic interest rates,
greatly facilitates the management of short-term
capital flows with or without capital controls in
place. However, since speculation on currency
appreciation, with its concomitant destabilizing
inflows of hot money, can never be fully avoided,
the hands-on approach towards capital account

Source: UNCTAD secretariat estimates, based on IMF, International Financial Statistics Database.
Note: Interest rates refer to deposit interest rates. REER
stands for real effective exchange rate.
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management as it has been practiced in the Asian
NIEs can be helpful. It is also important for developing countries to use the instruments they have
at their disposal for short-term macroeconomic
management. Overemphasis on structural problems and on macroeconomic “soundness”, as
under the reform agenda of the Washington Consensus, led to neglecting measures aimed at stimu-

lating business activity and investment in the short
run. The example of the successful emerging-market economies, including China with its largely
incomplete structural reform agenda, also shows
that effective macroeconomic management can
compensate for many shortcomings in the functioning of markets as well as make up for structural weaknesses.

Notes

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

This chapter benefited from a background paper prepared by Arturo O’Connell (2006).
Patrick (1966) distinguished between financial development as a result of economic growth (“demandfollowing”) and expansion of financial intermediation leading to economic growth (“supply-leading”),
while the protagonists of the anti-financial repression literature, McKinnon and Shaw, focused exclusively on the latter.
At the conceptual level, one of the main academic
supporters of financial liberalization, McKinnon,
later acknowledged the weak effect of higher interest rates on savings (McKinnon, 1991).
Aizenman defines a self-financing coefficient as the
ratio between gross national savings and gross investment, and finds a direct and econometrically
well-established relation between a higher self-financing ratio and higher rate of growth. Latin American countries, with lower self-financing coefficients
than the Asian NIEs, also registered lower rates of
growth.
The accumulation of reserves for preserving a competitive exchange rate is what some authors call the
“mercantilist view” on foreign exchange accumulation (Aizenman and Lee, 2005).
There is, of course, a “fallacy of composition” if all
countries were pursuing such exchange-rate targets,
i.e., there are only n-1 degrees of freedom to set the
exchange rates of the n currencies in the world (see
also TDR 2004 and chapter I of this Report).
This strategy can be sustained more easily the lower
the interest rate on the sterilization bond. In China,

8

9

10

which has massively accumulated foreign exchange
reserves over the past few years, that rate is presently even lower than the interest earned from dollar assets.
It has been recommended that a level of reserves
equivalent to at least the external debt maturing in
the coming 12 months should be maintained in order for a central bank to be able to prevent financial
crises (Bussière and Mulder, 1999; and Hviding et
al., 2004).
The cases of capital-account crisis considered in this
study are Argentina, 1995 and 2000; Brazil, 1998;
Indonesia, 1997; Mexico, 1995; the Philippines,
1997; the Republic of Korea, 1997; Thailand, 1997;
Turkey, 1994 and 1999. In these countries, GDP
contracted (on average) by 5 per cent during the
first year of the programme instead of growing by
1.6 per cent as had been envisaged; the investment
rate was three percentage points lower than projected; but the current account shifted in just one
year from a deficit of 3.4 per cent of GDP in the
year before the programme to a surplus of 2.4 per
cent, almost five percentage points of GDP more
than scheduled in the programmes (which targeted,
on average, a deficit of 2.4 per cent of GDP).
“Surprisingly, the rationale for the proposed fiscal
adjustment is not very clear when we look at the
15 individual programs studied in this evaluation.
An in-depth examination of staff reports and other
Executive Board papers related to these programs
often do not explain adequately how the magnitude
and pace of the programmed fiscal adjustment have
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been determined. Nor do most of the documents
explain how the fiscal targets relate to the rest of
the program, in particular to assumptions about recovery in private sector demand and short-term
growth prospects” (IMF-IEO, 2003: 4).
In the Russian Federation and Norway the accumulation of financial resources from hydrocarbons in
public funds greatly exceeds what may be needed
for smoothing public expenditure, and actually constitutes a strategic asset for obtaining financial revenues to be used in the long term. In other cases,
extra revenues from exports have been earmarked
for the early repayment of public debts (Ecuador),
financing development projects or constituting a
fund for “future generations” (Chad). In all these
cases, containing public expenditure in times of
bonanza is intended to stabilize economic growth
in the medium term and to avoid the appearance of
fiscal deficits in the future, as it may be difficult to
reduce fiscal expenditure when windfall revenues
disappear. However, these rules may not be tenable

12

13
14

15
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if remaining government income is insufficient for
coping with more urgent needs, as appeared to be
the case in Chad and Ecuador.
Art. VI (Capital Transfers) Section 3 (Controls of
Capital Transfers) states “Members may exercise
such controls as are necessary to regulate international capital movements ...”.
For a comprehensive survey of capital controls, see
also Neely, 1999.
An alternative proposal, put forward in Chile when
capital inflows started gaining momentum in the
early 1990s, was to compensate for the ensuing increase in private demand by reducing government
expenditure. The introduction of the “encaje” allowed the government to sustain, and even increase
slightly, social expenditures while avoiding an excessive increase in domestic demand, thus gaining
autonomy in fiscal policy.
For more details on non-monetary measures to curb
inflation, see Flassbeck et al., 2005.
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Chapter V

NATIONAL POLICIES IN SUPPORT
OF PRODUCTIVE DYNAMISM

A. Introduction

The widening gap in relative income levels
between rich and poor countries has been a major
trend in the world economy over the past 250 years.
On one estimate, the difference in per capita income between the richest and the poorest country
in the world was about 5:1 before the Industrial
Revolution; today this difference has increased to
400:1 (Landes, 1998). While the exactitude of these
numbers is debatable, there can be little doubt that
the world economy has been on a long-term path
of substantial and growing divergence in relative
productivity levels and living standards, both between developed and developing countries and
among developing countries themselves.
The slow per capita income growth in developing countries has left millions of people in
poverty. Nevertheless, recently the growth performance of many developing countries has improved, especially since the beginning of the current
commodity price boom in 2002. Rapid growth in
a few highly populated developing countries, especially China and India, has helped lift a substantial number of people out of poverty, in these
countries themselves as well as in other developing countries that have benefited from spillovers

of fast growth in Asia. But improved growth performance in the developing world will need to be
more broad-based and sustained over a long period of time if there is to be more substantial progress
towards achieving the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) and eradicating poverty.
Around the long-term trend towards divergence in relative productivity and per capita income
levels, a number of initially backward countries
have succeeded, at different times, in catching up
to the productivity and income levels prevailing
in the frontier countries. It is well known that the
current global technology leader – the United
States – was itself once on a catch-up path with
respect to the then economically and technologically leading country, the United Kingdom. Australia, Canada, New Zealand, some Latin American
and many Western European and Scandinavian
countries began catching up about 50 years prior
to the First World War. Japan is a prominent example of catch-up during the decades before and
after the Second World War, as are the East Asian
newly industrializing economies (NIEs) since the
1960s (TDR 1997, Part Two, chap. II), and China
and India more recently (TDR 2005). Fast growth
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in these Asian developing countries, particularly
in China, has even succeeded in pulling along
some of the lagging economies in Latin America
and Africa.

unfettered market forces and deep integration into
the world economy as the most promising means
to economic development during the 1980s and
1990s. There is some dispute as to the merits of the
import-substituting industrialization strategy as a
paradigm (Bruton, 1998), while the outcome of
the liberalization strategy is generally judged disappointing (TDR 2003; World Bank, 2005). In any
case, the annual rate of real economic growth averaged about 2.0–2.5 per cent in Africa and Latin
America during the 1980s and 1990s, which is
only about half that of these countries’ growth performance during the 1960s and 1970s.

Explaining this diversity in the pattern of
development and determining what government
policy can do to help achieve economic catch-up
is among the oldest and most controversial issues
in economics. There is no clear-cut policy prescription for success, but investment, technology
adoption and structural change have traditionally
been considered among the main critical factors
for sustained economic catch-up. Giving support
to earlier findings (Levine and Renelt, 1992), reBy contrast, the East Asian NIEs recorded
cent empirical analyses underline the importance an average annual rate of real economic growth
of investment in physical capital as a “very strong- of almost 9 per cent during the 1960s and 1970s
ly” robust growth determinant (Sala-i-Martin, Dop- and more than 7 per cent during the 1980s and
pelhofer and Miller, 2004; Tsangarides, 2005). But 1990s. Their successful economic catch-up and
for sustainability of economic growth, it is im- industrialization, in particular until the mid-1990s,
have been associated with outportant that output expansion
ward-oriented industrialization
be based not merely on capistrategies and strategic integratal accumulation, but also on
tion into the world economy.
a continuous rise in labour proExclusive concentration on
Proactive trade and industrial
ductivity and the maintenance
allocative efficiency implies
2
policies
of productive dynamism over
played a key role in
that too little attention is
time, as is obtained through
the pace and direction of strucpaid to stimulating the
the acquisition of technologitural change and economic
dynamic forces of markets.
cal mastery over a broad range
growth particularly in the Reof activities, especially in
public of Korea and Taiwan
manufacturing. The developProvince of China (TDR 1996).
ment of a strong manufacturing sector has been at Similarly, the recent star performers among dethe core of all successful catch-up experiences veloping countries in terms of economic growth,
over the past 250 years, which suggests that particularly China, India and Viet Nam, have not
achieving a lasting productivity-based increase in followed orthodox policy prescriptions of relying
manufacturing is indispensable for a sustained rise on unfettered market forces, broad-based liberaliin income levels and, ultimately, the eradication zation and deep integration into the world economy.
of poverty.1
Given that economic policies relying on unIndustrialization strategies have varied widely fettered market forces have failed to deliver the
across developing countries over the past 50 years. expected development results over the past two
Especially during the 1960s and 1970s, much of decades, many developing countries that had
Latin America, Africa and parts of South Asia closely followed the prescriptions of the Washemployed import-substituting industrialization ington Consensus have begun to reconsider the
strategies oriented towards the domestic market use of proactive trade and industrial policies in
and based on a plethora of protective measures their development strategies. Arguing that “it is
and other government interventions. Many of fair to say that nobody really believes in the Washthese countries subsequently abandoned those ington Consensus anymore” (Rodrik, 2006: 2)
strategies for a variety of reasons, including their appears to be an exaggeration. Nonetheless, the
failure to promote development and because of reasoning put forward by Rodrik (2004), along
the policy conditionality of multilateral lending with the establishment of a task force on Indusinstitutions. Consequently, they began to view trial Policies and Development within the Initia-
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tive for Policy Dialogue directed by Nobel laure- tion is paid to stimulating the dynamic forces of
ate Joseph Stiglitz at Columbia University, and markets that underlie structural change and ecothe publication of a recent study by the World nomic growth. As widely argued in the recent litBank (2005: xiii) whose “central message ... is erature (Akyüz, 2005; Chang, 2005; Gomory and
that there is no unique universal set of rules ... Baumol, 2000; Hausmann and Rodrik, 2003;
[and that we] need to get away
Rodrik, 2004; Singh, 2005;
from formulae and the search
Stiglitz, 2005; World Bank,
for elusive ‘best practices’”,
2005), industrialization and
have given new vigour to the
economic catch-up are not
Many believe that the new
industrial policy debate.
generally the result of a natuinternational trading rules
ral process simply based on
reduce the degree of
In spite of the revitalizaan efficient allocation of refreedom
available
to
tion of the debate, much consources. As recently stated by
developing country
troversy remains in developRodrik (2006: 5), “market or
policymakers ...
government failures that affect
ment policy discourse concernaccumulation or productivity
ing the rationale for proactive
trade and industrial policies and
changes are much more costly,
the feasibility for developingand hence are more deserving
country governments to adopt them. Some have of policy attention, than distortions that simply
questioned the efficacy of such policies, tending affect static resource allocation.” A recent study
to associate them with failed inward-looking, by the World Bank (2005: 10) also argues that
import-substituting strategies, a comprehensive “growth entails more than the efficient use of rerange of open-ended interventions and a strong sources”. This is particularly true for developing
bias towards protectionism (Krueger, 1990). Oth- countries where economic growth entails dynamic
ers have argued that sectoral policies conferred changes in the structure and technology-content
only modest benefits in the economic catch-up ex- of production.
periences in East Asia after the Second World War
From this perspective, successful industrialiand that, due to the associated high risk of protracted rent-seeking and other potentially adverse zation and economic catch-up need to be intereffects, developing countries “should be excep- preted as a process of cumulative causation. Suptionally cautious before embarking on such poli- portive national economic policies advocated by
cies” (Pack, 2000: 64). By contrast, most of the this interpretation focus on strengthening the dyrecent development literature argues that indus- namic forces of markets related to information
trial policies were indeed an important supportive externalities in the context of innovative investfactor for East Asia’s economic catch-up. For ex- ment, coordination externalities associated with
complementarities in investample, according to the World
ment, production and consumpBank (2005: 83) “the role of
tion, and dynamic economies
activist industrial policies is
still controversial but is likely
of scale resulting from cumu...
causing
them
to
to have been important.”
lative production experience.
relinquish policies that
Strategic integration into the
favour industrial
The rationale for proactive
world economy helps to maxidevelopment.
trade and industrial policies has
mize the benefits of these exbeen questioned also because
ternalities at the level of the
of their possible adverse efnational economy. But all of
fects on efficient resource althese externalities are intilocation (Bora, Lloyd and Pangestu, 2000; Pack mately linked to departures from the competitive
and Saggi, 2006). But a major theme in historical equilibrium ideal of conventional economic
analyses of economic catch-up in mature and late theory; if unsupported by proactive national ecoindustrializers (Amsden, 2001; Chang, 2002; nomic policies, such externalities cause a subopRodrik, 2006) is that exclusive concentration on timal provision in the volume and industry comallocative efficiency implies that too little atten- position of investment.
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Another aspect of the argument that questions
the wisdom of adopting proactive trade and industrial policies as an integral element of development
strategies relates to the feasibility for developingcountry governments to implement such policies.
There is indeed a widespread belief that the new
international trading rules and regulations, which
have emerged following both the conclusion of
the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations and the rising number of regional and bilateral trade arrangements, reduce the degree of
freedom available to developing-country policymakers to the point that they are required to relinquish policies that favour domestic industrial
development and associated trade-related strategies (see, for example, Das, 2003; Gallagher, 2005;
Chang, 2006).3
This raises the following questions: What are
the principles on which developing-country
policymakers should base their formulation of in-

dustrialization and technological upgrading strategies? Which principles would they need to heed
in formulating the set of policy instruments appropriate to the specific conditions of their economies?
And what degree of freedom remains for policy
implementation, given the increased importance
of international rules and commitments stemming
from international trade agreements? Sections B
and C address these questions. Section D discusses
the main features of industrial development and
technological upgrading in developing countries
over the past decade with a view to examining
whether and to what extent commitments from
international trade agreements have required developing countries to abandon the use of policy
instruments on which they had previously relied,
what kinds of policies they have adopted instead,
and with what effect on industrial development.
The final section draws conclusions on options for
policy innovation at the national and international
level.

B. Stimulating the dynamic forces of markets

1.

Maintaining productive dynamism

Countries at the earliest stages of economic
development can increase per capita income and
living standards simply by capital accumulation
that allows a fuller use of underutilized labour and
natural resources. This is the case in particular for
countries seeking to diversify away from the production of primary commodities. But sustained
economic success to enable countries to go beyond these early stages depends on continuous
improvements in productivity. The basic policy
questions facing these developing countries are
how to maintain productive dynamism and technological upgrading as the key to successful eco-

nomic development and structural change, and
how best to promote trade and investment to that
end. From this perspective, when formulating economic policies related to industrialization and structural change, developing-country policymakers
need to take into account the interrelationship
between income growth, productivity gains and
changes in production structure in an open economy.
Four arguments4 in favour of a proactive national economic policy designed to support productive dynamism and technological upgrading
have received the most attention:5 (i) the presence
of dynamic scale economies that gives rise to increasing returns of scale at the firm level; (ii) complementarities in investment, production and con-
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sumption that, if unchecked, result in coordination failures; (iii) information externalities associated with investment in goods or modes of production that are new for the respective economy;
and (iv) strategic trade integration, which describes the open-economy pattern of public support policies that is motivated by the above three
arguments. This form of integration represents a
mix of import substitution through temporary protection and export promotion using temporary subsidies, and embeds industrial policy in a wider,
outward-oriented industrialization strategy.

(a) Strengthening the creative functions of
markets
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tain the circular causal links between productivity growth and large-scale output and investment
simply by trying to meet domestic demand. It is
thus the interaction of supply and demand factors
in the investment process that translates productivity growth into further investment and maintains productive dynamism and technological
upgrading.
Changes in the production structure influence
the intensity of the interrelationship between income and productivity growth. Traditionally, the
belief has been that industrialization, particularly
the development of manufacturing activities, offers the greatest scope for productivity growth.
This is because manufacturing provides a large
potential for the division of labour as well as virtually unlimited scope for technological change.
Moreover, the income and price elasticity of demand of most manufactures exceeds that for other
products.

Dynamic scale economies are important in
that substantial productivity growth can result
from an increase in investment. This is because
investment in physical capital includes the compoTurning to the second argument in favour of
nents of technological change that are embedded
in machinery and equipment and investment in industrial policies, the presence of complemenhuman capital allows for the efficient use of in- tarities in investment, production and consumpcreasingly sophisticated technologies. Moreover, tion is also generally considered to be greater in
manufacturing than in other
learning by doing, resulting
sectors because manufacturing
from cumulative experience
activities give rise to more and
with a production process, faSubstantial
productivity
stronger forward and backcilitates incremental improvegrowth can result from an
ward linkages. For example,
ments in product design and
increase in investment.
investment and profits of one
organizational practices that
manufacturing firm depend
support productivity growth.
not only on its own output and
These productivity gains in
factor inputs, but also on the
turn, combined with productivity growth resulting from other factors – for ex- output and factor inputs of other manufacturing
ample, increased specialization of production firms that provide intermediate production inputs
within firms and the introduction of more special- or use the firm’s output as production inputs in
ized capital equipment – drive the profitability of their own production.
a firm’s activities and its further investment.
This type of interdependence among differDemand is an important incentive for invest- ent individual firms, which increases the profits
ment by entrepreneurs. Only when they expect to of both of them, has been referred to as “pecuniary
have a large enough market for their new activities external economies” in the economic literature.
to be profitable will they engage in new investment. When investment creates pecuniary external
Developing countries with a large population and economies, its economy-wide impact exceeds its
some minimum level of domestic purchasing private profitability. Hence, profitable investment
power may be able to generate domestically a sub- can fail to develop unless investment in upstream
stantial part of the demand needed to support in- and downstream activities occurs at the same
dustrialization. 6 But most developing countries time. 7 In this sense, a key problem of entreprewill need to generate exports as a vent for output, neurs, acting as independent agents and only in
because a small economy is hardly able to main- their self-interest, is how to coordinate investment
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so as to exploit external economies. As noted by from imitation that allow the newly discovered
Scitovsky (1954: 150), market prices are not ca- cost structure of the economy to be exploited by a
pable of providing a signalling device to transmit wide range of entrepreneurs. Moreover, if the ininformation about present investment fails, the innovative
vestment plans and future proentrepreneur will bear the full
duction conditions when there
cost of the mistake. Thus, the
A key problem of
are reciprocal pecuniary exterpotential innovative entreprenal economies.
neur’s initial lack of knowlentrepreneurs is how to
edge of the cost structure of
coordinate investment to
The above two arguments
new products or the use of new
exploit external economies.
in favour of industrial policy
production processes causes
have generally been interan information failure. If unpreted as providing a rationchecked, this information failale for temporary protection. By contrast, the third ure results in a suboptimal provision in the volargument supporting the adoption of industrial ume and industry composition of investment.
policy stresses that protection of the manufacturing sector per se does not provide an incentive for
According to this argument, the main task of
an entrepreneur to undertake innovative invest- public support policies is to address the informament and create new production capacity at an in- tion externalities entailed in discovering the cost
ternationally competitive level of productivity.8 structure of an economy (Meade, 1955: 256–257;
Following Meade (1955) and Baldwin (1969), Baldwin, 1969; Rodrik, 2004). Acquiring knowlRodrik (2004) argues that large uncertainties re- edge of the underlying cost structure of an economy
lated to the profitability of investment associated that determines the evolution of production patwith the manufacture of products or the adoption terns over time is a discovery process (Zeira, 1997;
of modes of production which are new for the re- Hausmann and Rodrik, 2003). In this sense, inspective economy, as well as to the speed of entry dustrial policy needs to be defined not in terms of
of imitative entrepreneurs, give rise to informa- an expected outcome (i.e. an altered sectoral structure of production), but in terms of a process –
tion failures.
“one where firms and the government learn about
This information problem results from the underlying costs and opportunities and engage in
fact that each potential investor that creates pro- strategic coordination ... with the aim of uncoverduction facilities for new products or introduces ing where the most significant obstacles to restrucnew modes of production faces fixed start-up turing lie and what type of interventions are most
costs. But the investor usually
likely to remove them” (Rodrik,
does not know the cost func2004: 3).
tion of these new activities,
and therefore whether they
This reasoning on the role
Large uncertainties related
will be profitable and whether
of policy implies a shift in emto the profitability of
the sunk costs can be recovphasis concerning policy ininvestment in new activities
ered, because the production
struments. In terms of supportgive rise to information
costs of modern, non-tradiing innovative investment, profailures.
tional activities can be detertection is a rather blunt instrumined only after the initial inment. But, as noted by Meade
vestment has been made.9 In
(1955) and Rodrik (2004), and
addition, an entrepreneur who discovers the best succinctly stated by Baldwin (1969: 298), “[w]hat
way to produce a particular product incurs the risk is needed, of course, is a subsidy to the initial enof potential imitators entering the market too trants into the industry for discovering better proquickly to allow the realization of sufficient prof- duction techniques”.
its to cover the initial sunk cost.10 Hence, imitaFrom this perspective, economic developtive entry reduces the private return that the innovative investor can realize, but at the same time it ment, technological upgrading and structural change
increases its social return because of the spillovers amount to a cumulative process of emerging new
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and more dynamic economic sectors, with tradi- because of insufficient financing possibilities,
tional activities being phased out or performed in government policy should be directed at the full
more productive ways. This process goes through development of domestic financial markets, rather
several stages, distinguished by the changing rela- than providing industrial policy support. In other
tive importance of economic sectors and activi- words, policy should address the financial market
ties. Empirical evidence shows that in the course imperfections with a view to moving the economy
of economic development the sectoral allocation towards fully developed factor markets and comof employment changes. In a study covering a petitive equilibrium. However, this reasoning is
wide cross-section of countries, Imbs and Wacziarg valid only when investment is actually financed
(2003) note that during the earlier stages of eco- from sources external to the firm. It has been
nomic development countries diversify (i.e. they shown that much of the investment that drove
spread economic activity more equally across sec- successful industrialization in East Asia relied on
tors), but relatively late in the development proc- profits as a source for investment (TDR 1996).
ess, at around a per capita income of $9,000, they
Moreover, the full development of domestic
start specializing again. They suggest that an increase in a country’s productivity level, relative financial markets takes time. As a result, the above
to the rest of the world, drives the tendency to- argument has led to the suggestion that the task of
determining whether the proswards diversification, while a
pects for the domestic infant
decline in trading costs – stemming from a decline in transport
industry are profitable be left
costs or tariffs, or from an into foreign investors whose deIn the cumulative process
crease in agglomeration econocisions are based on production
of
technological
upgrading
mies resulting from forward
experience elsewhere. Some
and structural change the
and backward linkages – leads
authors (e.g., Pack and Saggi,
relative importance of
to a shrinking range of goods
2006) argue that the promotion
produced domestically, thus
of foreign direct investment
economic sectors and
(FDI) should play a key role in
fostering specialization (Imbs
activities changes.
industrial development and naand Wacziarg, 2003: 82–83).
tional economic policies should
They also emphasize that “inbe limited to the creation of
creased sectoral specialization, although a significant development, applies locational advantages – such as the provision of
only to high-income economies. Countries diver- appropriate physical infrastructure and assuring
sify over most of their development path” (Imbs appropriate education and health services for the
and Wacziarg, 2003: 64). Thus economic develop- labour force – with a focus on the provision of
ment appears to be closely related to the acquisi- incentives to attract FDI. This view considers FDI
tion of technological mastery over an increasing not only as eliminating information constraints
range of products.
regarding the profitability of innovative investment, but also as delivering a bundle of assets that
Rodrik (2004) provides a powerful restate- includes additional capital investment, productivityment of the need to address information problems enhancing technology and best corporate norms
related to the key importance of innovative invest- and practices. Moreover, it is assumed that the
ment for diversification and technological upgrading knowledge initially transferred to an enterprise
in developing countries. This restatement comple- through FDI will spill over to other firms in the
ments the other two arguments, mentioned earlier, same industries.
that provide a rationale for industrial policy: the
Such optimism about the economic growth,
need to support dynamic economies of scale and
technology transfer and productivity consequences
overcome coordination failures.
of FDI has led many countries to adopt investA frequent argument made against industrial ment regimes that offer special financial incentives
policy is that if there are industries with a poten- to foreign enterprises. However, empirical evitial comparative advantage, but domestic private dence points to considerable variation in the
investors fail to develop the necessary activities benefits that host countries actually reap from FDI
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inflows, and much depends on the establishment
of an appropriate regulatory and fiscal framework.

nomic sectors, and performance requirements related to purchases of intermediate inputs from
local suppliers can play an important role in inKumar (2005: 179–186) cites a number of creasing the developmental impact of FDI. These
recent empirical studies showing that knowledge measures try to establish positive, complementary
spillovers may not take place, especially in de- interactions between foreign and domestic investveloping countries, and domestic enterprises may ment so that they can have a favourable impact
actually be affected adversely. In some cases FDI on the host country’s productivity performance.
may be immiserizing by crowding out domestic To what extent such attempts are successful often
investment. Moreover, the interests of a trans- depends on the leverage of host countries over
national corporation (TNC) may diverge from the foreign firms. It is clear that the larger a host counhost country’s developmental objectives, due to try’s domestic market and the more developed its
the TNC’s strategy of pursuing global profit industrial production structure, the better it will
maximization. Thus its decisions to source pro- be able to offer auxiliary activities that foster the
duction inputs locally or from international sup- profitability of TNC activities. It will therefore
pliers may not be taken on the basis of efficiency be in a good position to demand concessions in
considerations alone. Also, TNC affiliates in terms of technology transfer and input sourcing
developing countries tend to
from domestic suppliers in exbuy the bulk of their inputs
change for access to a large
from their parent companies or
domestic market and a large
other associated suppliers, and
domestic network of input
Developing-country
hence generate few domestic
suppliers.
policymakers need a
linkages.
pragmatic and strategic
National policies that aim
perspective on how FDI
One explanation for this
to create locational advantages
can fit into their wider
variation in FDI-related develbased on cost differentials, for
development
agenda.
opmental benefits is that the
example through favourable
effects of FDI on domestic intax treatment or relatively low
vestment and growth partly
unit labour costs, rapidly risk
depend on the mode of entry
becoming ineffective as a re(UNCTAD, 2000). For example, FDI in new plant sult of small cost changes or the emergence of
equipment (i.e. “greenfield investment”) adds to alternative host countries. By contrast, support
the existing capital stock and may indicate a policies designed to create a dense network of inlonger-term commitment of the foreign investor termediate input suppliers can be an important
to producing in the host country. However, in the means to attract or retain TNC activities, develop
poorer countries that are most in need of external domestic supply capacity and foster technologifinancing of investment, much of the greenfield cal upgrading. Local availability of high-quality
investment has occurred in fuel and mineral in- intermediate inputs at world market prices produstries, thus making little contribution to the vides pecuniary externalities for TNC activities.
diversification and development of competitive The profit incentive for the TNC to produce in
manufacturing activities. In other cases, FDI has the host country will be higher, the more intenoften taken the form of mergers and acquisitions, sively it uses intermediate inputs, and the higher
thus making no addition to the host country’s pro- will be the savings stemming from lower imports
ductive assets.11
and the associated lower trade costs of such production inputs. As explained in the literature
Apart from the nature of FDI inflows them- related to new economic geography models (e.g.
selves, national policies also determine the extent Puga and Venables, 1996, 1999), a similar mechato which FDI contributes to technology transfer nism applies when the host country provides a
and linkage creation. Restrictions on entry in the large market for the output of the TNC: TNC profform of contractual obligations on technology its will increase because of the scale effects of
transfer, ownership ceilings, the provision of additional demand.12 Thus, support policies deincentives only for entry in specific targeted eco- signed to provide a network of competitive input
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porting enlarges the market for domestic production, and thus offers scale economies at the firm
level made possible by mass production techThus there is a need for investment policies niques. It also provides a range of externalities at
to mobilize domestic resources as well as FDI. the industry level, including economies of speSuch policies should be combined with an appro- cialization and agglomeration. Moreover, the
priate regulatory and fiscal framework to ensure nexus between the availability of foreign exchange
that the expected development gains will be ob- earnings from expanded exports and the need for
foreign exchange to finance
tained. An excessive focus of
imports of capital goods and
national industrialization poliintermediate inputs – required
cies on attracting FDI would
to build up industrial capacity
bias the national economic
It is important to combine
policies towards “external inand competitive strength – reindustrial policy with a
tegration” at the expense of
duces technological constraints
strategy that takes into
“internal integration”, in the
that would otherwise impede
account the relationship
sense of a denser set of links
the development process.
between
trade
and
growth.
between consumer, intermediate and capital goods indusBut these linkages betries (Wade, 2003a). This is
tween trade and growth do not
the case, in particular, when a
necessarily imply the rapid
high import content of exports, including those opening up of markets. While the experience of
associated with the activities of TNCs, mislead- successfully industrializing economies points to
ingly suggests successful industrialization and the importance of strong export performance (TDR
technological upgrading of domestic production, 2003), cross-country regressions attempting to
when, in reality, the domestic value added of establish a causal link between import liberalizathese activities is small. Consequently, developing- tion and growth have failed to deliver robust findcountry policymakers need a pragmatic and stra- ings (Rodriguez and Rodrik, 2000). This is partly
tegic perspective on how FDI can fit into their due to processes of cumulative causation (i.e. the
wider development agenda in ways that bring fact that the levels of past and present activities
in a sector are a determinant of current patterns
about structural and technological change.
of comparative advantage). As argued by Burgess
and Venables (2004: 118), in these instances, broadbased “liberalization actually impedes growth by
(b) Embedding investment promotion in a
inhibiting infant industries and local accumulawider industrialization strategy
tion of knowledge.”
suppliers or output users can be a key factor in a
host country’s locational advantage.

The above arguments indicate that developing countries may be well advised to adopt – in
the context of a private-sector-led, market-based
economy – a broader industrial strategy, which
combines temporary protection with public support that nurtures the innovative capabilities of
domestic private enterprises and increases their
rate of investment and technological upgrading.
Indeed, the fourth argument in favour of proactive
national economic policies relates to the pattern
of support; it stresses the importance of combining industrial policy with a strategy that takes into
account the relationship between trade and growth.
As mentioned earlier, one linkage between
exports and growth is through market size. Ex-

The difficulty in establishing a robust empirical causal relationship between openness to
trade and higher growth is also due to the fact that
successfully integrating developing countries have
adopted a wide variety of trade policy approaches.
These range from partial liberalization through the
establishment of export processing zones (as in
China and Mauritius) and opening up different sectors at different speeds (as in India), or ambitious
broad-based unilateral trade liberalization (as in
Chile), to a combination of unilateral trade reforms
and an aggressive pursuit of regional and bilateral
trade deals (as in Mexico). Moreover, these different trade policies have been combined with various
complementary policies. As a result, econometric
studies encounter severe methodological problems
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requirements of different manufacturing industries. Thus the specific product category candidates for public support policies in a country will
While recognizing that there may be several depend on many factors, and are likely to change
different means of trade integration that can suc- during the course of economic development as
cessfully support economic growth, in most his- their skill and technology content gradually intorical patterns of successful industrialization, in- crease. During the initial phase of industrial exdustrial policy has been part of a wider strategy pansion that emphasizes resource-based and lain which the structure of imports and exports bour-intensive manufactures, price signals resultprogresses through a number of stages. During the ing from traditional comparative advantage and
earliest stages of economic development, produc- reflecting an economy’s relative abundance of
tion and exports consist largely of primary com- natural resource and low-skilled labour endowmodities, while imports comprise mainly manu- ments can provide strong investment incentives
factures. Subsequent stages of industrialization for entrepreneurs. Since these sectors tend not to
generally involve, first, increased production (and be very demanding in terms of technological masreduced imports) of manufactured producer goods, tery, the start-up costs of investment designed to
accompanied by increased imports of machinery discover their cost structure in the domestic
and equipment. This is followed by a stage of net economy are likely to be small. As a result, supexports of consumer goods and a reduction in im- port measures can be of relatively small size, and
can be phased out after a short
ports of capital goods. Finally,
period of learning and expana stage of mature industrialision in world markets.
zation is reached in which most
Public
support
policies
capital goods are produced
have to shift to other
As these basic industrial
at home and basic consumer
sectors mature and become
goods are imported (Kaldor,
product categories in the
internationally competitive,
1966; Akyüz, 2005). From this
course of economic
they are likely, over time, to
perspective, acquiring the abildevelopment as their skill
encounter difficulties in comity to competitively produce
and technology content
peting on international margoods that were previously imgradually increase.
kets as domestic wages rise,
ported is inherent in rapid ecolow-cost competitors emerge,
nomic change, and implementand sector-specific limits of
ing some temporary protection
does not imply adopting an “anti-trade” strategy, learning and productivity growth approach. Hence,
because import replacement needs to go hand in more dynamic and skill- and technology-intensive
hand with policy-supported export development. industries need to be promoted, and any existing
protection and support to the traditional industries
While this process follows a clear trajectory need to be phased out. Industries in the mediumof progress towards the efficient production of technology-intensive range typically include elecmore technology- and knowledge-intensive prod- trical machinery, basic chemicals, automobiles,
ucts, it does not converge to a predefined point. consumer electronics and semiconductors – secRather, choice is involved across a whole range tors that, historically, have played a key role in
of industries and products in each stage of devel- successful late-industrializing countries. Further
opment, influenced by geography, size, relative industrial upgrading will allow some industrialfactor endowments, the decision of entrepreneurs izing economies to develop production and export
and policy. The trade policies used to animate this activities in high-technology-intensive manufaccomplex process can be characterized as “strate- tures, such as aerospace industries and biotechgic trade integration” – a more measured approach nology.
to liberalization combined with proactive industrial policies and outward orientation (TDR 1996).
In all successful industrialization experiences
of the twentieth century the gradual process of
The precise policy mix will depend on the technological upgrading has followed this general
stage of industrial development and the particular pattern. But it is clear that the sequential develrelated to measurement, reverse causation and
omitted variable bias.
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Figure 5.1

STYLIZED REPRESENTATION OF SUPPORT POLICIES
FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF MANUFACTURES

Source: Adapted from Akyüz, 2005: 22.
Note: This is a stylized representation and should not be viewed as a precise mapping of relative levels of support measures
required for specific product categories in individual countries. For the allocation of individual products to the four
categories, see TDR 2002, annex to chapter III.
RL: Resource-based and labour-intensive manufactures.
LT: Low-technology-intensive manufactures.
MT: Medium-technology-intensive manufactures.
HT: High-technology-intensive manufactures.

opment of individual industrial sectors will differ
across countries, depending on initial conditions,
such as geography, economic size and relative
factor abundance, as well as on policy choices.
These considerations suggest a structure of
support policies as described in a stylized manner
in figure 5.1. In this schema, policy support for a
specific product category is introduced once the
technological barriers to entry are no longer out
of reach for domestic manufacturers. It is withdrawn once domestic manufacturers have attained
technological mastery, once the increase in domestic wages makes production no longer profitable
at an internationally competitive level, and when
benefits from economies of scale and learning by
doing approach exhaustion. Thus the key feature
of the stylized representation in figure 5.1 is that
support policies follow a non-linear path; that is,
any specific product category is a candidate for
public support policies only for a limited period
of time.

It is difficult to establish meaningful benchmarks for the size of support policies; these will
depend on product-specific and, in particular,
country-specific characteristics. Thus the exact
positions and slopes of the lines in figure 5.1
should be seen merely as a schematic illustration
of a general pattern. In this stylized representation, the relative strength of support policies for
each product category depends on the incremental increase in skill and technology content as production moves from one product category to the
next, and on a country’s cumulative manufacturing experience. Previous manufacturing experience will have allowed a country to benefit from
dynamic external economies (e.g. through the
creation of technological capacities) and to establish a network of auxiliary manufacturing activities. As a result, it is likely that the level of support
required to move from medium- to high-technologyintensive products will be lower than that required
to move from traditional industries to mediumtechnology-intensive products. Moreover, during
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the earlier stages of industrialization, which concentrate on resource- and labour-intensive products, there would be no protection against imports
of other manufactures13 since they will be an important source for satisfying domestic demand,
given that there is not yet any significant domestic
production of these goods. By the time technology
upgrading towards medium-technology-intensive
products sets in, support for resource- and labourintensive products is assumed to have been fully
phased out.

because international trade does not lead to one,
uniquely determined, best economic outcome
based on natural national advantages. On the contrary, “there are many possible outcomes that depend
on what countries actually choose to do, what capabilities, natural or human-made, they actually
develop” (Gomory and Baumol, 2000: 5, emphasis in original).

Two additional observations regarding the
stylized representation in figure 5.1 are worth
mentioning. First, the scheme can be interpreted
The recent economic literature also suggests as referring not only to industrial sectors but also
that support policies may be required for skill- and to specific activities within the same sector. Techtechnology-intensive manufactures to enter glo- nological progress and reduced trade costs have
bal markets. For example, as stated by Gomory given rise to international production-sharing,
and Baumol (2000: xiii), comparative advantages whereby activities with different factor intensity
“based on natural resources still exist ... but more are carried out at different locations. Thus it may
be possible for a country to
dominant today are advantages
start producing in an industrial
that can be acquired. These can
sector by carrying out labourbe advantages conferred by beintensive functions and undering established in an industry
Industrial upgrading implies
taking gradual technological
and gaining thereby either speoutward orientation, but it is
upgrading, leading eventually
cialized knowledge or econonot a process driven by
to its being able to carry out
mies of scale or scope” (emphaunfettered market forces.
the most technologically insis in original). Acquired, as optensive activities in that parposed to natural, comparative
ticular sector. Second, one reaadvantage plays a key role in
son to combine temporary promedium- and high-technologyintensive manufactures for which economies tection and temporary subsidies is that the mainof scale or scope and high start-up costs are a key tenance of dynamic scale economies requires both
characteristic. To quote again Gomory and Baumol successive innovative investments and learning
(2000: 6), “much of modern technology requires processes. Temporary subsidies facilitate innovaactivities to be carried out on a very large scale in tive investments, while temporary protection alorder to be economical and competitive. Conse- lows learning processes to unfold. But the potenquently entry into one of these industries, against tial for learning in each specific activity diminan entrenched competitor, is slow, expensive, and ishes with growing experience in that activity, so
very much an uphill battle if left to free-market that learning and innovative investment depend
on each other: new innovative investment opens
forces.”
new possibilities for further learning, which in turn
Thus, while the process of industrial upgrad- provides the basis for the productive use of a
ing and strategic trade integration implies outward new round of innovative investments, and so on
orientation, it is not a process that is driven by (Mayer, 1996).
unfettered market forces. Rather, beyond the earThe question often arises as to whether
liest stages of industrialization, the provision of
temporary support to promote increasingly higher developing-country governments have the adminskill- and technology-intensive industries helps the istrative and institutional capability to design and
economy to progress through a series of overlap- implement well-conceived support policies. For
ping industries, as well as to continuously increase example, Pack and Saggi (2006: 28) point to the
productivity and acquire technological mastery alleged severe information constraints of indusover a wider range of products. Thus, policy trial policy: “The range and depth of knowledge
choices are crucial to countries’ trading patterns, that policy makers would have to master to im-
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plement a successful policy is extraordinary. They these kinds of support policies is to promote inwould have to understand the relevance of, and formation exchange between the private sector and
be accurately informed about, a huge range of the government with the aim of identifying the
complex questions and have the ability to accu- most serious obstacles to diversification and strucrately evaluate very subtle differences.” However, tural change, and determining the kinds of polithe same governments are excies most likely to remove these
pected to carry out other comobstacles.
plex tasks, such as implementThe maintenance of
ing trade and financial liberAnother argument against
dynamic scale economies
alization and privatization. Inproactive trade and industrial
deed, many of them are suppolicies, which also addresses
requires both successive
ported in these efforts through
implementation issues, is that it
innovative investments and
capacity-building assistance,
risks giving rise to rent-seeking;
learning processes. ...
for example, for the implementhat is, State intervention cretation of WTO agreements.
ates additional “wastes” that
may more than offset the benThese implementation-related arguments are efits it produces, because private agents divert
based on the view that industrial policy tends to resources to unproductive activities in order to
rely on excessively complex methods and targets capture rents generated by government intervenfor a wide range of industrial sectors at the same tion. But as in the case of information constraints,
time. Indeed, import substitution strategies in institutional mechanisms exist that can substansome countries in Latin America and South Asia tially reduce the risk of rent-seeking.
relied on a wide-ranging and often overlapping
use of import quotas, exchange controls and doThus, while it is correct to say that successmestic content rules in addition to industrial tar- ful sectoral support policies require a certain imiffs. This often made it difficult to determine how plementation capability on the part of governmuch support an administrative regulation actu- ments, there are various institutional arrangements
ally provided, which government institution was to address implementation issues, and, more genultimately responsible for that support, and who erally, to generate, distribute and revoke economic
benefited, how much and from which measure.
rents and coordinate investment in a way that
meets wider development goals. These instituHowever, as shown by Amsden (1989, 2001) tional arrangements are discussed in chapter VI
and Wade (1990), compared to the broad-based below. What is important at this point is to recogsupport in much of Latin America during the nize that the acceleration of industrial develop1960s and 1970s, the scope of
ment and technological catchup is not just a question of
sectoral support policies and
policy reform; it also requires
programmes in the post-Second
... Temporary subsidies
the strengthening of adminisWorld War cases of successful
facilitate innovative
trative capacity and institueconomic catch-up was rather
investments,
while
tions.
modest, yet, in aggregate, much
temporary protection allows
more effective. Implementing
In sum, the adoption of
these kinds of support policies
learning processes to
proactive trade and industrial
does not require sophisticated
unfold.
policies can be anchored
calculations, and the associfirmly in economic theory if
ated information requirements
the recent revival of arguments
do not go beyond those needed
for routine decision-making by managers in TNCs, supporting the creative functions of markets,
such as estimating demand elasticities and the which played a key role in the theoretical debate
technology requirements for internationally com- among early development economists (Meade,
petitive domestic production of particular goods. 1955; and the authors discussed in Toner, 1999,
Most importantly, a key objective of the institu- and Ros, 2000), and the more recent theoretical
tional mechanisms that are intimately linked with contributions regarding the creation of new areas
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of comparative advantages (Gomory and Baumol,
2000; Puga and Venables, 1996, 1999) are taken
into account. From this perspective, proactive
trade and industrial policies can enhance the information and coordination mechanisms of markets
and help economies achieve technological mastery and international competitiveness in a range
of increasingly technologically sophisticated products. The following section addresses key issues
relating to how the rationale for proactive trade
and industrial policies can be made operational
and translated into concrete national economic
policies.

2.

Principles and types of policies for
stimulating the dynamic forces of
markets

The formulation of any prescription for development policy must recognize the large differences between developing countries and the need
to respect their unique characteristics. Nevertheless, there are some common features that permit
consideration of general policy principles for developing countries as a whole, while bearing in
mind that such principles need to be translated into
specific types of policies adjusted to the particular circumstances of individual countries.
For the implementation of proactive trade and
industrial policies there is a range of choices regarding general principles and specific types of policies.
General principles refer to the characteristics of
economic policy, for example, the balance between
private initiative and public policy support, or the
extent to which policies apply horizontally across
multiple sectors, or selectively at the sectoral or
even subsectoral level.14 Specific types of policies
refer to specific measures that operationalize such
general principles.

(a) General policy principles
One general principle concerns the balance
between private initiatives and public policy support. Latin America’s import-substitution strategy
of the 1960s and 1970s has sometimes been char-

acterized as “State-led industrialization” as opposed to the so-called “market-led industrialization” strategy pursued in East Asia since the 1960s
(World Bank, 1993). However, it has become generally accepted that this characterization is a misinterpretation of the historical facts (see, for example,
World Bank, 2005). The main difference between
the strategies pursued in these developing regions
is that industrial policy has not been as concerted
and coherent in Latin America as in East Asia.
For example, Bruton (1998: 912) notes that industrial policies under import-substitution regimes
often levied tariffs on an ad hoc basis, with the
consequence that “a great hodgepodge of rates appeared, with virtually no evidence of any consideration of costs or efficiency.” Moreover, the
impact of specific trade and industrial policy
measures cannot be expected to be proportional
to their intensity. The intensity of intervention in
Latin America was higher than in East Asia. However, whereas support policies in East Asia were
strategically designed and implemented, in Latin
America, governments often adopted unsystematic
and overlapping measures, making it difficult to
establish a clear link between policy measures and
targets.
Modern support policies give the lead role to
private enterprises, supporting their innovative investments as well as their efforts to get imported
technologies to work well under local conditions.
This support is complemented by trade policy support designed to achieve international competitiveness in increasingly more technologically sophisticated products.
A second general principle of proactive trade
and industrial policies that aim at strengthening
the creative forces of markets is that in order to
foster diversification and technological upgrading subsidies should be given only to investment
that is undertaken to discover the cost function of
new goods or new modes of production in the respective economy.15 This implies that such policies
should not be employed as defence mechanisms
to support industries where production and employment are threatened the most by foreign competitors
that have successfully upgraded their production.
For example, this general principle does not support selective trade protection or other selective
support measures that many developed countries
are still applying in agriculture or in labour-
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curb inertia and rent-seeking. In East Asia, by contrast, attaining the policy objectives has been
achieved by the establishment of strict performNeither does this general principle support a ance criteria related to productivity, as verified
large number of contemporary industrial policy through performance in international markets.17
measures which focus on atThe rapid growth of exports
tracting FDI and related exportprovides the key demand stimulus to ignite a cumulative procoriented activities. 16 Rodrik
The lead role of private
(2004: 28) emphasizes the curess of high investment, high
enterprises needs to be
rent importance of such measprofits, high savings and high
growth. Moreover, export perures, stating that “industrial
complemented by policy
formance provides a clear, neupolicies [privileging exports
support to achieve
tral standard to evaluate the
and foreign investment] have
competitiveness in
run rampant during the last
performance of firms receivtechnologically increasingly
ing public policy support. Extwo decades.” This widespread
sophisticated products.
support is based on the expecport data have the additional
tation that FDI inflows will
advantage that they cannot be
facilitate industrialization and
faked, and that they provide a
development in host countries by enabling them relatively clean measure of the relative competito benefit from foreign investors’ production tech- tiveness of domestic producers. The establishment
nology, organizational and managerial skills, and of clearly defined and quantifiable performance
marketing know-how, as well as by entering their criteria also makes it easier to identify failures and
marketing networks. Moreover, host countries withdraw any associated support. Finally, by imexpect to benefit from knowledge spillovers and posing performance standards on investors, the
other favourable externalities of FDI. However, government subjects itself to evaluation by obas already mentioned, empirical studies have jective criteria. Indeed, the aim of performance
found very little systematic evidence of techno- requirements is not for the government to pick
logical and other externalities obtained in this winners, but to know when there is a loser.
manner. Perhaps most importantly, FDI inflows
A fourth general principle is to base the deand export promotion may reinforce host countries’ existing comparative advantage based on the termination of policy measures on an intense diarelative abundance of natural resources or cheap logue between ministries, industry associations
labour, ignoring the importance of productivity and research institutions; that is, on a deliberagains and structural transformation that is at the tion process, rather than on autonomous decisions
heart of the rationale for proactive trade and indus- of government entities. The aim of this process is
to exchange information on the government’s vitrial policies.
sion regarding structural change and development
A third general principle is that policy sup- strategies, on the views of industry associations
port should not be open-ended. Instead, it should regarding business opportunities and investment
be given only on the basis of
constraints, and on research inclearly established operational
stitutions’ assessments of naand achievable goals, observtional and international techable criteria for monitoring it
nology developments. The leadPolicy support should not
and specific time horizons.
ership and decision-making
be open-ended.
Regarding the latter, a key
power of the individuals who
question is how one can ensure
participate in the deliberation
that the policy support lasts
process play a fundamental
long enough to motivate entrepreneurs to invest, role in its success. Participants from business asbut short enough to force investors to keep im- sociations need to be representative, with suffiproving productivity. Historical experience shows cient economic and political weight. As for govthat where supporting policies were of a blanket ernment officials, Wade (2006) points out that the
and virtually permanent character, they failed to authority for carrying out support policies must
intensive manufacturing sectors such as the clothing industry.
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vest in agencies with demonstrated competence, tion of technology, and be granted with preferenwhile the implementing agencies must be moni- tial interest rates and favourable repayment schedtored closely by and be accountable to a principal ules. Subsidies may be allocated to entrepreneurs
with a clear stake in the outcomes and with politi- by competition according to their projects’ potencal authority at the highest level, and they must tial to bring about diversification and technologimaintain the capacity to reinvent and refashion cal upgrading as well as knowledge spillovers or
themselves as economic conthe creation of forward and
ditions change. Institutional
backward linkages.
issues are addressed in more
The aim is not to pick
Venture capital organizadetail in chapter VI below.
winners, but to know when
tions can play an important
In sum, modern public
role in providing risk capital,
there is a loser.
policies combine private inisince obtaining loan finance is
tiatives with public support.
particularly difficult for innoThis should be embedded in
vative investment, given that
processes that rely on reciprocal control mecha- the profitability of the innovation and its potennisms and on information and coordination com- tial market are not yet known. But in addition to
mitments from both sides. An important objective uncertainties and asymmetric information regardof such processes is knowledge generation. While ing the profitability of a project and the potential
these processes are inevitably characterized by opportunistic behaviour of entrepreneurs, venture
trial and error, it is important to minimize the eco- capital organizations themselves often face financnomic costs of mistakes. Yet, attempting to pre- ing constraints. The resulting desire for zero
vent any mistakes risks leading to no innovative default may lead to underfunding. In these circuminvestment at all.
stances, development banks and other public
actors that are motivated by social returns and
externalities, rather than private profit, can play a
crucial role. In particular, when domestic sources
(b) Specific types of policies
of investment finance are constrained, credits from
development banks can also be an alternative to
As already mentioned, how these general FDI for financing investment.
principles are translated into specific types of policies depends on a country’s particular initial
Undertaking research and development (R&D)
conditions and stage of economic development. activities in public research institutes constitutes
Also, they should be the outcome of a delibera- a third specific type of public policy. A major probtion process to determine which public support lem, however, is that the resources devoted by the
policies are likely to have the greatest impact. government to R&D may be substantial in fiscal
Nonetheless, a brief discussion of a number of terms, because of the proportion of the budget they
possible types of policies may be useful for illus- absorb, yet insufficient to cover a broad science
trative purposes.18
and technology infrastructure and to provide a
meaningful level of subsidies for R&D. These
Fiscal incentives, direct public credit and budgetary constraints are exacerbated where the
subsidies are measures that lower the cost of in- provision of funds is more horizontal and less tarnovative investment. They can thus reduce uncer- geted. One solution could be to deploy a scheme
tainty among potential investors as to the profit- allowing for the partial recovery of public R&D
ability of innovative investment that can be eas- outlays through royalty payments by the private
ily emulated. Fiscal incentives may take the form users of public research output commensurate with
of tax deductions and tax credits for particular their profits. Another possibility could be to intypes of innovative activities or the acquisition of troduce a system of allocating subsidies for R&D
national or imported, embodied or disembodied, through competitions designed in conformity with
technology related to innovation. Direct public the general innovation promotion strategy. Given
credit may take the form of loans by development the current income boom from natural-resource
banks for innovative investment and the acquisi- exports in many developing countries, a further
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possibility could be to earmark income from State
companies, and royalties or tax income for R&D
in research institutions designed to generate innovations either for product diversification, research into new technologies, or capacity building
among suppliers.
Technology development can also be supported by the creation of science and technology
parks that provide incentives (for example, in the
form of tax breaks, subsidized credits, or permission to exceed normal debt-equity ratios) for the
establishment of firms that identify, transfer, diffuse
and absorb foreign industrial technologies and
subsequently undertake innovation. Such incentives
may be complemented by offering attractive salaries in order, for example, to encourage the return
migration of skilled nationals. Developing-country
governments could also consider paying or subsidizing royalty payments, and support the application
of technology by negotiating on behalf of domestic firms that are able to apply the technology.
In addition to the use of these traditional instruments, the potential of strategic standard setting for technology development has recently
gained attention. In the economics of technological change, formal standardization closely interacts with international property rights protection
(UNIDO, 2005). The timing and scope of technical standard setting plays an important role in the
diffusion of patents and the related new products
and technologies. Thus it contributes to channelling collective efforts towards technological
progress. On the other hand, standard setting can
be a mode of selection for the use of product and
process innovations that are protected by intellectual property rights and thus favour one set of innovative firms over another. Consequently,
strategic setting of compatibility standards can be
a means of stimulating domestic technology research efforts and the creation of non-proprietary
technology. Successful pursuance of these goals
can increase the ability to exercise leverage in
negotiations with overseas patent holders and, as
a long-term objective, help to develop domestic
proprietary technology. These issues apply mostly
to high-technology-related product markets, such
as, recently, in the information and communications technology industries, which have seen a
rapid succession of patented new technologies in
an environment of multiple standards.19
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The vast majority of developing-country
markets are likely to be too small, with too little
purchasing power to impose technology standards
that favour the production of domestic firms. This
is because foreign firms producing in conformity
with existing internationally applied technology
standards serve much larger user bases and can
realize economies of scale and learning effects.
Inappropriate standard setting by developing
countries may therefore stifle technology transfer
to their economies. However, standards are often
shaped by market needs and users’ preferences,
rather than simply by technology requirements.
If a developing country, or a group of developing
countries, can provide a large enough user base
with promising market potential, it may rival an
existing technology that enjoys property rights
protection. Given its large domestic market, its
large pool of educated researchers and experienced
returnees from overseas, and its substantial expenditure in high-tech research, China (either on
its own or in concert with other Asian economies)
appears to have acquired such a position (Ernst,
2004; Linden, 2004), but this is an unusual case
among developing countries.
Governments need to have a clear vision for
their economy’s future technology development
if they are to benefit from the support to technology upgrading and the development of proprietary
knowledge that strategic standard setting can provide. Only when promising new technologies are
identified at their very early stages can standardization influence basic research activities and
subsequent pilot production. Moreover, standard
setting should specify the performance of components, rather than their design, in order to avoid
conflicts with patents protecting those components. Governments should also offer attractive
licensing schemes to provide incentives for innovative, R&D-intensive companies to participate
in standardization processes (UNIDO, 2005).
Specific policy measures related to strategic
integration include selective liberalization through
differentiated intervention, granting duty drawbacks
and establishing temporary admission regimes for
selected imports (e.g. capital equipment and intermediate inputs), and the creation of export
processing zones that offer preferential tax and
customs treatment. Such measures have been successfully employed for industrial development in
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a wide range of developing countries, and have
often been complemented by selective treatment
of FDI inflows through, for example, restrictions
on FDI entry, ownership ceilings, barriers to hostile takeovers, or the imposition of performance
requirements.
As already mentioned, the above discussion
of specific policy measures is intended to illus-

trate some of the options available to developingcountry policymakers; it is not intended to provide
an exhaustive list. In addition, it is doubtful whether
any of these policy instruments can be used successfully in isolation. Rather, policymakers will
need to have a vision for the economic development
of their country in order to tailor these instruments
to local conditions and link them with other policies in support of development.

C. Restrictions imposed by international agreements
on policy autonomy: an inventory

Unlike monetary and financial multilateral
arrangements, discussed in chapter IV, the multilateral trading regime is organized around a set of
negotiated, binding and enforceable rules and
commitments. Negotiated under the aegis of the
GATT/WTO, these rules provide the basis for
regulating international trade. The core principles
of this regime are reciprocity and non-discrimination, as reflected in the most-favoured nation
(MFN) rule and the commitment to national treatment (i.e. equal treatment of domestic and foreign
goods and enterprises in domestic markets). Leaving aside a number of general exceptions,20 as well
as exemptions that specifically apply to developing countries (see below), the multilateral trading
regime is thus intended to provide what is often
called a “level playing field”, by extending the
same legal rights and obligations to all member
States of the WTO.
Since the mid-1980s, rapid and broad-based
trade liberalization has been a central condition
attached to loans from multilateral lending organizations, as well as to aid flows and debt relief from
major developed-country donors. But the current

wide scope of multilateral governance in the area
of trade is associated with the Uruguay Round
Agreements (URAs) and the establishment of the
WTO in 1995. The Uruguay Round (UR) brought
about industrial tariff reductions, negotiated on a
request-and-offer basis, rather than through the use
of a formula approach based on a percentage reduction in average tariffs, as well as through “zerofor-zero” reductions for some product groups,
including under the Information Technology
Agreement.21 Moreover, the UR resulted in a new
set of agreements on trade in goods – an extension of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) which the WTO absorbed – as well
as additional agreements on so-called “trade-related” activities. These include the Agreement on
Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS), the General Agreement on Trade
in Services (GATS) and the Agreement on Traderelated Investment Measures (TRIMs), as well as
the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures (SCM). It also established a unified and
binding dispute settlement mechanism. The Agreements were adopted as a so-called “single undertaking” – countries had to accept the package of
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Agreements in its entirety. The resulting expan- ally provide greater market access than multilatsion of the scope of the multilateral trading regime eral agreements, and often include a wider range
means that key aspects of countries’ regulatory of products than traditional trade preference
schemes such as the Generalregimes that affect how naized System of Preferences
tional economies operate have
(GSP). Moreover, their adopbecome subject to multilateral
The rules and commitments
tion is generally expected to
disciplines.
lead to additional FDI. On the
of the international trading
other hand, greater integration
The multilateral trade reregime restrict the de jure
often involves additional steps
gime has accorded exemptions
ability of developing nations
towards regulatory disciplines,
to developing countries. In neto adopt national
and thus further constrains the
gotiations, they are allowed to
development policy.
de jure ability of developing
grant less-than-full reciprocity
countries to adopt appropriate
under Article XXVIII bis of the
national regulatory and develGATT, adopted in 1958. Moreover, the so-called “enabling clause”, adopted in opment policies, particularly with regard to FDI
1979 and generally known as special and differ- and intellectual property rights.
ential treatment (SDT), accords developing counThe constellation of these rules and committries exemptions to the MFN rule, by allowing
them to benefit from more favourable market ac- ments, as well as the associated exceptions and
cess conditions. However, the UR brought a exemptions, constitute a complex legal structure
change in perspective on SDT. Prior to the Round, that offers scope for different interpretations and
exemptions from the MFN rule and the principle practices. Against this background, this section
of reciprocity were seen as a recognition by the concentrates on the often voiced concern that,
international community that in order to provide since the rules and commitments of the internasome kind of parity between developed and de- tional trading regime restrict the de jure ability of
veloping countries, developed countries needed to developing nations to adopt national development
give developing countries access to their markets policy, they limit the possibilities for governments
without requiring them to open up their own mar- to deploy policies in support of further produckets on a reciprocal basis. These exemptions also tive and technological development. More specifigave developing countries some possibilities to cally, there is concern that these rules and compursue legally their own nationally determined de- mitments could deny the use of the very policy
velopment policies. Following the UR, SDT has measures that were instrumental in the developbasically come to mean that developing countries, ment of today’s mature and late industrializers.
and especially the least developed among them, To the extent that this is the case they thus reduce
the flexibility of national govare accorded longer transition
ernments to pursue their deperiods for full implementavelopment objectives. Another
tion of all rules and commitconcern is that these rules and
ments in the WTO.
Rules and commitments,
commitments, which in legal
which in legal terms are
terms are equally binding for
Especially since the early
equally binding for all
1990s, many developing counall countries, in economic terms
countries, in economic
tries have increasingly commight impose more binding
terms might impose more
plemented multilateral trade
constraints on developing, combinding constraints on
negotiations in the WTO with
pared to developed, countries
developing countries.
regional or bilateral agreebecause of the differences in
ments, including with develtheir respective structural feaoped countries and regions, in
tures and levels of industrial
particular the United States
development. The discussion
and the EU. Regional or bilateral agreements with in this section concentrates on rules and commitlarge developed countries offer substantial ben- ments associated with the TRIMs, SCM and
efits to developing-country members as they usu- TRIPS Agreements and tariff regulations.
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The Agreement on Trade-related
Investment Measures (TRIMs)

produced inputs in order to integrate the affiliates
in the host countries into their global/regional production networks. Foreign exchange balancing
rules, which require foreign investors to meet foreign exchange needs for imports through exports,
rather than by converting local earnings into foreign exchange, have also often been used.

One important area that the URAs have
brought under multilateral jurisdiction involves a
range of investment measures that have been used
by many developing and some developed counChang (2002), for example, shows that totries as part of broad strategies aimed at nurturing
domestic industry and achieving technology trans- day’s developed countries extensively employed
fer. The TRIMs Agreement is designed to clarify performance requirements to maximize domestic
the relationship between a country’s investment value added. A number of developed countries
policy and the core rules of the multilateral trad- continued the use of performance requirements in
ing regime by identifying measures considered the early post-Second World War period (WTO
incompatible with national treatment and forbid- and UNCTAD, 2002). Local content requirements
ding the application of quantitative restrictions were also a widely used instrument that strengthened backward integration and
that link imports to export perincreased domestic value added,
formance (e.g. trade or foreign
in particular in the automobile
exchange restrictions) or exindustry.
port restrictions based on doTRIMs have affected the
mestic sales.22
imposition of performance
Developed countries have
requirements on foreign
The Agreement does not
increasingly replaced explicit
investors.
performance requirements with
define “trade-related investment measures”, nor does it
provide objective criteria for
identifying them. The appendix to the Agreement gives guidance to governments to decide which of their measures violate
the Agreement by providing an “illustrative list”
of prohibited regulations. Countries are required
to notify the WTO of such measures and eliminate them following the termination of transition
periods.23
The imposition of performance requirements
on foreign investors is a key regulatory measure
that has been affected by the TRIMs Agreement.
Many governments, in developing and developed
countries alike, have used performance requirements, which generally aim to increase the linkages
between foreign investors and local manufacturers. One commonly employed performance
requirement concerns local content regulations,
which are intended to increase domestic value
added, thereby generating additional national income and employment, as well as encouraging the
transfer of technology. Other frequently used
performance requirements relate to export performance or trade balancing, which require firms
to match their use of imported inputs in their export products with an equal share of domestically

trade policy measures that
achieve essentially the same
objectives as performance requirements but are consistent with WTO rules
(Kumar, 2005: 185). One example is screwdriver
regulations (i.e. regulations governing imports by
trading partners of parts and components), which
have been used by the EU (Safarian, 2003).
While developed countries extensively employed performance requirements in one form or
another at earlier stages of their industrial development, developing countries have only recently
started to use these policy tools to foster their industrialization and technological upgrading. This
is closely related to the increasing importance of
international production networks, where developing-country exports often include a high import
content of technology-intensive parts and components, while domestic value added mostly consists
of wages paid for simple assembly activities. In
this context, domestic content requirements have
been used to increase technology transfer to developing-country producers and to foster the use
of domestically produced parts and components.
Empirical evidence on the effectiveness of such
measures suggests that well-conceived performance requirements “that have clear objectives and
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are effectively enforced are not only able to meet
their objectives, but may also bring significant
favourable externalities to the host countries”
(Kumar, 2005: 193). However, developed countries have brought a number of cases against developing countries before the WTO dispute settlement mechanism, especially in the automotive
sector, invoking the rules and commitments of the
TRIMs Agreement.24
The TRIMs Agreement does not restrict the
provision of incentives to attract FDI, even though
the economic effect of such incentives may be
similar to the provision of subsidies, and even
though such incentives may affect international
investment and trade flows as much as domestic
content requirements. This is the case, in particular,
for activities in international production networks
where TNCs are known to practice trade-restricting
policies with respect to their foreign affiliates
(Kumar, 2005: 194).
Regional and bilateral investment agreements
can be considerably more restrictive than TRIMs
because they address all measures regulating FDI,
and not only those that are considered “trade related”. Moreover, many such agreements allow
firms, rather than just governments, to bring cases
to arbitration. Thus they go much further towards
regulatory harmonization. By contrast, developing
countries’ bilateral and regional trade agreements
with developed countries play a peculiar role in
the area of TRIMs, as they weaken rather than
reinforce multilateral commitments. This is because, through the rules of origin, local content
requirements have also, by definition, been included in preferential trade agreements between
developing countries and large importing countries/regions, such as the United States and the EU.
Given that developed-country parties to such trade
agreements can tailor local content requirements
to their needs, these measures have not been
brought before the dispute settlement mechanism
of the WTO. Di Caprio and Amsden (2004: 23)
therefore argue that preferential trade agreements
present developing-country WTO “members with
an escape hatch from limitations on that particular aspect of TRIMs.”
It also needs to be recognized that FDIregulating measures that do not violate national
treatment or impose quantitative restrictions con-
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tinue to be consistent with WTO rules. For example, governments can impose technology transfer
requirements which specify that a foreign company conduct a certain proportion or type of its
research and development activities locally and
transfer or license a specified technology to domestic firms. Or a licence could be granted for
the establishment of an assembly plant only if the
foreign investor simultaneously establishes a plant
that produces required intermediate inputs. Governments can also require that domestic investors
retain a proportion of a firm’s equity or that a specific percentage of their technology personnel be
recruited domestically (Shadlen, 2005a: 759).25 In
reality, however, only countries with substantial
leverage over foreign investors are able to use such
measures.

2.

The Agreement on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures (SCM)

The SCM represents another outcome of
the UR that impinges directly on national rulemaking authority. It addresses multilateral disciplines for regulating the provision of subsidies,
as well as the use of countervailing measures to
offset injury to an industry in the importing country caused by imports that are subsidized in the
country of origin. The SCM covers mainly the industrial sector; special rules apply to agriculture,
and the General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS) has no rules on subsidies (although the
current WTO-negotiations are addressing this issue).
The SCM defines a subsidy as a financial
contribution made by a government or any public
body within the territory of a WTO member that
confers a benefit. Such benefits can result from
direct payments, foregone revenues and rights,
government guarantees and equity participation,
the provision of goods and services below market
value, or from differential application of certain
rules to different sectors and activities, such as
bank credits directed to specific sectors and activities with preferential conditions.
The Agreement represents a significant tightening of disciplines compared with the pre-UR
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regime, which did not include comprehensive rules sidies for R&D included the financing of venture
and regulations on the use of subsidies, and al- capital funds and the provision to the private seclowed developing countries greater leeway to tor of technologies and innovations developed in
use subsidies for export progovernment research laboratomotion and import substituries. Also included in this cattion. It broadens the scope of
egory was public procurement
The
SCM
Agreement
regulations relating to subsipolicy in support of the proaffects the selective
dies as it binds WTO memliferation of domestically debers26 (except for the poorest
fined standards for particular
function of policy.
technologies. Moreover, in oramong them, as discussed beder to support a shift in ecolow) and extends to measures
nomic activity to new products
of subnational governments,
State-owned enterprises and private entities that or the use of new technologies, activities could
carry out functions that would normally be vested be subsidized as long as they were in the pre-competitive phase (i.e. before they resulted in the proin the government.
duction of goods that were exported or subject to
As the Agreement only applies to specific significant import competition).
subsidies, that is, those targeted at an enterprise,
It is, however, important to note that the
industry, or group of enterprises or industries, it
affects the selective function of policy. Non-specific provision that classified these subsidies as nonsubsidies are not affected because they are pre- actionable came up for review in 2000, when no
sumed not to distort the allocation of domestic agreement over its extension could be reached.
resources; these include subsidies for the provi- Thus these subsidies have now become actionable.
sion of physical and social infrastructure, or subThe Doha Declaration revisited this issue
sidies resulting from low energy taxes that benefit all enterprises, as well as subsidies earmarked along with the proposal of some countries to alfor specific enterprises according to their size or low certain subsidies for development. More spesimilar criteria. The Agreement prohibits subsidies cifically, it stated that the Ministerial Conference
that are conditional on export performance or on “takes note of the proposal to treat measures imthe use of domestically produced goods (but coun- plemented by developing countries with a view to
tries with a per capita income below $1,000 are achieving legitimate development goals, such as
exempted from this prohibition) and makes spe- regional growth, technology research and develcific subsidies “actionable”, which means that they opment funding, production diversification and
are subject to challenge through multilateral dis- development and implementation of environpute settlement or countervailing action. While mentally sound methods of production as nonthis distinction between specific and non-specific actionable subsidies, and agrees that this issue
subsidies is straightforward in legal terms, in prac- be addressed ... [as an outstanding implementation issue]. During the course
tice it is not always easy to differentiate (Anderson, 2002).
of the negotiations, Members
This may leave some room for
are urged to exercise due redeveloping countries to design
straint with respect to challengSubsidies impose a cost on
subsidies that help importing such measures” (WTO,
public
budgets,
which
competing or exporting firms
2001: 6). Meanwhile, however,
developed countries can
without contravening WTO
the issue of Article 8 subsidies
afford more easily than
disciplines.
seems to have been eclipsed by
developing countries.
negotiations on other issues.
Article 8 of the original
SCM provision defined certain
According to Aguayo
specific subsides as non-acAyala and Gallagher (2005),
tionable. Subsidies extended to research fell in this this call for restraint has been respected, and decategory, as did subsidies in the pursuit of regional veloped and developing countries alike continue
or environmental objectives.27 The permitted sub- to use such subsidies under a tacit agreement not
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to challenge them under the dispute settlement
mechanism. To the extent that this is the case, the
SCM agreement is a good illustration of how WTO
rules and commitments that are equally binding,
legally, impose more binding constraints on developing countries economically. Firstly, subsidies
impose a cost on public budgets, which developed
countries can afford more easily than developing
countries. For example, Aguayo Ayala and Gallagher
(2005: 19) estimate that in 2003 the EU-15 spent
a total of about 50 billion euros on Article-8-type
subsidies, mainly consisting of State aid and Structural Fund payments. This corresponds to about
25 per cent of developing countries’ total annual
gross domestic expenditure on R&D (UNESCO,
2005).
Secondly, Article-8-type subsidies are of concern primarily to developed countries in their quest
to develop high-tech capabilities and technological innovations. They differ from subsidies conditional on export performance or on the use of
domestically produced goods, which were frequently used by the late industrializers to foster
industrialization and technological catch-up. Indeed, Article-8-type subsidies can be a key device for developed countries in their shift away
from the provision of basic funding for scientific
R&D towards a strategic approach that establishes
and targets research priorities in frontier sectors
such as information and communications technology, biotechnology and nanotechnology, alongside
new challenges arising in more traditional sectors,
such as health care, national defence and the environment. These are areas that many developedcountry policymakers have come to consider as
crucial for economic growth and national prosperity (see section D below).
Probably the most serious drawback of the
SCM Agreement for development is that it prohibits making subsidies conditional on export performance. This has been an important instrument
in East Asia’s reciprocal control mechanisms,
which have often been identified as key to the
greater success of industrial policy in that region
compared to Latin America (Evans, 1995). Thus
the SCM Agreement withdraws a major monitoring standard that outward-oriented sectoral strategies in East Asia used successfully to ensure that
support was given only to those enterprises that
were able to compete in international markets. It
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is possible to establish other performance standards under a reciprocal control mechanism (such
as the percentage of technology personnel employed, the percentage of sales contributed by new
products and the allocation of retained earnings).
But none of these alternatives enable a performance-based incentive policy that ensures international competitiveness and minimizes the risk of
abuse and rent-seeking.
These effective asymmetries cast some doubt
on arguments, such as made by Amsden (1999),
that the bark of WTO law is worse than its bite.
According to this argument the SCM Agreement
formally leaves open the possibility of supporting industrial upgrading, as developing countries
maintain the ability to provide “boundless” subsidies for science and technology and the development of human capital. The main problem, the
argument goes, is that developing countries have
failed to take advantage of the major types of nonactionable subsidies. It is probably true that subsidies is an area where, in principle, the main challenge for many developing countries is to use the
existing flexibilities of the multilateral regulations
through innovative policy measures. However, in
practice, budgetary constraints may prevent some
developing countries from using subsidies as part
of their industrial policies.

3.

The Agreement on Trade-related
Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS)

The TRIPS agreement establishes global
mandatory minimum standards for the granting
and protection of intellectual property rights in
several areas, particularly copyrights and patents.28
It also provides a dispute resolution and enforcement mechanism. Countries are free to decide how
to implement these provisions in accordance with
their own legal and institutional systems. Application of TRIPS in developing countries (except
the LDCs29) has been mandatory since 2000. According to Article 7, protection and enforcement
of these rights must contribute to the promotion
of technological innovation and the transfer and
diffusion of technological knowledge in order to
improve social and economic welfare. They must
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also ensure a balance between the rights and obligations of the parties.

ent holders. As a result, it tends to limit access of
developing countries to proprietary knowledge.
More precisely, TRIPS has introduced a number
Many believe TRIPS to be the most contro- of limitations on developing countries in designversial of URAs because of its potential to restrict ing their patent regimes. It broadens the scope of
access of developing countries to technology, patents by requiring countries to extend patent proknowledge and medicines. The
tection to all fields of technolimportance of the Agreement
ogy, while previously, counfor industrial development lies
tries could deny patents to cerTRIPS
implies
an
in the fact that the procuretain types of goods or invenasymmetry that favours the
ment of proprietary knowltions in order to encourage reproducers and holders of
edge has been among the key
verse engineering; it extends
determinants of both early and
the duration of patent protecprotected intellectual
late industrialization. The histion uniformly to 20 years,
property, mainly in
tory of intellectual property
while previously, countries
developed countries ...
rights protection shows that
could offer patents of short ducountries with low levels of
ration; it reduces the scope of
technological capacity have
exceptions, which are limited
generally used weak standards until they reached to very specific cases; and it limits governments’
a level of development at which their industries ability to regulate patent holders, while previously,
could benefit from intellectual property rights pro- countries could make the granting of patents that
tection. Chang (2002) points out that many of the provided monopoly benefits conditional upon lonow developed countries did not adopt intellec- cal production or licensing and on the transfer of
tual property rights legislation or strict intellec- technology to local users (Shadlen, 2005a).30
tual property rights standards when they were in
the process of economic catch-up.
The kinds of limitations introduced by TRIPS
implies an asymmetry that favours the producers
Prior to their implementation of the TRIPS and holders of protected intellectual property –
agreement, developing countries’ patent regimes mainly in developed countries – at the expense of
typically included instruments to restrict the pri- those trying to gain access to protected intellecvate rights of (largely foreign) patent holders tual content, mainly in developing countries.
(Amsden, 2001). Such instruments aimed to cre- Moreover, the Agreement requires developing counate more opportunities for local firms to access tries to expand and enhance their intellectual propforeign innovations, thereby encouraging learning erty regimes, while providing very little to effecand technological progress via imitation. This ena- tively facilitate and promote their access to technology. Indeed, the provisions
bled these countries to move
beyond a critical threshold
in the Agreement are specific,
level for domestic technologibinding and actionable with
cal skills and promote national
regard to the protection of in... at the expense of those
firms that were eventually able
tellectual property, and nontrying to gain access to
compliance with these provito engage in export activities.
protected intellectual
sions can be challenged under
Knowledge procurement occontent, mainly in
curred in different ways, but
the WTO’s dispute settlement
developing countries.
reverse engineering from immechanism. By contrast, proported goods played an imporvisions regarding technology
tant role. This was facilitated
transfer and technical cooperaby relatively weak enforcement of intellectual tion, which are of importance mainly for develproperty protection, particularly of patents.
oping countries are of a “best endeavour” nature
and vaguely worded, making them difficult to enThe TRIPS Agreement severely restricts re- force. As a result, non-compliance with these proverse engineering and other forms of imitative in- visions is difficult to prove and, on a practical
novation since it upholds the private rights of pat- level, subject to no penalty.
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Another expression of this asymmetry of fa- property matters, it has left room for variation
vouring incentives for the creation of patentable across countries. For example, developing counknowledge at the expense of the dissemination and tries can impose stringent rules on patent disclouse of such knowledge is the implied additional sure (i.e. disclosure of the intervention that is sufcost – in the form of royalties – to developing ficiently clear and comprehensive for a skilled
countries of acquiring useful technology. The po- person in the related activity to reproduce the intential economic costs of the TRIPS Agreement ventive step), and subsequently grant narrow patfor developing countries to acquire patentable ents, i.e. patents that protect a very limited range
knowledge may be illustrated by the fact that in of variations and thus offer no – or little – protec2001 only five developed countries (France, Ger- tion for variations that are not explicitly claimed.
many, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United Or they can liberally grant improvement patents
States) accounted for 83.6 per cent of the total pat- to local actors and protect their “minor” innovaent applications filed in the EU, Japan and the tions, which often refer to incremental innovations
United States. And 82 per cent of scientific arti- that build on more fundamental discoveries and
cles worldwide were published in the OECD area, are thus crucial for tailoring imported technolonearly two thirds of which were from G-7 coun- gies to local conditions. Such flexibilities allow
tries (OECD, 2005: 9 and 40). The surplus in the local actors to “invent around” patents without
OECD-countries’ technology balance increased governments risking litigation for infringement.
from $9.6 billion in 1993 to $30.4 billion in 2003 Kumar (2003) argues that the patent regime in
place in Japan after the Sec(OECD, 2005: 203). Moreond World War until the 1980s
over, technology transfer is inprovided for the granting of
creasingly taking place within
narrow patents, and that this
multinational firms, which reRegional and bilateral trade
regime served as a model for
duces the importance of conagreements with developed
the late industrializers in Asia.
tractual and non-equity modes
countries often foreclose
Another example is flexible
of technology transfer and
part
of
the
autonomy
left
use of compulsory licences
makes it increasingly difficult
open to developing
that allow a government to aufor developing countries to obcountries by TRIPS.
thorize itself or third parties to
tain useful technology on a
use a patent without the percommercial basis as envisaged
mission of the patent holder.
by TRIPS.
Compulsory licences historiWhile acknowledging that TRIPS would cally have been an important component of councause a significant revenue transfer from devel- tries’ patent regimes, and they are granted in a
oping to developed countries, it has sometimes wide range of situations (UNCTAD and ICTSD,
been argued that its application would bring about 2005). The TRIPS Agreement continues to leave
higher returns to knowledge generation, which in countries with a significant degree of autonomy
turn will spur knowledge diffusion to developing in this regard, as it grants countries “considerable
countries, including through increased flows of leeway to impose non-voluntary licensing of patFDI. However, there is no persuasive evidence for ented interventions for any legitimate purpose and
this (Correa, 2000). A further economic handicap without undue constraints” (Reichman and Hasenis that patentable research is increasingly carried zahl, 2003: 2).
out in private entities, with the result that most
However, many developing countries have
research activities are driven by their expected
economic pay-off. Given the limited financial re- engaged in regional and bilateral trade agreements
sources of most developing-country firms, there with developed countries that often foreclose part
is a bias in the research agenda against those ar- of the autonomy left open to developing countries
eas that are primarily of importance to develop- by TRIPS. For example, the United States – and
to some extent the EU (Shadlen, 2005b) – uses
ing countries.
regional arrangements to introduce legislation and
Even though TRIPS has placed significant practices that go beyond the levels of intellectual
constraints on countries’ autonomy in intellectual property protection under TRIPS (USTR, 2004). 31
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One of the greater obligations imposed by many
regional and bilateral trade agreements concerns
the reduced ability of governments to use compulsory licensing as a policy instrument (see, for
example, Maskus, 1997). In general, regional and
bilateral trade agreements do not allow developing governments to issue compulsory licences
except during declared states of national emergency, and even then they require increased levels of prior negotiations with the patent holder;
moreover, where such licences are granted, the
agreements substantially restrict the rights of the
licensee (Shadlen, 2005a).32
International harmonization of substantive
and enforcement rules on intellectual property
rights has been further pursued at the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), especially
in the ongoing negotiations on a Substantive Patent Law Treaty (SPLT). Discussions on the work
programme of the SPLT so far have not led to an
agreement as to whether aspects such as prior art,
grace period, novelty and inventive step should
be included, as suggested by developed countries.
Developing countries fear that adoption of the
developed countries’ proposal would eventually
result in the further harmonization of national
patent laws in areas of patent law that have so far
been left to the discretion of national legislation.
This would risk further reducing developing countries’ flexibilities to decide on the stringency of
requirements for disclosure and the standards for
granting patents, because it would eliminate countries’ ability to determine what an invention is and
how the patentability standards are set (see, for
example, Correa, 2005).

4.

Industrial tariffs

The use of industrial tariffs is in many respects not the best tool to promote diversification
and technological upgrading. For a number of
developing countries, domestic markets are too
small to sustain the scale needed for production
to be internationally competitive. Hence, tariffs
may end up protecting infant industries that are
unable to come anywhere near world market price
and quality combinations. Industrial production
needs to have an export component to reach an

efficient scale, and protection alone may well discourage efforts to export. Also, as noted earlier,
protection can easily be abused, in the sense of
being unrelated to efforts to improve productivity: once granted, firms will lobby vigorously to
maintain the protection. Therefore, industrial tariffs need to be used with great caution.
In spite of the numerous drawbacks of tariff
use, developing-country policymakers may be
hesitant to abandon industrial tariffs, mainly for
three reasons. First, tariffs remain an important
source of fiscal revenue for many developing
countries. According to Kowalski (2005), should
tariffs be completely abolished, many low-income
countries would need to replace, on average,
around 18 per cent (and in some cases over 50 per
cent) of their tax revenues with sources other than
import duty (see also Laird, Vanzetti and Fernandez
de Cordoba, 2006: 7). While the importance of
trade taxes in total revenue collection generally
declines with economic development, in uppermiddle-income countries import duties accounted,
on average, for about 12 per cent of total revenue
in the late 1990s. Improved tax collection and
broadening of the tax base can reduce the revenue
shortfall resulting from declining taxes. However,
many developing countries have already substantially lowered the share of import duties in their
total revenues over the past two decades,33 while
low-income countries in particular have been unable to recover the revenues lost from trade liberalization (Baunsgaard and Keen, 2005). As a result,
they are likely to experience difficulty in finding
supplementary sources of revenue that further tariff reductions would necessitate. Moreover, the decline in government revenue resulting from a
reduction in import duties may lead to an increase
in public deficits or a decline in public investment.
But public investment has a crucial impact on economic development because it seeks to improve
education, health and other social indicators. And
public investment is often complementary to private
investment, so that a decline in public investment
below a critical level can seriously compromise
an economy’s development prospects (TDR 2003).
On the other hand, tariff cuts could lead to a substantial increase in imports, with lower tariff rates
levied on a higher volume of imports; in principle, this could maintain the value of import levies, but this is unlikely to occur because of
balance-of-payments constraints.
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Second, the provision of subsidies, rather following the Second World War, the level of tarthan broad-based protection, could provide the in- iffs on manufactured products was also fairly high
centives required for innovative investment, as (see also, Chang, 2002).
discussed above. However, as already mentioned,
Comparing tariff levels at similar levels of
the SCM Agreement has highly circumscribed the
use of subsidies in areas where, formerly, both the per capita income (measured at purchasing power
mature and late industrializers of today actively parity) shows that average tariffs in today’s developed countries were much
used them during their ecohigher when they had similar
nomic catch-up. Moreover, as
mentioned earlier, tight budgetper capita income levels as toA flexible tariff policy
ary constraints limit developing
day’s developing countries (see
consists of maintaining
countries’ ability to use subsialso Akyüz, 2005). In this sense,
bound
tariffs
at
a
higher
dies.
tariff policy in today’s devellevel and ...
oping countries appears to be
relatively liberal. Towards the
Third, and perhaps most
end of the nineteenth century,
importantly, the economic imwhen the United States had a
pact of changes in industrial
tariffs is often assessed in terms of welfare gains per capita income similar to today’s weighted averor losses resulting from the reallocation of exist- age level in developing countries (i.e. about $3,700
ing resources. From this perspective, a trade policy in 1990 dollars measured in purchasing power
aimed at low and uniform tariffs across industrial parity), the level of its weighted average applied
sectors with full binding coverage will maximize tariffs on manufactured goods was close to 50 per
a country’s welfare benefits.34 But such an assess- cent, compared to 6.5 per cent in developing counment pays little attention to the implications of tries today (tables 5.1 and 5.2). In 1950, when the
tariff cuts and harmonization for capital accumu- United States had evolved as the world’s technolation, technological change and productivity logical leader with a per capita income more than
growth that underlie industrialization and eco- double the average level in today’s developing
countries, the level of its weighted applied tariffs
nomic development.
on manufactured products still exceeded the curIt may be useful to recall that industrial tariffs rent level in today’s developing countries. When
were the main element of protection that today’s the United States had the same level of per capita
developed countries used during their industrial income as the Republic of Korea today, its
development. As illustrated in table 5.1 and analysed weighted applied tariffs were higher (7.0 per cent
in some detail by Bairoch (1993), the United States compared to 4.5 per cent), and when it had the
maintained average industrial tariffs at around 40 per same per capita income level as Brazil, China or
India today, its tariffs were sevcent, and never below 25 per
eral times higher. This is also
cent except for short periods,
true, to varying degrees, for the
throughout most of the period
European countries in table 5.1
between 1820 and 1945. Re... modulating applied tariffs
(i.e. Germany, France and the
garding the United Kingdom,
on particular industrial
United Kingdom).
Bairoch (1993: 46) notes that
sectors around a lower
prior to its substantial move toaverage level.
These comparisons of the
wards free trade with the repeal
relative levels of tariff protecof the Corn Laws in 1846, Britain had achieved its technotion between the developed
logical lead “behind high and long-lasting tariff countries during their catch-up phases and today’s
barriers”. He also notes that the country had ac- developing countries do not tell the whole story.
tively used infant industry protection, export sub- Developed countries also benefited from the adsidies, import tariff rebates on inputs used in ditional protection of natural trade barriers in the
manufacturing for export, and export quality con- form of transportation and information costs,
trol. Table 5.1 also shows that at the beginning of which were higher in the past than they are today.
economic catch-up in West European countries More importantly, the productivity gap between
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Table 5.1

TARIFFS ON MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS AND PER CAPITA INCOME IN SELECTED
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, 1820–1980
Country

1820 a

1875 b

1913

1950

1980

Tariffs, weighted averages
(Per cent)
United States

35–45

United Kingdom
Germany

45–55
8–12 c

France

.. d

40–50

44.0

14.0

7.0

0
4–6

0.0
13.0

23.0
26.0

8.3
8.3

12–15

20.0

18.0

8.3

Per capita income
(1990 international dollars)
United States

1 257

2 445

5 301

9 561

18 577

United Kingdom
Germany

1 707
1 058

3 191
1 821

4 921
3 648

6 907
3 881

12 928
14 113

France

1 230

1 876

3 485

5 270

15 103

Source:
a
b
c
d

Tariff data from Bairoch, 1993: 40; income data from Maddison, 2001: 264, 276–279.
Very approximate rates. Range of averages, not extremes.
Per capita income data for 1870.
Prussia.
Numerous and large restrictions on imports of manufactured products render calculations of average tariff rates insignificant.

developed and catching up countries, which is the
main justification for tariff protection in catch-up
periods, is much greater now than it was in the past.
Thus in order to obtain the same degree of actual
protection, today’s developing countries would
need to impose relatively higher tariffs than those
that were used by the now developed countries
during their catch-up periods (Chang, 2002: 67).

range of trade policy instruments available to developed countries until the 1920s resembles the
situation faced by developing countries today,
given that WTO rules and commitments curtail
the use for economic catch-up of instruments such
as export-related subsidies, performance requirements for foreign investors, and reverse engineering and imitating of foreign technology.

Chang (2002) shows that the great importance
of tariffs in promoting economic development
until the 1920s was associated with the underdevelopment of other instruments of public policy.
Governments’ limited abilities to raise tax revenues circumscribed their use of subsidies. Moreover, non-tariff measures such as quotas, voluntary
export restraints and anti-dumping were developed
only after the Second World War, before evolving
into standard instruments in support of industrial
development. Therefore, in a sense, the limited

As proposed by Akyüz (2005), in such circumstances, it would be important for developing
countries to be able to modulate applied industrial tariffs in order to pursue a pattern of public
support policies such as that illustrated in figure
5.1 above. That is, the variation of applied tariffs
levied on particular product categories, in accordance with their path of technological upgrading,
could be a key instrument of sectoral policy. To
be sure, this kind of tariff policy does not imply
either the imposition of high applied tariffs for all
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sectors at any one time or the imposition of high
average applied tariffs. On the contrary, it is likely
to result in lower average applied tariffs than would
be the case if tariff policy were
looked at from a tariff line by
tariff line perspective.
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for all individual developing countries in the table, except China, bound tariffs on manufactures
significantly exceed applied tariffs,36 thus leaving
room to adjust tariffs in support
of domestic producers. Moreover, many developing countries have less than full binding
The current multilateral
This kind of flexible tarcoverage or deploy significantnegotiations on NAMA are
iff policy would be best accomly different levels of both bound
set to reduce the flexibility
modated by a strategy of mainand effectively applied tariffs
in setting and binding
taining bound tariffs at a relaacross manufactured goods, as
tariffs.
tively higher level (or mainshown by relatively high values
taining a large part of industrial
of the coefficient of variation
tariffs unbound) and modulatthat reflects intersectoral dising applied tariffs on particupersion. Among the countries
lar industrial sectors around a relatively lower in the table, India maintained the greatest degrees
average level. This would be possible if industrial of freedom, as its tariff regime combined relatively
tariff reduction obligations from international high levels of bound and applied tariffs, as well as
agreements extended only to average tariffs, and sizeable intersectoral dispersion and a relatively
not to individual tariff lines, 35 which has indeed low binding coverage.37 This tariff profile left Inbeen the case in all multilateral trade agreements dia significant space for tariff modulation. By conconcluded so far.
trast, Chile has a relatively low level of tariffs,
very little intersectoral dispersion and full bindApart from supporting diversification and ing coverage. China and Mexico have also contechnological upgrading, this tariff policy pattern served relatively little flexibility in their tariff
provides several additional advantages (see also profile. The other countries in the table occupy
Akyüz, 2005: 26). First, it would balance multi- intermediate positions as they either conserve relalateral disciplines with national policy flexibility, tively high tariff levels but little intersectoral disbecause it would encourage countries to choose persion and (close to) full binding coverage (Arapplied levels of their industrial tariff lines within gentina, Brazil and Egypt), or relatively low tarthe overall limit of an average bound tariff, rather iff levels but with some intersectoral dispersion
than seeking revenue maximization or accommo- and less than full binding coverage (the Republic
dation of wide-ranging demands from lobby of Korea).
groups. Second, it would encourage policymakers
to view tariff protection for specific industries at
The current multilateral negotiations on nonthe lower rung of the technology ladder as a tem- agricultural market access (NAMA) are set to reduce this flexibility in tariff
porary measure, to be phased
setting and binding that develout and replaced by tariff prooping countries have maintection for industries at higher
rungs of the ladder until they
tained. The framework adopted
Since the Uruguay Round
are able to compete in world
for modalities of industrial tarreduced the freedom to use
markets. Third, as a conseiff reductions, as contained in
other policy instruments,
quence, it would encourage
Annex B of the so-called July
the relative importance of
policymakers to take a longerPackage (WTO, 2004) stipuindustrial tariffs has
term view of their economy’s
lates a reduction in tariffs acincreased.
technological development
cording to a non-linear Swiss
and multilateral commitments.
formula, and an increase in
binding coverage. While at the
A number of developing countries have main- time of writing (June 2006) the definition of full
tained a tariff regime that allows them to modulate modalities remained to be negotiated, the overall
applied tariffs on manufactured goods. Table 5.2 objective of the adopted approach is to bind and
shows that for developing countries as a group and reduce all industrial tariffs with a view to harmo-
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Table 5.2

TARIFFS ON MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS AND PER CAPITA INCOME IN SELECTED
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND COUNTRY GROUPS, 1985–2005
Applied tariffs
Simple
average
Country

Year

Bound tariffs
Weighted
average

Simple
average

(Per cent)

Coefficient
of variation

(Per cent)

(Per cent)

Weighted
average
Coefficient
of variation

(Per cent)

Binding
coverage Memo item:
Per capita
(Per cent)
incomea

Argentina

1985
1990b
1995
2000
2005

28.3
14.8
13.1
15.3
10.9

..
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.7

26.2
13.6
9.0
11.2
9.4

..
31.7
31.6
31.6
31.6

..
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

..
32.5
32.0
32.2
32.7

..
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

10 008
10 755
11 254
12 174
12 222 c

Brazil

1985
1990
1995
2000
2005

60.7
34.4
13.7
17.0
12.6

..
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.6

53.5
28.1
12.7
14.8
9.1

..
30.7
30.7
30.6
30.6

..
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3

..
28.7
30.0
29.6
28.6

..
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

6 640
6 497
6 940
7 301
7 531 c

Chile

1985
1990b
1995
2000
2005

19.8
11.0
10.7
9.0
5.0

..
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.5

18.5
10.9
10.6
9.0
4.4

..
25.0
25.0
25.0
25.0

..
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

..
25.0
24.9
25.0
25.0

..
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

4 969
6 764
7 999
9 115
9 993 c

Mexico

1985
1990d
1995
2000
2005

12.1
14.4
12.5
18.0
8.5

..
0.3
0.5
0.4
1.0

11.1
13.0
7.7
14.6
2.8

..
35.0
35.0
35.0
35.0

..
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

..
34.9
34.8
65.4
35.5

..
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

7 870
7 758
7 619
9 046
9 010 c

Chinae

1985
1990b
1995f
2000
2005c

41.9
40.0
21.3
15.8
9.5

..
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.7

33.2
35.6
18.2
13.5
5.8

..
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5

..
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

..
8.9
7.9
6.0
5.3

..
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1 181
1 944
2 971
3 928
5 419

India

1985
1990
1995g
2000h
2005

101.9
79.9
28.9
30.7
17.7

..
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.4

99.4
70.8
21.1
28.3
12.6

..
35.5
35.4
35.4
35.5

..
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

..
29.3
31.2
30.0
28.0

..
71.5
71.3
71.3
71.5

1 385
1 701
2 154
2 480
2 885 c

Rep. of Korea 1985
1990
1995
2000i
2005c

23.4
12.8
7.8
8.0
7.2

..
0.2
0.2
0.3
2.1

22.5
11.4
7.3
6.2
4.5

..
11.0
11.2
11.3
11.3

..
2.1
2.2
1.8
1.7

..
7.3
7.2
6.1
6.4

..
95.4
95.4
94.8
94.8

6 649
9 792
13 597
15 143
18 840

Egypt

37.5
..
24.0
19.2
19.0

..
..
0.9
0.7
0.9

30.8
..
22.2
17.5
16.9

..
..
28.5
28.5
28.4

..
..
0.7
0.7
0.7

..
..
26.4
25.1
24.9

..
..
99.3
99.3
99.2

2 845
2 896
3 025
3 326
3 729

1985
1990
1995
2000j
2005k

/...
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Table 5.2 (concluded)

TARIFFS ON MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS AND PER CAPITA INCOME IN SELECTED
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND COUNTRY GROUPS, 1985–2005
Applied tariffs
Simple
average
Country

Year

Bound tariffs
Weighted
average

Simple
average

(Per cent)

Coefficient
of variation

(Per cent)

(Per cent)

..
26.1
14.8
14.0
10.5

..
0.9
0.9
0.8
1.1

..
20.5
9.5
11.3
6.5

..
26.7
32.6
36.5
30.2

Weighted
average
Coefficient
of variation

(Per cent)

Binding
coverage Memo item:
Per capita
(Per cent)
incomea

Memo item:
Developing countries
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005c

..
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5

..
17.7
19.8
19.1
15.6

..
68.6
73.2
70.7
67.9

2 946
2 875
3 225
3 612
3 915

Source: Tariff data for 1985 from UNCTAD, 1994. All other tariff data from UNCTAD, TRAINS Database at WITS. Income data
from World Bank, World Development Indicators (WDI) Database.
Note: The data in the table refer to manufactures, and thus exclude tariffs applied in a number of sectors (such as extractive
industries) that are included in industrial tariff data (i.e. the subject of NAMA negotiations). Data for developing countries are only indicative, because averages are based on less than full country coverage for some years.
a PPP (constant 2000 international dollars), data for developing countries as a group refer to the median.
b 1992.
c 2004.
d 1991.
e Data for applied tariffs are based on a more recent list, that includes a larger number of tariff lines than the list used for
data on bound tariffs. Thus, prior to China’s accession to the WTO in 2001, the numbers in the table for applied tariffs
can exceed those for bound tariffs, even with full binding coverage.
f 1996.
g 1997.
h 2001.
i 1999.
j 1998.
k 2002.

nizing them, both across countries and across individual tariff lines.
In sum, a developing country’s tariff policy
needs to be part of a long-term industrialization
strategy. Selective trade liberalization should be in
line with a country’s ability to achieve technological upgrading. In addition, temporary protection
should be combined with export promotion associated with quantitative targets that are easy to

monitor and allow governments to withdraw support from firms that do not achieve upgrading
targets. Given the numerous drawbacks and risks
associated with their use, tariffs need to be implemented with considerable caution. But since the
URAs reduced the degrees of freedom for developing countries to use other policy instruments
designed to support diversification and technological upgrading, the relative importance of industrial
tariffs has increased.
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D. Industrial dynamism and national policies:
recent experiences

The objective of this section is, first, to provide empirical evidence of industrialization and
technological upgrading in developed and developing countries over the past 25 years and, second, to present a few selected case studies on the
associated trade and industrial policies. It attempts
to set the general context in which countries have
undertaken trade and industrial policies and examines whether, how and to what extent multilateral trade rules and commitments have affected
countries’ autonomy in policy-making and implementation.

1.

facturing trade and production over the past
25 years. Comprehensive data on manufacturing
value added (MVA) are available only up to 2003,
so that they do not reflect the more recent impact
of trade and industrial policies. The data show that
success in exporting manufactures is not an appropriate indicator of a country’s industrial development. They reveal a pattern comprising the
following features:

•

The shares of developing economies both in
world manufactured exports and world MVA
showed a sharp increase during the period
1980–2003, but growth in exports was much
stronger than in value added. This contrasts
with the experience of developed countries,
whose share in world manufacturing exports
fell between 1980 and 2003, while their share
in world MVA rose significantly.

•

There has been wide variation in industrial
performance across developing regions, leading to a rise in the concentration of industrial
activities. South and East Asia are the most
industrialized in the developing world; their
combined share in total world MVA has increased the most, more than doubling since
1990 to exceed 17 per cent in 2003. The Latin
America and Caribbean region has experienced the strongest decline in its share of
world MVA, the sharpest fall being in the
1980s and early 2000s.

•

China succeeded in more than tripling its
share in both world MVA and world manufactured exports between 1990 and 2003. Its
experience closely resembles that of the Re-

Industrial dynamism:
recent empirical evidence

The degree of expansion of their manufactured exports and improvement of their share in
world trade, particularly in high-tech products, is
often taken as a measure of the pace of industrialization and technological upgrading in developing countries. However, the higher import content
of domestic production brought about by trade liberalization, together with the greater participation
of developing countries in import-dependent, labour-intensive, low-value-added processes in international production networks, implies that
increases in their manufactured exports may often have taken place without commensurate increases in income and value added, as discussed
in TDR 2002.
Table 5.3 presents data on the shares of developed and developing economies in world manu-
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Table 5.3

SHARE OF SELECTED DEVELOPING ECONOMIES AND REGIONAL GROUPS IN WORLD
MANUFACTURING VALUE ADDED AND MANUFACTURED EXPORTS, 1980–2003
(Percentage share)
Share in world
manufacturing value added

Share in world
exports of manufactures a

Region/economy

1980

1990

2000

2003

1980

1990

2000

2003

Developed countries b

64.5

74.1

74.9

73.3

74.1

77.9

67.3

65.4

Developing countries

16.6

17.0

22.8

23.7

18.9

18.3

28.9

29.7

Latin America and the Caribbean

7.1

5.6

5.4

4.4

4.3

2.4

4.7

4.1

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Mexico

0.9
2.9
0.2
1.9

0.8
2.2
0.1
1.1

0.8
1.1
0.2
2.0

0.5
0.9
0.2
1.7

0.2
0.8
0.2
0.8

0.3
0.8
0.2
0.5

0.3
0.8
0.2
2.7

0.3
0.8
0.2
2.2

South and East Asia

7.4

8.7

15.2

17.2

7.6

13.6

21.7

22.7

0.6
0.7

1.1
1.4

1.3
2.2

1.1
2.3

1.3
1.1

2.3
2.2

2.7
3.1

2.3
3.0

1.2

1.5

2.4

2.8

1.0

2.0

4.2

3.7

0.4
0.2
0.3
0.3

0.5
0.2
0.2
0.5

0.9
0.5
0.3
0.7

1.1
0.5
0.3
0.8

0.2
0.4
0.2
0.2

0.4
0.7
0.2
0.6

0.8
1.6
0.7
1.1

0.6
1.5
0.5
1.1

China

3.3

2.6

6.6

8.5

1.0

1.7

4.3

6.5

India

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.4

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

5.4

2.6

1.8

2.0

China, Taiwan Province of
Republic of Korea
ASEAN-4
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand

Africa

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on UNIDO, Handbook of Industrial Statistics 1996; UNIDO, International
Yearbook of Industrial Statistics, 2006; World Bank, World Development Indicators online; Taiwan Province of China,
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics online; UN COMTRADE and UNCTAD estimates.
Note: Calculations in current dollars.
a To ensure data comparability, the definition of this product category follows industrial statistics. It therefore includes
processed primary products in addition to manufactures, as defined in trade statistics. For further discussion of this
statistical issue, see Wood and Mayer, 1998. Using the definition of manufactures in trade statistics (i.e. SITC 5 through
8 less 68) has a negligible effect on the shares of the individual countries listed in the table. By contrast, it results in a
number of sizeable changes for country groups. Most of these changes are confined to 1980 when, based on the
definition of manufactures in trade statistics, the share in world exports of manufactures was 15.5 per cent for developing
countries and 78.1 per cent for developed countries (using the UNIDO country classification). The remaining discrepancy
with respect to TDR 2002, table 3.5 for 1980 trade data is due to data (re-)estimation, in particular for China.
b To ensure data comparability, the definition of this group is that used by UNIDO prior to 2006. Hence, contrary to the
current standard definition of the United Nations, it does not include the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland and Slovakia.

public of Korea between 1980 and 2000,
which (together with the Taiwan Province of
China) is often portrayed as exemplifying
successful economic catch-up among the late
industrializers.38 This outcome strongly con-

trasts with that of Mexico, whose share in
world manufactured exports increased more
than fivefold during the 1990s, while its share
in world MVA only about doubled during the
same period. Moreover, both these shares de-
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Figure 5.2

clined during the early 2000s. Brazil also
shows an interesting development, with its
share in world manufactured exports remaining largely unchanged over the past 25 years
and its share in world MVA falling significantly, during the 1980s, and even more so
during the 1990s.

SHARE IN TOTAL MANUFACTURING VALUE ADDED
OF MAJOR PRODUCT CATEGORIES IN THE
REPUBLIC OF KOREA, BRAZIL AND
MEXICO, 1980–2003
(Per cent)

These different experiences in industrial development across individual developing countries
are closely related to changes in the composition
of the respective countries’ industrial activities,
as shown in figure 5.2. The figure concentrates
on Brazil, Mexico and the Republic of Korea, because comprehensive data for China are not available. The Republic of Korea shows the classic
picture of successful industrial structural change
and technological upgrading. While the shares of
resource-intensive and labour-intensive products
in that country’s total industrial activities fell during the period 1980–2003, the share of technologyintensive products grew continuously, to reach
72 per cent in 2003.
Brazil and Mexico show an entirely different picture. Mexico experienced a slight increase
in the share of technology-intensive products in
its total industrial activities between 1995 and
2000, which is likely to have been associated with
the growing activities in the automobile sector
following the entry into force of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994. Nevertheless, resource-intensive manufactures have
maintained the highest share in the country’s industrial activities. Brazil experienced little change
in the relative importance of the three categories
of industrial production over the period 1980–2003.

2.

National policies for industrial
development: some recent experience

(a) Latin America
Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on data for
Mexico and the Republic of Korea from OECD, Structural Analysis (STAN) Database; and on data for Brazil from ECLAC, Program for the Analysis of Industrial
Dynamics (PADI) Database.
Note: The shares are based on values in 1985 dollars. For
a detailed explanation of the product categorization,
see the notes to this chapter.

Most countries in Latin America adopted
comprehensive economic reform programmes
during the 1980s and early 1990s, which emphasized more stringent monetary and fiscal policies,
liberalization, privatization and deregulation (as
noted in chapter II). These were accompanied by
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the discontinuation of inward-oriented industri- sources in response to signals from world market
alization strategies and, in most cases, the disman- prices; and (ii) complement this macroeconomic
tling of institutional structures, such as develop- policy with microeconomic policies designed to
ment banks, that had been of major importance to make their domestic enterprises internationally
those strategies. However, in the mid-1990s, there competitive and facilitate their international intewas a growing belief that, even though the reforms gration. These microeconomic policies have ofhad been successful in bringten been embedded in national
ing about macroeconomic ficompetitiveness strategies, 39
nancial stability, they were not
sometimes specifically tarachieving the promised results
geted at small- and mediumIn the mid-1990s, a
in terms of economic growth
sized enterprises (SMEs), with
significant number of
and sustainable improvement
the general aim of fostering lacountries in Latin America
in the countries’ balance of paybour productivity and technoadopted plans for the (re-)
ments. Moreover, the industrial
logical innovation in existing
development of their
restructuring process that acindustries. Such business proindustrial sector ...
companied economic reform
motion policies have been
had led to the undesired outcombined with measures decome of premature deindustrisigned to attract FDI through
improvements in the host counalization (i.e. a decline in the
share of industry in aggregate output and employ- tries’ locational advantages.40 FDI has also been
ment accompanied by the growing importance of sought with the objective of developing producthe primary sector, rather than by that of the serv- tion, particularly for export activities in new inices sector as has generally been the case in the dustrial sectors for the respective host country
benign process of deindustrialization in developed (Melo, 2001; Peres, 2006).41
countries). As discussed, for example, in TDR 2003
and Cimoli et al. (2006), the pattern of industrial
The specific policy measures employed to
production and trade, which had resulted from achieve the central objective of enabling domespolicies that relied on unfettered market forces, tic enterprises to gain a competitive edge over their
was shifting the composition of output and exports foreign competitors have differed across the countowards natural-resource-based products at the tries of the region. In general, they have been
expense of those sectors that have the greatest aimed at promoting exports, output growth and
potential for productivity growth and technologi- investment, and higher productivity and competical upgrading (i.e. manufactures, and particularly tiveness. Tax and credit incentives have been the
the high-technology-intensive ones).
most important types of policy instruments for the
promotion of exports, particularly of non-traditional
In the mid-1990s, a sigexports. Such fiscal incentives
nificant number of countries in
have been characterized by a reLatin America – in particular
duced use of subsidies and an
... attempting to enable
Brazil, Colombia and Mexico
emphasis on tax refunds on dodomestic
enterprises
to
– adopted medium- or longmestic inputs or duties paid on
term plans for the (re-) develimported inputs, and the creagain a competitive edge
opment of their industrial section of export processing zones.
over their foreign
tor, and a number of other
competitors.
countries began to implement
The main objective of
policies with the same objeccredit policies to promote extive, though through a less forports has been to provide acmalized strategy. The general approach of these cess to working capital or initial investment fiplans and strategies has been to: (i) maintain their nancing for new export activities. These loans are
macroeconomic orientation, emphasizing financial generally offered at domestic market rates, which
stability and broad-based trade liberalization, of- are usually higher than those of international fiten accompanied by financial liberalization, with nancial markets. Brazil’s programme for the fia view to achieving an efficient allocation of re- nancing of exports (PROEX) is a major excep-
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tion, as it allows Brazilian exporters of certain as the oil, mineral or forestry sectors), tourism, or
goods and services, or their foreign importers, to a variety of services sectors (ranging from infraobtain trade finance on international market con- structure to the film industry). In some countries
ditions (i.e. granting mainly interest equalization (e.g. Brazil and Mexico), a variety of sectors benpayments).42 Embraer, the Brazilian manufacturer efit from credit and tax incentives, but most counof regional aeroplanes, has been one of the firms tries have focused support on a narrow range of
sectors (Melo, 2001: table 3).45
to use this programme. HowHowever, Mexico’s recent plan
ever, in 1996–1999, Canada,
(contained in the National Plan
home to Embraer’s main competitor, Bombardier, chalfor Development, 2001–2006)
Incentives have been
lenged the compatibility of
to adopt sector-specific policies
provided to all economic
to stimulate investment with
PROEX with WTO rules and
sectors, but some have
a view to generating greater
commitments. The WTO disa sector-specific
domestic value added and
pute settlement panel ruled
dimension ...
strengthening the linkages
that the subsidies granted unamong local production chains
der PROEX were inconsistent
has been hampered by insufwith the SCM Agreement’s
provision prohibiting the use of subsidies contin- ficient budgetary funds and by long delays in imgent upon export performance. While Brazil ap- plementation (Moreno-Brid, Rivas Valdivia and
pealed against this ruling,43 it also changed the pro- Santamaria, 2005: 14).
visions of PROEX. Subsequently, ruling on a furThe promotion of scientific and technologither challenge from Canada, the WTO panel report of July 2001 established that the revised cal upgrading has been an important element in
PROEX falls under the exceptions provided in policies designed to improve enterprise producAnnex I of the SCM Agreement, and thus is not tivity and international competitiveness. As with
against WTO rules and commitments.44 While this export promotion and support to output growth
illustrates that WTO rules and commitments can and investment, the provision of credit and fiscal
reduce the degrees of freedom of national policy- incentives have been the main types of policy inmaking, it also highlights the fact that (i) the WTO struments used to promote technological upgradprovides a transparent legal structure to deal with ing. Other instruments include government funddisputes, and thus minimizes the risk of “trade ing of R&D projects and strengthening cooperawars”, (ii) while much leeway in policy-making tion between public research institutions and primay have been lost under multilateral rules, coun- vate enterprises. However only limited budgetary
tries can nevertheless retain a degree of flexibil- resources seem to have been made available for
ity through creative policy-making, and (iii) sig- technology development and innovation. For example, in Brazil, public fundnificant administrative and neing covered only 10 per cent
gotiating capacities are reof private sector R&D activiquired to fully benefit from the
ties during the period 1998–
WTO regime.
... emphasizing extraction
2000; much of the rest was
industries, tourism, or
sourced from company profits,
Policies to promote outservices.
given that the high domestic
put growth and investment
interest rate provided little inhave also emphasized credit
centives for financing such acand tax incentives. Generally,
these incentives have been provided to all eco- tivities through loans (De Negri, 2006). Another
nomic sectors, but some have a sector-specific type of policy used to promote scientific and techdimension. Contrary to much of the policies nological development has been support to SMEs,
adopted in connection with the inward-oriented which are often considered highly important in
industrialization strategies of the past, which fo- innovation. Particularly in countries of the Andean
cused on support to manufacturing activities, re- Community (Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,
cent fiscal incentives and loans by development and Venezuela) or in Central America (Peres,
banks have emphasized extraction industries (such 2006), this has taken the form of support to SME
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of such tax benefits “manufacturing firms that rely
on foreign inputs entering as temporary imports
pay approximately 30% lower input costs than
similar firms which use locally produced inputs”
While the bulk of policy support mentioned (Moreno-Brid, Rivas Valdivia and Santamaria,
so far has been applied to all economic sectors, 2005: 22). This is probably why, during the pemany countries in Latin America have also used riod 1990–2000, producers of auto parts that ensector-specific measures. For example, credit and joyed such tax benefits through the maquiladora
fiscal incentives have been directed mainly to at- regime increased output and employment much
tract FDI in high-technology-intensive sectors, more than those that did not benefit from such a
such as the information and communications tech- regime, even though the latter experienced more
nology sector, and in the automotive industry. rapid productivity growth (Mortimore and Barron,
However, the shift away from relatively central- 2005: 20). Indeed, it is doubtful whether the proized tax policies supportive of economic devel- vision of such benefits has supported the entry of
opment and their increasing devolution to regional domestic enterprises into international production
and local governments has often led to “fiscal networks and contributed to domestic industrial
development. Rather, it may
wars”, whereby different reultimately have benefited maingions and municipalities offer
ly the automobile manufacincreasingly generous incenturers in the United States by
tive packages to attract new
A major shortcoming of
increasing their competitiveTNCs or trigger their relocaindustrialization strategies
ness vis-à-vis their Asian comtion away from existing TNC
in Latin America has been
petitors in the United States
production sites within the
the lack of coherence
market (Mortimore and Barron,
same country. In Brazil, for
between the measures
2005).
example, in order to make the
taken at the micro level
automotive sector more attracand the macroeconomic
Partly in reaction to this,
tive to FDI, individual incenenvironment.
in the early 2000s, the Mexitive packages amounted to as
can Government attempted to
much as $300,000 per job,
transform the export platforms,
leading some observers to conwhich had mainly carried out
clude that subsidies of this size
are likely to exceed the gains from reallocating assembly activities of imported production inputs
plants within Brazil (Christiansen, Oman and for re-export to the United States. It sought to convert them into manufacturing centres that would
Charlton, 2003).
produce auto parts in addition to assembling them
Such incentives were offered to TNCs in the into vehicles, and aimed at other large markets
hope that they would provide technological and for automobiles in addition to the United States,
knowledge spillovers to domestic producers, as such as the EU and Japan. Free trade agreements
well as facilitate the integration of such produc- were used as a major instrument to that effect,
ers into international markets, such as through because it was expected that the rules of origin
their participation in TNC-managed international associated with these agreements would bring
production networks (Lugones, 2006). Mexico, about increased levels of local content. However,
among the countries in Latin America, has gone according to Mortimore and Barron (2005: 25–26),
furthest in this regard. In December 1993 (i.e. just this strategy has largely failed, mainly because
before NAFTA took effect), Mexico enacted a new very few enterprises located in Mexico were able
law on FDI that simplified administrative proce- to provide parts and components that would meet
dures and eliminated virtually all restrictions on international price and quality standards. This
FDI in manufacturing. The law also provided for demonstrates the difficulties of the Mexican authe progressive removal of all performance re- tomotive industry in re-establishing local producquirements on FDI in the automotive sector. tion linkages and furthering technological upgradMoreover, imported inputs for re-exportation were ing, which may have been due to the adverse efallowed to enter the country tax-free. As a result fects of previously overgenerous treatment of FDI.

clusters (i.e. an agglomeration of SMEs in the
same or related lines of business located in a given
geographical area).46
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If comprehensive tax incentive packages to attract
FDI had not been offered, there may have been
sufficient additional budgetary revenues to significantly increase the Government’s ability to provide greater funding support to R&D and innovative activities.
In sum, the microeconomic policies that governments in many Latin American countries have
adopted since the mid-1990s may have been successful in supporting the international integration
of domestic enterprises and in attracting more FDI
to the region. On the other hand, these policies do
not appear to have significantly moved production and export patterns towards products of higher
technology intensity. According to Peres (2006),
it is not easy to assess the success of the microeconomic policies in these terms because in many
cases they have been adopted in the absence of
quantitative criteria that would have enabled an
objective assessment of their effects.
Nevertheless, a significant shortcoming of the
current industrialization strategies in many Latin
American countries relates to the lack of coherence
between the adopted microeconomic measures and
the prevailing macroeconomic environment. The
orthodox macroeconomic policy stance of most
countries in the region helped to bring inflation
under control and establish a reasonable degree
of monetary and fiscal discipline. However, partly
due to a loss of macroeconomic policy autonomy
resulting from rapid liberalization and closer integration into the global economy, financial
stabilization has often been accompanied by significant instability in key prices, such as real
wages, exchange rates, interest rates and assets,
that exert a strong influence on resource allocation and investment decisions. High interest and
exchange rates have exacerbated this situation and
impeded investment and technological change
(see, TDR 2003, chap. VI). Thus the macroeconomic framework has not been conducive to the
creation and expansion of productive capacity and
the improvement of productivity and international
competitiveness, which were the main objectives
that the microeconomic measures sought to
achieve.
In addition, the emphasis on export promotion through measures that apply to all economic
sectors has tended to boost international com-

petitiveness of domestic enterprises within a production and export pattern based on existing
comparative advantage related to the abundant
endowment in most countries of the region of natural resources and/or low-skilled labour. However,
these sectors are generally not capable of generating sizeable growth in productivity and value
added. This policy stance has been reinforced by
the fact that tight budgetary constraints of many
Latin American countries have prevented them
from allocating sufficient financial resources to
support R&D and innovation activities and the
further development of technological capabilities.
Innovation policies have been too broad-based,
which, although substantial in overall fiscal terms,47
has meant that they have been insufficient for
making a meaningful contribution to R&D and
innovation activities in individual sectors. Moreover, budgetary constraints were exacerbated by
the generous tax incentives to FDI. More recently,
the current commodity price boom and the associated higher budgetary revenues have given many
Latin American governments greater flexibility in
this respect. It is also worth noting that technological and knowledge spillovers from FDI have
fallen short of expectations, and have been insufficient to improve domestic technology and
productivity to create a competitive domestic export sector in high-value-added manufactures. The
disappointing impact of FDI on industrial development may have been partly due to the overly
generous incentive packages offered in competing
for that FDI. In some instances, this shortcoming
may also have been related to the fact that rules
and commitments in international trade agreements prohibit the use of performance criteria for
FDI of the kind applied in the East Asian NIEs
during their economic catch-up.

(b) China
The structural transformation of China’s
economy is of particular interest for several reasons. First, it has been accompanied by very rapid
economic growth, which led China to become the
fourth largest economy in the world by 2005. Second, China’s economic development over the past
30 years has been based on various development
strategies, including central planning, inwardoriented import-substituting industrialization along
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with a strong export orientation, and an open-door mainly from State-owned banks. Moreover, manupolicy regarding FDI. These strategies were used facturing industries and industries based on nonat different times, but in some cases also simulta- agricultural raw materials enjoyed tax rates up to
neously in different parts of the economy. Third, 80 per cent lower than those imposed on other
the various types of proactive economic policies industries (Lu, 2001: 342 and 348).
and wide range of instruments that have shaped
China’s economic development have continuously
FDI has played a pivotal role in China’s changbeen adapted to changes in the underlying devel- ing industrial structure. It was attracted through
opment strategy, as well as to changing circum- the creation in 1980 of four Special Economic
stances in the domestic and international environ- Zones, where imported inputs and exports were
ment. This has been the case, in particular, in the exempted from duties and new enterprises were
run-up to, and in the aftermath of, China’s acces- offered extended periods of tax exemption. Since
sion to the WTO. Thus the process of China’s eco- 1992, inward FDI has increased, as firms in Tainomic transformation over the past 30 years may wan Province of China and Hong Kong (China),
be characterized as “experimental gradualism”, under increasing pressure from rising wages in
with the use of heterodox politheir labour-intensive induscies in a creative and often intries, were driven to find new
novative manner.
low-wage production locations
In China, much policy
elsewhere to maintain their inDistinct from economic
ternational competitiveness.
support has consisted of a
transformation in most other
This contributed to acceleratgradual and selective
developing countries, China’s
ing industrial restructuring in
adoption of regulations
process of industrialization and
China from heavy to light inregarding the pace and
structural change has been part
dustry. Later, in the 1990s, a
pattern of the transition
of a general economic transigrowing number of internatowards a market economy.
tion from a centrally planned
tional production networks, in
economy towards a market
which TNCs organize several
economy. Thus, much policy
suppliers in different locasupport has consisted of a gradual and selective tions, supported industrial restructuring from light
adoption of regulations that have governed the industry to capital- and technology-intensive inpace and pattern of the transition towards a mar- dustries. Chinese locations have come to play a
ket economy. Key elements in this transition have central part in such networks, in particular in elecbeen the reduction of the role of State-owned en- tronics. Since 1999, on average, about 15 per cent
terprises (SOEs), and the gradual and selective of total FDI flows to China have been invested in
introduction of market incentives through the the electronics industry (MOFCOM, 2006a).
regulatory reform of price systems and of the reIn addition to the provision of fiscal incengimes governing domestic labour mobility, external trade and FDI. On the other hand, government tives, the government has influenced the sectoral
policy has played an important role in directing distribution of FDI by screening potential FDI
both domestic and foreign investment towards inflows. Guidelines and regulations were issued
explicitly identifying “prohibited”, “permitted”,
specific sectors.
or “encouraged” types of FDI. The latter offered
Investment promotion has mainly taken the incentives to FDI in high-tech industries through
form of sizeable public investment in physical extensive preferential treatment such as tax rebates
infrastructure, direct government financing, the and/or exemptions, duty free imports of capital
provision of credit at preferential interest rates, equipment and better access to public infrastrucand tax rebates. In the absence of an efficient do- ture and utilities such as gas and electricity
mestic securities market, bank loans were the (MOFCOM, 2006a). In order to attract FDI inmajor source of corporate finance. Fixed invest- corporating more sophisticated technologies for
ment expanded faster between the late 1980s and export-oriented industrial production, the Governthe late 1990s, directed at targeted industries and ment streamlined administrative procedures and
sectors that benefited from preferential credit, offered incentive packages in “free trade and high-
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technology development zones”, including the
provision of heavily subsidized land and energy.

vancement and domestic innovation a driving
force for structural change and social development
is of particular policy relevance at China’s curChina’s foreign trade policy has been an in- rent stage of industrialization. So far, only a small
tegral part of its strategy for industrial develop- number of firms have been reinvesting a signifiment. It was very industry-selective, with exten- cant share of their profits in R&D. The reliance
sive import restrictions before China’s accession on FDI for technological upgrading appears to
to WTO. Until then, foreign trade had supported have weakened domestic innovation and applicaindustrial restructuring in two ways. First, gradual tion of knowledge: since the 1990s, FFEs in China
and phased trade liberalization enabled imports filed by far the largest proportion of patent appliof technology which China would not otherwise cations, with local firms filing less than 20 per
have access to, and which were essential for struc- cent (Cao, 2004: 8). This may further inhibit techtural changes in Chinese industry (see TDR 2002). nological progress in Chinese industry. Another
Second, foreign trade allowed the export of sur- problem lies in the application of patents: only
plus production, without which these structural 10 per cent of the domestically owned patents
changes, based on a combination of a large sur- were applied in production annually between 1985
plus of labour and rapidly increasing investment and 2003, in stark contrast to an annual average
– both domestic and foreign –
of 60 to 80 per cent in develwould not have been sustainoped countries.48 The lack of
able given the narrowness of
initiative on the part of domesTechnological upgrading
China’s domestic market, in
tic enterprises to innovate and
particular before 1990.
upgrade technology may also
has become one of the
be due to the wide technology
greatest challenges in
Exporting firms benefited
gap between Chinese firms
Chinese economic
and competitors in advanced
from various pricing, tax and
development.
countries, which makes catchloan privileges, as well as suping up very costly and highly
port for technological upgradrisky for individual entering, to maintain and increase
their exports. With the deepening of China’s eco- prises. Moreover, within international production
nomic reforms and, in particular, the decentrali- chains Chinese firms have tended to be locked into
zation of foreign trade, which led to a massive labour-intensive activities, a tendency that has
entrance of private enterprises, many of the in- been reinforced by China’s tax rebate system. The
centives have been phased out, non-tariff barriers system was successful inasmuch as it contributed
gradually dismantled and tariff barriers lowered significantly to China’s trade expansion, but it has
significantly. Indirect instruments such as tax re- done so by encouraging processing and assembling
bates have become increasingly important to boost activities.
trade in the Government’s “encouraged” industrial
As a result, advanced technology in China’s
sectors.
export industry is still highly concentrated in afOver time, technological upgrading has be- filiates of TNCs. This is evidenced by the high
come one of the greatest challenges in Chinese and growing share of FFEs in China’s high-tech
economic development. China’s exports continue exports compared to their share in the country’s
to have a relatively high import content, particu- total exports. In 2005, the share of FFEs in highlarly of technology-intensive parts and compo- tech exports was 88 per cent, compared to 45 per
nents, as indicated by the fact that in 2005, 55 per cent in 1995, while the share of FFEs in China’s
cent of the exports fell into the category of process- total exports rose from 31 per cent to 58 per cent
ing trade, and in the same year 88 per cent of Chi- in the same period (MOFCOM, 2006b). At the benese high-tech exports came from foreign-funded ginning of China’s opening up, policies towards
enterprises (FFEs) and 66 per cent from wholly FDI included measures aimed at coercing techforeign-owned enterprises (MOFCOM, 2006b). As nology transfer and enhancing backward linkages.
recognized in China’s five-year plan for 2006- The FDI approval process frequently included ex2010, making scientific and technological ad- plicit provisions for technology transfer in the
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form of local content requirements and production export quotas. In addition, joint venture
projects served to obtain technology through collaboration in production, research or training. With
China’s accession to the WTO, in particular its
commitment to abide by the TRIMs Agreement,
these practices had to be abandoned. Besides, as
China’s FDI regime has been liberalized and administrative power increasingly decentralized,
there has been growing competition among local
governments to attract FDI. As a result, incentives
to foreign investors have tended to become more
generous, so that they frequently benefit from
better than national treatment with little pressure
for technology transfer, and there is risk of a race
to the bottom in bidding for FDI. Although TNCs
in China appear to have considerably increased
their investment in R&D, this has been driven
mainly by the abundant human resources available there, and their aim to create R&D centres
close to the potentially rapidly growing Chinese
market in order to adapt advanced technology to
specific demands of local consumers (UNCTAD,
2005: 110–111). Overall, however, the level of
diffusion of competitive technology of TNCs in
China is still low.
With the end of the WTO transition period,
most of the elements of China’s earlier industrial
policy have been phased out, in particular infant
industry trade protection measures, preferential
interest and tax rates, as well as some forms of
direct financial assistance to industries. This has
brought new challenges for the design and implementation of industrial policy. For instance, when
the clauses covering technology requirement and
export content in the Law of Wholly Foreign
Owned Enterprises were repealed upon China’s
accession to the WTO, many FFEs separated from
their local joint-venture partners to become
wholly-owned foreign enterprises, making technological and other spillovers from FDI more
difficult to obtain. Moreover, the possibilities for
the Government to support domestic industries
have diminished considerably. Recently, Canada,
the EU and the United States requested consultations with China concerning its regulating
of imports of automotive parts and components
in order to support the development of the Chinese automobile industry, which they considered
to be inconsistent with some WTO/GATT agreements.
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Although direct intervention favouring domestic industries has declined with the growing
importance of the private sector and China’s accession to the WTO, the Government is still
retaining a guiding role via indirect instruments
such as taxation, the provision of guidelines for
science and technology development49 and certain
forms of public financial support for related expenditures. At present, a reform of the system of
value-added tax rebates is under discussion.50 In
the past, these rebates, which favoured raw materials and parts and components used as inputs for
manufactured exports, had a significant impact on
the structure of China’s trade and industrial development in favour of processing trade. Now,
increasingly it is believed that relying too much
on the comparative advantage of labour-intensive
products may discourage the upgrading of China’s position to higher value-added production in
the international supply chain. Another ongoing
debate is about the possible elimination of the dual
corporate tax system applied to foreign investors
and domestic companies.51 So far, foreign investors benefit from lower tax rates of between 15 and
24 per cent compared to domestic companies that
have to pay 33 per cent. In addition, foreign investors are entitled to tax holidays if they invest
in “encouraged sectors” or poor regions in China.
Changes in these government policies are bound
to have an impact on China’s future industrial
structure.

(c) Recent industrial policy in France
France has often been characterized as the
European representative of State-led developmentalism. Particularly prior to economic liberalization in the 1980s, France pursued a developmentalist industrial policy supported by subsidies,
credit controls, indicative planning, and direct
intervention in State-owned enterprises. While liberalization eliminated government control over the
allocation of credit by banks and other financial
institutions, which previously had been the principal tool of industrial policy, subsidies survived,
although they were used to a lesser extent. The
importance of indicative planning was also drastically reduced, and, in any case, had already become less development orientated, given that in
the aftermath of the economic slowdown of the
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1970s industrial policy was directed more at avoiding bankruptcies and unemployment rather than
at espousing an enlightened vision of economic
development.

having successfully narrowed the technology gap
with the world leader, the United States, during
the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s, in the past few years
France’s industrial development has not kept pace
with technological progress and economic growth
French industrial policy has traditionally fo- in some other developed countries, particularly the
cused on the development of sectors designated United States. This is reflected in (i) a decline in
as being of national interest, such as steel and com- the contribution of manufacturing to total value
puter technology in the 1960s,
added relative to that in other
nuclear power and telecomdeveloped countries (in addimunications in the 1970s,
tion to the common trend in
electronics in the 1980s, and
developed countries towards a
France’s new industrial
high-technology sectors more
growing services sector); (ii) a
policy promotes clusters of
recently. The institutional strucspecialization pattern biased in
competitiveness ...
ture in which industrial policy
favour of traditional, relatively
low-technology-intensive secis embedded and the instrutors (such as agro-industry and
ments used have been evolving over time in response to changes in the world transport equipment) at the expense of dynamic
economy, in particular the change in the interna- high-tech sectors; and (iii) growing international
tional monetary system after 1973.52 There was competition from developing countries and Cenalso concern that the strategy of nurturing national tral European economies in France’s traditional
champions might cause industrial policy to be industrial sectors, which has been accompanied
“captured” by the economic sectors it was de- by the relocation of some activities in these secsigned to serve and develop, with the result that tors from France to relatively low-wage countries,
the instruments used would serve to create sectoral as well as by an erosion of the international comrents rather than accelerating national economic petitiveness of France’s existing high-tech sectors
(Beffa, 2005).
modernization.
France’s recent industrial policy reforms mark
a further evolution in the choice of institutional
framework and policy instruments. Reflecting the
general trend towards decentralization in that
country, the new approach gives substantially
more weight to local and regional government
entities, even though the central Government retains a strong role. The new initiative also marks
a shift away from a State-led approach based on
the nurturing of a few large national enterprises
to a private-sector-led approach. It relies on partnerships between firms (both large enterprises and
SMEs, most of which collaborate with foreign,
particularly German, enterprises), educational
centres and research institutions in which the State
mainly plays a merely facilitating role.
France’s new industrial policy started, in
2002, a process aimed at defining a strategy for
the promotion of clusters of competitiveness
(“pôles de compétitivité”).53 This resulted in the
identification of 74 such clusters in 200554 and the
launch of six clusters in March 2006. This new
industrial policy is based on the observation that

Some observers have identified insufficient
research and innovation activities as the root cause
of the concentration of France’s industrial specialization in relatively low-technology-intensive sectors
and of its difficulties in developing high-tech sectors (Beffa, 2005; Jacquet and Darmon, 2005).
Thus the main objective of France’s new industrial policy is to promote research and innovation
and improve industrial efficiency. It is expected
that this will help increase the country’s growth
potential and social cohesion, change its pattern
of industrial specialization by according greater
importance to high-tech sectors, and enable the
achievement of the highest level of technological
competencies (Jacquet and Darmon, 2005: 72).
The clusters of competitiveness bring together enterprises, educational centres and private
and public research institutions to work in partnership on common projects with a view to
attaining a critical mass of economic activity
within a geographical area. They aim to achieve
technological innovation that will improve the
competitiveness of French enterprises on interna-
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tional markets of substantial size or growth
potential. There are two types of clusters: (i) a relatively small number of clusters, the research
activities of which are organized around a specific area of technology with innovative activities
aimed at applications at the technological frontiers (e.g. in biotechnology, nanotechnology and
space industries); and (ii) a larger number of clusters that conduct more applied research closely
targeting existing industrial sectors and markets
with a significant growth potential at the global
level (CIADT, 2004; Jacquet and Darmon, 2005:
63–74). Both types of clusters emphasize active
partnerships for innovation.
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The funds are granted on the condition that the
supported activities are not relocated (Jacquet and
Darmon, 2005: 70).
While increasing the local ownership of
projects, the decentralization, combined with the
high fragmentation of local and regional State
entities into multiple levels, has increased the administrative complexities of decision-making and
poses an additional challenge to maintaining coherence in government actions. In addition, the
selection process includes a sizeable element of
subjectivity, as no strictly defined quantitative
criteria are used. Moreover, it is not clear how the
clusters’ performance will be evaluated. Perhaps,
most importantly, the call for project submission
vastly exceeded expectations, resulting in the creation of more than four times the initially expected
number of recognized clusters, while the funds
allocated for their support were only doubled. This
raises the question as to whether the allocated
funds are sufficient to obtain the objective of
reaching a critical mass (OECD, 2006: 16).

The clusters were selected on the basis of a
competitive process with the objective of identifying projects capable of making a significant
contribution to the development of enterprises for
which innovation is central to their competitiveness. Under the general oversight of the Inter-ministerial Committee for Regional Planning and Development (CIADT), which was chaired by the
Prime Minister and which also had the final deciThe new industrial policy in France has been
sion-making authority, the selection process was
conducted by independent experts from the busi- designed under the general umbrella of the soness, research and educational sectors, as well as called “Lisbon Strategy”. This Strategy, adopted
at the European Council Sumby government experts at both
mit in 2000 55 and updated in
local and ministerial levels. The
2005, aims at increasing R&D
assessment criteria included the
... with the main objective
intensity in the EU. The action
cluster’s potential for creating
to step up research and
plan of 2005, which reformuvalue added through innovainnovation
and
improve
lated the Strategy’s priorities,
tion, for playing a leading role
industrial efficiency.
provides an integrated apon international markets, for
its reliance on a partnership
proach to improving the conwith different actors, and the
ditions for business investcoherence of its economic dement in R&D and innovation
velopment strategy with that of the geographical in order to meet the goal of increasing overall investment in research in the EU from 1.9 per cent
region in which it is located (CIADT, 2004).
of GDP to 3 per cent by 2010 (Commission of the
The State’s financial contribution to the clus- European Communities, 2005).56
ters amounts to 1.7 billion euros for the period
2005-2007. The direct financial benefits take the
Within this EU-wide framework, the French
form of subsidies, tax exemptions and reduced approach is distinguished by its greater emphasis
social contributions, as well as specific financial on a required increase in the contribution of pubsupport and guarantees. These are supplemented lic funds to industrial research. Beffa (2005), for
by priority treatment in terms of the provision of example, notes that in the United States this share
IT-equipment and speedy administrative proce- is between 12 per cent and 21 per cent, depending
dures, staffing of public research institutions, on the industrial sector, while in France, it is only
appraisal and exchange of technological knowl- 12 per cent on average for all industrial sectors.
edge, and a range of other measures (Jacquet and Moreover, France allocates much fewer of these
Darmon, 2005: 70–71 and 83; OECD, 2006: 77). funds than the United States to non-defence-
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One reason for this shift towards the promotion of R&D and innovation activities has been
the perception that outsourcing activities or the
relocation of entire production units to cheaper
This policy of broad-based sponsorship of locations no longer involves only labour-intensive
partnerships between government, business, and assembly stages; it is also increasingly affecting
educational and research institutions to advance more skilled activities. This has caused concern
industrial R&D and innovation has been a gen- because it is generally believed that, contrary
to the outsourcing of laboureral tendency in developed
intensive activities to lowercountries over the past few
wage regions, a process that
years. It reflects a move away
actually may improve an outfrom public support to the deDeveloped countries have
sourcing firm’s international
velopment of productive cathe budgetary capacity to
competitiveness, outsourcing
pacity towards fostering innoprovide massive public
of high-tech activities deprives
vation for the development of
support.
an economy of part of its dyknowledge-based industries.
namic development potential.
Within this new strategy, supAnxiety over the outsourcing
port measures appear to be
of IT-based services to India
mainly of a general nature, but
in practice they imply according priority to par- has perhaps been the most vivid expression of this
ticular industrial sectors that have been identified, concern.
in one way or another, as offering considerable
potential for innovation. As noted by Weiss (2005:
Multilateral trading rules provide sufficient
732), developed-country governments have imple- latitude for developed countries to implement this
mented an extensive range of programmes to pro- strategy. As discussed in the previous section, the
mote high-tech firms. These include support for provision in Article 8 of the SCM Agreement alpre-competitive R&D, facilitating access to ven- lows subsidies for R&D and regional and enviture capital, and the expansion and upgrading of ronmental development activities, although they
a sophisticated infrastructure for the promotion are now actionable. The fact that the developed
and protection of intellectual property, informa- countries have the budgetary capacity to provide
tion and telecommunications, and the appraisal massive public support to such activities highlights
and exchange of technological knowledge via the asymmetry involved in the use of Article-8-type
pubic-private collaborative projects.
subsidies.
related research in industrial frontier technologies.
The funding provided to the competitiveness clusters attempts to narrow both these gaps.
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E. Conclusions: options for policy innovation

hibition under the SCM Agreement to provide subsidies contingent on export performance.57 Second, they prohibit the imposition on foreign investors of performance requirements that favour
technology transfer and the use of domestically
produced components. And third, they make it
However, specific policy measures that suc- difficult or costly for domestic producers to uncessful countries have adopted cannot easily be dertake reverse engineering and imitation through
emulated by other countries. Nevertheless, there access to technology that is covered by patent or
are some common general principles underlying copyright protection. Given these constraints, the
their success, and governments, through creative URAs, by implication, lead to an increase in the
policy-making, could choose specific types of pub- relative importance of temporary protection in the
lic support policies adapted to
form of industrial tariffs. Detheir country’s particular local
veloping countries thus may
conditions, including its stage
find that tariffs are one of the
of economic and institutional
few policy options left, and in
International trade
development.
this respect it may be of interarrangements have limited
est to modulate applied tariffs
policy space in several
An assessment of the exon particular industrial sectors
areas.
tent to which various internaaround a stable average level
tional trade arrangements have
of industrial tariffs, in line with
restricted the degrees of freea country’s pace and pattern of
dom of developing countries
technological upgrading. Howto pursue proactive trade and industrial policies ever, even this option is likely to be limited by the
gives a mixed picture. On the one hand, WTO rules current WTO negotiations, as well as by RTAs.
and commitments have made it far more difficult
for developing countries to combine outward oriOn the other hand, under the current set-up
entation with the unorthodox policy instruments of multilateral trade rules, countries still have the
that the mature and late industrializers employed possibility to pursue policies that will be able to
to promote economic diversification and techno- help generate new productive capacity and new
logical upgrading. The rules and commitments areas of comparative advantage. Such types of
limit policy space in three areas. First, they se- policies largely concern the provision of public
verely restrict the use of subsidies to develop lo- funds in support of R&D and innovation activical production of new products or new modes of ties. Countries in a position to use the WTO rules
production; probably the greatest obstacle to sen- and commitments to this effect can continue to
sible industrial policies in this context is the pro- support their own industries, target national chamExperience with reforms over the past 15 years,
as well as recent developments in economic theory
concerning the creation of new areas of comparative advantage, provide a strong rationale for the
adoption of proactive trade and industrial policies.
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increase in fiscal expenditure (e.g. through
the provision of subsidies), while protectionist measures in the form of tariffs provide
fiscal revenues. Thus, as emphasized by Wade
(2006), by pursuing public support policies
solely on the basis of the provision of public
funds, developing countries risk encountering
serious budgetary and financial constraints,
which will allow substantially lower levels
of support compared to those provided in the
past and those that developed countries continue to be able to provide.

pions, and generally promote national efforts towards technological advancement.
The case studies in section D of this chapter,
which attempt to shed some light on the kinds of
policies that have been used to support industrial
development and technological upgrading over the
past few years, indicate that:

•

•

•

Coherence between macro- and microeconomic policies is crucial. A macroeconomic
policy stance that leads to high domestic interest rates and an overvalued exchange rate
is not conducive to investment that can bring
about productivity growth and improve the
international competitiveness of domestic enterprises, even when microeconomic and
structural policies provide incentives for such
investment.
A coherent policy strategy that supports
industrial development and technological upgrading also requires a pragmatic and strategic
approach aimed at making FDI fit into the
development agenda in a way that would help
bring about not only faster and more sustained
growth, but also structural and technological
change. However, in the current international
economic environment, where many countries compete with each other for FDI, only
countries with a skilled labour force and a
large enough domestic market and purchasing
power potential are likely to have sufficient
leverage over TNCs to secure technology
transfer and productivity spillovers. On the
other hand, even those countries will find it
difficult to exert such leverage if there is intensive domestic competition for increased
FDI through generous incentive packages at
the provincial or municipal levels – a lesson
learned from the experiences of some Latin
American countries and China, as noted
above.
The shift in emphasis from trade and industrial policies based on protectionist measures
for a limited number of industrial activities
towards the provision of public funds to support all economic sectors has a significant
fiscal impact. Subsidies imply a cost to public budgets, in the form of a loss of fiscal
revenues (e.g. through tax exemptions) or an

•

It also needs to be borne in mind that WTO
rules and commitments carry the threat of
sanctions, but the eventual imposition by
trading partners of retaliatory tariffs or other
measures depends on the actual damage. 58
Consequently, as long as the damage caused
by a trading partner’s infringement of rules
is small, a WTO member State is unlikely to
invoke the dispute settlement mechanism and
initiate the imposition of sanctions. It would
appear that this confers additional degrees of
freedom on countries whose importance in
world trade is relatively small.59

Thus, developing-country governments may
wish to take advantage of the degrees of freedom
in national policy-making that have remained untouched by the URAs. Indeed, the observation that
multilateral rules still allow countries a certain degree of freedom to adopt open-economy industrial
policies and that infringements are liable to challenge only when the dispute settlement mechanism
is invoked, has led to the hypothesis that “[w]hat
constrains sensible industrial policy today is
largely the willingness to adopt it, not the ability
to do so” (Rodrik, 2004: 32).
However, the asymmetries in the URAs
should not be underestimated. They result from
the fact that while the negotiated agreements
extend to all WTO members in the same way in
terms of legal obligations, they are much more
burdensome for developing countries in economic
terms. This implies that it is crucially important
to look at the “level playing field” metaphor not
in terms of legal constraints, but in terms of economic constraints, considering countries’ different
structural features and levels of industrial development.
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Moreover, what is left of the degree of free- so may have been the fear of adverse reactions by
dom for developing-country policymakers after multilateral lending agencies, international finanthe URAs has been reduced through regional and cial markets and foreign investors. As Finger and
bilateral free trade agreements with developed Nogues (2002) note, at the end of the UR, develcountries. These agreements typically extend the oping countries were faced with the choice of acrange of disciplines beyond
cepting what was proposed or
those found in the URAs rerisk being marginalized in the
garding investment regulation
international trade regime.62
Developing countries may
and intellectual property rights
Regarding bilateral trade agreefind
that
tariffs
are
one
of
protection.
ments, it appears that the emthe few policy options left.
phasis on export promotion as
Current trade negotiations
a development strategy led
threaten to further curtail the
many developing countries to
degree of freedom for develbelieve that securing and inoping country-policymakers. At the multilateral creasing access to developed-country markets by
level, the threats are probably greatest in the in- signing free trade agreements is almost an end in
tellectual property rights negotiations being con- itself.
ducted under the aegis of WIPO – where develMore recently, however, developing countries
oped countries are pushing for further harmonization of national patent regulations – and in the have been making concerted efforts to prevent a
current multilateral trade negotiations on indus- further reduction of their policy autonomy and to
trial tariffs. 60 Concerning the negotiations on in- recover some of their lost autonomy (Gallagher,
dustrial tariffs, employing a harmonizing formula 2005: 12). This implies that, in light of their ex(across products and/or countries), cutting tariffs perience with adherence to the existing multilatline-by-line rather than just on average, would re- eral rules and disciplines, many governments toduce the degree of freedom for developing coun- day believe that too much policy autonomy was
tries to protect some industrial sectors while lib- conceded during the UR, without gaining much
eralizing others. Most importantly, it will reduce in return. According to this view, some of the conthe flexibility to increase tariffs that had previ- cessions developing countries made in the URAs,
ously been cut, as shown by Laird, Vanzetti and such as in TRIPS and TRIMs, were on the underFernández de Córdoba (2006). 61 Maintaining ex- standing that these were in exchange for develisting degrees of freedom for national policy- oped countries’ providing improved market acmaking would imply extending the notion of flex- cess. However, as discussed in chapter III above,
ibility to the right to exempt some sectors from developed countries have largely failed to follow
tariff-binding and tariff-cutting commitments, and through on their side of the deal.
to the right to maintain the average level of tariffs at negotiThe Doha Work Proated levels while being able to
gramme has yet to deliver on
flexibly raise and lower tariffs
the development promise of
Some degrees of freedom
in specific sectors, as deemed
the Doha Declaration. The
in national policy-making
necessary for industrial upeventual outcome may well
remained untouched by the
grading and development.
further reduce flexibility in
URAs, but the asymmetries
policy-making by developing
in the URAs should not be
It needs to be recognized
countries, particularly in the
underestimated.
that developing-country policyarea of industrial tariffs. On
makers willingly signed on to
the other hand, a failure of the
many of the commitments in
ongoing multilateral negotiainternational trade agreements, which implied a tions could result in greater importance being
reduction in their de jure policy autonomy. This given to regional or bilateral free trade arrangewas motivated by the expectation that the result- ments as the legal mechanisms that define rules
ing benefits would far outweigh the costs of such and disciplines in international trade. While these
commitments. Another possible reason for doing arrangements may improve developing countries’
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access to developed-country markets, they may
entail a reduction in the degree of freedom in national policy-making that could be greater than
that emerging from a Doha Round Agreement.

This could make it even more difficult to develop
the supply capacity needed to take advantage of
improved export opportunities.

Notes

1

2

3

4

As discussed in TDR 2005, India’s reliance on the
services sector is the major exception to this pattern but to what extent India can sustain rapid economic growth without rapidly expanding its manufacturing sector is an open question.
There is no generally accepted definition of industrial policy. Chang (1996: 60) defines it “as a policy
aimed at particular industries (and firms as their
components) to achieve the outcomes that are perceived by the state to be efficient for the economy
as a whole” (emphasis in original). In a similar vein,
Pack and Saggi (2006: 2) argue that “industrial
policy is basically any type of selective intervention or government policy that attempts to alter the
sectoral structure of production toward sectors that
are expected to offer better prospects for economic
growth than would occur in the absence of such intervention, i.e., in the market equilibrium”. In this
sense, the desired outcome of industrial policy can
be considered to be the creation of new production
capacity and new comparative advantage, enabling
an economy to progress upwards in the international
division of labour. By contrast, Rodrik (2004: 3)
stresses that “the analysis of industrial policy needs
to focus not on the policy outcomes – which are
inherently unknown ex ante – but on getting the
policy process right” (emphasis in original).
It has also been questioned whether developingcountry governments have the administrative and
institutional capability to design and implement
active trade and industrial policies. This issue is addressed in chapter VI.
A further argument, associated with the literature
on “strategic trade theory” initiated by Brander and
Spencer (1985), relates to international rent shifting on the basis of strategic interdependence among
a small number of firms. However, the policy out-

5

6

7

come of this argument is very sensitive to even small
changes in the underlying model assumptions. Moreover, the model is often based on the interdependence
of a duopolist structure (i.e. a market structure that
is most relevant for high-tech enterprises in developed countries). Thus, apart from isolated cases, such
as that relating to the aircraft firms Embraer and
Bombardier, there appears to be little in strategic
trade theory of relevance for developing countries.
These arguments stem largely from the concept of
circular and cumulative causation that posits a circular relationship between growth in productivity
and growth in total output. The main proponents of
this concept – including Young, Rosenstein-Rodan,
Hirschman, Myrdal, Kaldor and, more recently,
Cornwall, McCombie and Thirlwall – employ similar or related analytical tools as those of recent empirical studies of late industrialization (e.g. Amsden,
1989, 2001; Wade, 1990, 2003a; TDR 1996, 2003).
They argue that there are pervasive and significant
increasing returns and externalities; complementarities in investment, production and consumption;
endogenous technical change and factor creation;
imperfect information, and a dependence of the capital-labour ratio on the size of the market, which,
taken together, contradict the conditions for general equilibrium (see Toner, 1999, and Ros, 2000,
for detailed accounts).
This also largely depends on the extent to which
productivity growth translates into an increase in
aggregate demand (i.e. issues related to income distribution).
With international trade in intermediate goods, domestic producers may import their production inputs.
However, such imports are likely to pose problems
of technology adaptation similar to those related to
the purchase of foreign machinery and equipment.
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9

10

11

12

13

14

15

To be sure, innovation in developing countries does
not generally mean pushing out the technology frontier. Rather, it means developing products or processes at home that are new for the specific economy
but that may already be well established in world
markets.
Technical evaluations may provide some indication
of the cost structure, but undertaking such an evaluation itself represents an initial investment.
Noland and Pack (2005: 4) argue that the existing
technological barriers will cause the entry of imitators to be slow, so that the innovative enterprise will
have a considerable time period during which it will
not face much competition from local firms. However, if the speed of imitative entry depends on the
degree of technological innovation, it is likely that
the size of the start-up investment will also depend
on the size of existing technological barriers, thereby
extending the time period required to recover the
start-up investment.
In the discussion on the volatility of different types
of capital inflows (TDR 2003), it has been noted
that in the evolving international environment,
where finance has assumed a more prominent role
in shaping international economic relations, liberalization of financial flows and related innovations
in financial market instruments allow for hedging
of FDI flows. This tends to blur the distinction between FDI and other types of capital flows by making FDI much more footloose and less stable than
the kind often proposed in the argumentation in support of FDI as the key driver of industrialization in
developing countries.
In new economic geography models, the structure
of production in individual countries is determined,
as in traditional trade theory, by the interaction between country characteristics and industry characteristics. But while traditional trade theory focuses on
relative factor endowments of countries and factor
intensities of goods, the mechanisms of new economic
geography models also take into account market size
and countries’ geographical distance from the markets of the main developed countries, as well as the
transport intensity of the industrial sectors, including the level of transport costs and the dependence
on intermediate inputs. Mayer (2004) examines the
relevance of these models for developing countries.
In the past, many countries maintained restrictions
on imports of luxury consumer goods, but this was
motivated not so much by industrial policy as by
foreign-exchange management considerations.
Moreover, as a fundamental rule, it is clear that, to
be successful, any kind of trade and industrial policy
requires a stable macroeconomic environment conducive to investment.
Policy support for product or process innovation will
be more successful if it can be directed at those ac-
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tivities with the highest potential to crowd in complementary investment and create technological
spillovers. But the creation of linkages and interfirm spillovers very much depends on, among other
things, the prevailing industry structure (i.e. whether
all activities in an industrial sector are combined in
large firms, such as in the chaebols of the Republic
of Korea, or whether there is a dense network of
smaller firms with forward and backward linkages).
It is probably easier for large enterprises to exploit
scale economies before potential imitative competitors enter the market, as well as to benefit from
spillovers. On the other hand, this reduces the case
for supportive policies designed to reduce the cost
of innovative investment. An alternative may be to
combine more horizontal support, targeted at new
activities and processes more generally, with more
selective measures aimed at fostering diversification and structural change.
Lall (2004), for example, builds a classification of
different types of industrial policy around the attitude towards FDI based on a “competitiveness strategy”, which seeks to identify the kind of public support required to attract FDI while laying the ground
for knowledge spillovers.
Experience suggests that performance criteria
should be related to productivity growth and structural change, rather than to a multiplicity of objectives such as rent transfer to particular groups on an
ethnic, family, gender or interest group basis.
In addition to using formal policy tools, governments can also seek to exercise influence through
informal administrative guidance, coercing recalcitrant firms if necessary. Wade (2003a: xxi–xxii), for
example, describes how “nudging” foreign firms to
switch supplies from imports to domestic producers, or nudging established industries quickly to
provide markets for firms in innovative industries,
was used in Taiwan Province of China. This kind of
persuasion involved a mix of methods, such as promises of goodwill for future ventures, or delaying the
granting of permission to import (that had earlier
been approved quickly and automatically).
Examples include the incompatibility of standards
between IBM personal computers and Apple Macintosh, computer chips made by Intel and other
firms, or competing standards for third-generation
telephone handsets, optical disk storage or high-definition televisions. By contrast, open source software
is an example of global compatibility because it
makes the source code of an application available
via the Internet.
Departing from the MFN rule, there are provisions
that allow free trade agreements and customs unions among WTO members under certain conditions.
Moreover, the so-called “escape clause” allows a
WTO member to suspend its obligations as a tem-
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porary emergency measure, accompanied by the
adoption of adjustment policies.
The agreements also included liberalization commitments relating to non-tariff barriers, as well as
commitments in the areas of agriculture and services, but these are not considered here.
Investment-related disciplines of the multilateral
trading regime are also contained in the General
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) as part of
mode 3 (i.e. supply through commercial presence).
For a detailed discussion of this area, see Wade,
2003b; and Cho and Dubash, 2005.
These transition periods were five years for developing countries (i.e. until the end of 2000), and seven
years for the least developed countries (LDCs), with
some further extensions granted to countries experiencing implementation difficulties for development, finance or trade reasons.
This concerns disputes Nos. 51, 52, 65 and 81 against
Brazil; Nos. 146 and 175 against India; Nos. 54, 55,
59 and 64 against Indonesia; No. 195 against the
Philippines, and Nos. 339, 340 and 342 against China.
For details, see www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/
dispu_e/dispu_status_e.htm.
Since TRIMs applies only to trade in goods, governments can impose local procurement requirements with respect to services such as banking, insurance and transport, as long as such measures remain possible under GATS disciplines.
This is in contrast to the Subsidies Code of the Tokyo Round, which was voluntary and extended only
to national governments.
Subsidies for research had to be for activities conducted by firms or by higher education or research
establishments on a contract basis with firms, on
the condition that the assistance covered not more
than 75 per cent of the cost of industrial research or
50 per cent of the cost of pre-competitive development activity. Eligible regions were defined as those
whose per capita income did not exceed 85 per cent
of the country’s average or those whose unemployment quota had been at least 110 per cent of the
country’s average over a three-year period. Regarding environmental objectives, subsidies were permitted for the “promotion of adapting existing facilities to new environmental regulations”.
The Agreement refers to seven areas of intellectual
property: copyrights, trademarks, geographical indications, utility models, patents, integrated circuits
and undisclosed information.
The LDCs have been granted a general transition
period until 1 July 2013, and an additional extension until 1 January 2016 with regard to patents and
undisclosed information relating to pharmaceutical
products.
While the focus of this discussion is on the impact
of the TRIPS Agreement on industrial development,
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it should be noted that access to medicines in developing countries has gained considerable attention. This has mainly a humanitarian dimension, but
it can also be of considerable importance for pharmaceutical industries in developing countries. The
Doha Declaration clarified the need to interpret
TRIPS from a public health perspective, and thus
improved the Agreement’s developmental aspects
in terms of access to medicines. It explicitly recognizes the flexibility within TRIPS to grant compulsory licences and the right of countries to determine
the grounds on which these are granted. The WTO
decision of 30 August 2003 waives the limitation
on exports of generic products if they go to countries having insufficient manufacturing capacity.
For specific examples, see Morin, 2003; and Shadlen,
2005b.
The advent of the avian influenza made compulsory
licensing a global issue because of the widespread
perception that patent protection of the apparently
only efficient drug in this area is a barrier to preparations for combating a potential pandemic. For a detailed discussion of the impact of developing countries’ bilateral free trade agreements with the EU
and the United States on intellectual property rights
that affect access to medicines, see Correa, 2006.
Kowalski (2005: 11) points out that in upper-middle-income countries, the share of import duties in
total government revenue fell from about 20 per cent
in the late 1980s to about 7 per cent in the early
2000s; the respective shares for lower-middle-income countries were 25 per cent and 16 per cent,
and for low-income countries 27 per cent and 19 per
cent respectively.
Full binding coverage and uniform tariffs also contribute to greater predictability of trade policy and
market access, and thus foster the stability of the
international trading system (Francois and Martin,
2002). But this is true only if the resulting loss of
flexibility in tariff policy is not replaced by a greater
application of non-tariff measures, which are generally less transparent than tariffs. Moreover, it is
exchange-rate instability that often constitutes the
most serious threat to the predictability and stability of international trade flows and the international
trading system (TDR 2004).
Moreover, developing countries would need to be
able to raise tariffs in particular industrial sectors
without much cost. GATT Article XVIII: A and
XVIII: C allows countries to remove tariff concessions or use quotas for infant industry protection,
but in order to do so they have to “negotiate” and
“compensate”. While these obligations maintain
transparency and help to avoid abuse, this procedure can be cumbersome and involve costly compensation. The so-called “escape clause” under Article XIX allows a WTO member State to suspend
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its obligations under certain conditions in order to
safeguard its industry. However, these safeguards
can be invoked only as temporary emergency measures and must be accompanied by adjustment; thus
they do not provide an instrument for promoting
competitive industrial production.
This discrepancy between bound and applied tariffs is partly due to unilateral trade liberalization
that many developing countries have undertaken
either voluntarily or as a result of conditionalities
imposed by multilateral lending institutions.
This statement relates to a comparison of India with
the other countries in the table, but, as noted above,
not with respect to the now developed countries
when they were at India’s current level of per capita
income.
However, industrial upgrading in the Republic of
Korea has largely relied on national enterprises,
while it appears that much of the high-value-added
industrial activity in China occurs in wholly foreignowned enterprises, as discussed below.
This emphasis on international competitiveness is
well illustrated by the fact that one of the main policy
actions included in Brazil’s Multi-Annual Plan for
the period 1996–1999 was a reduction of the socalled “Brazil-cost”, that is, “the extra labor and fiscal costs producers (both foreign and domestic) have
to bear when producing in Brazil as opposed to producing in foreign countries” (Melo, 2001: 10).
Peres (2006) also notes that in bilateral or multilateral free trade negotiations, representatives from
Latin American countries sometimes attempt to
improve export opportunities for new industrial activities in order to promote industrial development.
This has been the case, in particular, for countries
closely linked to the United States markets, either
through geographical proximity or formal trade arrangements, such as Mexico and the smaller Central American and Caribbean countries.
For details on PROEX, see www.bb.com.br/appbb/
portal/gov/ep/srv/fed/AdmRecPROEX.jsp. In a
sense, it could be argued that, in terms of export
finance, PROEX simply seeks to bring Brazilian
exporters on an equal footing with their competitors in countries that have sustained macroeconomic
stability and strong financial markets.
Moreover, in 2001–2003, Brazil challenged the compatibility with WTO rules and commitments of the
low-interest financing provided by the Canadian
Government to a foreign importer of Bombardier
aircraft. In February 2002, the WTO dispute settlement panel ruled that this aid constituted an illegal
subsidy.
As pointed out by Goldstein (2002: 112), to prevent abuse of the programme, financing must be at
market rates plus a risk premium; loans must be for
no longer than 10 years, and they must cover no
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more than 85 per cent of the purchase in question.
For a legal assessment of the WTO dispute settlement panel ruling, see Doh, 2003: 14–15.
For details on the criteria used for the selection of
specific sectors, see Peres, 2006.
Employment creation and regional development
have been additional objectives of support to SME
clusters.
Gross domestic expenditure on R&D accounts, on
average, for only 0.6 per cent of GDP in Latin
America and the Caribbean, compared to 1.2 per
cent in China, 1.8 per cent in the EU and 2.8 per
cent in the United States (UNESCO, 2005).
See China Daily, Speed application of high-tech advance, 14 February 2006.
National Guideline on Medium and Long-term Programme for Science and Technology Development
(2006–2020).
See China Daily, China to adjust export tax rebates,
6 June 2006 (http://en.ce.cn/Business/Macroeconomic/200606/15/t20060615_7365602.shtml).
See Shanghai Securities Daily, Merger of the dual
tax system has reached the Ministry of Finance, 6
June 2006 (www.china.org.cn/chinese/zhuanti/
2006ssgclt/1231761.htm).
Loriaux (2003: 108–109) argues that the move from
fixed to flexible exchange rates in 1973 rendered a
policy of State-controlled bank credit very costly
because it led to an “overdraft economy” in which
interest rate hikes had little or no impact on the demand for credit by businesses.
Jacquet and Darmon (2005: 86) point out that the
creation of clusters of competitiveness is the “offensive” part of France’s industrial policy, which
has been complemented by a “defensive” part consisting of tax credits and other fiscal benefits for
industrial sectors and geographical regions facing
economic difficulties. For detailed information
on clusters of competitiveness, see www.competitivite.gouv.fr/.
Some of the 67 initially chosen projects were
merged, while the projects for an additional nine
clusters were approved in December 2005 (Ministère
de l’Economie, des Finances et de l’Industrie, 2006).
The European Council meeting in Lisbon in March
2000 set the objective of making Europe the most
competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy
in the world by the year 2010 by, inter alia, creating
a knowledge-based economy and enhancing competitiveness and innovation.
Apart from promoting the use of public procurement to stimulate research and innovation, the new
initiatives in the action plan include: a revised State
aid policy, which aims to reduce State aid gradually
while refocusing it on activities that are likely to
have the most sustainable impact on competitiveness, jobs and growth, and that promote cross-
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border cooperation in research; tax incentives for
firms to invest more in innovative areas; efforts towards the creation of an attractive single market
within the EU for researchers, structural cohesion
and regional funding focused more on research and
innovation; and financial instruments to support research within SMEs (Commission of the European
Communities, 2005).
Contrary to the broad-based and virtually unconditional protectionist measures that often accompanied inward-looking, import-substituting industrialization strategies, export targets were the main performance standard imposed by East Asian governments on business as a reciprocal control mechanism for public policy support. They were designed
to help the supported production activities achieve
international competitiveness and to minimize the
risk of rent-seeking and other abuse of public policy
support.
However, in some instances, the mere threat of sanctions from other countries may have an impact on a
country’s policy-making.
The generally long time lapse between the adoption of a certain policy measure that potentially infringes rules and the ruling of a dispute settlement
panel may allow countries with strong administrative capabilities to achieve the intended goal and
discontinue the policy measure before such a ruling
and the potentially associated sanctions are adopted.
Another area is the negotiations on a multilateral
investment agreement, now dormant, that aimed at
removing virtually all restrictions on FDI.
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It may also induce an even greater use of anti-dumping measures and countervailing duties, which are
inherently discriminatory and costly to implement.
According to Finger and Nogues (2002: 334), influential developed countries had announced that
they would withdraw from the GATT as soon as the
WTO came into existence. This implied that a country that did not accept the “grand bargain” of the
URAs would not have enjoyed protection from discriminatory treatment, either from the new WTO or
the old GATT rules and regulations.

Notes for figure 5.2:
The product categories are based on the International
Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) Rev. 3 for
Mexico and the Republic of Korea; and on ISIC Rev. 2
for Brazil. Resource-intensive manufactures include: 15,
16, 20, 21, 23, 26, 27 and 28 in Rev. 3, and 311, 313, 314,
331, 341, 353, 354, 362, 369, 371, 372 and 381 in Rev. 2.
Labour-intensive manufactures include: 17, 18, 19, 22,
25, 36 and 37 in Rev. 3, and 321, 322, 323, 324, 332, 342,
355, 356, 361 and 390 in Rev. 2. Technology-intensive
manufactures include: 24, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 and 35 in
Rev. 3, and 351, 352, 382, 383, 384 and 385 in Rev. 2.
This classification is based on the categories used in TDR
2002, chap. III.
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Chapter VI

INSTITUTIONAL AND GOVERNANCE
ARRANGEMENTS SUPPORTIVE
OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

A. Introduction

In the preceding chapter it has been argued
that economic policies in support of industrialization and technological upgrading need to aim
not just at efficiency gains, but also, primarily, at
strengthening the creative forces of markets to
induce capital accumulation and promote innovation and productivity. The present chapter examines
institutional and governance structures at both the
national and international levels that are best
suited to complement these policies.
There is an increasing consensus among
economists and policymakers that national institutions are a critical determinant of the pace of
per capita income growth. But there is much less
agreement as to what their role should be in helping to achieve sustained economic growth and
development and, by implication, what types of institutional arrangements are appropriate to achieve
these objectives.
Conventional wisdom envisages the main
role of institutions as being one of reducing transaction costs so as to create missing markets and
make existing markets function more efficiently.

According to this view, the main objective of economic policies is to ensure an efficient allocation
of resources in the context of competitive equilibrium, supported by universally applicable forms
of institutions, particularly for granting and protecting property rights. This goal is to be achieved
by identifying “global best practices” derived from
the current institutional set-up in developed countries and transplanting them to developing countries.
Another view, which emphasizes the need for
developing countries to achieve economic catchup through industrialization and structural change,
envisages an additional role for institutions, which
supports and accelerates the dynamic transformation of developing economies. From this perspective, their crucial role is to provide mechanisms
for the effective implementation of policies designed to achieve high rates of investment and
encourage the adoption of new technologies.
Moreover, the dynamic evolution of economies is
determined much less by efficiency criteria than
is assumed by the conventional view. Thus, the
guiding principle of institutional change should
not be to use institutions to reduce departures from
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the competitive equilibrium ideal of neoclassical supportive institutional arrangements came to be
economics, but instead to address the information more widely acknowledged (see, for example,
and coordination failures that undermine decision- Amsden, 1989, 2001; Wade, 1990; TDR 1994,
making and improve checks and balances on the use 1996; Evans, 1995; Chang, 1996).2 A key finding
of these studies is that coherof government discretion. While
such institutional arrangements
ence between policies and inhave to fulfil similar functions
stitutional arrangements is of
in different countries, the form
crucial importance for successCoherence between
of institutions will vary from
ful economic development.
policies and institutional
country to country, as well as
arrangements is of crucial
Section B of this chapter
within the same country over
importance for successful
addresses these issues in relatime.
economic development.
tion to national institutions,
The need for proactive
and section C discusses institrade and industrial policies to
tutional and governance arsupport and accelerate capital accumulation and rangements at the international level. Polanyi
structural change has long been recognized in de- (1944) was among the first to highlight the govvelopment economics, as discussed in the previ- ernance problems that arise when the regulatory
ous chapter, and a large number of developing reach of a country’s economic, political and adcountries pursued such policies until the begin- ministrative institutions is confined to its national
ning of the 1980s. However, at the time, it was borders, while forces unleashed by globalization
not well recognized that the successful implemen- and growing integration into world markets intation of such strategies requires a complemen- creasingly constrain countries in enabling their
tary set of institutional and administrative capa- citizens to realize their goals. Section C substanbilities.1 It was only when the successful experiences tiates the argument that only well-structured and
of the late industrializers, particularly in East Asia, appropriately functioning multilateral governance
had been properly assessed that the importance of arrangements can resolve this problem.
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B. National institutional and governance structures
in support of sustained economic growth

1.

Institutions and governance

Conceptually, no clear distinction can be
made between institutions and governance. Governance refers to the exercise of political, economic and administrative authority in managing
a country’s affairs at all levels. It comprises a complex set of mechanisms, processes, relationships
and institutions through which citizens and groups
articulate their interests, exercise their rights and
obligations and mediate their differences.3 Thus
institutions are one part of governance structures,
but they have a wider reach than governance structures. They encompass both formal and informal
social structures and mechanisms, including rules
and regulations that affect the behaviour of individuals and the functions of the State.
Institutions have often been defined as the
rules of the game, or a set of humanly devised
formal and informal constraints on political, economic and social interactions (North, 1990). This
definition, which has been a hallmark of “new institutional economics”, sees human actors as making
rational choices in market transactions that, under given and unchanging preferences, maximize
their utility. The function of institutions is to give
individuals the opportunities and incentives to engage in profitable market activity by transmitting
information, enforcing property rights and contracts, and managing the degree of competition.
By contrast, the approach of what is sometimes
called “old institutional economics” advocates a

broader view of institutions (Hodgson, 2004). It
argues that a country’s historical and cultural context is, through its impact on habits, a crucial determinant of the country’s institutions and of the
activities and behaviour of its citizens, an important aspect of which includes non-selfish values
(Hodgson, 1998). From this perspective, institutions not only constrain the behaviour of individuals, they also enable the achievement of goals
requiring supra-individual coordination, and are
constitutive in shaping the ways that groups and
individuals use to define their preferences (Chang
and Evans, 2005: 100).
The differing views on what shapes preferences and behaviour, and what should be the role
of institutions in this connection, also imply diverging opinions about the role of the State and the
scope for discretionary, as opposed to rules-based,
policies. Much of neoclassical economics, which
is complemented by the new institutional economics, views economic policies as being adopted and
implemented by self-seeking politicians and bureaucrats who have limited ability to collect information and implement policies and who are
subject to pressure from interest groups. This, the
argument goes, often results in government failure in the form of regulatory capture, rent-seeking,
and corruption, which distort the supposed rationality of the market system. According to this view,
the functions of the State need to be restricted
through deregulation and privatisation, and the
scope for policy discretion needs to be reduced
by strengthening rules of conduct or setting up
politically independent agencies involved in policy-
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making (e.g. independent central banks) bound by
strict rules.

institutional arrangements can be achieved by a
variety of context-specific designs. Thus, for example, Chang (1998) and Rodrik (2005) emphaBy contrast, from the perspective of old in- size the need to distinguish the functions that institutional economics, it is erroneous to assume stitutions have to fulfil in order to promote ecothat individuals have preconnomic development from the
ceived and unchanging selfish
forms of institutions that serve
preferences. Rather, there is an
those functions best. For ininterrelationship between instance, the function of instituInstitutions influence the
stitutions and the preferences
tional arrangements to secure
preferences of individuals
and behaviour of individuals
property rights – much emphaand their views on
(Hodgson, 2005). This interresized by institutional reform
legitimate
policy
targets
lationship means, first, that inagendas – can be achieved
and actions.
stitutions can be seen as the
through different forms of legcumulative outcome of past
islation and different degrees
behaviour of individuals and
of independence of the judicipast policy actions. In this
ary system and contract ensense, institutions are the path-dependent outcome forcement arrangements. A frequently cited examof a society’s preferences, behavioural patterns and ple in this context refers to the fact that in a counpolicies. As emphasized by Rodrik, Subramanian try with no formal definition of property rights
and Trebbi (2004), the legitimacy and desirabil- (such as China), those rights may in reality be
ity of institutional arrangements have a large ele- more secure4 than in some of the countries where
ment of context specificity, stemming from dif- property rights are formally defined and protected
ferences in countries’ cultural and historical tra- and where a formally independent judiciary
jectories, other initial conditions, and the politi- system exists (see, for example, Rodrik, Subramanian and Trebbi, 2004). Another example
cal economy of decision-making processes.
relates to the vast differences between Japan, the
Second, as argued by Chang and Evans (2005), United States and Europe (as well as within Euwho emphasize the constitutive role of institutions, rope) in institutional set-ups to protect property
this interrelationship implies that both formal rules rights, regulate markets and address social proand informal norms influence human preferences, tection. Both these examples indicate that instituas well as individuals’ views on legitimate targets tional outcomes are more directly related to the
of policy and legitimate actions needed to achieve effectiveness with which institutions perform their
functions, and only indirectly
those targets. To the extent that
to the forms that such instituinstitutions emphasize nontions take.
selfish values, individuals can
The functions that
internalize many such values.
In this sense, policy-making is
As emphasized by Rodrik,
institutions have to fulfil
a process whereby individuals
Subramanian
and Trebbi (2004),
must be distinguished from
with different views on the lerecognizing the difference bethe forms of institutions that
gitimacy and contestability of
tween
institutional functions
serve those functions best.
existing targets and instruments
and their forms means that
compete with each other. Thus
economic policy targets (such
appropriate institutions can enas the protection of property
sure that interest groups attempting to alter the “ra- rights, macroeconomic stability, or industrial retional” order of markets according to their own spe- structuring) can be achieved through a variety of
cific interests do not dominate the policy-making institutional forms. It does not imply that economic principles work differently in different
process.
places, but rather that transferring specific forms
Third, the interrelationship between institu- of institutions from developed to developing
tions and the preferences and behaviour of indi- economies is not a sufficient condition for good
viduals also implies that desirable outcomes of economic performance.
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tive correlation between the quality of institutions
and economic growth to argue that an improvement in market-enhancing institutional conditions
(such as the protection of property rights, the rule
of law and anti-corruption policies) will promote
growth and accelerate convergence with advanced
countries.

Much of the current debate on the role of institutions in economic development emphasizes
their function in reducing uncertainty and promoting market efficiency. Some see their role as being
to ensure that markets function as closely as posThe methodology of these econometric studsible to the ideal of neoclassical economics, which
is that competitive markets result in the efficient ies has been criticized for three main reasons.
allocation of resources (see, for example, World First, these studies generally use institution-related
Bank, 2001). According to this view, implemen- indicators that are highly subjective. The complex
tation of economic policies associated with the nature of institutional structures makes it difficult
“Washington Consensus” has failed to bring about to find quantifiable objective indicators of the
good economic results because of the absence of quality of these structures. As a result, the studies
supporting institutions in most developing coun- employ institution-related indicators based on
tries. As a result, multilateral lending institutions interpretation by researchers of data from riskand many donor governments have increasingly or credit-rating agencies or by respondents to local survey questionnaires. Acattached governance-related
cording to Kaufmann, Kraay
conditionality – often referred
and Mastruzzi (2005), the mato as second-generation reforms
Good institutions and good
jor advantage of employing
– to their loans and grants.
such subjective measures is
economic performance are
that they encompass all the forFrom this perspective,
interrelated.
mal as well as informal eletransaction costs are considments of institutions. Howered the main reason why the
ever, a major problem of any
functioning of actual markets
deviates from its theoretical ideal.5 Transaction subjective institution-related measure is that the
costs arise from contested or unclear property perceived quality of a country’s institutions is
rights, incomplete or asymmetric information and strongly influenced by its current economic perrelated external effects, as well as inefficient and formance.
costly contract enforcement and dispute resoluMoreover, this approach does not enable any
tion. Corruption may further increase transaction
costs, and can even disrupt contract enforcement conclusions to be made about operational policy.
and property rights protection. It is therefore sug- An analysis based on the perceived impact of a
gested that transaction costs can be minimized by country’s institutional arrangements on its ecorestricting the activities of the State to the crea- nomic performance cannot determine which
tion and enforcement of property rights and the specific forms of arrangements lead to the perrule of law, the provision of public goods (such as ceived outcome. Any institutional outcome, such
physical infrastructure, education and health) and as secure property rights, may be induced by alregulation in favour of creating missing markets ternative institutional forms. Thus, assessing “how
and enhancing the efficiency of existing ones. well the rules of the game with regard to property
Under these conditions, private investors pursu- rights are perceived to operate, and not what those
ing their individual profit maximization objective rules are” (Rodrik, 2004: 12) does not give any
would drive economic development and maximize practical indication as to the institutional design
the economic welfare of the economy as a whole. required to obtain such an outcome.
Proponents of this approach point to empirical evidence from cross-country regressions, in
which the level or the growth rate of per capita
income is regressed on specific institution-related
measures. These analyses typically find a posi-

Second, virtually all empirical studies have
found that developed countries generally rank
higher in measures of institutional quality than
developing economies, no matter what measure
is used (see also fig. 6.1). But it is less clear whether
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Figure 6.1

CORRELATION BETWEEN INSTITUTIONAL QUALITY AND PER CAPITA INCOME, 2004

Source: UNCTAD secretariat calculations, based on data from Kaufmann, Kraay and Mastruzzi, 2005; and UNCTAD Handbook
of Statistics, various issues.
Note: The aggregate governance measure is the unweighted average of the six measures provided by Kaufmann, Kraay and
Mastruzzi, 2005.

this can be taken to imply a causal effect of institutional quality on economic performance. This
is because these cross-country regression analyses are subject to serious econometric identification problems, in particular those related to omitted
variable bias and reverse causality. Institutions and
economic performance will differ among countries
for a variety of reasons. However, given that the
quality of institutions is a complex phenomenon
that is not directly observable, and that it is therefore impossible to take account of all these differences in econometric estimations, the effects of
omitted variables may be ascribed to institutional
differences, thereby greatly exaggerating the effects of institutions on economic performance. The
problem with reverse causality is that in this context good institutions and good economic performance are likely to influence each other, and are
thus interrelated. For example, the impact of good
economic performance on good institutions may

be due to the fact that economically well performing countries have the fiscal resources to construct
and effectively implement an institutional structure that can ensure low transaction costs for all
market participants.6
As proposed by Khan (2004), the test required to establish a causal relationship between
an improvement in institutional quality in terms
of the above measures and income convergence
with developed countries is to see if developing
countries that rank higher in such measures at the
beginning of a period of time actually experience
income convergence during that period. Such a
test provides only weak support to the hypothesis
that an improvement in institutions designed to
create missing markets and make existing markets
more efficient will promote growth and accelerate convergence with developed countries, as
illustrated in table 6.1 and figure 6.2.
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Table 6.1

GOVERNANCE INDICATORS AND PER CAPITA INCOME GROWTH, 1995–2005

Developed
countries

Converging
developing
countries

Diverging
developing
countries

Memo item:
Countries of
Central and
Eastern Europe

27

45

88

26

Median of aggregate governance measure

1.62

-0.19

-0.26

-0.27

Range of aggregate governance measure

0.64–1.93

-2.12–1.82

-2.08–1.33

-1.75–0.89

2.48

3.90

0.95

5.19

Number of countries

Median rate of real per capita income growth

Source: See figure 6.1.
Note: Data refer to 1995 for the aggregate governance measure, and to 1995–2005 averages for real per capita income
growth in dollars.

The 186 economies for which the commonly
used institutional and governance data provided
by Kaufmann, Kraay and Mastruzzi (2005)7 are
available may be grouped as follows: 27 developed countries, 26 Central and Eastern European
countries, 8 and 133 developing economies, which
can be separated into 88 diverging and 45 converging developing economies depending on
whether or not their average rate of real per capita
growth during the period 1995–2005 exceeded the
median rate of growth in developed countries during that period.
Table 6.1 shows that the median of the quality of governance index for converging developing
economies is only moderately better than that for
diverging developing economies. It also shows a
large overlap in the range of variation of this measure for these two groups of economies. This raises
some doubts as to whether an improvement in
institutional quality as measured by this index actually causes income convergence of developing
economies with developed countries.
Figure 6.2 shows that for the pool of developed and developing countries there is a very weak
positive relationship between the score on the
quality of governance index in 1995 and real per
capita income growth during the period 1995–
2005, as indicated by the trendline. It also shows
that this positive relationship is largely due to the

fact that developed countries score high in terms
of both institutional quality and per capita income
growth, and that the vast majority of developing
economies score low on both these measures.
However, as discussed above, the subjective nature of the governance measure makes it likely
that scores on the basis of that measure may well
increase with a country’s good economic performance, making it difficult to determine the direction
of causality. The location in the figure of the group
of converging developing economies is critical for
establishing the direction of causality. However,
as already indicated in table 6.1, these economies
do not generally have better governance scores
than the diverging developing economies.
In sum, this evidence indicates that diverging as well as converging developing economies
score relatively low in terms of the quality of the
governance measure. This suggests that aiming at
large-scale institutional reform in the short run is
seldom necessary to accelerate growth. While
achieving sustained economic convergence will
eventually require constructing those institutions
that are similar to those in today’s developed countries, the initial move of developing countries onto
a path of income convergence can be achieved
with minimal changes in that direction. In order
to explain institution-related differences between
developing countries in terms of their growth performance, an examination of other dimensions of
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Figure 6.2

GOVERNANCE AND PER CAPITA INCOME GROWTH,
SELECTED GROUPS OF ECONOMIES, 1995–2005

Source: See figure 6.1.
Note: See figure 6.1.

institutional capabilities is required (see section 3
below).
Third, while so called “instrumental variable
estimations” can be used to clarify the identification problems mentioned above, the resulting findings do not provide useful conclusions for policymaking. Indeed, finding suitable instrumental variables (i.e. indicators that are exogenous determinants of institutional quality) has proven to be a
formidable task. Those studies that have used such
exogenous instruments have often given rise to
disagreement about the role and relative importance of institutions, on the one hand, and the instrumental variables themselves, on the other. In
particular, there has been a debate as to whether
geography has an impact on economic development beyond its effects on institutions.
For example, Hall and Jones (1999) use a
country’s distance from the equator and the pro-

portion of its population that speaks English as
instruments to measure the quality of institutions
(which they call “social infrastructure”). They
argue that these variables proxy for the adoption
of institutions that protect property rights and,
more generally, for the strength of the supposedly
“good British influence” on a country’s institutions. Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001)
argue that the mortality rates among early European settlers in a colony determined whether those
settlers would stay in the more hospitable places
and build European-style institutions, including
those protecting property rights, or simply install
resource-extractive or resource-plundering institutions.
Others (e.g. Gallup, Sachs and Mellinger,1999;
Sachs, 2003) argue that geographical and ecological variables (such as climate zone, disease ecology
and distance from the coast) have a significant direct impact on economic performance. They sug-
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gest that institutional choices in the past were in- monetary policy. With regard to monetary policy,
fluenced by the direct effects of geography on a widely employed institutional solution to this
production systems, human health and environ- problem has been the delegation of monetary
mental sustainability. 9 Engerman and Sokoloff authority to an independent central bank that
(2002) point out that climate and factor-endowment follows a clearly determined and pre-announced
conditions in the Caribbean and Brazil were well monetary policy rule,12 and/or, according to Rogoff
suited to growing crops like
(1985), the appointment of a
sugar, which at the time were of
conservative central banker.13
high value on the world market,
Particularly in situations of
and gave rise to significantly
hyperinflation, some countries
Large-scale institutional
different institutions from those
have used a fixed nominal exreform in the short run is
that were established later in
change rate or a currency board
seldom
necessary
to
the temperate zones of North
as an anchor for monetary
accelerate growth.
America. Rodrik, Subramanian
policy. Institutional measures
and Trebbi (2004) emphasize
such as an exchange-rate anchor
that the mortality rates of Eumay be necessary in the initial
ropean settlers in the study by
stages of a price stabilization
Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001) may be strategy. However, in practice, such strategies ofa useful instrument for the immediate statistical ten lack a credible exit option. As a result, their
purpose of avoiding identification problems, but prolonged use has contributed to substantial capithat it is nonetheless doubtful whether this ap- tal inflows, which in turn have initially led to an
proach captures the major historical forces that overvaluation of the real exchange rate that has
shaped institutional arrangements in former colo- eventually been corrected through a reversal of
nies and whether it explains economic diver- capital inflows. The resulting gyrations in the real
gence.10 Indeed, income divergence in the past two exchange rate have made it difficult for entrepreor three centuries of countries that were never neurs to make long-term plans and impaired incolonized (Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Japan, Thailand vestment. 14
and Turkey) has been as great as among formerly
colonized countries (Rodrik, Subramanian and
Trebbi, 2004).11
3. Institutions and structural
transformation
The institutions discussed so far mainly
concern the establishment of secure and stable
property rights as an important element in incentives for entrepreneurs to invest and innovate. The
To the extent that economic restructuring,
presence of a stable and investment-friendly technological upgrading and productivity growth
macroeconomic environment is another crucial depend on better resource allocation, improving
determinant of such incentive. The inherent insta- market efficiency is clearly desirable. But the prebility of financial markets, in particular, can have ceding chapter has argued that economic catch-up
adverse effects on investment. Institutional solu- largely depends on industrialization and technotions to this problem have concentrated on the logical upgrading, and that to this end proactive
implementation of procedural devices and regu- trade and industrial policies need to reinforce the
latory frameworks. These attempts have focused creative functions of markets that drive the dyon the role of institutions in facilitating individual namic transformation of developing economies.
decision-making by increasing the predictability An important element of this policy strategy is
of what other market participants will do in a par- the creation of “rents” that boost corporate profits
ticular context.
above their free-market levels. Thus institutional
arrangements that successfully manage economic
In the policy area, attempts to increase the rents must complement proactive support policies.
certainty of individual decision-making have often addressed the question of political factors, such
As with the discussion of principles and types
as election campaigns, to influence fiscal and of policies in the preceding chapter, it is possible
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to identify a number of generally desirable functions of institutions that must complement proactive trade and industrial policies. As already
mentioned, the specific institutional forms of these
functions are largely context specific. Each country needs to discover which specific form will provide the appropriate incentives to achieve the
desired institutional outcome, based on its particular circumstances.

Another function is the imposition and enforcement of performance criteria on the recipients
of the rents, in particular by using the disciplines
of the international market in order to prevent rents
from becoming permanent. The absence of such
criteria, or failure to enforce them, would run the
risk of causing unproductive rent-seeking, which
would eventually weaken entrepreneurship and
hamper productivity growth. Linking support to
performance requirements ensures that the initial
rents are essentially part of a nurturing exercise
and that the rents will eventually be withdrawn as
the supported activity matures. Moreover, such a
link lends transparency and accountability to
policy support, because it forces decision-makers
to clarify and justify their actions. It also provides
a yardstick for the evaluation of outcomes.

One such function concerns strategic collaboration between the government, business organizations and institutions of learning and innovation. Such collaboration aims at: (i) coordinating
investment activities with scale economies, where
the interdependence of individual investment
decisions makes the investments and profits of
one entrepreneur partly dependent on the investment decisions of others, 15 and (ii) exchanging
Thus, clear quantitative criteria for success
information on the government’s vision of devel- or failure need to be formulated. Given the objecopment strategies, the entrepreneurs’ views on tive to support and accelerate productivity growth,
business opportunities and insuccess criteria should be related to productivity. Moreover,
vestment constraints, particuthey should include a sunset
larly those related to the production of new products and
clause to prevent open-ended
Institutional arrangements
support. This institutional functhe use of new modes of proto manage economic rents
duction, and on research instition of identifying and discimust complement proactive
plining under-performing firms
tutions’ assessments of nasupport policies.
tional and international tech(“losers”) is often overlooked in
nology developments. Such
conventional assessments of inarrangements help the governdustrial policies, which tend to
equate industrial policy with
ment to design, implement and
coordinate policy measures, because they allow “picking winners”. In a sense, it represents the
the gathering of information on investment ideas “stick” that is a necessary complement to the “carand an assessment of the technology requirements rot” provided by the creation of temporary rents
needed to make such investments profitable. In from subsidies or protection.16
addition, they allow identification of areas that
require better coordination among State agencies
A third function of institutional arrangements
and where changes in legislation and regulation is the provision of institutions that facilitate the
could eliminate unnecessary transaction costs or incorporation of increasingly more advanced techother impediments to investment. This would also nology into production processes. The protection
help to assign responsibilities for solving identi- of clearly defined property rights is an important
fied impediments and, more generally, to indicate incentive to generate and absorb new technologies.
which individual/agency should be approached to However, as already mentioned, this protection can
find a solution to a specific problem. Furthermore, take many forms. Detailed codification of private
such institutionalized forms of government-busi- ownership rights is not the only institutional form
ness collaboration allow the soliciting of subsi- for providing innovative entrepreneurs with the
dies and financial backing for new activities when possibility to appropriate at least a substantial part
needed, encourage cooperation among private of the innovation rent. What matters more is that
firms, and between them and research institutes, property rights are acknowledged de facto, as the
and enable a bundling of all the different elements experience of China between 1979 and 1993 indicates (see, for example, Qian, 2003).
of support to new investment.
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Given that the availability of a well-skilled petent meritocratic civil service17 that is not unlabour force is a key element of an economy’s duly burdened with immediate political concerns.
ability to innovate, adapt existing technologies and The relationship between the State bureaucracy
achieve learning-by-doing externalities in the pro- and the private sector should be one of “embedded
duction process, the existence
autonomy” (Evans, 1995). The
of appropriate educational inState bureaucracy should be
stitutions (particularly for sciclosely connected to the busience and technology as well as
ness community through the
Linking support to
vocational training) is clearly
State-business links discussed
performance requirements
important for an economy’s
above. This fosters its responensures that the initial rents
technological development.
siveness to required changes in
are part of a nurturing
The same is true for the propolicy design and implementaexercise ...
motion of domestic knowledge
tion, and reduces the risk of its
generation in research instibecoming a power unto itself
tutes and universities. But the
and pursuing its own objeceffectiveness of the output of these institutions tives. But the State bureaucracy should nonethedepends largely on their links with corporate re- less retain a degree of autonomy that is essential
search and on the institutional structure of the for long-term policy-making, rather than being uncorporate sector itself. Chang (1998), for exam- duly subject to day-to-day politics and risk beple, points out that large enterprises may have the coming overburdened with multiple objectives,
organizational structure and financial ability to many of which may be short-term in nature.
conduct their own R&D, while an industry strucCivil service activities will be more effecture with a large proportion of small firms will
tive if they provide support to economic activirequire more government involvement in R&D.
ties that are national priorities and are supported
The institutional structure of the financial at the highest political levels. Moreover, the
system influences the scope of domestic invest- strength of the civil service also depends on the
ment financing beyond retained corporate prof- coherence of support policies. Thus, State agenits. Compared to a capital-market-based system, cies that design and implement policies need to
a bank-based financial system may be better have coherent goals. Relatively greater homogeequipped to overcome the information and coor- neity in values, preferences and political objecdination problems in capital markets that pose a tives across a country’s political landscape will
major obstacle to rapid investment and innova- make it easier to formulate and implement a cotion. It facilitates the financing of productive in- herent policy strategy. It will also make it easier
vestment from money and credit creation rather to enforce performance requirements as non-perthan from a pool of savings, and can thereby pro- forming beneficiaries of policy support will not
vide decisive stimuli for capibe able to play different politital accumulation and growth.
cal factions off against each
It also facilitates the allocation
other.
…
and
that
the
rents
will
be
of credit from private sector fiwithdrawn as the supported
Finally, institutional arnancial institutions under govactivity matures.
rangements must address disernment guidance, and from
tributional conflicts and proState-owned banks to finance
mote social coherence.18 This
investment in innovative activities (TDR 1996: 129). Morefunction of institutions is an
over, bank-based financial systems are usually important complement to proactive support policonsidered to be better at creating a corporate gov- cies, in particular because the creation of rents is
ernance culture that emphasizes long-term devel- not a harmonious process. Rather, it can give rise
to distributional conflicts that can quickly cause
opment goals rather than short-term profits.
deviation from a sustainable growth path and unFourth, the design and successful implemen- dermine the perceived legitimacy of the policy
tation of support policies require a strong and com- strategy adopted to spur development. While rela-
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tively equitable income distribution fosters social
cohesion, taking into account the preferences of
large segments of the population for the formation of new institutions and the reform of existing
ones also plays a role in this context.
As emphasized by Evans (2005), wide participation by a country’s citizenry in the setting
of policy priorities along with institutional change
will allow the country to discover what institutional forms are best suited to its specific circumstances. Although there is considerable scope to
learn from experience elsewhere, eliciting and
aggregating local knowledge provides better ideas
of how to build effective organizations and institutions, particularly administrative norms, legal
rules and other governance mechanisms, rather
than technocratically imposing institutional blueprints. Participatory processes are also likely to
better define the most appropriate legitimate goals
of development. Moreover, they will increase the
sentiment among citizens of ownership of the government’s policy strategy.

4.

Conclusions

Institutional arrangements are an important
determinant of the effectiveness of domestic policy
instruments in influencing national target variables. The presence of institutions to support the
efficiency of existing markets and the creation of
missing ones appears to be necessary, particularly
in advanced stages of economic catch-up. However, the statistical correlation between per capita
income levels and indicators of “good governance” does not point to the need to adopt the long
list of institutional and governance reforms prescribed by the conventional reform agenda as a
necessary condition for the initiation of a successful catch-up process.
By contrast, putting in place institutional arrangements that successfully manage economic
rents associated with proactive trade and industrial
policies in support of structural transformation is
of particular importance in initiating and supporting a process of sustained growth and structural
change. Once an economy is on a path of sustained
catch-up growth, the government’s capacity to sup-

port the creation of high-quality institutions through
increasing public expenditure will also rise. Improved economic performance and strengthened
public sector support for institution-building will
enhance the process of institutional transformation, which will feed back into the growth process
by enhancing the effectiveness of public policies.
Yet the widespread scepticism about the capacity of the State to create and manage growthpromoting rents cannot be ignored. Part of this
scepticism is clearly justified, given the poorly
performing institutional set-ups in a large number
of developing countries. The restoration of peace
and basic social order is a prerequisite for any
institutional reform and economic development in
countries that have experienced long years of civil
strife and external conflicts. Indeed, there can be
little doubt that some States will be more effective than others in implementing the institutional
arrangements that have a major impact on the effectiveness of proactive trade and industrial policies for achieving their objectives.
Much of this effectiveness depends on the
professionalism of the bureaucracy and the efficiency of information exchange between the
public and private sectors. But it also depends on
the extent to which nationwide State entities wield
authority in policy-making and their access to
budgetary resources that can be directed to those
goals, including through the creation and withdrawal of rents.
In terms of “good governance”, the East
Asian States often performed rather poorly, but
they had a different set of governance capabilities that were growth enhancing. Formal and
informal arrangements for collaboration between
the government, business organization and institutions for learning and innovation played an
important role, as did the existence of reciprocal
control mechanisms and the presence of a strong
and competent meritocratic civil service.
The precise form of institutional arrangements
depends on the specific mechanisms through
which the State attempts to accelerate investment
and technological upgrading. The diversity of
the experience of successful catching up in East
Asia indicates the importance of the compatibility of the governance capabilities that States have
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and the growth-enhancement strategies they during the last half-a-century to build institutions
are attempting to implement. 19 Country-specific that are needed to have a well-functioning market
conditions have clearly helped the development of economy, often with little success, is testimony
these institutional arrangements in East Asia. This to the difficulties involved in constructing the inhas sometimes been interpreted as implying that the stitutions required for a well-functioning market
kind of economic catch-up experienced in East economy.”
Asia cannot be replicated elseDeveloping countries may
where. However, as emphasized
by Akyüz, Chang and Kozulwish initially to pursue a limInstitutional arrangements
Wright (1998), the important
ited number of proactive polidetermine the effectiveness
point is not whether these
cies that do not require the
of domestic policy
economies’ particular set of
management of significant
initial economic and cultural
amounts of rents, but can coninstruments in influencing
conditions equipped their socitribute to the accumulation of
national policy targets.
eties for economic development
capabilities and know-how
better than others. All countrythat will prove useful in conspecific conditions contain elducting more sophisticated
ements which may either hold back or support fu- support policies later. Designing policies to maxiture development, and the challenge is to explore mize the gains from hosting TNCs in selected arwhether and how pro-development elements can eas may provide a particularly important area for
best be promoted.
policymakers in early phases of institutionally
managed proactive policies. A gradual strategy of
Moreover, it should not be presumed that in- this kind would allow a government and its bustitutional arrangements required to successfully reaucracy to learn their country’s specificities remanage more orthodox policies are less demand- garding the types of incentives that are effective
ing than those needed to accompany proactive sup- and for what purpose, and to identify any possiport policies. As emphasized by Chang (2003: 310), ble loopholes that might exist in otherwise well“the fact that many developing countries have tried designed policies.

C. Multilateral institutions and global economic governance

1.

Introduction

The considerable, and still growing, degree
of global interdependence in contemporary world
economic relations provides a strong rationale for
a well-structured system of global economic governance.20 Such a system would ensure the provision of global public goods such as international
economic and financial stability. It would be rep-

resented by coherent multilateral institutional arrangements, created by inter-governmental agreements to voluntarily reduce sovereignty on a
reciprocal basis. The guiding principle of these
arrangements would be to manage the interface
between different national systems, rather than
reducing national difference and establishing one
omnipotent economic and legal structure. These
arrangements would design, implement and enforce multilateral rules and disciplines. Such a
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system of global collective action would make a
key contribution to minimizing adverse international spillovers and other negative externalities
created by national economic policies that focus
on maximizing national benefits.

How to determine the right balance between
maintaining sovereignty in national economic
policy-making and constraining it through multilateral disciplines and collective governance remains a contentious issue. Chang (2006) makes
the general argument that a liberal economist who
Self-centred national economic policies can values autonomy and choice for individuals should
generate adverse negative spillover effects beyond not try to restrict national autonomy of developa country’s borders. The spread of financial cri- ing countries, including their right to be wrong.
ses through contagion, even to
More directly related to the
countries with sound policies
multilateral trade regime, Kleen
and good fundamentals, is one
and Page (2005: 48–49) argue
example. Moreover, global ecothat flexibilities in disciplines
There is no quantifiable
nomic interdependence proshould aim to give developing
single balance between
vides an opportunity for policycountries what they want, not
multilateral disciplines and
makers in influential economies
what developed countries, or
national policy autonomy
to deliberately use beggar-thyresearchers, think is “good for
that suits all countries.
neighbour types of policies.
them”. This could be underThey may be tempted to employ
stood as advocating an “everycommercial, macroeconomic,
thing goes” approach whereby
financial or exchange-rate policies in pursuit of governments would be allowed to implement any
certain national economic objectives – such as at- policies they think maximize their country’s intertaining mercantilist goals or postponing the ad- ests. But these authors clearly recognize that the
justment of internal or external imbalances – which absence of multilateral disciplines can disrupt inmay harm the economic performance of other coun- ternational economic relations and/or bias them in
tries. In the absence of multilateral disciplines and favour of those countries that wield substantial
cooperation, retaliatory action by adversely affected economic or political power. Perhaps more imcountries could lead to instability and disruptions portantly, as discussed earlier in this chapter and
in international economic relations that might leave in the preceding two chapters, economic theory,
all countries worse off.
borne out by history, suggests that there are a
number of general principles underlying developFor global collective action to be acceptable ment-enhancing policies and institutions which can
to all parties, it must result from a consultative guide policymakers in their development strategies.
process based on full, equal and voluntary participation of all the parties concerned. However,
On the other hand, the extension of legally
there is a natural inclination, particularly by in- binding external constraints on national economic
ternationally powerful countries, to shape multi- policies, as well as a generally less permissive
lateral rules and commitments in a way that gives attitude to the granting of waivers, may be viewed
them the maximum degrees of freedom to pursue as subscribing to a “one-size-fits-all” approach.
their own national economic goals, while restrict- However, when there are information asymmetries
ing the degrees of freedom for others in areas and unequal capacities among countries to parwhere national interests conflict. Countries that ticipate in the processes leading to an agreement
feel disadvantaged by the way multilateral rules on multilateral rules and disciplines, or when these
and commitments are formulated and implemented rules and disciplines are perceived as unduly imcan, in principle, stay out of or leave the multilat- pinging on legitimate national development aspieral arrangements in question and conduct inter- rations, they could be called into question and
national relations on a bilateral basis. But countries result in a repudiation of the institutions overseewith little power internationally (i.e. the vast ma- ing those disciplines. Hence, determining the right
jority of developing countries) will rarely follow balance between national sovereignty and multilatthis route, because coercive action is likely to be eral disciplines is very much a question of finding
even stronger in bilateral relationships with ma- the right compromise between a “one-size-fits-all”
jor economic and political powers.
and an “everything-goes” approach.
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Any perception that multilateral disciplines institutional structure in international trade, curextend too far and constrain the attainment of rent international monetary and financial arrangelegitimate national development goals greatly de- ments are not organized around a multilateral
pends on an individual economy’s structural char- rules-based system that applies a specific set of
acteristics and its level of development. There is core principles to all participants. This asymmeno quantifiable single balance between multilat- try has particularly strong adverse effects on deeral disciplines and national policy autonomy that veloping countries because self-centred national
suits all countries or applies across all spheres of monetary and financial policies can have much
economic activity. The degree of national policy more damaging effects than those caused by trade
autonomy needed to promote national economic and trade-related policies. Despite increased indevelopment differs across countries. For exam- ternational financial instability, and recurrent fiple, the maturity of a country’s institutional de- nancial crises in emerging markets – along with
velopment and its pattern of domestic production their attendant adverse effects for both the ecowill influence the depth of its integration into in- nomic prospects of many developing countries and
ternational financial markets and its FDI policies. the healthy expansion of international trade flows
Economic size and natural resource endowments – there has been no attempt to fill the vacuum crewill influence the depth of a country’s trade inte- ated by the breakdown of the Bretton Woods argration, while the pattern of domestic support poli- rangements. This asymmetry is a major reason
cies will vary with a country’s level of industrial behind the lack of coherence in international
development, as discussed in chapter V. By the policy-making (TDR 2004).
same token, at any level of economic development,
Second, the multilateral rules and committhe optimal degree of openness for benefiting a
country is likely to differ across different spheres ments governing international economic relations
such as trade, investment, finance, labour and tech- are, in legal terms, equally binding for all particinology. For example, countries would be well-ad- pants,21 but in economic terms they are biased tovised to postpone capital market integration until wards an accommodation of the requirements of
they have successfully integrated into other areas, the national development strategies of developed
notably trade (TDR 2004, chap. IV). Such differ- countries. As discussed in chapter V, the measences in the optimal degree of
ures prohibited under WTO
openness may extend beyond
rules and regulations are of dinarrow economic areas to inminishing importance at relaThe scope of multilateral
volve equity considerations or
tively advanced levels of dedisciplines
may
be
too
the preservation of national culvelopment, where much of
narrow in international
ture and national institutions.
economic advance depends on
pushing out the technology
monetary and financial
In the Sao Paulo Consenfrontier. At the same time, they
relations, but it may well be
sus (paragraph 8) reached at
reduce the degree of freedom
too large in the area of
for national economic policies
UNCTAD XI in 2004, the interinternational trade.
designed to promote producnational community recognized
tive capacity at earlier stages
that “it is particularly important
of industrialization. By confor developing countries, bearing in mind development goals and objectives, that trast, the measures permitted – or at least not exall countries take into account the need for appro- plicitly prohibited – are those that allow develpriate balance between national policy space and oped countries to sponsor technology- and knowlinternational disciplines and commitments.” How- edge-intensive industries.
ever, multilateral arrangements do not appear to
Taken together, these two asymmetries result
move in that direction.
in multilateral rules and practices that seek to
The current system of global economic gov- deepen economic integration in a number of areas
ernance does not seem to be entirely satisfactory, crucial to the interests and priorities of developed
largely because of the existence of two overlap- countries, and reduce the degrees of freedom for
ping asymmetries. First, contrary to the existing national economic policies in areas crucial for
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industrialization and economic catch-up. Thus, in
qualitative terms, and from the perspective of development, the scope of multilateral disciplines
in the current pattern of global economic governance would appear to be too narrow in the area of
international monetary and financial relations, but
may well be too large in the area of international
trade. The quality of a global partnership for development can be expressed not only in terms of
the existence or absence of multilateral rules and
disciplines but also in terms of the context of these
rules and the degree to which this context reflects
the interests and needs of the different parties in a
balanced and equitable manner.

2.

International monetary and financial
rules and disciplines22

markets in order to maintain exchange-rate stability. The system restricted the kind of short-term
capital flows that were motivated by interest
arbitrage and that had proven so damaging in the
interwar period. By defining narrow exchange-rate
bands, the Bretton Woods system also limited the
ability of governments to manipulate the exchange
rates of their currencies. This was intended to prevent beggar-thy-neighbour policies based on competitive depreciation, the lack of such prevention
having been among the most damaging policy failures of the interwar period.
These institutional arrangements allowed the
Bretton Woods system to ensure a balance between
national policy autonomy on the one hand and
multilateral disciplines on the other. Sacrificing
formal monetary autonomy was rewarded by stability in the financial markets and better foresight
in international trade and in related decisions concerning investment in fixed capital.

The rapid pace of globalisation in monetary
and financial relations has not been accompanied
by an equally rapid change in multilateral monetary and financial rules and disciplines. The
Bretton Woods institutions have progressively
assumed different mandates and have extended
their functions to areas far from those that they
had been given originally (such as structural reforms covering a wide range of economic and
social matters in developing countries and in
economies in transition). Yet they appear to exercise little control over key international financial
problems like exchange-rate volatility, huge and
prolonged balance-of-payments imbalances, the
dominance of short-term financial flows over
long-term ones, and recurrent financial crises. Nor
do they seem to possess the appropriate instruments for responding to these problems.

However, the Articles of Agreement in the
IMF provided for changes in par values “to correct, or prevent the emergence of, a fundamental
disequilibrium” (Article IV and Schedule C of the
IMF Articles of Agreement). In many cases this
adjustment was supported by the provision of financing from IMF resources to enable countries
“to correct maladjustments in their balance of payments without resorting to measures destructive
of national or international prosperity” (Article I
of the IMF Articles of Agreement). At the same
time, the conditionalities associated with this financing entailed macroeconomic adjustments in
borrowing countries to support the reduction of
external imbalances, with the aim of protecting
both the financial integrity of the Fund and the
revolving nature of its resources.

Above all, the existing global economic governance system lacks institutional arrangements
that could exercise multilateral discipline on exchange rates. Until the early 1970s, the power of
markets to generate unexpected and erratic movements in exchange rates was limited in part by
the low value of financial market transactions relative both to trade transactions and to the amount
of foreign exchange reserves. The power of markets was also constrained by capital controls and
the obligation, under the Bretton Woods system,
of central banks to intervene in foreign-exchange

The balance between financing and adjustment in crisis situations has gradually been lost
since the termination of the Bretton Woods exchange-rate system. Instead of providing adequate
liquidity to allow countries to weather payments
difficulties, the IMF started to impose extensive
adjustments in macroeconomic and even in structural policies. Indeed, the Fund sought to impose
the kind of policies that the architects of the postWorld War II international monetary system had
wanted to avoid on countries facing payments difficulties – that is, adjustment through austerity –
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irrespective of the causes of the payments difficulIn fact, in a financially highly-integrated
ties. These difficulties might result from domestic world the Fund is unable to tackle one of the main
factors such as a loss of the overall competitive- sources of current-account imbalances in developness of the economy, excessive domestic spend- ing countries, namely, exchange-rate misalignments
ing or distortions in the price structure; or from that are due mainly to volatile, and often speculaexternal disturbances such as terms-of-trade shocks, tive, short-term capital flows. As UNCTAD has
hikes in international interest
repeatedly shown (e.g. TDR
rates, trade and exchange-rate
2004, chap. IV, section C), exchange-rate gyrations are not
measures introduced by another country, or the volatility
always driven by policy errors
The existing global
in the receiving countries. Even
of capital flows and internaeconomic governance
tional speculation. 23
countries
following orthodox
system lacks institutional
monetary policies of price
arrangements that exercise
stabilization can be subject to
Today the IMF may intermultilateral discipline on
vene in a country’s exchangestrong overshooting of their
exchange rates.
rate policy only if that counexchange rates, leading first to
try asks for financial support
over- and then to undervaluafrom the Fund and thus betion. Capital flows, which have
comes subject to IMF conditionality. Hence the come to have a much stronger impact on nominal
IMF has no grip on possible exchange-rate mis- exchange rates than trade flows, are closely realignments in an economy that runs a balance-of- lated to short-term financial conditions. For expayments surplus, or in deficit countries that still ample, speculation that aims at exploiting shorthave access to borrowing in international finan- term interest rate differentials for arbitrage profit
cial markets or issue a currency that other market can eventually lead to pressure on the exchange
participants are willing to continue holding in their rate and become destabilising even if the counportfolios, as in the case of the United States. tries involved have only slightly diverging inflaTherefore, negotiations on exchange rates among tion rates.
the most important currencies, when they occur,
This behaviour is often at the origin of the
are held outside the IMF, mainly at the G-7 meetings or in bilateral talks among the most impor- boom-and-bust cycles in emerging markets. A
more balanced and effective international finantant players.
cial system, one that also takes into account the
This highlights a basic asymmetry and short- specific needs of developing countries, should be
coming in the current international financial sys- designed to protect countries against overshoottem: the institution that is in charge of promoting ing and undershooting of the exchange rate by
exchange-rate stability and of avoiding excessive discouraging this kind of arbitrage through a truly
and prolonged payments disequilibria is unable international exchange-rate management system
to impose meaningful disciplines on the policies and/or by controls. In the absence of such a system,
of those economies that run the most significant due to the unwillingness of the major developed
external imbalances and whose exchange-rate vola- countries to make the necessary multilateral comtility has the most significant negative impact on mitments, developing countries must be allowed
the international economy. The Fund’s policy to manage exchange rates and capital flows at the
oversight is confined primarily to its poorest mem- national or regional levels, as discussed in chapter IV
bers, who need to draw on its resources because of of this Report.
their lack of access to private sources of finance
and, occasionally, to emerging-market economies
The globalized economy requires a new mulexperiencing currency and financial crises. As a tilateral approach to managing the most imporresult, the bulk of the adjustment burden in case tant international price, the exchange rate. New
of external imbalances is concentrated in a group or reformed institutions promoting a system of
of developing and transition economies despite the stable exchange rates to ensure a predictable tradfact that the source of such imbalances may be ing environment would need to represent better
found in the developed world.
the interests of countries at different stages of de-
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velopment and become more symmetrical in the
treatment of the different member States. The main
objective of institution building in this context would
be the prevention of systemic crises in emerging
markets, prevention based on the close monitoring of trade imbalances and global exchange-rate
misalignments. Separating surveillance from lending decisions taken by the international financial
institutions and assigning such surveillance to an
independent authority could improve its quality,
legitimacy and impact.

3.

Rules and commitments in the
multilateral trade regime

The GATT/WTO provides negotiated, binding and enforceable rules and commitments that
constitute the multilateral trade regime. The resultant certainty and predictability of international
trade are arguably key benefits of this regime.
Moreover, the core principle of non-discrimination, as embodied in the most-favoured nation
(MFN) rule, provides that trade concessions given
by one member to any other member will be extended to the entire membership. This kind of
reciprocity is an essential component of any system of global collective action. The WTO dispute
settlement process is intended to protect members
from unilaterally imposed restrictive trade policy
measures, which is of particular importance for
weak countries that otherwise could face undue
pressure from economically or politically more
powerful countries. To the extent that this regulatory system functions effectively, it is an important
tool for development because it minimizes the risk
of disruptive changes in trade flows. Moreover,
the GATT/WTO rules have granted developing
countries important exceptions regarding both the
MFN rule, by allowing them to enjoy preferential
and more favourable market access, and the reciprocity principle, by allowing them to grant
developed countries less than full reciprocity in
multilateral trade negotiations.
Thus the multilateral trade regime, in principle, provides a framework for an orderly, rules-based
system of international trade, with appropriate
checks and balances, arbitration of inter-State disputes and determination of the sanctions to be

applied. However, de facto this regime has been
under increasing pressure to expand the number
of areas regulated by multilateral disciplines and
to move towards the establishment of a homogeneous regulatory framework. However, such a
move would not adequately take into account
asymmetries existing among the different actors
in the world economy.
A variety of factors have contributed to this
development. First, many developing countries
perceive that the so-called “trade-related” agreements of the Uruguay Round, which were discussed in chapter V, commit them to renouncing
the policy autonomy that both the mature and late
industrializers had enjoyed during their periods
of economic catch-up. They believe such autonomy to be indispensable for maintaining an
appropriate degree of flexibility in multilateral
commitments that would give them the option to
adopt national support policies which other countries have used to accelerate industrial development and technological catch-up, even if they may
not currently have the intention or the budgetary
and institutional resources to use that option.
Second, developing countries accepted new
commitments stemming from these “trade-related”
agreements (notably TRIPS) as part of the grand
bargain of the Uruguay Round in exchange for
improved access to developed-country markets of
interest to developing-country exporters, particularly agricultural goods and textiles and clothing.
But, as discussed in chapter III, progress in this
area (particularly in agriculture) has fallen short
of expectations, while new forms of selective protectionism have gained in importance. Imbalances
in the outcome of the Uruguay Round Agreements
are reflected, inter alia, in numerous implementation-related issues and concerns (Finger and
Schuler, 2000). From this perspective, the global
partnership for development between developed
and developing countries has not materialized, and
developing countries have expressed concerns
about the failure of the Uruguay Round to deliver
fully the benefits that had been estimated by various international organizations (OECD, 1993; World
Bank and OECD, 1993) before the end of the
Round.
Third, the perception of continuing asymmetries biased against developing countries has
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been reinforced by the reinterpretation of the prin- “like-minded”, as was the case when the GATT
ciple of “special and differential treatment” (SDT). was founded. As noted by Kleen and Page (2005: 48)
Prior to the Uruguay Round Agreements, the case “if the WTO members now accept that the organifor SDT was couched in developmental terms, sation should aim for universal membership, in
notably that it would be undesirable for develop- order to ensure that the benefits of certainty and
ing countries to pursue policies and subject them- predictability apply to all trade by its members,
selves to disciplines that may be sensible for de- then both the possibility that some countries are
veloped countries owing to differences in their permanently ‘different’ and the certainty that some
economic structure and levels of development. By will not share the same approach to all rules imcontrast, the main concern of SDT since the con- ply that the WTO must either limit its rules to those
clusion of the Uruguay Round appears to have that can benefit and be accepted by all members
been that of assisting developing countries in im- or allow permanent derogations for countries with
plementing the WTO disciplines (Whalley, 1999). different economies or different approaches to
Thus developing countries are offered extra time economic policy.” The Task Force on Trade (United
and technical assistance to enhance capacity in Nations Millennium Project, 2005: 185) notes that
order to facilitate their adjustment. As noted by designing generic rules is particularly difficult when
Hoekman (2005: 406), it is now recognized that it comes to behind-the-border policies, and suggests
these provisions are inadequate
that agreements in this area
“as these are arbitrary and are
should be flexible and encournot accompanied by or based
age experimentation, learning
on an objective assessment of
and competition (similar to the
The increasing participation
envisaged in the
flexibilities
whether (and when) implemenof developing countries in
GATS architecture).
tation of a specific set of (prothe multilateral trade
posed) rules will be beneficial
regime brings together
Hence an inclusive multo a country.”
countries that may not be
tilateral
trade regime must
“like-minded”.
build in flexibility in order to
Fourth, WTO negotiation
procedures have often given
avoid a deadlock in multilateral
the impression of less than full
negotiations with attendant adtransparency and participation, so that some coun- verse effects on the substantial gains that multitries appear to have stronger influence than others. lateral disciplines in the area of international trade
Decisions taken in so-called “green room” meet- have achieved. Failure to provide flexibility might
ings or in other gatherings of a limited number of lead to increased doubts by influential segments
members are often presented to the entire mem- of civil society as to the legitimacy of the multibership as fait accompli. These procedures may lateral trading rules and disciplines at large.
have resulted from well-intentioned attempts to
So how can the multilateral trade regime
preserve practicality and efficiency in complex
decision-making. However, they have prompted move forward? Further discussions and negotiaconcerns about unequal influence and unequal tions at the multilateral level will need to explore
representation of national priorities in processes a range of options. As noted, for example, by
the results of which affect all participants. As such, Rodrik (2001), if the multilateral trade regime is
the increasing difficulty in reaching decisions on to maximize the development potential of develthe basis of equal participation of all members is oping countries, the criterion by which rules and
intimately linked to the growing number of WTO commitments governing global trade are judged
should be whether they appropriately fit a trade
members.
dimension to the development needs and goals of
Indeed, the increasing participation of devel- developing countries, rather than whether they
oping countries in the multilateral trade regime, maximize market access and international trade
which dates back to the Uruguay Round, has given per se.24
universality to multilateral rules and regulations
in the area of international trade. It has brought
It is likely that this exploration of options will
together countries that may not necessarily be aim at creating a new framework or new guide-
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lines for SDT in the WTO, as noted, for example, pendently the scope of multilateral disciplines
by Kleen and Page (2005), Hoekman (2005) and which it wishes to implement, and thus avoid
Singh (2005).25 The Doha Ministerial Declaration threats of retaliation for non-compliance with dis(paragraph 44), reaffirming the importance of SDT ciplines that it sees as constraining its developby stating that “provisions for special and differ- ment strategy. It would also leave intact the curential treatment are an integral part of the WTO rent practice of leaving individual countries to deagreements” also called for a review of SDT pro- termine whether they should invoke SDT. However, its major drawback is
visions with the objective of
that it would effectively result
“strengthening them and making them more precise, effecin a multi-track multilateral
tive and operational”. Estabtrade regime, thus conflicting
An inclusive multilateral
lishing a new framework would
with the basic rule of non-distrade regime needs
probably need to start from the
crimination and complicating
flexibility to avoid a
recognition that SDT for develadherence to the consensusdeadlock in negotiations.
oping countries means redressbased norm of the multilateral
ing structural imbalances,
trade regime. Moreover, it runs
rather than giving concessions.
the risk of leading to a prolifFrom this perspective, developed countries would eration of specific agreements, with disciplines that
need to agree to move to a new framework or new may well go beyond the desired scope of developguidelines for SDT without receiving any conces- ing countries for many years to come. Thus counsions in return. This could also be considered one tries that opt out will not enjoy the benefits of
of the tasks for developed countries to undertake existing multilateral disciplines, and might not be
within the global partnership for development.
able to renegotiate them once they decide to sign
on to a specific agreement.
There are, in principle, two options to reflect
differences among countries in their structural
The second option is to adopt an agreementcharacteristics or approaches to economic policy specific approach that would set specific criteria
(see, for example, Kleen and Page, 2005; and for individual agreements to determine whether
Hoekman, 2005). The first option is to adopt a members could opt out of the application of necountry-specific approach that would allow mem- gotiated disciplines for a limited period of time.
ber countries to selectively opt out of specific rules A major difficulty of this approach is to determine
and commitments, depending on their specific whether the exemptions from the specific agreenational priorities. Different variants of this op- ments should be defined before discussing which
tion have been proposed, inter alia, by Rodrik countries would be entitled to them, or the other
(2001) and Singh (2005). The basic principle of way round. Regarding country selection, the crithis option would be to provide flexibility for de- teria used could include a variety of economic
veloping countries to seek some latitude in the indicators relating to countries’ levels of develapplication of multilateral disciplines consistent opment. As with the first option, following this
with the pursuit of national development goals. second option would also lead to differentiation
Singh (2005), for example, argues that prior to between developing countries. However, contrary
the single undertaking adopted for the Uruguay to self-selection, as in the first option, in this case
Round Agreements, SDT allowed countries to fol- differentiation would be based on objective critelow different paths towards development as there ria. As noted by Kleen and Page (2005), determiwas no requirement for each country to follow all nation of the kinds of criteria used and the specific
the rules. He suggests a re-conceptualization of levels chosen would need to be the outcome of
SDT which would allow developing countries to negotiations, which would have to strike a balsubscribe to certain portions of multilateral agree- ance between a country’s needs and the potential
ments as they develop, without the obligation to damage inflicted on other members by relaxing
an agreed rule.
commit to all portions at once.26
This option would ensure that each developing country has the flexibility to determine inde-

According to Das (2003), the provisions on
SDT need to become an integral part of the WTO
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rules and disciplines, rather than being treated as
exceptions as at present. Das (2003: 186–187)
argues that the main goal of the GATT/WTO system is to ensure a fair sharing of the benefits from
liberalization of trade in goods of services. Therefore, the protection of intellectual property rights
(and, thus, the TRIPS agreement) should be taken
out of the WTO system and placed in either the
World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO)
or a separate organisation of its own. 27 Moreover,
in order to enhance the impact of developing countries’ trade integration on the development of their
domestic productive capacity, Das (2003: 190–191)
argues that developing countries should be allowed
to impose domestic-content requirements on firms,
which are now prohibited under the nationaltreatment principle of the TRIMS agreement and
to subsidize selected economic sectors.
With regard to the Agreement on Subsidies
and Countervailing Measures, this proposal implies that member States could consider setting
aggregate limits to subsidies that WTO member
governments can use while allowing them flexibility in the allocation of subsidies to firms and
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economic sectors, as proposed by Akyüz (2006).
Multilateral trade negotiations could determine the
aggregate limit on subsidies, as well as its reduction over time, while maintaining allocative flexibility. Such a scheme would be similar to the
provisions on Aggregate Measures of Support
(AMS) for agriculture, under which WTO members
have set targets for percentage reductions while
leaving considerable flexibility to member governments in the allocation of reductions across
different agricultural products. It would also allow governments to modulate the sectoral pattern
of domestic support policies outlined in figure 5.1 above.
The options suggested here are intended simply to sketch out some possible ways forward.
There may well be other options. Moreover, what
will eventually be adopted will need to result from
multilateral discussions and negotiations. What
is important at this point is to recognize that the
wide disparity in structural characteristics and
approaches to economic policies among the membership of a universal WTO requires greater flexibility.

Notes

1

2

While such a complementary set of institutions was
not spelt out, early development economists (e.g.
Hirschman, 1981), nevertheless, clearly recognized
the fundamental difference between the rules and
institutions governing developed countries and those
existing in developing economies.
Wade (2005), for example, argues that the difficult
task is not defining and adopting proactive trade and
industrial policies, but designing a bureaucracy with
sufficient motivation, legitimacy and creativeness
to be able to choose the right instruments for achieving the intended objectives of those policies.

3

4

This definition of governance has been proposed
by the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), which sees “good” governance as characterized by participation, transparency, accountability, rule of law, effectiveness and equity (see http://
mdg-guide.undp.org/?page=glossary_3).
According to Qian (2003), local communities (townships or villages), rather than individuals or the central government, held the formal ownership rights
in township and village enterprises between 1979
and 1993. The efficiency loss stemming from the
absence of private property rights was compensated
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5

6

7

8

9

10
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by an implicit ownership guarantee from local governments that for fiscal reasons had a strong interest in the prosperity of these enterprises.
This argumentation is closely related to the so-called
“Coase theorem”, according to which the neoclassicial ideal of efficient competitive markets is
obtained when market transactions are cost-free.
Kaufmann and Kraay (2002) and Keefer (2004) find
a weak but negative reverse causality, suggesting
the absence of a virtuous circle between better governance and better economic outcomes. But Dixit
(2006: 7) notes that even negative reverse causality
can create an econometric problem requiring instrumental variables. The use of instrumental variables
to address the problem of reverse causality is discussed later in this chapter.
These data aggregate a large number of indices available from other data sources into six broad governance indicators: voice and accountability (measuring political, civil and human rights), political instability and violence (measuring the likelihood of
violent threats to or changes in government, including terrorism), government effectiveness (measuring the competence of the bureaucracy and the quality of public service delivery), regulatory burden
(measuring the incidence of market-unfriendly policies), rules of law (measuring the quality of contract enforcement, the police and the courts, as well
as the likelihood of crime and violence), and control of corruption (measuring the exercise of public
power for private gain, including both petty and
grand corruption and State capture).
These categories follow those used by the United
Nations up to 2004 (i.e. the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia
and Slovenia are classified in the category of countries in Central and Eastern Europe, rather than as
developed countries).
By contrast, Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson
(2002) point to some “geographically handicapped”
countries that are now relatively poor but were relatively rich some 500 years ago (e.g. the Aztec and
Inca empires) or in early colonial times (e.g. Barbados, Cuba and Haiti), arguing that these “reversals
of fortunes” were more related to colonial history,
extractive policies and institution-building than to
geography.
Bockstette, Chanda and Putterman (2002) show that
a long history of a territory-wide polity and experience with large-scale administration may make for
more effective government and more rapid economic
growth. Many colonized countries suffer a relative
lack of State antiquity, which stems in part from
colonization itself and in part from the artificial
regrouping of territories by colonial rulers, who often caused post-colonial States to be incongruent with
pre-colonial political structures and boundaries.
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Moreover, as argued by Dixit (2006: 4), “[t]aken
literally, these findings constitute a message of pessimistic determinism: if your country lacks the right
prior or starting conditions, its economic future is
bleak.” On a humorous note, Dixit (2006: 6) argues
that these studies recommend a developing country
“to use plate tectonics to move itself to a more favourable location, or to turn the clock back and invite British colonizers, of course cleaning up the
local disease environment and getting rid of mineral resources beforehand.”
For a critical assessment of this proposition see, for
example, Bibow, 2004, and Forder, 2001.
Another kind of solution has emphasized reputation-related mechanisms (Barro and Gordon, 1983).
See TDR 2003, chap. VI, for a detailed discussion
of these issues in the context of economic reforms
in Latin America.
Regarding specific forms of institutional functions,
one attempt to address the problem of investment
coordination has been the establishment of large industrial conglomerates, such as the chaebols in the
Republic of Korea. Unifying decision-making on
interrelated investment and production processes
into one management structure significantly reduces
uncertainty in investment decisions about the availability of auxiliary activities that in part determines
profits. Another attempt, which has relied on a more
decentralized and differentiated market structure
with relatively smaller enterprises, has been the creation of institutional coordination mechanisms, such
as the deliberation councils in Taiwan Province of
China.
The East Asian late industrializers successfully used
such reciprocal control mechanisms to make the
privileges of local entrepreneurs conditional on technological upgrading and international competitiveness, as often measured by export success, rather
than allowing such privileges to be taken for granted,
as pointed out by Amsden (1989), Wade (1990), and
Evans (1995).
Rauch and Evans (2000) show that the key ingredients of effective state bureaucracies include competitive salaries, internal promotion and career stability, and recruitment based on merit.
Rodrik (1999), for example, emphasizes the need
for strong domestic institutions of conflict management to deal with the consequences of external
shocks, such as terms-of-trade declines or reversals
in capital flows.
For detailed accounts of how institutional arrangements complemented proactive trade and industrial
policies in East Asia’s late industrialization, see, for
example, TDR 1994 and 1996; Evans, 1995; Akyüz,
Chang and Kozul-Wright, 1998; and Chang, 1998.
The following paragraphs in this section partly draw
on Akyüz (2006).
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However, SDT is often expressed in terms of best
endeavour.
This section partly draws on Akyüz (2006).
The only multilateral discipline left in the IMF is
“avoidance of restrictions on current payments and
discriminatory currency practices”. According to Article VIII of the Articles of Agreement members are
obliged to avoid such restrictions and must obtain
the approval of the Fund to impose “restrictions on
the making of payments and transfers for current
account transactions”. This article provides the possibility for countries to impose exchange controls
on current transactions in situations where the Fund
has formally declared a currency to be “scarce” because the demand for a currency threatens the ability of the Fund to supply that currency (Article VII).
In principle, this scarce-currency clause may help
put pressure on surplus countries, but it has never
been implemented.
This will imply a major departure by trade negotiators from their past practices which seemed to be
based on following mercantilist rules, “in which an
increase in exports … is a victory, and an increase
in imports … is a defeat” (Krugman, 1997: 114).
For an account of recent negotiations in the area of
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SDT, see Kleen and Page (2005: 37–43). In what
follows, only SDT related to regulatory matters is
discussed. For discussions on SDT relating to preferential market access and the provision of technical
and financial assistance to help developing countries
implement multilateral rules, see, for example,
Kleen and Page, 2005, and UN Millennium Project,
2005.
As noted by Hoekman (2005: 418), plurilateral
agreements lead to a similar outcome, with the difference that they do not entail the presumption that
a country will eventually join and thus be subject to
all the rules and commitments.
The Task Force on Trade (UN Millennium Development Project, 2005: 215) also concludes that, from
an economic point of view, intellectual property
rights should probably not have been included in
the WTO because they “require a very delicate balance of market forces and public action—a balance
unlikely to be the same for countries with wide differences in terms of income and technology, all the
more because obligations of the TRIPS Agreement
also tend to be ‘one size fits all’, taking no account
of levels of development and varying interests and
priorities.”
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